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Foreword
The image of the American Indian, more than that of any other ethnic
group, has been shaped by films. Why? Because the characteristics that
define the American Indian are dramatically conveyed by this powerful
twentieth-century medium. All American ethnic groups, of course, are
defined-stereotyped, if you will-by Hollywood, but no other provides
the opportunity to convey that image in a narrative form in terms of rapid
physical movement, exotic appearance, violent confrontation, and a spirituality rooted in the natural environment.
Such characteristics attracted European and American observers long
before the advent of film. The image of the Indian in dramatic, violent,
and exotic terms was incorporated in the reports of missionaries and soldiers, in philosophiC treatises, in histories, and in the first American
bestsellers, the captivity narratives of the seventeenth and eighteenth
centuries. Although the image of the Indian varied in these early deSCriptions, one is struck by the tone of admiration and frequent references to
honor and nobility even in the context of cruelty and savagery.
The present collection of essays illustrates the widely varying trends
and depictions of the American Indian in films. Among those trends are
the change from the Indian's being portrayed as savage opponent to that
of being portrayed as wronged victim or generous host. More recently
there has been a dramatic shift from white actors portraying Indians to
Indian actors (finally) portraying Indians. How much better for us allIndians and whites-that the Indian activist Russell Means has finally
found his metier as an actor (as Chingachgook) in The Last ofthe Mohicans
and as the narrator in Disney's Pocahontas. Means' Sioux continue, as in
history, to lord it over their traditional enemies (as in Dances With Wolves,
in which Wes Studi provides a stunning image of the evil Pawnee in contrast to the idylliC and peace-loving Sioux).
I believe that the film industry, because of its ability to define the
Indian past in dramatic cinematic terms, helped promote the recovery of
the contemporary Indian in the early and mid-twentieth century and the
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renaissance of the Indian-particularly in art and literature-in the most
recent decades of the century. Motion pictures did this first by not letting
the Indian identity be absorbed into the larger American society as just
another-and tiny-ethnic minority, and, second, by reminding other
Americans of the worthy character of the Indian adversaries of the other
principal dramatis personae of American history, the frontiersmen and
pioneers who form the subject of the current debate over the "new" and
"old" Western history. Although the reforms of the New Deal period by
Indian Affairs commissioner John Collier did not derive directly from
the presentation of the Indian on film, the successful passage of such
reforms and their retention by succeeding congresses may well have owed
much to the continuing presence of the American Indian-whether as
villain, victim, hero, or worthy foe-in America's movie houses and thus
in the American popular imagination.
The viewer of imaginative re-creations of the Indian-white past may
be better off than the viewer of documentary films, or "docudramas,"
that have assumed a growing importance. The viewer of Little Big Man
or The Last of the Mohicans will rarely forget that the representation of
the past that he is seeing is the product of an artist, or series of artists,
working with an admittedly incomplete record of the past. In the preface
to The Unredeemed Captive: A Family Story from Early America, John
Demos, discusses his conversion to narrative history, which had become
almost extinct among professional historians, and he attributes "special
inspiration" to fictional portrayals of the Indian-in particular, to Brian
Moore's Black Robe. Viewers of films claiming the authority of a documentary or docudrama, such as Annie Mae-Brave Hearted Woman (about
an activist killed during the 1973 occupation of Wounded Knee), on the
other hand, too often assume the historical reality of the representation
no matter how ideologically distorted or histOrically unsupported it may
be. Better than the many contemporary, politically tinged documentaries
is a clearly imaginative film such as Powwow Highway. Incorporating
stereotypes of greedy white mining companies and "puppet" tribal governments, it focuses on a dramatic trip in a battered car from North Dakota to New Mexico in which the traditional personalities of its present-day
Indian protagonists emerge in the context of contemporary American
life.
Scholars endlessly debate the question of objectivity in history, sometimes, as a consequence, forgetting to write history itself. Literary scholars have carried the debate to the extremes of doubting the objective
existence of a physical reality. In such a climate the imaginative channel
to reality provided the viewer by film is, as they say, "privileged." As Gore
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Vidal has pOinted out in his Screening History, the history we believe we
"mow" is the history presented in film. Vidal would prefer an earlier era
when the novel conveyed the reality of the past, but he recognizes that
this era cannot be recovered by either historians or novelists in a time
when the public prefers to see-rather than read about-the past.
Critics of film as well as of literature will find any number of objections to works produced in either form. Mark Twain railed against
Fenimore Cooper's "literary offenses," but, as Jeffrey Walker rightly points
out, Twain's criticism is "a tour de force in the history of American humor" rather than "serious literary criticism." Critics can easily find similar incorrect or anomalous details in any number of Indian films. Others
will apply questionable abstractions, such as "collective wish-fulfillment
patterns," in interpreting Indian films. Still others will use the past to
comment on the present (for example, Soldier Blue or Little Big Man,
which allude to the Vietnam War). Few will agree on what films truly
represent the American Indian, but no one should be deterred from debating the question. The "historical reality"-if one can accept the concept at all-will always remain elusive, speculative, and controversial.
The filmmaker can legitimately stand with the historian and the novelist
in asserting equal claims to representing the American Indian.
-WILCOMB E. WASHBURN
Smithsonian Institution
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PETER C. ROLLINS AND JOHN

E. O'CONNOR

The Study of Hollywood's Indian
Still on a Scholarly Frontier?

The 1992 Columbian quincentenary set into motion a reconsideration of
the place of the Native American in our historical memory. A more recent eruption of interest (and controversy) has focused on a proposed
Disney historical theme park in Haymarket, Virginia. A local newspaper
speculated on how the Native American might be included in a controversial Disney version of history, giving ample evidence of the distance
Americans still need to travel along the path toward understanding: "The
theme park concept probably never penetrated the thick skulls or shadowy minds of the prehistoriC men who once dragged their knuckles across
what is now present-day Haymarket. Certainly, no caveman ever grunted
Disney. According to some local historians, the Walt Disney Co. regards
the legacy of those primal progenitors with equal indifference." The writer
ridiculed the notion that Disney might consider the Native American site
as important. This troglodytic attitude received immediate and ardent
condemnation; indeed, the Internet-based academic discussion group of
the Popular Culture/American Culture Association h-pcaaca@msu.edu)
lit up. Wilkie Leith, a George Mason University student, found it difficult
to curb her anger and asked for confirmation from the list: "My intention
here is to see if others find this issue outrageous .... Is anyone interested
in a full-scale protest against both the paper and Disney? Or am I justoverreacting?"
At the opposite extreme of the spectrum of attitudes toward Native
Americans is a project being advertised by Reader's Digest. While promoting a five million dollar grand prize in a special sweepstakes, the powerful media giant offered a volume entitled Through Indian Eyes. No
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author, editor, or creator was cited in connection with the book offer.
Instead, the brochure promised a plethora of romantic insights:
As you will see, it is a bittersweet story filled to the brimming with a
love of nature and the land .... The Indian sees time not as an elusive river that flows relentlessly in one direction, but as a deep and
eternal lake on which past and present mingle .... What was it like
riding with Plains hunters in pursuit of buffalo? Watching the coming of the Iron Horse and the pandemOnium of the Gold Rush? Fighting the good battle, answering the call of Crazy Horse, Sitting Bull,
Geronimo? And what must it have been like to dream the lost dream
of a land before the strangers came?
Here empathy for a lost cause spills over into sentimentality and revives
timeworn, romantic notions of a "passing West." (American history students will remember that this kind of romanticism was once directed
against Native Americans. In 1832, President Andrew Jackson-in defiance of the Supreme Court's decision in Cherokee Nation v. Georgia
case-used just such a portrait to justify his "Trail of Tears" approach
to preserving-putatively-edenic Native Americans from civilization's
"infections. ")
Although contemporary ignorance and stereotypes in popular culture certainly deserve condemnation, those of us who study the visual
media need to go farther down the trail of this legacy. And the trail leads
west to Los Angeles where, since the silent era, the Native American
experience has been molded into melodramatic formulas to attract audiences. This collection attempts to examine Hollywood's image, what we
call "Hollywood's Indian"-its construction, its aesthetics, its major productions, its impact, and its future.
We asked Ted Jojola (University of New Mexico) to survey recent
cinematic productions and to give us his impressions. He reports that the
Native American community is disappOinted with the meager attempts
to portray life as actually lived by his people. The community is especially
outraged that non-Indian actors (for example, Raquel Welch, who plays the
starring role in The Legend ofWalks Far Woman [1984]) have such prominence in films ostensibly sympathetic to the Native American dilemma.
Many readers, including the editors, have heard of semiunderground
films like Powwow Highway (1989), but have difficulty placing them
within a general pattern. Jojola performs a useful task by linking such
commercially minor (but culturally important) films to a broader context. Also, his sensitivity to how such films can run amok is enlightening.
He asks a pointed question: Do Native Americans themselves need to be
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Figure Ll. Removal of the Civilized Tribes to Indian Territory (now Oklahoma).
Mural painting by Elizabeth Janes, 1939. Courtesy of the Archives and Manuscripts
Division, Oklahoma Historical Society.

"reawakened" to appreciate their own heritage? Jojola also points out
excesses in what he labels "Indian Sympathy Films," productions capitalizing on the success of Dances With W()[ves. The Last of the Mohicans
and Geronimo do not fare well under Jojola's scrutiny. Jojola concludes,
"as long as Native actors are assigned roles controlled by non-Natives,
the image will remain revisionist."
As John O'Connor's essay demonstrates, there are institutional approaches to studying the image. Since 1980, when O'Connor surveyed
the Native American media image for the New Jersey State Museum, too
few scholars have pondered one of his methodological insights, namely
that "Hollywood is presumably not filled with Indian haters intent on
using their power to put down the natives. One need only observe how
quickly a director or a studio might switch from portraying a 'bloodthirsty'
to a 'noble savage' if the market seems to call for it. Far from purposeful
distortion, significant elements of the Indian image can be explained best
through analyzing various technical-and business-related production
decisions that may never have been considered in terms of their effect on
the screen image." With these factors in mind, O'Connor examines the
myth of the frontier in American history, a myth in which the Hollywood
Indian became subsumed within a definition of Americanness through
struggle. O'Connor stresses the temptation in visual media to create polarized antagonists (black hats) and protagonists (white hats) for "entertainment value." Furthermore, Hollywood's limited notion of "action"
often requires a set of jaws to be punched. In recent blockbusters, those
jaws tend to be Arabic, as in the Arnold Schwarzenegger film True Lies;
during the studio era, those jaws often belonged to stereotyped bands of
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Odeon Theatre

HE KILLED SIX INDIANS
AFTER LUNCH EVERY DAYThat is, when he was a matinee idol playing western "leads"
But you ought to see him as a real cowboy
without the gna5e psinL
Yolla SmiU. Lough, Chuckle and Roar.
Rere's a pippin comedy drama, peppy,
:spicy and zippy.
Here's a refreshing romance, gay as a
cor.ktail, breezy as the prairie and as funny
as the tint joke that ever tickled your
funny boIIe.
lJ«(t mIa it!
lJ«(t ml# it!

Figure 1.2. Revision of the image begins here. Courtesy of the
Archives and Manuscripts Division, Oklahoma Historical
SOciety.
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whoopin' and hollerin' Hollywood Indians. Finally, O'Connor reminds us
that, at least for the last fifty years or so, there have been few power bases
in the political arena from which Native Americans could bring pressure
on Hollywood. In the struggle to interpret the frontier past, the Native
American dimension has been the least defended-and hence the most
vulnerable-Df images.
Clearly, some paradoxes O'Connor highlights for the early days of
film continue. Ted Turner financed the making of an ambitious documentary entitled The Native Americans (1994). This six-hour special aggreSSively attacked the racial legacy in America since the Age of Discovery;
it is a noble effort for which Turner deserves praise. On the other hand,
in 1993, television viewers were regaled with pictures of Ted Turner and
his athletic wife doing "the Tomahawk chop" for the Atlanta Braves, a
demeaning gesture that some advocates protested. This is the same man
who presented the made-for-TV Geronirrw and Broken Chain. The Turner
example is an updating of the paradox O'Connor identifies, further complicating our notion of how Hollywood and the larger media culture use,
refine, and rewrite the Native American story and image for mass consumption. Finally, the Turner broadcast empire shows more cowboy-andIndian shoot-'em-ups than any other media conglomerate. These contrasts
in imagery point to the need for a business and institutional approach to
image development, an approach begun by O'Connor in 1980, but one
that later researchers have not pursued sufficiently.
The United States is not the only market for Westerns or the only
country that fantasizes about its native peoples. Hannu Salmi is a teacher
of history at the University of Turku in Finland who has speculated on
the international popularity of the movie Western. His essay on "The
Indian of the North" reminds us that Native Americans always have been
part of a worldwide population of indigenous peoples encroached upon
by an expanding European civilization. In the process, these "backward"
people became the objects of fable and fantasy.
Salmi is one of the few authors in this collection to invoke the name
of Frederick Jackson Turner, the apparently forgotten titan of "frontier
studies" who, in 1893, made his announcement that the frontier had finally closed and that a phase of the American cultural life and character
had ended. From Salmi's Finnish film analysis emerges a fascinating parallel between east-west cultural contrasts in the United States and southnorth tensions in Finland. Evidently, Finland's South can be seen as a
parallel to America's "civilized" East, whereas northern life is perceived
as closer to nature. Because the Lapp peoples appear to live where there is
more freedom, more honesty, they have become overladen with cultural
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Figure 1.3. Even the historical record can confuse: Geronimo at the wheel?
Courtesy of the Archives and Manuscripts Division, Oklahoma Historical Society.

projections by Finland's moviemakers and their audiences. Salmi concludes, "As there is an ideal West in American cinema, there is an ideal
North in the Finnish mind and film, the wild North which is a sort of
unattainable happy milieu for the modem nervous citizen."
Frederick Jackson Turner's approach to American history took root
during the 1920s, a time when Americans were looking for alternative
lifestyles. The "lost generation" explored aesthetic frontiers in Paris; "new
women" explored professional and sexual frontiers; and even Sinclair
Lewis's American prototype, George Babbitt, flirted briefly with a bohemian alternative to Zenith's bourgeois lifestyle. Such pervasive discontent with Establishment culture fostered sympathy for alternative visions.
Yet an epic contemporary film about the collision between Indian and
white cultures, The Vanishing American (1925), drew pessimistic conclusions about the future of a people, once free, denied their birthright as
Americans even after valiant military service during World War I. Although the movie attempted to be sympathetic toward the Indian, its
Social Darwinian assumptions predicated a "struggle for existence" and a
(bogus) theory of racial evolution that would doom the Indian to extinction. The ideology of the day made it impossible for even those sympathetic to envision constructive alternatives for the future. As Michael Riley
(Roswell Museum, New Mexico) concludes, Native Americans are not
only trapped by history, "but are forever trapped in the history of film."
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The Vanishing American was only the beginning of a series of confusing
messages from Hollywood.
For millions of viewers, John Ford is synonymous with the Western
genre-along with his favorite actor, John Wayne. Ken Nolley (Willamette
University) examines the career ofJohn Ford in relation to the American
West. Ford would be the first to defend his portrait of the Native American, but Nolley finds the legendary director's artistic record to be entangled in Hollywood traditions. Fortunately, Ford's later films made a
serious effort to transcend Hollywood imagery-indeed, to condemn the
tragic heritage of America's racial stereotypes.
Westward expansion involved a deadly culture war. Frank Manchel
(University of Vermont) explores a fundamental clash in world views between Euro-Americans and Native Americans: our pioneers saw the West
as empty and the Native Americans as obstacles to their Manifest Destiny, whereas Native Americans lacked a sense of "real" property that
might have protected their claims to the putatively "open" lands of what
was known as Indian Territory. By fOCUSing on Delmer Daves's Broken
Arrow (1950), Manchel highlights the conflict between the colliding cultures-not only during the nineteenth-century period of initial contact
but as remembered by our celluloid history. The use of "historical inaccuracies" as clues to the distortion of vision is especially valuable in this
test case, as is Manchel's discussion of specific scenes in the film to prove
his broader arguments. Broken Arrow has previously been identified as a
progressive step in the treatment of Native Americans in film; Manchel
questions the conventional wisdom.
John A. Sandos (University of Redlands) has used the novel (1960)
and film (1969) versions of Tell Them Willie Boy Is Here to study what he
and his colleague Larry E. Burgess call "Indian-hating in popular culture." It is their hope that a case-study approach will convince filmmakers that there is drama and style in an authentic Native American
perspective. The storytelling art of the Native American would be, in
their eyes, a refreshing and innovative approach to the West's real story,
tapping new cultural conventions and providing an opportunity for Hollywood to "discard the conventional mask it has shown toward Native
Americans and craft a commercial film that truly mirrors an American
society with Indians in it." Unfortunately, there must be audiences ready
to appreciate such work and lending institutions motivated to exploit the
commercial potential before such a desirable shift in perspectives can
happen. The Sandos and Burgess study is a good beginning, providing
filmmakers-perhaps even Robert Redford and his Sundance Filmswith both a basic narrative and a fresh philosophical orientation.
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Margo Kasdan (San Francisco State University) and Susan Tavernetti
(De Anza College) have gone back to Little Big Man (1970) and reconsidered its treatment of Native Americans. Kasdan and Tavernetti find
severe limits to the film's generosity-that, in fact, the film perpetuates
negative images just when it attempts to transcend stereotypes. Yet, seen
from a distance of time, the film scholars applaud Little Big Man for
making some progress. When Dances With Wolves appeared, exultant
reviewers seemed to have forgotten this wonderful film by Arthur Penn
(starring a young Dustin Hoffman); yet it is hard to believe that the Kevin
Costner blockbuster could have been made until after the successful
"demystification" efforts of Penn's parody.
Growing up in Oklahoma can foster a special perspective on the Native American experience. Robert Baird (University of Illinois), of mixed
Native American and European ancestry, is an Oklahoma-born film scholar
with Hollywood experience. From 1984 to 1986, he worked as a postproduction editor on fourteen films, including Cannon Films' Breakin'
and Delta Force and Alan Rudolph's independent feature Trouble in Mind.
Baird brings special inSights to bear in his sophisticated study of Dances
With Wolves.
Ted Jojola believes that Powwow Highway "came closest to revealing the 'modem' Indian-self" of any contemporary film. Yet the movie
failed at the box office; later, it gained popularity as a favorite video rental,
building an underground audience among Native Americans. In his interpretive essay, Eric Gary Anderson (Oklahoma State University) savors
both the sense of seriousness and play that characterize the film-a mixed
bag of cultural statement, parody, and adventure. Powwow Highway is
unusual because it adopts the perspective of the Native American in ways
that can nonetheless reach a white audience: "Part western, part picaresque
road film, part buddy movie, part comedy, part action (or adventure) film,
and part repository of American popular culture image and allusions, Powwow Highway Americanizes Native Americans and Native Americanizes
the movies, while at the same time respecting the sacred traditions of
both the Hollywood Western and the Cheyenne Indians." Little wonder
that, despite its limitations, this creative and playful production is so popular with Native Americans-especially younger viewers.
Some scholars trace the image of the Native American back to the
many, long (some would say tedious) novels of James Fenimore Cooper.
Most middle-aged American Studies scholars cut their teeth on Henry
Nash Smith's landmark book Virgin Land (1950), where Cooper is considered in great detail as a purveyor of the "myth" of the American West.
(For strangers to the book, it should be noted that Smith did not use the
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Figure 1.4. Nostalgia within nostalgia: the 1936 version yielded
adventure for 10 cents. Courtesy of the Archives and Manuscripts
Division, Oklahoma Historical SOCiety.

word "myth" in a pejorative sense.) For this collection, Jeffrey Walker
(Oklahoma State University) examines the details of Cooper's vision of
the West as found in the literary and cinematic renderings of The Last of
the Mohicans (1826/1992). Walker found that the press kit for the 1992
film version touts the production as a work of reverence. Director Michael
Mann claims that "The Last of the Mohicans is probably the first film 1
saw as a child. It was a black-and-white, I6mm print, and I must have
been three or four-it's the first sense memory I have of a motion pichue." (Mann here refers to the Randolph Scott version of 1936.) Walker
takes the position that Mann should have spent less time indulging his
childhood memOlies and more time reading Cooper's literary classic. Yet
Walker finds not only the recent cinematic version of The Last of the
Mohicans to be lacking, but that all Hollywood treatments of this classic
frontier novel-each in its o\vn way-have violated Cooper's plot, characterization, and world view. As early as 1920, Hollywood was imposing
its vision of "entertainment" on the American classic. Michael Mann's
rendering in 1992 is particularly vexing to the Cooper scholar; Walker
notes \:vith exasperation that "of all the many revisions of Cooper's novel
... Mann's decision to tum The Last of the Mohicans primarily into a love
story and to ignore the essence of the Native-American theme is the strangest and most damaging plot twist of all ... [and misses] the essential
theme and flavor of Cooper's classic tale." As often happens in the history
of filmmaking, enormous resources have been wasted in a production
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Figure 1..5. Cooper's or Mann's epic? Daniel Day-Lewis as Hawk-eye in The Last
of the Mohicans. Courtesy of the Museum of Modern Art/Film Stills Archive.

that could have both popularized a classic American novel and helped us
to understand the cultural conflicts on the frontier during America's colonial era.
In 1995, two major films for children featured Hollywood Indians.
Disney's Pocahontas and Columbia's The Indian in the Cupboard were
both moneymakers and spawned many spinoff products, which inspired
Pauline Turner Strong (University of Texas-Austin) to consider both the
images presented and the spinoff "commodification" in dolls, games, and
a fascinating CD-ROM. Many of the derivative objects and softwares are
well-meaning, but, Strong warns, "destabilizing stereotypes is tricky, as
others eaSily rush in to fill the void." For example, on the surface, the
Pocahontas song "Colors of the Wind" is innocuous, perhaps even helpful, in its promotion of empathy for nature. Yet Strong is concerned by
other messages from the film: "what is the exotic, sensual, copyrighted
Pocahontas if not the mascot for a feminine, earthy, conCiliatory New
Age spirituality?" As in so many cases throughout the Hollywood Indian's
history, filmmakers have rediscovered their own "lost innocence" vicari-
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ously through another Hollywood Indian. Both The Indian in the Cupboard and Pocahontas suffer from the chokehold of Hollywood aesthetic
constraints. Strong concludes, "They are rife with tensions and ironies
exemplif)ing the limitations of serious cultural critique in an artistic environment devoted to the marketing of dreams."
What do we know at this stage about the Hollywood Indian? Please
tread the trails to new horizons of scholarship suggested in the pages to
follow: Each essay moves out in a different direction, but-taken collectively-they suggest deeped inSights into a vital part of our cultural heritage. Whether we condemn the Disney version, ignore the Reader's Digest
special offer, or applaud or deplore Ted Turner's series The Native Americans, clearly our understanding of the connections between the Hollywood
Indian and the true heritage of Native Americans is a scholarly frontier
worthy of exploration. Film and television have inscribed our nation's memory
with so many misconceptions. We hope that media scholarship, followed by
critical viewing and discussion in our classrooms, will lead to a more humane future for all.
This revised edition of Hollywood's Indian responds to a clamor by readers for an additional chapter on Srrwke Signals (Dir. Chris Eyre, 1998), an
independent film that has distinguished itself by winning both the Audience Award and the Filmmakers Trophy at the Sundance Film Festival.
Based on a story by Sherman Alexie, Srrwke Signals evokes the spiritual
condition of contemporary Native Americans, stressing that Native Americans live in our own time and not simply in some distant frontier past
where civilization is in perpetual conflict with savagery. In a new chapter,
Amanda Cobb argues that what sets Srrwke Signals apart is that it is a
production not only about but by Native Americans. Anyone who reads
Ted Jojola's powerful indictment of Hollywood (in Chapter One) will realize that Native American viewers have been waiting decades for such an
autochthonous production. While Powwow Highway took a major step
forward in that direction, it is clear that Srrwke Signals is a fulfillment, representing contemporary Native American culture and delineating its conflicts-not only with the surrounding white culture, but with its own
traditions as well. Like other traditional peoples in American history, N ative Americans seek a balance between the old and the new; because it taps
the skills of writers who have lived the experience and film artists who desperately wish to depict the world of their peoples, Srrwke Signals is a lOgical
culmination for our scholarly survey in Hollywood's Indian.
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Absurd Reality II
Hollywood Goes to the Indians

When McMurphy, the character portrayed by actor Jack Nicholson in
the fivefold Oscar-winning movie One Flew Over the Cuckoos Nest (1975),
prods a mute Indian Chief (played by Indian actor Will Sampson) into
pronouncing "ahh juicyfruit," what the audience heard was far removed
from the stereotypical "hows," "ughs," and "kemosabes" of tinsel
moviedom. "Well goddamn, Chief," counters McMurphy. "And they all
think you're deaf and dumb. Jesus Christ, you fooled them Chief, you
fooled them .... You fooled 'em all!" In that simple and fleeting scene, a
new generation of hope and anticipation was heralded among Native
American moviegoers. Long the downtrodden victims of escapist shoot'em-and bang-'em-up Westerns, Native Americans were ready for a new
cinematic treatment--{)ne that was real and contemporary.
Native Americans had grown accustomed to the film tradition of
warpaint and warbonnets. When inventor Thomas Alva Edison premiered
the kinetoscope at the 1893 Chicago Columbian World's Exposition by
showing the exotic Hopi Snake Dance, few would have predicted that this
kind of depiction would persist into contemporary times. Its longevity,
though, is explained by the persistence of myth and symbol. The Indian
became a genuine American symbol whose distorted origins are attributed to the folklore of Christopher Columbus when he "discovered" the
"New World." Since then the film industry, or Hollywood, has never allowed Native America to forget it.
The Hollywood Indian is a mytholOgical being who exists nowhere
but within the fertile imaginations of its movie actors, producers, and
directors. The preponderance of such movie images have reduced native
people to ignoble stereotypes. From the novel, to the curious, to the exotic, image after image languished deeper and deeper into a Technicolor
sunset. By the time of the 1950s John Wayne B-Westerns, such images
droned into the native psyche. The only remedy from such images was a
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laughter, for these portrayals were too surreal and too removed from the
reservation or urban Indian experience to be taken seriously.
In the face of the exotic and primitive, non-Indians had drawn on
their own preconceptions and experiences to appropriate selectively elements of the Indian. The consequent image was a subjective interpretation, the purpose of which was to corroborate the outsider's viewpoint.
This process is called revisionism, and it, more often than not, entails
recasting native people away and apart from their own social and community realities. In an ironic turnabout, Native people eventually began
to act and behave like their movie counterparts, often in order to gain a
meager subsistence from the tourist trade. In that sense, they were reduced to mere props for commercial gain.
However, beginning in 1968, with the establishment of the American
Indian Movement (AIM), much of this misrepresentation was to change.
The occupation of Alcatraz Prison in 1969, of the Bureau of Indian Affairs headquarters in 1972, and of Wounded Knee in 1973 followed in
rapid succession. These were bloody struggles that many Native Americans consider to be every bit as profound as the political dissolution of
the Soviet Union or the dismantling of the Berlin Wall. They served to
bring the attention of the modem Native's plight to mainstream America.
Such activism did not escape the big screen. Hollywood scriptwriters
jumped onto the bandwagon with such epics as Tell Them Willie Boy Is
Here (1969), Soldier Blue (1970), A Man Called Horse (1970), Little Big
Man (1970), Return of a Man Called Horse (1976), and Triumphs of a
Man Called Horse (1982). Little Big Man in fact, established a milestone
in Hollywood cinema as the result of its three-dimensional character portrayal of Sioux people. This included what is perhaps one of the finest
acting roles ever done by an Indian actor, Dan George, who portrayed
Old Lodge Skins.
Indian activism, however, was subtly transformed toward unmitigated
militancy with the production of Vietnam War-based movies. Movies such
as Flap, or Nobody Loves a Drunken Indian (1970), Journey Through
Rosebud (1972), Billy Jack (1971), The Trial of Billy Jack (1974), and
Billy Jack Goes to Washington (1977) revised the message of Indian activism to an even more bizarre level. Native Americans were portrayed as
ex-Vietnam veterans whose anti-American behavior despoiled their common
sense. Herein was the ultimate blend of abOriginal nitro and glycerin.
The first premonition of "Red Power" decay came shortly after actor
Marlon Brando set up a cameo for the Apache urban-Indian actress
Sacheen Little Feather as the stand-in for his rejection of the 1973 Best
Actor Academy Award for The Godfather. Later in 1973 "Ms. Littlefeather,"
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as she was called, earned herself even more notoriety as the Pocahontasin-the-buff activist in a nude October spread in Playboy. Within the context of puritanical America, this unfortunate feature became the ultimate
form of image denigration.
Around this time, the famous "Keep America Beautiful" teary Indian
(Cherokee actor Iron Eyes Cody) and the Mazola Margarine com maiden
(Chiricahua Apache actress Tenaya Torrez) commercials were being run
on television. These stereotyped images and their environmental messages etched themselves indelibly into the minds of millions of householders. The "trashless wilderness" and "com, or what us Indians call
maize" became the forerunners of the New Age ecology movement.
Because such imagery was so heavily invested in American popular
culture, gifted Native actors like the Creek Will Sampson (1935-1988)
and Salish Chief Dan George (1899-1982) continued to be relegated to
second billings in films like The Outlaw Josey Wales (1976, also starring
Navajo actress Geraldine Keams), and Buffalo Bill and the Indians, or
Sitting Bull's History Lesson (1976). The same fate befell others like
Mohawk actor Jay Silverheels (1912-1980), who was widely recognized
as Tonto in The Lone Ranger and who went on in 1979 to be the first
Native actor awarded a star on the Hollywood Walk of Fame.
In spite of these shortfalls, the Native presence was posed for a major, albeit short-lived, breakthrough in the film industry. The Indian Actor's
Workshop was begun in the early 1960s and was followed in tum by the
establishment of the American Indian Registry for the Performing Arts
in the 1980s. Both organizations were committed to promoting Native
actors in Native roles. This momentum, which came as a result of advocacy among the ranks of senior Native actors, slowed to a lumbering pace
with the untimely deaths of Sampson, George, and Silverheels. It left an
enormous vacuum within the professional ranks of the Screen Actors
Guild.
So, in spite of Hollywood's attempts to "correct the record," the movies of this period all baSically had one thing in common-"Indians" in the
leading role were played by non-Indians. A few films like House Made of
Dawn (1987, starring Pueblo actor Larry Littlebird), When the Legends
Die (1972, featuring "the Ute tribe"), and The White Dawn (1975, featuring "the Eskimo People") attempted to tum the tide. Unfortunately, the
films earned the most meager of receipts. This in tum guaranteed that a
movie cast by and about Native Americans was a losing investment. Producers and directors continued to seek the box-office appeal of "name
recognition" instead. When the casting really mattered-as in the film
Running Brave (1983, starring Robby Benson), which was about the life
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of the Sioux sprinter Billy Mills, a 1964 Tokyo Olympic gold metalistnon-Indians continued to preempt Indian actors. Ditto for Windwalker
(1980), whose lead Indian part was preempted by a British actor, Trevor
Howard.
The absurdity of casting non-Indians reached its pinnacle in the mid1980s. In the opening sequence of The Legend ofWalks Far Woman (1984),
a legendary Sioux woman warrior, Walks Far Woman-played by buxom
Raquel Welch-plummets over a hundred-foot precipice and stands up
looking rather ridiculous and totally unscathed. In Outrageous Fortune
(1987), actor George Carlin continues the brainless tradition by playing a
hippie Indian scout. "That's my main gig," exclaims Carlin as he badgers
actresses Bette Midler and Shelley Long,-"genuine Indian shit. ... "
By the early 1990s, that "genuine Indian shit" had come full circle.
What should have happened, a sequel to Cuckoos Nest-a full-featured
realistic and contemporary performance about and by an Indianoccurred with Powwow Highway (1989). Given an unexpected second
life as a rental video, the acting of a then-unknown Mohawk Indian actor,
Gary Farmer, came closest to revealing the "modem" Indian-self, much
in the same light that Indian producer Bob Hicks attempted to pioneer
in Return to the Country (1982). Yet although Farmer, as Philbert Bono,
is believable to Indians and non-Indians alike, he is still cast as a sidekick
to the main actor, A. Martinez. In this film a Vietnam vet, Buddy Red
Bow, trails through a cultural and spiritual reawakening while Bono is
reduced to a kind of bankrupt Indian trickster. The problem with Powwow Highway is that it suffered from a predictable activist storyline that
froze solid sometime in the early 1970s. In spite of this flaw, Hollywood
was suddenly enamored of the novelty of the multicultural drumbeatIndians played by Indians.
Another variation on this Hollywood multicultural love affair was
Thunderheart (1992, starring Oneida actor Graham Greene). Although
technically superior to another B-movie,Journey Through Rosebud (1972),
it managed to rehash a basic plot of the naive half-breed who stumbles
upon reservation graft and corruption. But the original conception of this
ploy had already been hatched in Tell Them Willie Boy Is Here (1969). In
that film, a Paiute Indian returns to the reservation to expose the evil
machinations of the non-Indian agent.
In Thunderheart, the plot is updated so that the blame is shifted to
corrupt tribal government officials. Its screenplay was loosely based on
the real-life murder of a Native activist, Anna Mae Aquash (played by
Sheila Tousey, a Menominee of the Stockbridge and Munsee tribes). In spite
of its casting achievement, the film nonetheless went on to demonstrate
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Figure 1.1. Sex symbol (Raquel Welch) as Indian: Non-Natives pitched to white
audiences? Courtesy of the Muse um of Modern Art/Film Stills Archive.

that a non-Native actor cast as a "wannabe" can still walk away completely
unscathed from an unpalatable and unresolvable situation.
But the finest example of this wannabe syndrome, as well as being
one of the premier reincarnation film of all times, is Dan ces With Wolves.
Winner of seven Academy Awards, including Best Picture for 1990, the
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story is a remarkable clone of Little Big Man (1970). Both films used the
backdrop of the historic Lakota and Cheyenne wars. Both typecast the
Lakota and Cheyenne as hero tribes, victimized by their common archenemies, the U.S. Cavalry, and "those damn Pawnees!" However, unlike
Little Big Man, which reveled in its pOinted anti-Vietnam War message,
Dances With Wolves was devoid of any redeeming social merits. Rather,
it was apolitical and subconSCiously plied its appeal by professing a simple
New Age homily about peace and Mother Earth.
Nonetheless, as a result of its box-office appeal, Dances With Wolves
accomplished what few other Western films have done. It ushered forth
a new wave of Indian sympathy films and unleashed another dose of Indian hysteria among revisionist historians. For example, films like War
Party (1990) and Clearcut (1991) attempted to place the Indian into a
contemporary framework. But unlike Powwow Highway, the plots of these
films were as surreal and bizarre as a Salvador Dali painting. Rather, both
films were, more or less, classic in the manner in which they were depicted as psychodramas. Native actors finally got to act out unabashed
their colonially induced angst, although that depiction still gets mixed
reviews even among Native moviegoers.
Not to be left out, the TV industry also attempted to remake bestselling novels into prime-time movies. ABC-TV's The Son of the Morning
Star debuted to uninspired TV viewers in 1991. Lonesome Dove (1991)
fared a little better, and there was great anticipation for the made-for-TV
screen adaptation of Modoc writer Michael Dorris's The Broken Cord
(1992). Unfortunately, TV producers preempted Native actors with nonIndian actors and, as a consequence, the staged overall effect remained
dull and staid.
The most contentious example of a non-Native production was yet to
come. It occurred in the screenplay adaptation of mystery novelist Tony
Hillerman's Dark Wind (1992). Non-Native actor Lou Diamond Phillips
was cast as the central character, Navajo policeman Chee, while the sixfoot-plus Gary Farmer was miscast as a five-foot-tall, more or less, Hopi
policeman. Both the odd combination of actors and the spirituallyoffensive aspects of the storyline resulted in official protests being lodged by
both the Navajo and Hopi tribal governments. Fearing legal reprisal, its
makers pulled the film out of the American market and floated it among
the die-hard, Karl May-reared moviegoers of Europe instead.
But it was now 1992, and this quincentennial celebration was supposed to be a banner year for indigenous peoples. The reality of political
correctness, however, turned it into a categOrical revisionist bust instead.
Neither of the celebratory films 1492 nor Christopher Columbus: The
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Discovery broke any box-office records or changed any minds about Native people. In fact, if it proved anything, it really did reinforce the old
adage that immortal gods don't shit from the sky. Even though attempts
were made to draw moviegoers to the exotic pull of the undiscovered
New World, the mind's eye proved far more compelling.
Hollywood continued to remain mired in mythmaking. If any strides
were to be had, they usually resulted from the work of a few well-placed
Native consultants. In this manner, Native playwrights and cultural experts
were finally given the opportunity to add a tribal precision and to insert
snippets of real Native languages, rather than the usual made-up ones.
The Black Robe (1991) was one of the first representatives of such an
attempt. A story about a Jesuit missionary among the warring Huron,
Algonquin, and Iroquois tribes, it attempted to debunk the idea that all
Native people lived among one another in blissful harmony. Its mistake,
though, was to depict a contemporary pan-Indian powwow in 1634 and
to insinuate that the only kind of Indian sex was doggie-style intercourse.
Another film inspired by Native consultants was the forgettable Geronirrw:
An American Hero (1993). The portrayal of Geronimo by Wes Studi attempted to revamp the warring Apache into a gentler and kinder mystic
chief. But the fact of the matter is that because Geronimo has been cast
in so many fierce roles, everyone has genuinely forgotten how to deal
with the humanization of such a legend. In spite of all their efforts,
Geronimo remains, well, Geronimo. ABC-TV's own cartoon rendition of
Geronimoo in the Cowboys of Moo Mesa was far more interesting and
honest.
The most intriguing effort of this cycle, however, was the The Last of
the Mohicans (1992). This film was a fusion offact and fiction. The fact
was supplied by Native consultants, the fiction by James Fenimore Cooper. At the symbolic center of this film was American Indian Movement
activist Russell Means. Means was cast as Chingachgook, a marathonrunning sidekick of Hawk-eye, played by non-Indian Daniel Day-Lewis.
Although Cherokee actor Wes Studi, playing the Huron villain Magua,
ultimately stole the show, the cooptation of a militant AIM founder was
the cinematic milestone.
Means's presence resounded with the same activist overtones found
in his predecessor, Sacheen Little Feather, a full two decades earlier. Both
came to uncertain terms with Hollywood and both were hopelessly
seduced by its power. Means followed his debut by playing a Navajo medicine man in Natural Born Killers (1994)-prompting some Navajo people
to perform curing ceremonies to exorcise the offensive imagery-and, in
1995, Means lent his voice to Chief Powhatan in the animated Disney
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production of Pocahontas. Although it was deeply flawed, Means nevertheless proclaimed Pocahontas to be "the finest movie ever made about
Indians in Hollywood."
Accolades also continue to be garnered for docudramas produced by
independent cable channels like the Discovery Channel and Turner Broadcasting System. Productions like How the West Was Lost (1993), The
Native Americans: Behind the Legends, Beyond the Myths (1994), The
Broken Chain (1994) and Lakota Woman (1995) graced the airwaves.
They allowed playwrights like Hanay Geiogamah (Kiowa) and emerging
native actors such as Tantoo Cardinal (Cree), Rodney Grant (Winnebago)
and Floyd Westerman (Dakota) to have their fifteen minutes of fame.
Nonetheless, the most interesting storylines went largely unnoticed.
Ironically, a far more honest portrayal, and one that really came to grips
with what the popular image of Indians is all about, is in the Addams Family Values (1993). Although never acknowledged as such, this film comes
closer to exposing the psyche of Indian Hollywood than most of the socalled "authentic" Indian portrayals. Wednesday, played by Christina Ricci,
turns the role of Pocahontas upside down. In her poignant diatribe during the summer-camp Thanksgiving pageant, she exposes the hypocrisy
and racism of America in a matter of a few fleeting snippets, something
that most Indian sympathy movies fail to do in an hour and a half.
The biggest sleeper, though, was a 1995 film, The Indian in the Cupboard (starring another previously unknown Cherokee actor, Litefoot ).
Disdained by the Pulitzer Prize-winning film critic Roger Ebert for its
lack of "entertainment" value, the film successfully explored the
deconstruction of the cowboy-and-Indian myth from the naive perspective of two skeptical, adolescent boys. That dialog rightly belonged to
non-Indians. In that sense, the film exhibited far more integrity than the
trite children's book on which the screenplay was remotely based.
The only glimmer of a true Native presence comes in the form of TV
serials. CBS's Northern Exposure set the scene for casting a few fleeting
cameos, as Native actors were allowed to portray themselves as genuine
contemporaries. The presence of another self-made Native actress, Elaine
Miles, gave a distinctive sensibility in contrast to the machinations of an
otherwise Anglo and neurotic Alaskan community. Her unchanging, stoic
delivery, though, eventually began to wear as thin as the tundra. And any
advances made by Northern Exposure were summarily undone by CBS's
other TV serial, Dr. Quinn, Medicine Woman-an awful, awful apolOgist's
series done in a historical revisionist tradition. Far more interesting, but
unfortunately unavailable to American audiences, was a Canadian TV serial
called North of 60. Native actors and Native writers collaborated with the
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Figure l.2. Dr. Quinn (Jane Seymour), medicine woman, with Sully (Joe Lando),
friend of Cloud Dancing. Courtesy of the Museum of Modern Art/Film Stills
Archive.

Canadian Broadcast Corporation to produce this series, set in the Northwest Territory of Canada, which dissected the sociological ins and outs of
a small Native woodlands community. Central to the theme was a reallive staging of the escalating interpersonal relationships of Native and
non-Native alike.
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But the indictment of American television, vis-a-vis our enlightened
northern neighbor, is no more evident than the Star Trek series and its
various spin-offs. For example, in a special episode of Star Trek: The Next
Generation entitled "Journey's End" (1994), Native actor Tom Jackson of
North of 60 fame is recast as the space-age shaman of a futuristic Taos
Pueblo space colony. Throughout this episode he is adorned with Taiwan
Indian beads, becoming the New Age mentor to the rebellious space academy cadet Wesley Crusher. In the final minutes, however, his Native character is summarily dismissed and replaced by the "true" wisdom of an
alien time traveler-who, of course, is played by a white actor.
In yet another version, the 1996 season premier episode, "Basics,
Part II," of Star Trek: Voyager-which cast Chicano actor Robert Beltran
as the wannabe Native American space rebel, Chakotay-reveals how
Captain Janeway and her crew can be stranded on a Class-M planet and
still have the audacity to keep referring to its indigenous inhabitants as
"aliens!" Moreover, Chakotay bumbles his way through his "Indianness"
by exclaiming in a fit of exasperation, "I must be the only Indian in the
world who can't start a fire by rubbing two sticks together." He ultimately
transcends his Indian impotence by breaking the "ugh" alien tribe language barrier with Indian signing and saves the day by rescuing poor
shipmate Kes, who endures being tossed around like a piece of delicious
sex fruit, back and forth, between two virile bucks. It is appropriation at
its best-or worst-and demonstrates conclUSively that America is neither ready for science-fact nor any other kind of Native fact, for that
matter. The idea was already dismissed in the 1989 premier episode of
CBS's Saturday Night with Connie Chung. A defiant Marlon Brando did
not instill a sense of optimism when he lamented his failure to convince
Hollywood to produce a film about the darker legacy of United States
poliCies and Indian genOCide.
All in all, it appears that another cycle of Indian sympathy films will
have to wane before Native America can claim its "own" Hollywood
imagery. In reality, very little of what has transpired over this century is
groundbreaking. Such invention will only come when a bona fide Native
director or producer breaks into the ranks of Hollywood, hopefully to
challenge the conventional credos of the industry from within. By
happenstance, the first step was taken quietly during the 1992
quincentennial hoopla, when the Native American Producer's Alliance
was born. It remains to be seen if its activities will gain fruition in repatriating the Indian image back to a Native one. So long as Native people are
aSSigned roles that are controlled by non-Natives, that image will remain
unequal and revisionist.
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Filmography
A Man Called Horse. 1970. National General Pictures. Directed by Elliot
Silverstein. The first film of a trilogy that depicted the life of an Englishman
among his adopted Sioux tribe. Although it was billed as the most accurate
movie depiction of Sioux tribal customs, the director filled the screen with
fabricated sensational and revolting rituals of the rites of passage. The formula must have worked. The public devoured it in several sequels even before the advent of New Agers.
Addams Family Values. 1993. Paramount. Directed by Barry Sonnenfeld. A zany
sequel to the Addams Family. The parody of "the first Thanksgiving" at Camp
Chippewa is hilariously scripted and poignant at the same time.
Billy Jack. 1971. Warner Brothers. Directed by T.C. Frank (a pseudonym of actor
Tom Laughlin). The first HIm of a trilogy that depicted a karate wielding, halfIndian, Vietnam War hero who takes justice into his own hands in the face of
reservation-life adversity. The movie contains one of the best one-liners in
the Indian-image business: ''We communicate with him Indian-style. When
we need him, somehow he's there."
Billy Jack Goes to Washington. 1977. Taylor-Laughlin Distributors. Directed by
T.G Frank. Second sequel to Billy Jack.
Black Robe. 1991. Goldwyn. Directed by Bruce Beresford. A historical revisionist
movie that attempts to spread the onus of Indian genocide among the Jesuits, smallpox and the warring AlgonqUin, Huron and Iroquoian tribes. Superb on woodlands architecture; weak on plot.
Broken Cord. 1992. Made for Tv. Directed by Ken Olin. Based on the bestselling
memoir The Broken Cord by Native author Michael Dorris. The story depicts the real-life story of a Fetal Alcohol Syndrome child who was adopted at
an early age by the author.
Buffalo Bill and the Indians, or Sitting Bull's History Lesson. 1976. United Artists. Directed by Robert Altman. The story of a HIm that almost could. Director Altman attempts to weave a complex storyline on one of America's most
sensationalistic, albeit banal, showman, William F. Cody. Even historians get
lost quickly in this quirky version of circus history.
Christopher Columbus-The Discovery. Warner Bros. 1992. Directed by John
Glen. French actor George Corraface attempts to be a wannabe Columbus
as Marlon Brando's performance as Torquemada, the inquisitor, sinks like
the Santa Maria. The best performance is turned in by a pregnant rat that
scurries down the anchor rope to swim ashore and colonize the New World.
Clearcut. 1991. Northern Arts. Directed by Richard Bugajski. A brutal film that is
evenly divided between its native protagonists and antagonists. Two Native
people succeed in manifesting elements of terrorism, emoting from the frustrations of a dejected non-Indian lawyer whose stay to suspend the cIearcutting
of tribal woodlands is overruled.
Dances With Wolves. 1990. Orion. Directed by Kevin Costner. Winner of seven
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Academy Awards, including Best Picture for 1990. Extraordinarycinematography overwhelms what is a mushy, formulaic, romantic plot at best. Lakotas
adopt an Anglo, Civil War-decorated soldier into their tribal band. He repays
the honor by repatriating an Anglo woman, kidnapped and later adopted by
the tribe, from the impending throes of physical and cultural genocide.
Dark Wind. 1992. Carolco Pictures. Directed by Patrick Markey. Based on the
Navajo-based action novel by author Tony Hillerman. It was the first, and
perhaps the last, attempt to bring to cinema the persona of Navajo policeman
Jim Chee. Estranged by the politics of the Hopi/Navajo Land Dispute, the
production of the film was controversial among both the Navajo and Hopi
tribal governments from the beginning. The plot, frankly, is rather unimaginative and certainly not worth spilling any bureaucratic ink over. It was released only in Europe, although it is available on video in the United States.
Dr: Quinn, Medicine Woman. 1993-. CBS-Tv. Follow the machinations of a nonIndian doctor as portrayed in frontier America. Episodes attempt to explore
the fragile interrelationships of the townspeople and the Indians. The bigger
mystery is who actually watches this series in the first place.
Flap or Nobody Loves a Drunken Indian. 1970. Warner Brothers. Directed by
Carol Reed. A dejected Indian, Flapping Eagle, played by actor Anthony
Quinn, attempts to find a "place in the sun" for his castaway people. The
original title ofNobody Loves a Drunken Indian raised howls of protest among
Native people in the Southwest for its racist overtones. One of the first Hollywood films to present a pan-Indian theme.
Geronirrw: An American Hero. 1993. Columbia. Directed by Walter Hill. Cherokee actor Wes Studi blazes the revisionist saddle as Apache chief Geronimo.
The film attempts to switch the stereotyped image of Geronimo as outlaw
into a genuine American folk hero. Instead, it accomplishes neither, leaving
the viewer to ponder the rest of revisionist American history.
Godfather: 1972. Paramount. Directed by Francis Ford Coppola. Incidental to
the Hollywood Indian, but star Marlon Brando used the rejection of his Best
Actor Academy award to catapult then little-known Indian actress, Sacheen
Little Feather, to notoriety as a Playboy Pocahontas.
House Made of Dawn. 1987. Firebird Productions. Independent. Directed by
Richardson Morse. Adapted from the Pulitzer Prize-winning novel, House
Made ofDawn , written by Kiowa novelist N. Scott Momaday. This film comes
closest to being a cult film among Indian movie fanatics because of its use of
Native backdrops and actors. Produced outside of Hollywood circles and too
early for video technology, it saw very limited play and distribution. No Indian filmography, however, is complete without this one.
Indian in the Cupboard. 1995. Kennedy/Marshall Company and Scholastic Productions. Directed by Frank Oz. This film is loosely based on the children's
book The Indian in the Cupboard, written by Lynne Reid Banks. The book is
demeaning to Native culture, but the movie is exceptionally brilliant. The
film blurs the lines of distinction between education and entertainment. Its
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Internet site was remarkable unto itself and featured real Iroquois people
writing about their culture to the non-Native audience.
Journey Through Rosebud. 1971. GSF. Directed by Tom Gries. An itinerant draft
dodger meets a Vietnam vet on the Rosebud Indian Reservation. Together
they combat graft and corruption in the reservation. One of the first formula
films with such a theme.
Last of the Mohicans. 1992. Twentieth Century Fox. Directed by Michael Mann.
Based on the early romantic novel The Last of the Mohicans by James
Fenimore Cooper. Director Mann weaves a tale of romance and revenge
during the French and Indian War of 1757. Unfortunately, the efforts to weave
historical fact with creative fiction fell somewhat short of a memorable story.
The film also premieres AIM activist Russell Means as Chingachgook, an
interesting contemporary Indian milestone in itself.
Legend of Walks Far Woman. 1984. Made for TV The film is focused on the
exploits of actress Raquel Welch as the legendary Sioux woman warrior Walks
Far Woman. Both the actress and the movie, however, are a mismatch from
the beginning. One of those movies that should have never been made.
Little Big Man. 1970. National General. Directed by Arthur Penn. A 121-yearold man relates his life among the Cheyenne tribe. Indian actor Chief Dan
George, who plays Old Lodge Skins, is mentioned for an Academy Award.
This yam plays all aspects of the Western myth including one of the most, if
not the best, dramatic reenactments of Custer's massacres.
Lonesome Dove. 1991. CBS-TV Directed by Simon Wincer. This week-long TV
miniseries featured the exploits of two ex-Texas Rangers herding cattle from
Texas to Montana. Indians were definitely the backdrop along every mile of
this arduous and totally forgettable adventure.
Natural Born Killers. 1994. Warner Bros. Directed by Oliver Stone. The film is
filled, wall-to-wall, with Route 66 Indian trading-post imagery. One situation
is staged around a dances-with-tornado sequence at Shiprock, New Mexico
(where, such a phenomena has never been witnessed). But the film is most
memorable for the sacrilegious performance by Russell Means as a Navajo
medicine man.
North of 60. Canadian Broadcasting Corporation. 1993. Directed by David Lynch.
Situated in an isolated northern Canadian community, the series attempts to
portray the problems of two cultures, white and Dene, trying to live together.
The production features Native actors and writers, a refreshing departure
from the U.S. television industry.
Northern Exposure. 1989-95. CBS-TV A popular weekly that follows the machinations of a urbanite, Jewish doctor stuck in rural Cicely, Alaska. Natives get
plenty of bit roles and add tremendously to the ambiance of the setting. Occasionally, a Native-based storyline is developed.
One Flew Over the Cuckoo's Nest. 1975. FantasylUnitedArtists. Directed by Milos
Forman. Features one of the most important contemporary roles played by
an Indian actor. Will Sampson, the mute "Chief,' who hasn't spoken for twelve
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years, becomes the metaphor for hope in an otheIWise insane environment
of a mental asylum. His depiction finally breaks the Indian stereotype.
Outlaw Josey Wales. 1976. MalpasolWarner Brothers. Directed by Clint Eastwood.
Based on the first novel by Forrest Carter, The Rebel Outlaw: Josey Wales.
Chief Dan George and Navajo actress Geraldine Keams shine in this story
about a farmer turned wrathful avenger.
Outrageous Fortune. 1987. Touchstone Pictures. Directed by Arthur Hiller. A
zany comedy chase-adventure that goes nowhere fast. Features elements of
Pueblo Indians in the plot. Some of the scenes were filmed in the Pueblo of
Isleta, New Mexico. Maybe one of its only redeeming aspects.
Pocahontas. 1995. Disney Productions. Directed by Mike Gabriel and Eric
Goldberg. A revisionist history of an American myth. The English Governor
Ratcliffe of the ill-fated Virginia Colony is transposed as a gold-hungry Spanish conquistador. Matters Ken and Barbie are transposed as John Smith and
Pocahontas. Activist Russell Means is the voice of a wannabe Chief Powhatan.
A serious omission is the lack of the standard film disclaimer that all characters and their resemblance are fiction.
Powwow Highway. 1989. Warner Brothers. Directed by Jonathan Wacks. A sleeper
B-film that catches almost every critic off guard. Features the debut of then
unknown Mohawk Indian actor Gary Farmer in an acclaimed contemporary
Indian role. Unfortunately, the plot focusing on the machinations of an Indian Vietnam vet seeking justice is caught in an irrevocable time-warp.
Return of a Man Called Horse. 1976. United Artists. Directed by Irvin Kershner.
Sequel to A Man Called Horse.
Return to the Country. 1982. Independent. Directed by Bob Hicks. The only
example of a wide-screen 35mm film produced by an Indian director. This
short treatment parodies the Bureau of "White" Affairs. It's the ultimate fantasy film for Native activists.
Running Brave. 1983. Englander/Buena Vista. Directed by J.S. Everett. Based on
the biography of the Sioux 1964 Olympic gold medalist Billy Mills. This had
the potential of being a Rocky, but fell flat because of the casting.
Saturday Night with Connie Chung. 1989. CBS-Tv. Interview between Connie
Chung and Marlon Brando. Brando bemoans his failure to get Hollywood to
finance a movie about the genOcide of Indian people by the United States
government.
Soldier Blue. 1970. Avco Embassy. Directed by Ralph Nelson. Adapted from a
novel by Theodore V. Olsen describing the massacre of a defenseless village
of Cheyenne Indians by forces under the command of Colonel Chivington in
1864. The movie successfully engenders the anti-Vietnam sentiment of that era.
Son of the Morning Star. 1991. ABC-Tv. Directed by Mike Robe. A made-for-TV
drama based on the fictionalized historical study Son of Morning Star: Custer
and the Little Bighorn, by Evan S. Connell. The series attempts to paint a
factual, first-hand account of the life of George Armstrong Custer but fails
because of its own storytelling and mythmaking.
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Star Trek: The Next Generation. "Journey's End." 1994. NBC-TV In this New
Agey episode, a space cadet is mentored by a tribal shaman, played by Native
actor Tom Jackson. The novelty here is that a futuristic space colony, dubbed
Taos (after the centuries-old Earth village, Taos Pueblo, New Mexico), still
has Indians wearing braids and made-in-Taiwan jewelry.
Star Trek: Voyager. "Basics Part II." 1996. FOX-TV Another of the knock-off
series spawned from the prolific Star Trek seed, this particular episode successfully captures the worst elements of native image appropriation. Chakotay,
the wannabe Indian, touts his ethnic "stuff' by rescuing a Ramona-esque Kes
and the Voyager crew from a tribe of primitive "aliens."
Tell Them Willie Boy Is Here. 1969. Universal. Directed by Abraham Polonsky.
One of the first movies to attempt to present Indian reservation graft and
corruption in a more or less contemporary manner. The plot serves to establish a formula of the returning Indian-turned-renegade, which will be repeated oft after.
Thunderheart. 1992. TriStar. Directed by Michael Apted. Loosely based on the
tragedy of Native activist Anna Mae Aquash, the film resurrects the plot of
the urban Indian who returns to his reservation. There he unravels corruption among the infamous tribal chairman's goon squad and learns enough
about his cultural values to escape from it for good.
Trial of Billy Jack. 1974. Taylor-Laughlin Distributors. Directed by T.e. Frank.
The sequel to Billy Jack.
Triumphs of a Man Called Horse. 1982. Redwing-Transpacific Media-Hesperia!
Jensen Farley. Directed by John Hough. Third and final remake, thank goodness, of A Man Called Horse.
War Party. 1990. Hemdale. Directed by Franc Roddam. A staged reenactment of
an Indian war party at a county fair goes awry. Someone loaded real bullets
instead of blanks. But wait-the plot gets more ethereal as the white community attempts to avenge the deaths caused by the unwary Indian actors by
mounting an old-fashioned posse. It's deja vu, Indian style, as the posse pursues its hapless fugitives.
When the Legends Die. 1972. SagaponackIFox. Directed by Stuart Millar. An orphaned fourteen-year-old Indian boy is educated as he competes in the Indian rodeo circuit. A basic human-interest story that was filmed with the
cooperation of the Ute tribe.
White Dawn. 1975. Paramount. Directed by Philip Kaufman. Based on a historical incident, the movie relates the story of three nineteenth-century sailors
who were separated from their whaling ship." They are adopted by an Eskimo
clan from Baffin Island who soon grow weary of their insatiable demands.
Not a film with a happy ending, and one that has not received adequate recognition for its extensive use of Eskimo dialog.
Windwalker. 1980. Pacific International. Directed by Thomas E. Ballard. A copycat film that glorifies yet another Indian legend. This film billed itself as the
most authentic Indian-legend movie ever made. And it even uses the Cheyenne and Crow languages with subtitles to add legitimacy to this hollow boast.
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O'CONNOR

The White Man's Indian
An Institutional Approach

The most obvious explanation for the Native American's Hollywood image is that the producers, directors, screenwriters, and everyone else associated with the movie industry have inherited a long intellectual and
artistic tradition. The perceptions that Europeans and Americans have
had of the Native American were both emotional and contradictory. Either an enemy or a friend, he was never an ordinary human being accepted on his own terms. As Robert Berkhofer explains in his book The
White Man's Indian: Images of the American Indian from Columbus to
the Present (1977), the dominant view of the Indians has reflected primarily what the white man thought of himself.
As the positive concept of the "Noble Savage" took shape, especially
in eighteenth-century France, it was conceived as evidence to support
the arguments of Enlightenment philosophers like Rousseau. Paris-bound
thinkers believed that people would be better off as children of nature,
free of the prejudices and conventions imposed by such established European institutions as the monarchy and the church. The negative view of
many of the captivity narratives common in the literature of the New
England Puritans proved to the faithful that the forces of the Devil were
alive and at work in the dark forests of America. Berkhofer argues that
from the first contacts of the European explorers, white men tended to
generalize about Indians rather than discriminate among individual tribes,
to describe Indians primarily in terms of how they differed from whites,
and to incorporate strict moral judgments in their descriptions of Indian life. This judgmental approach has proved true in prose, painting,
and documentary photography-in every art form that chose the Indian as
its subject, including film. Consider, for example, the characteristic view of
the Indians' relationship to the land. The view that the Indian impeded
progress because he lacked the ambition and "good sense" the whites
used in developing the American landscape has prevailed throughout our
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history. Movies and television, the popular art forms of today, continue to
present images of Native Americans that speak more about the current
interests of the dominant culture than they do about the Indians.
As war clouds rose overseas in the late 1930s and early 1940s and the
dominant American culture sought to reaffirm its traditional patriotic
values, the negative stereotype of the Indian (a traditional enemy) served
a broader purpose in films such as Drums Along the Mohawk (1939) and
They Died With Their Boots On (1941). Thirty years later, with America
embroiled in a different kind of war-and millions of its citizens challenging the government's policies-the movies reflected its divided consciousness. In films of the 1960s and 1970s like Tell Them Willie Boy Is
Here (1969) and Little Big Man (1970), Berkhofer perceives that "the
Indian became a mere substitute for the oppressed black or hippie white
youth alienated from the modem mainstream of American society".
One must take care, however, in drawing generalizations. Even with
the gradual shift in public interests and values, certain plot formulas have
persisted. The Indian raids, for example, on the stagecoach (Orphans of
the Plains [1912], Stagecoach [1939], Dakota Incident [1956]), on the
wagon train (Covered Wagon [1923], Wagon Wheels [1934], Wagonmaster
[1950]), on the heralds of technological progress (Iron Horse [1924], Union
Pacific [1939], Western Union [1941]), and on the peaceful frontier homestead (The Heritage ofthe Desert [1924], The Searchers [1956], Ulwna's Raid
[1972]) have changed little. There have been cycles of Indian pictures
such as the string of sympathetic films that followed Broken Arrow (1950),
but at times a romanticized, even glOrified, image could coexist with the
vicious one. In 1936, for example, when most screen Indians were the
essence of cruelest savagery, Twentieth Century-Fox made the fourth
screen version of the idyllic Indian dramaRarrwna, starring Loretta Young.
Even in the very early days, when small production companies
churned out two-reel westerns weekly for the nickelodeon trade, a patron might leave one movie house where he had just seen a sympatheticthough not necessarily accurate-Indian drama and walk into another
theatre where the natives on the screen were totally inhuman. Thomas
Ince's Heart of an Indian (1912), for example, allowed that some Indians
might be sensitive people; but D.W Griffith's The Battle at Elderbush
Gulch (1914), though it showed the provocation for battle, presented the
Indians as absolute savages-they even wanted to steal Mae Marsh's puppy
dogs to kill and eat in a ritual sacrifice. Another common Indian image
was the comic one in Western spoofs like Charlie Chase's Uncovered
Wagon (1920), the Marx Brothers' Go West! (1940) and Mel Brooks's
BlaZing Saddles (1974). Over the last ten years a series offilm documen-
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Figure 2.1. Two children of Nature, Esther LeBarr and White Parker, in The
Daughter oj Dawll (1912). Courtesy of the Oklahoma Historical Society.

taries and docudramas, especially those made for television, have taken
strides toward presenting the Indians more on their own terms, but by
and large the Hollywood product continues to present the white man's
Indian.
The serious scholarship of historians, anthropologists, and other professionals should have helped to dispel the assumptions that tainted the
popular concepts of Native Americans. But the conclusions of Helen Hunt
jackson's landmark history Century of Dishonor (1881) and such detailed
studies of tribal life as those by Steward (1938) and Eggan (1955) were
painfully slow in finding their way into school textbooks and into the
broader culture.
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Filmmakers who perceive the Indians through the distorted lens of the
broader culture will invariably produce movies filled with twisted images. However, in spite of a more or less subtle racial bias, Hollywood is
presumably not filled with Indian-haters intent on using their power to
put down the natives. One need only observe how quickly a director or a
studio might switch from portraying a "bloodthirsty" to a "noble savage"
if the market seems to call for it. Far from purposeful distortion, significant elements of the Indian image can be explained best through analyzing various technical and business-related production decisions that may
never have been considered in terms of their affect on the screen image.
Film is a collaborative art. It requires the creative contributions of
dozens of people, who will subtly-sometimes unconsciously-alter the
movie's message or the way it is presented. Moreover, although almost any
artist would be happy to sell work-to that extent commercial concerns
may influence all art-the huge monetary investments necessary to produce a feature film make art and commerce inseparable. If producers,
set designers, script writers, cinematographers, directors, and actors want
to practice their craft, the films they make must earn a profit. Therefore,
the creative process involved in producing a Hollywood movie demands
the artistic judgment of a team of professionals and its utmost effort to
make the film appeal to the broadest possible audience. The poet, the
painter, and (to some extent) the novelist may escape these pressures. In
some ways, they complicate the analysis of film art more than the other
forms, but they are indispensable to understanding a film's point of view.
To simplifY analysis I have grouped some of these production factors
into three general areas: dramatic considerations, commercial considerations, and political considerations. These designations are imprecise.
Certain elements of filmmaking may fit as well into two or three of the
categories, whereas others may not fit easily into any. Such divisions, however, may make the artistic, financial, political and other forces that influence the artistic process easier to understand.
The influence of such production factors is not unique to movies
about Native Americans. The three types of considerations figure in the
production of every Hollywood film. A similar analysis would be fruitful
in studying gangster movies or science fiction films. Of significance in
analyzing films about Native Americans is the way in which seemingly
unrelated production decisions may have superseded interest in historical accuracy or cultural integrity and how they may have dictated the
image of the Indian in particular films.
In many ways, film is a literary form. Like a novel, a play, or any other
narrative structure, its purpose is to tell a story. The filmmaker (a com-
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posite of all the collaborators), like the novelist and the playwright, must
resolve questions of format, structure, and the relationships of characters
so that they are comprehensible to the audience. A good filmmaker, like
any other artist, will try to solve these problems so that they illuminate
some aspect of the human condition. Rather than use words on a page or
paints on a palette, the filmmaker works with a complex combination of
images projected on a screen, and the demands of this medium influence
the dramatic language used to tell the story. This is especially evident in
films that have been adapted from another form. Massacre (1934) began
as a book-length journalistic expose of the state of Indian affairs in the
early 1930s. A well-organized and effective book, it dealt with reservation
life, unemployment, inadequate medical care, and other problems. The
filmmakers had to create a different structure using fictional characters
with whom the audience might identifY. Walter Edmunds's novel Drums
Along the Mohawk was a bestseller in the 1930s. Though some regard it
as a classic of historical fiction, the structure did not lend itself to the
movies. The story of how the IroqUOiS "destructives" had terrorized the
farmers of the Mohawk Valley year after year was long and episodic. In
some ways its drawn-out descriptions of successive attacks must have given
the reader a sense of desperation similar to what the colonists must have
felt. Moguls at the studio decreed that the film script needed tightening
and careful pacing to allow a series of lesser climaxes to lead up to a
single major climax that would end the film on a positive note.
Whether told in a book or on film, every story has a point of view.
Establishing any point of view, especially a complex one, may be more
difficult in film than in print. One reason for this difficulty is that filmmaking conventions discourage the use of a narrator, preferring that characters develop the plot and point of view through dialog. Only two of the
films discussed here use narration. They use it sparingly, and, as the study
of the manuscripts at Twentieth Century-Fox indicates, the narration by
Tom Jeffords that begins and ends Broken Arrow was a device decided
on at the last minute. The visual medium lends itself well to describing
the landscape or the ambience, but communicating the personality of a
character becomes difficult. Without a narrator, the audience's perception of what the characters say and do (and what other characters say
about them) is all there is to delineate their personalities. This restriction
helps to explain why, even with some narration, Arthur Penn's Little Big
Man fails to capture the subtle characterization of Old Lodge Skins that
Thomas Berger achieves in his novel.
Communicating with images can be more difficult than with words.
Images are more open to misinterpretation by the viewer taking in the
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message on a sensual and emotional level, and at a predetermined rate,
in contrast to the basically intellectual, self-paced process of reading a
book. Camera angles, composition, lighting, editing, and a host of other
factors can influence the viewer's unconscious perception. Imagine how
difficult it was to develop characterizations before the innovation of sound.
For example, the makers of The Vanishing American (1926) had to try to
match Zane Grey's skillfully written characterizations working only with
pictures and a few subtitles. Of course, even in the silent era the filmmaker may have provided a musical score for the theater pianist to play
along with the film, or he might have tinted the images on the screen to
suggest a mood, as D.W Griffith did for America (1924). But the development of synchronized sound and Technicolor further complicated the
process of producing and decoding movies. For example, might the funeral scene in Massacre have had a different tone if Hal Wallis had allowed it to be screened with the sounds of weeping and sobbing Indians
in the background? In Drums Along the Mohawk, would the Indians have
seemed so menacing if their painted faces and the farmhouses they set
on fire had been filmed in black and white instead of color?
With few exceptions, Indians have come to the screen most often in
films about the American West. As Will Wright points out in his Sixguns
and Society: A Structural Study of the Western (1975), Western films
have a mythology and a method all their own. Wright makes it clear that
although the Western has several standard plot variations, its popularity
with filmmakers (and other artists) over the years depends mainly on the
human conflicts involved in life on the critical edge between wilderness
and civilization. Whenever this drama allows the full development of an
Indian character so that the viewer gets to know him, the film almost
always induces some empathy. But little time has been spent in developing the screen personalities of Indians. They become flat characters, relatively nondeSCript evil forces that help establish an atmosphere of tension
within which the cattle ranchers, the townspeople, the stagecoach riders,
the outlaws, the sheepherders, the cavalry officers, the schoolmarms, and
the barmaids can relate to one another. As another scholar of the Westem, John Cawelti, puts it: "The western formula seems to prescribe that
the Indian be a part of the setting to a greater extent than he is ever a
character in his own right. The reason for this is twofold: to give the Indian a more complex role would increase the moral ambiguity of the story
and thereby blur the sharp dramatic conflicts; and, second, if the Indian
represented a Significant way of life rather than a declining savagery, it
would be far more difficult to resolve the story with a reaffirmation of the
values of modem society" (p. 38).
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Therefore, the demands of dramatic structure and visual communication may have shaped the Indian image in Western movies as much as
the traditional myths about which Robert Berkhofer has written. In fact,
it seems clear that translation into a visual medium, where characters
with complex personalities and subtle motivations are harder to portray
than simple good guys and bad guys, accentuated the dichotomy between
the bloodthirsty and the noble savage that Berkhofer traced back to the
beginnings of the white man's experience in America.
Let us move on to commercial considerations. For the longest time,
Hollywood businessmen reasoned that mms had to appeal to the broadest
possible audience. In some ways this exaggerated the impact of such dramatic considerations as narrative structure and point of view. For a mass
audience, for example, the dramatic situations should be straightforward
and unconfused. Typically, the audience could easily decide which characters were good and which were evil (white hats or black?). In the studio
tradition, "moral ambiguities" were kept to a minimum. (Devil's Doorway [1949], a mm that played up complex moral questions related to race
and prejudice, is a rare exception to an almost ironclad Hollywood rule.)
The same was true for stereotypes of all kinds, particularly for Native
Americans. Moviegoers came to expect Indians to be presented in a characteristic way. The designers of Indian movie costumes have generally
given little attention to the actual dress of the tribes. Language elements,
cultural beliefs, and religiOUS rituals of one tribe have been attributed to
others-or, more often, invented on the set. Frequently, Native American actors have been denied roles as Indians in favor of non-Indian actors
whom the producers thought "looked better." Not many Americans noticed: where the finer points of Indian culture and history are concerned,
mOviegoers have never been particularly discriminating.
EspeCially in Western films, the bloodthirsty, war-crazed Indian has
been Hollywood's stock in trade. Something different on the screen might
distract the audience from the theme of the film. Distract it too often,
and it will not be entertained-and selling entertainment is the name of
the game. From time to time the stereotype even had to be reinforced.
For Geronirrw (1939), for example, it was thought that Native American
actor Chief Thundercloud would not live up to the public's expectations
of a menacing savage. Not only did the makeup artists take on the project
of making him look the part, the publicity department prepared a series
of photos for the press that showed the transformation.
It is interesting that the attempt to satisfY the total public usually led
to a Hollywood film including some element, however small, of explanation for the Indian's brutal behavior. Therefore any viewer of America or
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Drums Along the Mohawk who might find it hard to believe in such bloodthirsty Indians could rationalize that the Tory leaders (played by Lionel
Barl)'lIlore and John Carradine) had whipped the "ignorant natives" into
their frenzy. No one could doubt that the Indian was the enemy in They
Died With Their Boots On, but the film allowed a grudging respect for
Crazy Horse (Anthony Quinn) and stressed the fact that white men had
broken their treaty and provoked the Indians' final resort to the warpath.
One reason that westerns have enjoyed such long-term popularity is
that they include lots of action, and the Indians have always served such
scenes well. On the other hand, peace-loving Indians make for little excitement. Even in a sympathetic movie, such as The Vanishing American,
the obligatory battle serves as a climax. The coming of sound further
emphasized the excitement of the Indian attack. The war whoops
screeched by the Indians in Massacre allowed the studio's sound engineers sensational use of their relatively new medium. The publiCity material for Geronirrw suggested that exhibitors play an Indian sound-effects
record in their theater lobbies, with tom-toms and war cries to reinforce
the impression that the movie being shown inside was action-packed and
replete with exotic sounds of a primitive West.
The publicity efforts the studios mounted deserve special attention.
Although it may be impossible to determine how much impact such "explOitation campaigns" had on the success or failure of any picture, the
studios certainly viewed them as a necessary part of the business. Ironically, in suggesting ways that exhibitors might get public attention for
their shows, sometimes the publiCity "press books" presented ideas at
odds with the theme of the movie itself.
Commercial considerations also help to explain the evolving Indian
image. Over time the American movie audience has changed. Since the
movies began a financial comeback in the early 1960s, producers have
decided that the typical American moviegoer is younger and better educated than his counterpart of the 1930s or 1940s. As a result, audiences
want movies to do more than merely entertain. The old stereotypes are
less likely to convince today though new cliches seem to have taken their
place. And, although pressure groups have always tried to control the
presentation of particular images in the movies, Indian activists have only
achieved any real clout in the last decade or two.
The bottom line of a successful movie, as in any other commercial
venture, can be found on the profit-and-Ioss statement. Low production
and distribution costs will make the breakeven point easier to reach, and
the cost of producing Western movies with Indians can be minimal. For
example, sets could be put together inexpenSively and extras found on
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the reservation for far less than union scale. The unavailability of most
studio financial records makes it impossible to speak with any precision
about the actual costs or profits. It is clear, however, that major productions shot on location with large casts of well-known actors become costly.
Cost overruns for location shooting on Cheyenne Autumn (1964) necessitated the elimination of many scenes, and they may have contributed to
the film's artistic and commercial failure.
Finally, a significant percentage of the Hollywood film industry's income since the 1930s has come from foreign sales. A film such as Tell
Them Willie Boy Is Here could make up for some of its disappointing
domestic sales by becoming a hit for European and Third World audiences.
Many would argue that every Hollywood film is a political document.
As Soviet films have characteristically excoriated the czarist regime and
extolled the Communist Revolution, the Hollywood movie industryimbued as it is with the capitalist ethic-has supported the political and
economic systems on which it relies. Although the process of filmmaking
and the role of government may differ considerably, the product is much the
same. Apart from this general orientation, however, political factors have
influenced the shape of what reaches the screen in more specific ways.
At times political and commercial factors could coincide. When
Warner Brothers' early 1930s films of social consciousness, such as Massacre, supported the National Recovery Administration and the New Deal
that Franklin D. Roosevelt offered the American public, they expressed
in part the liberal political point of view that prevailed in Hollywood. But
the moviemakers also hoped that their films would ride on the wave of
positive popular opinion that accompanied the new president's efforts to
kickstart a stalled economy. As the American people began to renew their
hope in the future, Hollywood movies helped to feed their growing confidence in the new administration.
In another era, when a studio reasoned that assistance from the U.S.
War Department could be a crucial element in keeping down production
costs, the military's production suggestions could be a great influence.
Nothing could be more political than the way in which Warner Brothers
tried to convince the U.S. army that it should help make They Died With
Their Boots On. The movie's producers heard suggestions from many
quarters about various elements of their project on the portrayal of the
Indians, for example. But the only recommendations that seem to have
received close attention were the War Department's ideas on how to portray the U.S. military.
A different type of a political influence may have shaped D.W.
Griffith's work on America, espeCially the Indians' role in that film.
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Figure 2.2. White oppression in Tell Them Willie Boy Is Here (with Robert Redford
and Robert Blake) drew Third World crowds. Courtesy of the Museum of Modcrn
Art/Film Stills Archive.

Griffith's papers suggest that he and others on his production staff were
sensitive to the demands of various patriotic organizations concerned about
the images that got to the screen. The Indians were the only group they
could portray as "heavies" without inviting the political wrath of the cultural establishment. In an interview for the recent images of Indians television series, director King Vidor noted that although many minorities
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and ethnic groups had "lobbies" in Hollywood to protect their movie image, no one spoke for the Indians. Perhaps the ultimate irony is that in
Western films, where Indians most often appear, producers have always
had to consider the demands of the American Humane Society about the
treatment of the horses-yet the Native Americans are not treated with
nearly as much politesse.
International politics could playa part too. As Twentieth CenturyFox prepared Drums Along the Mohawk for release in 1939, decisionmakers tried to weigh the impact such a film could have on current tensions in Europe. Might Germany read a popular film that played up the
long-forgotten hatred and resentments associated with the American
Revolution as a sign that the alliance between the United States and Great
Britain was perhaps not so secure? This conclusion would be less likely if,
as in the film, Indians and American Tories were the enemy portrayed
and no British officers were shown.
Most recently, political influence found its way into movies of the
late 1960s and early 1970s in the form of Indian allegOries of the American experience in Southeast Asia. The Indian movies made then, such as
Little Big Man and Soldier Blue (both 1970), films that indicted the American Army for practicing genocide on the Native American, were partly
the expressions of the producers' and directors' feelings about Vietnam.
Even more important, however, they were commercial products aimed at
the moviegoing public of young adults who, by profitable coincidence, also
represented the age group most deeply involved in the antiwar movement.
Some of the films discussed here offer striking contrasts and similarities. The Vanishing American and Broken Arrow present a "noble savage" stereotype, while Drums along the Mohawk deals with the era of
the American Revolution, and its production was fraught with worries
about how to portray the British as an enemy. Interesting similarities exist in the ways that The Vanishing American, Massacre, and Tell Them
Willie Boy Is Here address the pressures of reservation life, even though
the contemporary styles of filmmaking (in the silent era, the early sound
era, and the era of the independent producer, respectively) differ considerably. They Died with Their Boots On and Little Big Man, made almost
thirty years apart, sharply contrast in their views of the United States
military and their Indian enemies at times (1941 and 1970) when war was
much on the mind of the American public. The producers of other films,
such as Devils Doorway and Cheyenne Autumn, bent over backward to
sympathize with the Indians' plight, but they did nothing to correct
Hollywood's characteristic carelessness in portraying historical events and
the complexity of Native American cultures. In spite of the forces that
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changed the shape of the movie business over the past three-quarters of
a century and transformed the precise nature of the stereotypes, Hollywood Indians are still far from real.
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The Indian of the North
Western Traditions and Finnish Indians

"American social development has been continually beginning over again
on the frontier," wrote Frederick Jackson Turner in 1893. 'This expansion westward with its new opportunities, its continuous touch with the
simplicity of primitive society, furnish the forces dominating American
character" (184). According to Turner, the frontier was "the meeting point
between savagery and civilization" (184). "American character" was, in
other words, born out of a contradiction, a duality. "Primitive society"
and its "savagery," although not parts of this character, were essential raw
material, or "forces," for its rebirth. The encounter between "civilized
men" and "savages" was therefore a key question for the American identity.
These ideas are relevant not only to the American Western but also
to Western fiction in general, including Finnish westerns where modes
of narration and filmic traditions meet ethnic problems and national challenges. In order to accomplish this task, however, it is necessary to take a
closer look at the ideology and structure of both American and European
Westerns. Since Turner's time, our view of the American West has strongly
based on polarities. It can even be argued that Turner's ideas of American
history have formed an ideological basis also for the representation of
Indians, inasmuch as the "savages" were only raw material for construction of the American "character."
"At the frontier the environment is at first too strong for the man,"
Turner continues, "he must accept the conditions which it furnishes, or
perish, and so he fits himself into the Indian clearings and follows the
Indian trails" (185). As we see, the opposition must be overcome in order
to find the way to "effective Americanization" (185). But from an ethnic
viewpoint, Turner concludes with a dilemma: the following of "the Indian trails" may lead to a regenerated identity, but only after a violent
confrontation.
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Self-evidently, this encounter has been one of the central themes of
Western fiction as well. As Jean Wagner has pointed out, there seems to
be a close connection between the Turnerian conception of American
history and Western fiction. Wagner has seen Westerns as cultural artifacts through which American society has sought its identity in the spirit
of Turner's thesis (252-263). Some Western scholars, among them Jim
Kitses and Will Wright, have regarded Turner's conflict between civilization and savagery also as the primary dichotomy of the Western (Kitses
11, Wright 142). This central opposition can also be interpreted geographically, east and west. Turner pays almost no attention to the north-south
dimension. We may argue that the tension between north and south was
a historical trauma that Turner tries to minimize. The same seems to be
valid for Westerns, too, which are typically constructed around a movement from east to west.
Western movies have often been characterized as American cinema
par excellence and as stories about the history of the American West (Kitses
8). Will Wright has written, "Although Western novels reach a large and
faithful audience, it is through the movies that the myth has become part
of the cultural language by which America understands itself' (Wright
12). Yet this myth has spoken not only to Americans, but also to millions
of other people around the world. And this universal popularity is due
not to global interest in American history, but rather to the fact that Westems carry elements that evoke emotions and reflections from other local
perspectives as well. Westerns have provided a milieu also for national
storytelling in France and Italy, in Japan and India, in the former Soviet
Union and Germany-and even in Finland.
Most of the non-American Westerns have been made in Italy; the
Cinecitta studios produced more than four hundred Westerns between
1964 and 1970 (Frayling 256). The central figure for the birth of this
overwhelming production was Sergio Leone. After his Fistful of Dollars
(Per un pugno di dollari, 1964) the studio invested heavily in the massproduction of what became known as "spaghetti westerns" (Leone 37).
When Cinecitta produced its first Westerns, they were made to look
as American as possible (Frayling 58). This cultural impersonation was
not entirely successful, however, since there were Italian and European
features that could not be handled within American parameters. The
opposition between east and west, for example, seems to be totally absent. 1 Instead, Italian Westerns stress the polarity between north and south.
Leone's Fistful of Dollars opens with a scene that was repeated numerous
times in the later films: a gringo appears from nowhere in a Mexican
village. This basic scene has been interpreted as a reflection of inner so-
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cial conflict within Italy: the gap between the rich north and the poor
south, imaged in the confrontation between a superior fast-handed gringo
and the poor Mexicans, who are permitted only a minor role in the narrative (Baudry 55-56, Nowell-Smith 147). In the late 1960s, the protagonist more often became a Mexican bandit, not a gringo. This shift has
been construed as a change to "the political spaghetti western" (Salmi,
Synteesi 62).
It may, in other words, be asserted that, in relation to the national
audience, spaghetti westerns dealt with a highly relevant issue by articulating tensions of domestic social conflict. The ethnic minorities of the Italian society, however, do not usually appear in spaghetti westerns. If we
take these films to be a component of national cultural debate, there
seems to be no ethnic problem within Italian society that could arouse
the need to use the Western imagery of Indians as a metaphor for national minorities. On the other hand, the inner social conflict between
northerners and southerners offered a problem appropriate for metaphOrical Western narration. 2
If we read spaghetti westerns as metaphors of Italian society, it does
not mean that this articulation was always conscious-nor that they would
have been perceived as such metaphors by the public. Nonetheless, we
may still presume that these Westerns played a specific role in the construction of Italian national identity, although in a different way than in
the United States. Before World War I and under the Fascist regime,
Italian films often accentuated the theme of geographical expansion. For
Italians, the geographical direction of this frontier of expansion was not
the open prairie in the west, but the open sea, the Mediterranean to the
south. Such well-known imperialist films as Cabiria (1914) by Giovanni
Pastrone or Scipione l'Africano (1937) by Carmine Gallone are both staged
on this southern frontier. Their central dilemma is between those who
are inside the community and those who are outside, reminiscent of the
manner in which Romans used to distinguish themselves from the "barbarians." This arrangement illustrates the way R.D. Grillo has defined
the lOgiC of nationalist thinking: "The national process establishes a difference between 'Us' and Them' which signifies the essential unity of
'Us' as insiders against Them' as outsiders" (Grillo 25). Therefore, the
encounter between the Romans and the North Africans takes the major
role in the narrative, culminating in a demonstration of superiority of
Italians compared to outsiders.
It seems that after the collapse of the Mussolini regime this setting
was displaced by inner conflicts. Postwar films in Italy aimed at structuring national identity not by contrasting Italians with other peoples and
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other nations, but by focusing attention on the lack of economic and social balance within the society. It was no longer relevant to talk about the
"essential unity of 'Us'" because there was no "Us." This adaptation of the
perspective and Signification of westerns' polarities resembles the developments in Finnish cinema.
The comparison of this Italian development to the history of American (or Finnish) cinema is not altogether without risks. There are many
historical and cultural differences rendering such an attempt difficult.
First and foremost, Western fiction has played a unique role in American
society, and comparisons to any other country would be hazardous. In
the American historical consiousness, expansion westward has taken on a
special meaning. According to Turner, the American identity was born
out of the experience of the simple life on the frontier. The encounter
between "civilization" and "savagery" could not be a threat to national
identity (as in the Italian case); it was necessary for its development.
Feature films have been made in Finland since 1907, when The Moonshine Distillers (Salaviinanpolttajat) premiered in Helsinki. To date, about
950 full-length Finnish feature films have been completed. Although the
volume of Finnish cinema has not been particularly large, for decades
production was organized according to the American example. The Finnish
studio era lasted approximately from 1935 to 1963. There were three
major companies dominating filmmaking: Suomen Filmiteollisuus, SuomiFilmi, and (from 1950 onward) Fennada-Filmi. During this period, there
were many attempts to produce genre films in the American mold. Compared to the total volume of production, the number of these attempts
was low; domestic genres, such as lumberjack films and the so-called
rillumarei comedies, were more fertile.
Most of the American-style films were made after World War II, during the last decades of the Finnish studio era. These years were also the
most productive ones. In Finnish society in general, the period from the
late 1940s to the early 1960s was one of reconstruction, political stabilization, and restoration of national self-confidence. Increasing affluence
during the 1950s saw the gradual withdrawal of rationing, which had remained in effect since the war. 1952 marked a turning point of sorts, with
the payment of the last reparations to the USSR,3 the hosting of the Olympic Games in Helsinki, and the crowning of Armi Kuusela as Miss Universe. The Finnish people had rediscovered their national pride.
There is no doubt that films played a major role in creating this reborn "Finnishness." Many of the films of this period still occupy an important place in the mental landscape of the Finnish people: People in
the Summer Night (Ihmiset suviyossa, 1948), Rob the Robber (Rosvo
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Roope, 1949), The Ten Men from Hiirmii (Hiirmiistii poikia kymmenen,
1950), At the Rovaniemi Fair (Rovaniemen markkinoilla, 1951), The White
Reindeer (Valkoinen peura, 1952), and The Unknown Soldier (Tuntematon
sotilas, 1955). Among the many directors who were involved in representing these collective dreams were Edvin Laine, Ville Salminen, Roland
af Hallstrom, Ilmari Unho, Hannu Leminen, and Aarne Tarkas.
Aarne Tarkas (1923-76) was the most active filmmaker of the last
studio years. He aimed to appeal to public taste by applying American
formulas to the Finnish context. He tried Western patterns also, and directed three full-length Finnish Westerns: The Wild North (Villi Pohjola,
1955), The Gold of the Wild North (Villin Pohjolan kulta, 1963), and The
Secret Valley of the Wild North (Villin Pohjolan salattu laakso, 1963).
These films were iconographically and narratively descendants of the
American Western, but they were located in Finland's mythical wild north.
In addition to this trilogy, the history of the Finnish Western also includes
two comedies produced by Spede Pasanen, Speedy Gonzales (1970) and
The Unhangables (Hirttiimiittomiit, 1971).4
Finnish Westerns have been called an "absurdity" and a "conceptual
impossibility" (Bagh 3), but in fact, the Western tradition seems to have
offered many features compatible to Finnish cinema. Finland has an ethnic minority, the Lapps, who have long been under pressure from the
dominant culture to migrate further north. During the seventeenth century, the Lapps still inhabited central Finland, but, in the course of time,
they have been pushed to the north, not to reservations but to more difficult conditions. It is therefore no wonder that a geographical opposition
is as central to Finnish cinema as it is to American cinema, although it
goes between north and south, rather than between east and west. This
polarity is nearer to the American equivalent than the Italian one, and
the geographical duality is also matched by other Significant oppositions.
CruCially, the duality civilization/savagery also operates in the Finnish context. The population in Finland is highly concentrated in the southern parts of the country: the south is both the industrial and the cultural
center, containing the biggest cities. We can modify the scheme of Kitses
(11) to Finnish cinema and present some central polarities:
North
savagery
freedom
nature
tradition
honesty

South
civilization
restrictions
culture
change
compromises
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Figure 3.1. Indians of the North in Secret Valley ofthe Wild North (1963). Courtesy
of the Finnish Film Archive.

We should not, however, go much further in the listing of polarities: the
categories are usually not so immanent and coherent as the categorizations would suggest. There are also other oppositions in Finnish cinema
that do not seem to fit into this scheme-for example, light-darkness. To
complicate matters, the north can be a place of both never-ending day
and never-ending night. This binarity is due to Finland's peri-Arctic location. In summer the day is long, and in winter it is short. In northern
Finland, this polarity is at its strongest.
There is an extensive array of Finnish films dealing with this northern-southern connection. It seems that this dimension became especially
relevant after World War II, probably due to the postwar dynamiCS in
society: people started to move to big towns in thc south and the payment
of reparations led to the reorganization of industry. As the standard of
living increased, espeCially in the urban centers, economic growth generated contradictions. (Parallels to this societal imbalance can be drawn
with the social confrontations in postwar Italian cinema.) In addition to
social changes, it must be kept in mind that the postwar decades in Fin-
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land were also a period of intellectual reorientation and identity-building: in addressing these polarities, the cinema was simultaneously addreSSing basic problems of the national psyche. During the 1930s and
1940s, this psyche had been oriented to the east. 5 After the war this was
no longer so.
Instead, after World War II, there were many film types relating to
new orientations (e.g., the rillumarei comedies, Ostrobothnia films).
Lapland was frequently taken as a central location, but foreign locations
and foreign characters also appeared on the screen much more than before. The problem of ethnic minorities was handled frequently in the
movies, too; this was something completely different from the war period, when the cinema had usually stressed the homogeneity of society.
The contradiction between north and south was especially taken up
in the so-called rillumarei comedies. This Finnish genre was born in 1951,
with the release of Jorma Nortimo's At the Rovaniemi Fair. The critics,
who expected only nationally elevating, high-culture works of arts, were
shocked by the unsophisticated humor and popular lightness of this film.
Nevertheless, the film was an enormous success and was followed by
similar comedies. At the Rovaniemi Fair told a story of three men who
left the fussy life of the south and traveled singing to the north in order to
pan for gold and enjoy their freedom. 6 Maybe the critics were also astonished by the open rejection of society: work was a highly emphasized
value in an economy driven by the need to pay reparations. The heroes of
the rillumarei comedies openly rejected this contemporary national ethic.
At the Rovaniemi Fair was succeeded by a series of films that became favorites with audiences; for example Mr. Coolman from the Wild
West (Lannen lokarin veli, 1951), The Girl from Muhos (Muhoksen Mimmi,
1952), Adventure in Morocco (Rantasalmen sulttaani, 1953), Esa "Flies"
to Kuopio (Lentiiva Kalakukko, 1953) and Hei, Trala-lala-lalaa (Hei,
rillumarei!, 1954). Mr. Coolman from the Wild West had nothing to do
with the Wild West or Westerns, but it described the adventures of an
emigrant who returns to Finland from the United States. All these films
emphasized the possibility of a lifestyle different from the postwar, urban
adjustment. The contrasting element was sometimes the simple nature
of northern Finland, sometimes foreign cultures.
In the rillumarei comedies, and also in some other comedies of the
1950s such as Pete and Runt on the Trail of the Abominable Snowman
(Pekka ja Piitkii lumimiehen jaijillii, 1954), the events were located in northern Finland, but the natives of the north, the Lapps, were seen only in
minor roles. They were a kind of typage, reproducing cultural stereotypes and playing only a supporting function in the narrative, not as
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individuals but as a group (cf. Naremore 25). Some films, however, were
made during this period that intentionally focused on Lappish exoticism
and also offered Lapps as protagonists. Such films were especially
Maaret-Daughter of the Fells (Maaret-tunturien tytto, 1947) by
Valentin Vaala, Arctic Fury (Aila-Pohjolan tytiir, 1951) by Jack Witikka,
and The White Reindeer (Valkoinen peura, 1952) by Erik Blomberg. Even
here, however, the Lapp characters were not portrayed by natives, but by
southern actors (such as Eila Pehkonen and Mirjami Kuosmanen). The
basic setting in Maaret-Daughter of the Fells resembles the later
rillumarei comedies: the leading male character is a surgeon from Helsinki
(played by Olavi Reimas) who, after a nervous breakdown, escapes to the
north and finds a balanced life. The contradiction between north and
south is as clearly presented in Arctic Fury and The White Reindeer. Rather
than the social aspects of this contradiction, however, what is foregrounded
is Lappish exoticism.
In Finnish films, the journey to the north leads the protagonists into
serious rethinking of identity. The Arctic milieu is a zone between nature
and culture and, thus, similar to the idea of the American frontier. In the
Western tradition, a typical incarnation of the frontier life is the settlerfarmer who comes to the wilderness and starts to cultivate the open land.
In the Finnish literary tradition, there is a quite similar character, an extenant farmer who moves to the difficult and ascetic circumstances of the
northern backwoods in order to start a life of his own. In this tradition,
the wilderness represents a threat not in the form of Indians, but in the
form of hostile natural conditions. The cultivation of land is hard in the
north, where summers are short and nights are cold. One of the basic
scenes shows us the settler trying to reclaim the frosty swampland and
make it into a fertile field. A typical filmic representation of this theme is
The Toilers of Rantasuo (Rantasuon raatajat, 1942) by Orvo Saarikivi.
Although settlers in American and Finnish films have differences,
they have also interesting similarities. In both cases, the myth of a settler
is bound to the elevation of national self-confidence and to the creation
of a national identity. But what is missing in the Finnish films is the strong
individualism of the Americans, derived from the thinking of the eighteenth-century Enlightenment. The character of the Finnish settler was
created during the nationalistic upheaval of the nineteenth century. Nationalists as J.L. Runeberg and Zachris Topelius established the prototype of the Finnish citizen, who was depicted as humble, slow-thinking,
hard-working, reticent, God-fearing and always obedient. Later, however,
other mental images were created, especially through the provincial scope
during the twentieth century. For example, in the Ostrobothnia fiction,7
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there were many representations of freedom-loving peasants who were
always willing to protest against social injustice. This fiction, usually located in the nineteenth century (that is, prior to Finnish political sovereignty), included not only literature but also opera and film and reflected
the thinking of the Finnish independence movement during the first decades of the twentieth century (Laine 65).
As we have seen, therefore, a series of interesting parallels can be
identified between American and Finnish films. Interestingly enough,
The Wild North films by Aarne Tarkas are consciously based on these
paraIIels. Already in the first film of the series, features of the Western
and of the Finnish setting are blended, but this mixture goes much further in the subsequent movies.
The Wild North (1955) is a Western pastiche. In the beginning, Karin
Turkka (Elina Pohjanpaa) arrives in a little town called Utopila in order
to find out who has killed her father. Before his death, Turkka had found
a profitable gold mine. The people ofUtopila believe Tundra-Tauno (Tapio
Rautavaara) to have been guilty of the murder, and he had to escape to
the backwoods to avoid being lynched. Two years have passed, but the
real murderers still have not found the gold mine. Karin Turkka sets out
to kill Tundra-Tauno, but when she discovers that he is innocent, the two
join forces to fight against the real criminals, the sheriff and the mayor of
Utopila.
The Wild North fuses Western-style scenes and settings with modem
features, such as technology (airplanes, cars). With respect to its narrative structure, the film is quite near to the contemporary American Westem. It reminds us of the "transition theme" in the categorization of Will
Wright (74-85), and has some common elements, for example, with Nicholas Ray's Johnny Guitar (1954).
The critics of the daily press had difficulties in understanding this
Finnish variation of the Western. It was usually seen as a parody, but as a
failure, in which the skins of the filmmakers did not quite reach the standards of a decent comedy. The characterization as parody may be valid
for the few first minutes of the film but, after this beginning, there are
scarcely any parodic elements. Tarkas was actually irritated by the label
"parody." Later he wrote:
It would have been reasonable to expect that an alert critic would

have noticed the comment at the beginning of the film that everything happens in a fantasy world which is a pure product of the imagination without any real basis. Nobody argues that, for example, Tarzan
novels were jungle parodies. There are many similar examples. Let
us think only ofJ ames Hilton's "secret valley" Shangri La, somewhere
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in the highlands of Tibet, where people live hundreds of years. In his
books, Jules Verne travelled to the moon and under the sea, and they
were not labeled as parodies. Dante himself went to purgatory and
inferno. So why could not one Tarkas visit the Wild North, which is a
sort of unattainable happy milieu for the modem, nervous citizen. (16)
In the last sentence, Tarkas clearly reveals the binary basis of his thinking. The south was the center of modernity and "unnatural" life, whereas
the north was still natural, "wild" and free.
Eight years passed before Tarkas returned to his western passion. In
the year 1962 he led his unit to Kuusamo in northern Finland, and The
Gold of the Wild North was premiered the following year. The film itself
had no links to its predecessor, except that it, too, was located in the
mythical wild north. The central figures were the Vorna brothers, Joel
CAke Lindman), Tommi (Helge Herala), and Kai (ViliAuvinen). The Vorna
brothers closely resemble the leading trio in Howard Hawks's Rio Bravo
(1959). Joel is a father figure similar to Chance (John Wayne), Tommi is
weaker and susceptible to temptations like Dude (Dean Martin), and Kai
is young and inexperienced like Colorado (Ricky Nelson).
The motivation is again gold. The Vorna brothers have found pieces
of gold in the river and, in the opening scene, they are riding up the river
and tracing its origin. Their journey is interrupted by an armed young
lady, Karin Jaara (Tamara Lund), who looks like Calamity Jane. She declares that they have no permission to enter the lands of her father (Kalervo
Nissila). Disappointed, the brothers leave and arrive in the nearest town.
In the saloon, the name Vorna is well known. Fifteen years ago, the brothers had been suspected of having committed robbery and murder. Again,
the establishment, this time the saloon owner Risto (Leo Jokela) and the
banker Markus (Kauko Helovirta), are behind the crime.
In order to get access to Jaara's land, Markus tries-and has already
been trying for some time-to marry ]aara's beautiful daughter, planning
to kill his new father-in-law after the "Amen." Finally, he obtains his favorable answer, but Jaara demands 100,000 dollars as a condition for the
marriage. Markus organizes the robbery of his own bank to get the money
and shifts the blame to the Vorna brothers. The chase begins, and Kai is
almost hanged. In the end, the brothers succeed in proving their innocence, Risto and Markus are arrested and Kai-who has fallen in love
with Karin-gets his beloved. In the last frames, Joel and Tommi leave
the happy couple and continue their seemingly endless ride over the distant fells.
The Gold of the Wild North combines elements of the classic Western plot with what Wright calls the "transition theme." At the same time,
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Figure 3.2. Kai Varna (ViIi Auvinen) meets a "native" in Gold of the Wild North
(196.3). Courtesy of the Finnish Film Archive.

this film is probably the most classic of the Finnish Westems. In The
Wild North, the people of the north used modem technology, but in The
Gold of the wild North horses are back: the Voma brothers ride in typical
Westem clothing, classically equipped, but the background is the Finnish Arctic-or, more precisely, tundra-landscape with its rocks and rapids, pines and fells. In fact, the landscape looks quite similar to that of the
Anthony Mann westems of the 19505, such as The Far Country (1955).
One important Westem element is also present: the natives. In other
words, The Gold of the Wild North includes ethnic coloring, although
this remains marginal. Some scenes include references to a minority
named "Indians." In the saloon scene, a singer (Rose-Marie Precht) presents a vocal intermezzo entertaining her audience of miners and cowboys. She also sings about "Indians," but the men around the table are
clothed not like Indians, but like native Lapps. In this short sequence,
Indians and Lapps are thus identified with each other. These "Indians"
are neither a threat nor an equal part of the society: in the little northem
town, they are perhaps as marginalized as they are in the narrative. Their
only function seems to be to give an atmosphere of frontier life.
In the next sequel of the Wild North series, The Secret Valley of the
Wild North (1963), "Indians" playa much more important role. The Gold
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of the Wild North was a success, and Aarne Tarkas did not lose time in
exploiting his ideas. The Vorna brothers are again adventuring and continuing their endless ride. Joel is once again played by Ake Lindman, but
the other roles have been changed: Tommi and Kai are this time portrayed by real brothers, Tommi and Taneli Rinne.
The brothers are wandering in the northern highlands when they
suddenly meet an escaped man. He tells them that the men of the secret
valley are pursuing him. An arrow with a golden tip kills him before he
succeeds in revealing more, but luckily he has drawn a map under his
gold panning dish. The legends tell that the people of the secret valley
have so much gold that they almost bathe in it. But the Vorna brothers
are not the only ones who have got a hint of the valley. A bunch of greedy
white men is also tracing the legend. In the valley, the Vornas meet two
native girls, Inga (Elina Salo) and Pirita (Pirkko Mannola), who are engaged in some midsummer night's magic. The chief of the valley, Tapio
(Tapio Rautavaara), does not want to trust any white man. He has his
men take the Vornas captive and is about to condemn them to death,
when his son Jouni (Harri Tirkkonen) arrives and tells him that the brothers
are not ordinary white men: outside the valley they had saved his life. But
at the same time, the robber gang invades the valley. In the subsequent
fight, the Vomas take the side of the "Indians." Finally, the threat is
repulsed, and the secret is preserved. The brothers promise that they
never will reveal where the valley is, and continue their ride toward new
adventures.
The Secret Valley of the Wild North is the only Finnish film where
Indians playa major role. The similarities between the American and
Finnish frontiers are underlined by stressing problems of ethnicity. Specifically, Indian and Lappish elements are deliberately fused. The people
of the secret valley live in tepees like the American Plains Indians and
have totem poles in the center of the village. In reality, the Lapps also
used to live in tepeelike huts called kota, but the tepees in this film display far more Indian than Lappish characteristics. Besides, the men of
the village are clothed just like North American Indians and run along
the fells whooping like Indians and shooting arrows.
The women, on the contrary, look more like Lapps. Their costumes
have traditional Lappish decorations. There is also one man who wears
Lappish clothes, the shaman of the village, Juuso (Leevi Kuuranne). Juuso
is very typical of the representation of Lappish shamans in Finnish film
in general. The god of the valley people, too, is named after the Lappish
seita.
The religion of the secret valley is quite similar to the authentic
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Figure 3.3. Indian chiefTapio (Tapio Rautavaara) with two Lappish-looking Indian
girls (Elina Salo, left, and Pirkko Mannola, right) in Secret Valley of the Wild
North (1963). Courtesy of the Finnish Film Archive.

Lappish religion, although the totems in the village seem to refer to American Indian features. In addition to these religious characteristics, there
are also some elements of the ancient Finnish pagan religion, which was
different from the Lappish one. The Vorna brothers come to the valley
on Midsummer Night, when Inga and Pi rita are trying to make magic in
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order to see the reflection of their future husbands in the water. This
magic, and the mythology of Midsummer Night, played an important
role in the ancient Finnish religion, which was supplanted by Christianity
after the first Swedish crusade to Finland in the twelfth century, but this
paganism has never been entirely displaced. It has survived for centuries
in Finnish folklore but has no real connection with the Lappish religion.
The names of the valley people, too, display interference between
Lappish and Old Finnish elements. The names Jouni and Oula are typical Lappish names, whereas Tapio comes indisputably from the ancient
Finnish religion, where Tapio was the king of the forest. Even more peculiar, however, are the girls' names. lnga does not refer to Lapps at all
but to another Finnish minority, the Swedes. Originally, lnga is a variation of lng, who was an ancient Scandinavian god. The name Pirita points
towards Karelia in the east, although the name was probably also used in
western Finland (Vilkuna 124, 138, 141, 245-246). It remains unclear,
however, how deliberate and intentional the choice of these names is.
What is certain is that they are not picked out of the dominant Finnish
culture but from the margins. The name Tapio reminds the Finns of the
primeval symbiosis with nature that was replaced by Western civilization
after the twelfth century. The ancient Finnish religion had close contacts
with the Kingdom of Tapio, with nature and its magic spirits. The other
names, on the other hand, associate the valley people with the margins of
Finnish identity: with the Lapps, Swedes, and Karelians. But why are
these marginalities combined? To answer this question, we need to take a
closer look at the lOgic of nationalist rhetoric in general.
We may argue that there is both an internal and an external method
of constructing and strengthening national identity. The internal method
is focused on inner social conflicts, which it aims to defuse. For example,
during the war, Finnish films avoided presenting conflicts, and stressed
the cohesion of the nation; if conflicts were represented, in the end all
the problems were resolved. The external method has a different function. It sets out to master the outer reality of the community (e.g., through
stereotyping images of other nationalities). This is quite close to the definition of myth proposed by Claude Levi-Strauss. According to LeviStrauss, myth has a double social meaning in the communication between
society and its members: it aims to solve a basic inner conflict and, at the
same time, to make the world outside the society understandable by conceptualizing it (Levi-Strauss 226-227). Both of these aspects can exist
simultaneously.
Levi-Strauss based his binary method (which has exercised a power-
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ful influence on Western studies) on the ideas of the Swiss linguist
Ferdinand de Saussure. In his book Coors de linguistique generale, published in 1915, Saussure argued that a concept always divides the world
into two parts, objects and non-objects (Saussure 99). This principle can
be interpreted from the perspective of the external function of a national
identity construction. Let us take the concept Finn; it is a similar category of nationality like that of Swede or American. Following Saussure's
ideas, the concept Finn divides people into Finns and non-Finns. National rhetoric does not underline the similarities between categories like
Finns and Americans but drives at convincing the auditor that Finnish is
something special or unique, different from all other categories. In this
mode of thinking, Swedes and Americans are associated on the grounds
of their non-Finnishness. 8 We can find this lOgic in a variety of cultural
products. In cinema, non-Finnishness was usually characterized by type
actors. They symbolized the Other and embodied exotic, strange elements.
For example, Ville Salminen played roles of a Russian lieutenant in Activists (Aktivistit, 1939), a Spanish stepfather in On Deck (Laivan kannella,
1954), an American gangster in The Adventures of Kalle-Kustaa Korkki
(Kalle-Kustaa Korkin seikkailut, 1949), and a Mexican officer in Lord
and Master (Herra ja ylhiiisyys, 1944). The same logic explains why such
actors as Charles Boyer and Anthony Quinn have represented so many
different nationalities or ethnic minorities in the American cinema. Charles
Boyer was an Algerian in Algiers (1938), a Spaniard in Confidential Agent
(1945), an Arab in The Garden of Allah (1936), and a Czech in Cluny
Brown (1946). Anthony Quinn's ethnic diversity is equally impressive: on
screen, Quinn has been seen as an Eskimo and a Hun, a Mongolian and
an Indian, an Italian and a Romanian, a Greek and a Frenchman. In sum,
Quinn represents non-American.
The Secret Valley of the Wild North applies this same lOgiC. The inhabitants of the valley form the ethnic minority par excellence. The
Lappish-Indian fusion is broadened by incorporating Swedish and Karelian
nuances. These prototype non-Finns are presented as an element contrasted to the white men of the south, the dominant Finnish culture. The
film-like its predecessor, The Gold of the Wild North-draws parallels
with the position of Lapps in Finland and that of Indians in the United
States. Both are ethnic minorities in danger of becoming assimilated by
the dominant culture. In American--or, more precisely, Tumerian-thinking, the encounter of white men and Indians is needed for the rebirth of
American identity. These Finnish films, however, imply that such an encounter could not ultimately be fertile. It would lead to total disaster, and
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the best solution is for the people of the secret valley to continue to live in
secrecy.
The Secret Valley of the Wild North quite closely resembles American adventure films, especially in terms of its "secret valley" theme. In
the American Western, this theme does not appear. The idea that, somewhere, there still could live North American Indians who never have encountered white men is, in a way, contradictory to Turnerian Western
ideology. Usually, the secret valley theme appears in exotic adventure
films located in Africa or South America. Let us think only of Tarzan
Escapes (1936) by Richard Thorpe, King Solorrwn's Mines (1950) by Andrew Marton and Compton Bennett, or Tarzan and the Valley of Gold
(1966) by Robert Day. The convention seems to say that there are two
kinds of white men, those who are greedy to acquire the riches of the
natives, and those who have no material ambitions and, finally, help the
people of the valley.
Perhaps this convention implicitly deals with the colonial heritage
and the exploitative history of the white man. Because such cultural criticism would have been too harsh, however, the film also offers alternative
white men suitable for the audience to identifY with. By these means, the
consciousness of the audience members remains pure as they fight alongside those who defend the inviolability of the minority. The destroyers
are other white men, not us. This is valid also for The Secret Valley of the
Wild North. The Vorna brothers offer an opportunity for identification, a
means of moving freely between the minority and majority without being
guilty of the destruction of the former. The film absolves the audience of
responsibility by showing an ideal ethnic community that still exists on
the frontier, distant from the fussy life of the south.
Like the ideal West in the American cinema, therefore, there is an
ideal North in Finnish mentality and film, "the Wild North which is a sort
of unattainable happy milieu for the modem nervous citizen." Perhaps
none of the American Western directors could have called the West a
"happy milieu." As we have seen, there are many differences between
American and Finnish Westerns. In the Turnerian conception, the frontier life and espeCially the follOwing of "Indian trails" led to the regeneration of national identity through ethnic conflict. In Finnish Westerns,
however, the ethnic minority could remain in its secret valley, untouched.
Whereas the Indian representations of American Westerns have been
shaped by how cruel and violent the encounter between "civilized men"
and "savages" finally was, the Indians-and Lapps--of Finnish cinema
are usually idealized. The origin of the ethnic encounter is temporally
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Figure 3.4. The shaman Juuso (Leevi Kuuranne) in Secret Valley of the Wild North
(1963), a t;pical representation of the Lappet shamans in Finnish film. Courtesy
of the Finnish Film Archive.

more distant, and it never was particularly violent. Perhaps ethnic conflict has never been such a traumatic experience for the Finns as it has for
the Americans. This may also explain why the Finnish Westerns have a
resemblance to American adventure movies, which frequently deal with
the ethnic conflict common to the whole Western world, the encounter
with the Third World.
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Notes
1. Leone's Once Upon a Time in the West (1968) is an exception, however,
made as a compilation of American Western mythology.
2. This national conflict can be raised to a global scale. We can also read it as
a reflection of the gap between the industrialized states and the Third World,
especially in the later spaghetti westerns. The Cuban actor Tomas Milian, who
was one of the greatest stars of the "political spaghetti," has described himself as
"a symbol of poverty" for the audiences of the Third World. Tomas Milian's star
image offered a strategy for winning response in Latin American countries during
the late 1960s (Frayling 265).
3. During World War II, Finland was involved in three distinct wars. The
Winter War (1939-40) began with a Soviet assault and ended in a Soviet victory.
The Continuation War (1941-44), on the contrary, began as a Finnish offensive
aiming at regaining the lost territories or even at expansion eastward. In 1944,
Finland surrendered and was required to pay reparations to the Soviet Union.
Finally, in the War of Lapland (1944-45), Finland succeded in expelling the remaining German troops.
4. We can also mention Jorma N ortimo's Lord and Master (Herra ja ylhiiisyys,
1944), dealing with the Mexican Revolution, which shows a stereotypical Indian
character; and Armand Lohikoski's Pete and Runt in a Chain Collision (Pekka ja
Piitkii ketjukolarissa, 1957), including a long Western sequence.
5. This orientation was in part expansionist. There was, for example, extensive interest in the Finns' ethnic relatives, the Finno-Ugric peoples beyond the
eastern border.
6. The quest for gold has a real basis. Some gold has been-and still isfound in Lapland. Gold is one of the parallels between the Wild West and Lapland.
(See the essay on Broken Arrow by Frank Manchel.)
7. In this genre, the main location is the Finnish province of Ostrobothnia
(Pohjanmaa), located in west-central Finland on the Baltic coast.
8. I have previously tried to apply this logic to German national rhetoric (Salmi,
"Die Herrlichkeit ... ").
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Trapped in the History of Film
Racial Conflict and Allure in
The Vanishing American
We are shape-shifters in the national consciousness, accidental survivors, unwanted reminders of disagreeable events. Indians have to be
explained and accounted for, and somehow fit into the creation myth of
the most powerful, benevolent nation ever, the last best hope of man on
earth . ... We're trapped in history. No escape.
-Paul Chaat Smith (9)

The Vanishing American (1925) stands as a distinct and bittersweet example of the epic silent western. As a compelling-and sometimes contradictory-mixture of stereotype and insightful social commentary, it is
an ambitious work aiming to portray the plight of American Indians as
the culmination of an inevitable historical process of domination wrought
by "progress." Casting this theme through the story of a group of Navajo
and Euro-Americans whose lives become intertwined in the Southwest
at the time of World War I, the film centers on a hero named Nophaie
"the warrior" (played by Richard Dix). Nophaie is portrayed as a keenly
intelligent man caught with one foot planted in the traditions of his people
and the other caught amid early modem American culture.
While battling the discrimination and racism directed toward his
people, Nophaie falls into an unrequited love affair with the kindhearted
white schoolmarm, Marion (played by Lois Wilson). Seeking to gain her
favor and transcend the cultural gulf that divides the couple, he enlists in
the war effort and ships off to Europe, taking with him a group of his
fellow Navajo. Told that they are "Americans now," they believe that participation in "the war to make the world safe for democracy" will help
ensure an improved life for Indians by helping them gain acceptance as
full-fledged Americans. However, on their return, they find themselves
still scorned, humiliated, and explOited by the local whites, treated every
bit as badly as before they left. In addition, now more acutely aware of
their differential place within American society and the world at large,
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Figure 4.1. Nophaie (Richard Dix) is portrayed as a compassionate and virtuous man
\vith one f(lOt planted in the traditions of his people. the other caught in modern
American culture. Courtesy of the Museum of Modern Art/Film Stills Archive.

they are left with a realization that their traditional way of life may be
doomed to historical progress, yet there may not be an equal place for
them within the mainstream modern American order.
George Seitz's film begins with a quotation from the English philosopher and proponent of Social Darwinism Herbert Spencer, a statement
that characterizes the patterns of history as an inevitable and ongoing
conquest: "We have unmistakable proof that throughout all past time there
has been a ceaseless devouring of the weak by the strong ... a survival of
the fittest." Thus Spencer's famous catch phrase, which has been popularly and erroneously credited to Charles Darwin (Hofstadter 39), is employed to set the tone for the film. These famous words, inscribed against
a backdrop of dinosaurs engaged in fierce battle, frame the film in reference to the widespread public interest in Social Darwinism that had carried forth, in numerous permutations, from the late nineteenth century
into the 1920s. Thus, from the start of the film, a melodrama unfolds
pitting a series of changing human "races" moving across a stage of time
from "darkness into dark."
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So this film begins, a cinematic tableau wherein humankind's major
theme is seemingly its own ceaseless domination of itself; or alternately,
the ceaseless domination of one "racial" group by another. This story
is moored throughout to popularized notions of "progress" and "destiny," modes of characterization that were prevalent in the cultural logic
of America coincident with its rise as a world power at the tum of the
nineteenth century. "Progress" had, of course, already emerged by this
time as a moral metanarrative symbolic of American virtue (H. Smith
218).
In writing on the intellectual climate of the 1910s and 1920s in the
United States, Richard Hofstadter has suggested that the focus on individualism of the late 1800s had been replaced in the Progressive Era with
a consciousness of the individual's embeddedness within social groups
functioning as a collective whole (168). There were many emergent schools
of thought that treated society, and social institutions, at their core. Among
them was a popular, even faddish, manifestation reworking social evolutionism as eugenics-the acquisition of particular qualities through breeding-as a base to establish a "scientific" explication of stratification and
racial difference by applying notions of heredity to social theory. Within
such a milieu, terms like "racial stock," "collective destiny," and "original
capacity" were commonly brandished to explain inequality and legitimize
conquest for an American public "thoroughly grounded in notions of racial superiority" (Hofstadter 171).
The opening sequences of The Vanishing American serve as a narrative prolog historicizing the main story in terms of racial conquest. Beginning with a series of fleeting images, diverse groups of people each
traverse the same place, appearing and disappearing in a sequence suggestive of the passage of vast spans of time. "How many races?" the screen
inquires. First we are shown arcane paleo-Indians, rough-hewn caricatures intended to represent the first inhabitants of North America. Then
other fictive abOriginal denizens of the past follow: the "Basket Makers,"
"Slab-House People," "Cliff Dwellers," and the "Indians." And then finally the "whites" came to this land, first in the form of Coronado's advance men variously spying the Grand Canyon, battling and defeating
Indians, and driving them into supplication. The "final chapter" of the
conquest of the Indians opens three hundred years later, when AngloAmericans continue the "march of destiny" across the desert lands and
encounter the Navajo. At any rate, after the comings and goings of Kit
Carson, the Navajo are pushed back to the reservation by the start of the
twentieth century. When this time-transition montage concludes, the
narrative moves at an altogether different pace in, the present (1925).
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Figure 4.2. The opening sequences of The Vanishing American historicize in terms
of racial conquest. Courtesy of the Museum of Modern Art/Film Stills Archive.

At the Indian Agency, the incompetent Mr. Amos Halliday (played
by Charles Crockett) devotes himself to fiddling with file cabinets to ensure that the paperwork is well organized, symbolically manifesting the
emergent and swelling federal bureaucracy charged with governing Indian affairs. At this moment his scheming, vile, and malicious assistant
Henry Booker (played by Noah Beery) enters into the unfolding scene by
kicking an Indian from the agency's doorway. Whereas Halliday, like the
government itself, is abstract and coldly removed, Booker stands as the
day-to-day reality for the Indians. Although not the ultimate seat of authority, he is instead the actualized power that bureaucracy fails to control. Booker's henchmen steal horse after horse from the Navajo and
disguise their acts as taken in the best interests of the Indians by removing "diseased animals" that could threaten others. As a boy watches them
take his horse, the subtitle announces , "Even in his short life, Nasja had
learned that the white man must have his own way-that the Indian can
only watch and endure, and dumbly wonder." Thus with few courses to
counter the corrupt and bungling officials, the Navajo are left with only
two options: reliance on the mercy of the merciless, or perhaps subterfuge.
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Given the totality of their subjugation at the hands of the whites, neither
is an attractive or particularly fruitful alternative.
Thus The Vanishing American is clearly sympathetic to Indians inasmuch as they are presented as oppressed peoples. They are cheated and
abused by the government appointed to represent their interests. What
is more, the whites who endeavor to help are themselves oflimited power,
in this case powerlessness is constructed as either the old (the caretaker)
or female (the schoolteacher). Throughout their mistreatment the Indians maintain their composure, gaining cinematic karma through the process. But even as they are ennobled and individualized by their
forbearance, their presence remains notably unreal to life on the screen.
In being cast as the last practitioners of a dying way of life, the vanquished
Indians are at best only ghosts of the past.
Popular images of Native Americans have tended to concentrate on
two polar ends of an oppositional spectrum of the imagination-alternately conjuring an image of the innocent "noble child of nature" in stark
counterpart to that of the of the "vicious savage." The construction of this
duality is tied to the colonization of America and its subsequent westward expansionism. In his seminal book Virgin Land, Henry Nash Smith
noted that by the early 1800s, and probably long before, there had arisen
two prevalent, and simultaneous, notions of the West: one relatively immediate and domesticated through agricultural settlement, and the other
conceived as a realm of wilderness lying beyond, inhabited by Indians
and their white mountain-man counterparts (55). Similarly, William
Goetzmann has linked the expansionist ideology underlying the exploration, exploitation, and repeopling of the region with the construction of a
"romantic horizon" offering great latitude for the formation of largely
imaginary visions of Native America (12). Thus, throughout the nineteenth century, the West was widely conceived of as a zone of wilderness
ripe for exploration and economic conquest, and from within this expansionist frame of mind the region's native inhabitants were envisioned as
part of a natural order to be overcome in the name of progress (Ruthven
46).
Historically, such images of Native Americans as embodiments of
nature can be readily illustrated in the works of the pioneering artistexplorers, whose relationship with native peoples can be characterized as
one of "author" to "subject." For example, the frontier artist George Catlin
sought to collect cultural information, envisioning himself as a "historian" of the American Indian-yet his work has been widely critiqued as
an inseparable mix of truth and fancy (Goetzmann 16). The famed frontier photographer Edward S. Curtis likewise sought to document, and in
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the process also produced a body of art that has been widely questioned
and labeled an "essentializing distortion" that is part of a "tradition of
using photography to mummifY a so-called 'vanishing race'" (Rushing 60).!
As products of their milieu, such works manifest an emergent mythology
of the "red man" that followed from the same American political and
economic interests that promoted intensified westward expansionism in
the late nineteenth century, particularly after the close of the Civil War.
Despite their contrivance and questionable veracity as ethnographic
records, such images usefully evidence the exploration and expansion of
a Euro-American mind-set into the American West. As they were in part
rendering the preconceptions that dominant American culture maintained, they were creating a record of their own activities as reinventors
and shapers of culture. Indeed, although vastly different in intent, such
early documentary projects shared a sentimentality later manifest in popular culture forms such as the cinema. Thus the process of depicting N ative Americans, even in its beginnings prior to film, carried with it a striking
similarity to the freely creative cinematic representation of Native America
as allegOrical fiction in treatments such as The Vanishing American. In all
cases, cultural preconceptions have shaped both the reinvention of historical details, as well as the way they are read through the cultural expectations of their audiences. As Hofstadter suggests, "In determining
whether such ideas are accepted, truth and lOgiC are less important criteria than suitability to the intellectual needs and preconceptions of social
interests" (204).
Thus the conflict between Indians and whites is rendered as the edge
where one model replaces another, earlier, one-but only inasmuch as
each is still drawn largely by the rules and understanding of the dominant
cultural order. What of the Native peoples then, those finding themselves
(or their alter egos) represented in film and who are thus caught up in
this alleged changing of the vanguard? Finding themselves trapped in a
moment where great change is mandated, would they meld happily into
the new cultural order of America, relishing and thriving in their newfound
status as American citizens? Envisioned from a perspective as yet incapable of imagining a viable yet distinctly Native American future, of necessity would they not either assimilate into the "superior" race, or else
die off as a result of their loss in the Darwinian struggle for life-thereby
becoming the vanished Americans prophesied throughout so many earlier strains of social evolutionism.
Whereas by the 1920s the lifeways of Native Americans had indeed
been increasingly touched by modernization, so, too, it was increasingly
apparent that they had not simply vanished as so frequently predicted.
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Indeed, the persistence of distinct Native American identities in the West
drew increasing attention from America's intelligentsia. Beginning immediately prior to the tum of the century, and developing through the
1920s, the social transformations experienced in the cities of the eastern
seaboard-such as rapid population growth, escalating industrialization,
and disillusionment wrought by the bitter experience of World War 1had led to a sense of alienation and an intensification of nationalist and
nativist ideology (Nash 112-113). These developments provided the context for a strong regional movement in the United States and a concomitant search to locate a distinctly American identity. This period also saw
the beginnings of a notable influx of easterners into the Southwest and
the accompanying development of a tourism industry centered largely
on the allure of the exotic and marketing of ethnicity (Rodriguez, Weigle).
The wake of World War I carried with it a diminishing of the militant
strains of Social Darwinism, and the prevalent racist militarism, which
had enveloped the tum of the century rise of American empire (Hofstadter
202-203). By the start of the 1920s, tourists, artists, and literati ventured
into the Southwest seeking escape and adventure, as well as alternatives
to the perceived spiritual decline and horrors of mass destruction that
were increasingly thought of as the baggage of modernity. This period
also saw film crews working in some of the remote regions of the West,
using the same resources-such as the Fred Harvey Company and the
railways-that the rest of the literati were using to access and market the'
region (Brownlow 240,331). Just as the material conditions of the lives of
Native Americans were redrawn through captivity, the reservation system, and political oversight by the federal government, so it goes that
their spiritual and cultural dimensions had been circumscribed in the
American popular culture by containing Indians within a field of romantic nostalgia. In this sense "spiritual" and "primitive" were linked as Native ethnicity was recast in an increasingly desirable image (Wilson 25-26).
The image of the Native American, as much imaginary as real, had
long since become the penultimate "wilderness symbol." But construed
in opposition to the rapid industrialization of America, rather than the
national self-image of an agrarian nation, "wild" peoples and places were
reinvested with newfound "aesthetic and ethical values." Thus the symbolic juxtaposition of contrary ways of life continued as a model for the
American social order. However, rather than requiring annihilation of
indigenous peoples as a means to achieve a uniform sense of national
identity, the controlled presence of abOriginal culture was increasingly
seen as useful to the interests of nationalism as representative of distinctly American traditions. From within such a climate, the seeming con-
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tradictions between Darwinian evolutionism and progressive sympathy
characteristic of The Vanishing American could coincide, and the mixture of positive and negative stereotypes which had always shadowed
Native Americans could be redrawn into closer proximity.
It was still symbolically useful to the agenda of this newly emerging
nationalism to locate Native American lifeways outside the dominant
American culture, rather than as distinct traditions forging headlong into
the future on equal footing. But rather than symbolically (or literally) kill
off the Indians in the murky confines of the past, their difference was to
be maintained though other symbolic channels. Instead of positing inevitable evolutionary destruction, which was becoming harder to rationalize
when faced with the persistence of Native Americans in the twentieth
century, the confinement of Native Americans to other cultural and temporal orders was accomplished through containment within fields of nostalgia. So vanquished, Native American lifeways could then be transformed
into a newer, but equally useful allegorical construct: just as "wilderness"
as a symbolic order (disorder?) is simultaneously distanced and increasingly controlled by "civilization" through the parceling off of national parks,
forests, and wilderness areas, indigenous peoples were increasingly subject to a type of paternalistic control that sought their protection as cultural attractions rather than their destruction as threats (Riley, Hinsley).
As Devereaux suggests, "representation is always happening across the
notional boundaries of psychological, social, or cultural specificities" (8).
Other plays on the incorporation of Indians into American society
are manifest in The Vanishing American. Indeed, one of the themes that
makes this film distinctive as a Western, and uniquely marks the time and
conditions surrounding its production, is the presence of the Great War. At
first, the U.S. military sought merely the help of the Navajo; they were asked
to supply horses for the war effort in an era when motor transport was
not yet dominant. This sudden focus placed on the issue of horses redefines the relationship between government and its wards, and simultaneously draws attention to the wrongdoings of Booker. This is a moment of
great victory for the Native Americans in the film, as it leads to the firing
of the corrupt official. As a result, a profound sense of order and justice
seemingly emerges to mark this new world-a new world order holding a
promise for the Indians as full-fledged citizens. Booker's firing is met with
exuberant cheers in the film. And as the Navajo are told they are Americans now, first and foremost, the opportunity to serve their country becomes a chance to prove themselves collectively by leaving the past behind,
just as it stands as a potential bridge across the cultural chasm that separates Nophaie and Marion. Eventually the Navajos attempt transcendence:
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not only do they bring in their horses, but they enlist as a group and head
off to serve in President Wilson's crusade.
As fate and movie makers would have it, when the soldiers finally
return to their ancestral homeland, they march in parade thinking themselves to be American war heroes. They also return from the service ever
more thoroughly enculturated into the white man's ways-visibly so, for
they departed wearing their traditional Navajo clothes, but return in military uniforms. Alas, it is not a hero's welcome that awaits the veterans, no
warm embraces, handshakes, or slaps on the back from the hands of the
other (white) Americans. Instead they remain oppressed and are mistreated and scorned as much, if not more so, than before they went off to
fight. Alternately ignored and reviled, they even find their earlier moment of justice inverted, as the evil Booker has somehow returned to
replace Halliday as the Indian agent! The fair Marion has also departed
for the East, ostensibly to marry a returned white soldier, thereby leaving
Nophaie at a loss for his life's love-the woman of whom thoughts and
fancies had kept him motivated in the trenches.
Late in the film, the hero Nophaie again finds himself cast as a mediator between two worlds. Marion has unexpectedly returned from the
East seeking to find Nophaie, and as they are reunited he learns she has
not married the white soldier after all. But even while hope returns to
Nophaie in this moment, unrest continues to grow among the rest of the
Indians. Finding themselves unaccepted and scorned by the white world,
the war heroes relinquish their identities as Americans and return to
mythologized "Indian" ways (which are now vastly more stereotypical than
their characterizations at the start of the film). Ironically, trained as warriors by their historic conquerors, the Navajo veterans emerge reborn as
stereotypical warriors.
Once again wild-and paradOxically both less American and more
American than ever before-they attack and lay siege to the town and its
white inhabitants, trapping Nophaie and Marion with the other townspeople. The evil Booker is soon killed (by an arrow through the neck),
but the onslaught does not subside. Finally Nophaie resolves the crisis:
he exits the safety of the fortification to plead for an end to the violence.
But before his proposal can be heard, he is mortally wounded. The film
ends there, with the hero dying in the arms of his grieving beloved. In the
end, the love between a red man and white woman is not allowed to
redefine the future, and the promise of racial unification and equalization embodied in the moment is forever dashed; another promise lies
broken in the dust2 • No escape is offered as the film returns to the point
from which it started, destined to repeat the "ceaseless devouring of the
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Figure 4.3. Nophaie (Richard Dix) returns to his homeland after World War I,
only to find that his arch rival, Henry Booker (Noah Beery), is now the Indian
Agent. Courtesy of the Museum of Modern Art/Film Stills Archive.

weak by the strong" as we travail across the stage of time, moving from
"darkness into dark."
The Vanishing American is a bitter and ironic film, suggesting many
questions (and questionings) about themes marking the first decades of
the twentieth century-Manifest Destiny, Euro-American political and
military supremacy, racial relations, industrialization, the rise of empire,
and the course of progress are all touched upon. In each regard Seitz's film
maintains a self-conscious focus on Native Americans caught in the jaws
of history. Thus it might be fairly characterized as a sympathetic work;
yet its "sympathy" maintains and carries with it an ingrained assumption
of its time, that indigenous peoples are embodiments of antiquated
lifeways and, hence, are rendered as emblematic of the past, rather than
as viable participants in the world of the present. As such, it embodies a
larger collective enterprise that was actively reinventing the popular image
of Native Americans within the dominating order of American society, and
doing so through a set oflenses that looked astigmatically for examples of
racial distinctiveness and stages of social evolution. Furthermore, it was a
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milieu that was actively capitalizing on popular notions of race through
such vehicles as Western movies.
Westerns that were relatively sensitive to Native American interests
were by no means unknown in the 1920s, yet they were relatively isolated
as individual examples within the genre as a whole (O'Connor 18, Tuska
40). However, Kevin Brownlow contends that, contrary to popular opinion, silent films as a whole were more sympathetic to the plight of Native
Americans than were later Westerns (329). Still, as an early western, The
Vanishing American is unusual for its time in many ways: its hero is an
Indian, many of the white characters are portrayed as wrongdoers, there
is a love interest between Nophaie and Marion, and the film is set not just
against the western cultural landscape, but also against the backdrop of
World War I, standing as an emblem of modernity and ultimately serving
as a thematic link between Native America, Euro-Americans, and the
modern world.
As a product of its day and the circumstances governing its production, this is not a film which comfortably portrays, or even finds reason to
approach, any issues from native perspectives. The lead actors are heavily
made-up whites, the overall slant is extremely paternalistic, and Native
Americans are portrayed as generic Indians, for the most part devoid of
specific tribal identities. Still, the film's interest in racial inequality apparently created some concern within the movie industry, due to the belief
that "the problem of the Indian and his betrayal by the government was
more clearly etched in this picture than in any other silent film" (Brownlow
345). At any rate, whatever its shortcomings as a portrayal of history or
culture, the film has much to tell as a simultaneous allegory, critique, and
manifestation of early modern American social thought at a time when it
was caught in the throes of rapid transformation.
Thus one might well ponder the question that, if a film like this is not
about real Indians, then who is it really about? John O'Connor offers the
observation that "The dominant view of the Indians has always primarily
reflected what the white man thought of himself' (17). Is The Vanishing
American then best read as Seitz's nihilistic portrait of his own people? Is
the Indian a palimpsest upon whose bodies dominating tellings of history, as well as its critique, are inscribed? What then is The Vanishing
American? Allegory of race relations? Morality play? Cliche western?
Experimental cinema? In truth this film is all of these things-and none
of them.
By the early twentieth century the West was no longer so wild. Native Americans, always marked, were increasingly marketed. Images of
Indians have long abounded in popular culture-dime-novel Westerns
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Figure 4.4. The Vanishing American is notable for the unrequited love affair
between Nophaie and Marion (Lois Wilson), a kindhearted white schoolmarm.
Courtesy of the Museum of Modern Art/Film Stills Archive.

were popular by the mid-lSOOs, the years prior to the turn of the century
saw the rise of Wild \Vest shows, and, as film emerged, Westerns were
already a familiar genre. Indeed, not just images of Native Americans,
but the people themselves (if the two constructs could still be separated)
were often the subjects of display as public spectacles, such as at the
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Chicago Exposition of 1893 wherein "public curiosity about other peoples,
mediated by the terms of the marketplace, produced an early form of
touristic consumption" (Hinsley 363). And the American Southwest increaSingly became the last stand of America's ideological West: with its
unique humanscape, given to accompany and populate its landscape, it
came to represent in the collective mind-set what Barbara Babcock and
Marta Weigle have both considered "America's Orient."
Feature films unquestionably reflect the cultural realities of their
makers and serve to project these themes both inwardly and outwardly as
cultural productions (Weakland 50). Over time Hollywood Indians, as
images stated largely in the terms of the dominant cultural order, have
come to populate our cultural landscape as mythologized icons of the
romantic, the exotic, and the mystical on one hand, while also standing as
emblems of the downtrodden, the impoverished, and the vanquished on
the other. This is exemplified in The Vanishing American, as well as many
notable contemporary films ranging to Little Big Man (1970), Thunderheart (1990), and Powwow Highway (1989). Thus Native America is an
ongoing reinvention, perhaps one of mass media's most enduring and
fanciful creations. In the end, the many faces of Native America, as mediated identities, must be understood in terms of the times and circumstances, as well as the motivations, of those who are representing the past
(Handler and Linnekin, Clifford, Hinsley). Thus in the cinema the objectification of Native Americans becomes a path toward a form of "ownership" by the dominant culture. Furthermore, the displacement of image
into new contexts of presentation creates conceptions of cultural reality
with an authority that often transcends and obliterates alternative tellings
such as indigenous or countercultural perspectives. Yet within this diversity, one of the crucial characteristics is the persistence with which Native
America has come to symbolize Simultaneously both nobility and savagery, alterity and common humanity.
Ultimately The Vanishing American was incapable of freeing itself
from the stereotypes and preconceptions of its day; caught under the
same cumulative weight through which culture delimits and shapes representation, just as it limits and constrains consciousness (Devereaux 1516). Thus the similarities of the Indians to living, breathing people are
replaced with similarities to a stereotype of an idealized savage, and their
presence in this film remains largely that of a popular construction of the
dominant media-yet it stands as a compelling and poignant statement
just the same. To return to the quote by Paul Chaat Smith that began this
chapter, Native Americans, as "shape-shifters" of the "national consciousness," are indeed "trapped in history. No escape." But perhaps this pas-
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sage could also be purposefully revoiced in this manner: Native Americans, as shapes shifted by the national unconsciousness, are forever trapped
in the history offilm. 3

Notes
1. For a relatively kind treatment of Curtis's project that historicizes the
photographer's motivations within the predicament of being a white trying to understand native traditions, however imperfectly, see Kevin Brownlow, 338.
2. As Stallybrass and White have pointed out, the junctures where marginalized
segments of society collide with the mainstream help reveal the makeup of our
social fabric. Nowhere is this more a case in point than in interracial romantic
couplings, which often engender strongly emotional, and frequently hostile, reactions. For example, in his 1925 review of the film in the New York Times, which is
generally favorable, Mordant Hall penned this characterization: "Marion Warner
is tom between affection for Captain Ramsdell and admiration for the redskin"
(280).
3. As interaction between cultures has intensified throughout this century,
and as members of different ethnic groups have increasingly gained awareness of
their location within a shared economic and political order, the question of authority over the production and consumption of identity has become a pressing
concern. Indeed, the negotiation of the image has served as both a means for the
dominant culture to contain ethnic identities within the boundaries of its established working stereotypes, and for ethnic groups to lay claim to the rights of the
cultural production of identity (such as the movement for indigenous groups and
other minorities to produce their own films).
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The Representation of Conquest
John Ford and the Hollywood Indian,

1939-1964
"[ don't see them, not a one."
'Well, they're down there sir; among the rocks."
-Fort Apache

THURSDAY:

YORK:

Not only was John Ford canonized by the first wave of auteurist critics,
but his own stubborn attachment to the central myths of Western culture
in general and American culture specifically also made his work seem for
decades to be commercial Hollywood's principal representation of the
American experience. And because Ford worked so thoroughly within
the system rather than in opposition to it, one may be hard pressed to
save his oeuvre from one of the most pervasive and damning charges
made against the Hollywood tradition-that it was racist and sexist at the
core.
In the late 1990s the debate was again joined over Ford's Westerns;
in particular, Richard Maltby explicated persistently racist elements in
Ford's work, and William Darby attempted (rather vainly) to maintain
the traditional view of Ford, arguing, "Though it has often been alleged
(even by Ford himself) that the director's films were demeaning to Indians, such a charge is difficult to sustain when one considers the portrait
of Cochise in Fort Apache and those of such later figures as Scar (Henry
Brandon) in The Searchers and the tribal leaders (Victor Jory, Ricardo
Montalban, Gilbert Roland) in Cheyenne Autumn. If anything, Ford is
scrupulously fair to the Indians and their motives" (97).
Frank Manchel also attempted the difficult task Maltby and Darby
reject as impossible or unnecessary: to redeem Ford's late Westerns, particularly Sergeant Rutledge, from simplistically general charges of racism.
I am not sure that such redemption is pOSSible. At the same time,
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arguments such as Maltby's do not seem to me to account sufficiently for
the variation that exists in Ford's depictions of Native Americans. Thus,
without attempting to separate Ford's films from the larger project in
which they are implicated, I do wish to look somewhat more carefully at
development and change in the figure of the Indian in Ford's Westerns
by considering those films from several perspectives.
One of the most widely discussed topics in the criticism of John Ford's
films is the relationship between history and myth. A newspaper editor at
the end of The Man Who Shot Liberty Valence (1962) has been widely
quoted as speaking for Ford in saying, 'When the legend becomes fact,
print the legend." In a more troubling way, the John Wayne character in
Fort Apache (1948), Kirby York, makes a similar decision in electing not
to expose the errors in the developing myth of his Custer-like former
commander. Both decisions have often been widely interpreted as representative of Ford's view of the necessarily difficult relationship between
history and myth, as if Ford's films ought to be evaluated more as epic
poetry than as history.
That antihistorical view of Ford's work, which was particularly employed by earlier critics, tended to restrict discussion of Ford's historical
subjects, and no such subject was so common in his Westerns but so little
discussed until recently as his treatment of Native Americans. Jon Tuska,
whom Maltby also quotes, says that what such critics mean by myth is the
part of the film "which they know to be a lie but which, for whatever
reason, they still wish to embrace" (237).
The epic poetry argument thus deflected discussion of Ford's film
away from history. For years, it was common to assume that Ford's Westerns were not "about" Indians, just as it was assumed that The Quiet Man
was not "about" Irish politics or gender. But ten of his films-Stagecoach
(1939), Drums Along the Mohawk (1939), Fort Apache (1948), She Wore
a Yellow Ribbon (1949), Wagonmaster (1950), Rio Grande (1950), The
Searchers (1956), Sergeant Rutledge (1960), Two Rode Together (1962),
and Cheyenne Autumn (1964)-involve Native Americans as Significant
elements of the plot, and Ford's participation in constructing the Hollywood portrait of the Indian certainly deserves more serious scrutiny than
it has received until lately.
More than most directors of Westerns, Ford did tend to base his
films at least loosely on historical incidents, particularly on speCific Indian wars. Stagecoach, the cavalry trilogy (Fort Apache, She Wore a Yellow Ribbon, Rio Grande), and Sergeant Rutledge are all loosely situated
during the Apache wars of the 1870s, although Fort Apache's treatment
of Colonel Thursday echoes the story of Custer as well. Drums Along the
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Figure .5.1. Sal Mineo as Red Shirt and Delores Del Rio as a Spanish woman in
Cheyelllle Aut1lmll (1964). COUliesy of the Museum of Modern Art/Film Stills

Archive.

Mohawk is set in New York during the Revolutionary War and centrally
features the Battle of Oriskany, although the siege of the fort in the film
was fictional. The precise date of vVagonmaster is not clear, but it is set
during the Mormon migrations.
The Searchers takes place between 1868 and 1873 and includes an
event that is strongly reminiscent of Custer's massacre of Black Kettle's
group of Cheyenne at Washita in Oklahoma in the fall of 1868; Ford
makes his group Comanche, but like Black Kettle's Cheyenne, they are
destroyed by the Seventh Cavalry. Two Rode Together is set sometime
before Quanah Parker's surrender at Fort Sill in 1875, and Cheyenne
Autumn, like Mari Sandoz's novel, on which it is based, treats the long
trek of the Cheyenne from Oklahoma back to the Tongue River Reservation in 1878-79.
Even though Ford's Westerns begin rooted in history, the usual epic
poetry argument has them ending in myth. Frank Nugent, who wrote the
scripts for Fort Apache, Wagomnaster, The Searchers, and Two Rode Together, helped to perpetuate that view when he talked about the genesis
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of Fort Apache: "He gave me a list of about fifty books to read-memoirs, novels, anything about the period. Later he sent me down into the
old Apache country to nose around, get the smell and the feel of the land .
. . . When I got back, Ford asked me if I thought I had enough research.
I said yes. 'Good,' he said, 'Now just forget everything you've read, and
we'll start writing a movie'" (Anderson 77-79). At most, such a view suggests, Ford's films refer to history, but they do not seriously try to represent it.
If we consider the interaction between narrative strategy and audience response in these films, however, things look a little different. Most
audiences were probably not likely to see Drums Along the Mohawk as
accurately depicting the history of the American Revolution. That is so
partly because they were used to encountering that revolution, along with
the rest of white American history, in the "serious" historical arena of
courses and textbooks; typical viewers could distinguish fictional from
historical intent in the film because they brought a well-developed historical sense into the theater with them.! But the much rarer and more
scattered accounts of native American life that were known to the general public during Ford's lifetime made it much more likely that his constructed vision of the Hollywood Indian would begin to assume the status
of historical truth for many viewers.
If, then, as Maltby contends, the films are intentionally false, they
have much for which to answer. "Those texts themselves have a history,
but they also contain an idea of history, and of the West as history, which
is itself 'legend' rather than 'fact'-mythology. The subject of my enquiry
is mythology rather than history; to be more precise, it is the history of a
mythology which masquerades as history but, like the Senator [Stoddard,
in The Man Who Shot Liberty Valance], knows itself to be lying" (38).
Furthermore, Ford's narrative strategy often encouraged ignorant
audiences to make this kind of mistake. His films regularly combine fictional white characters in the foreground with images of historical Native
Americans in the background. Viewers of Fort Apache, for example, might
have eaSily recognized the fact that Owen Thursday resembled George
Custer without mistaking the two. But Cochise, who had no differently
named alter ego in the film, occupied a very different representational
space. The movie allowed (perhaps even encouraged) the substitution of
its representation of Cochise for the historical person, particularly because most viewers had little speCific knowledge of Cochise beyond the
name. Thus, Ford's representation of Cochise assumed the status of history in a rather different way than did his representation of Thursday.
Consequently, as far as Native Americans are concerned, Ford's West-
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ems are probably more typified by the conflation of history and myth
than by the binary opposition between them that traditional Ford criticism has invoked. In this sense, too, whether Ford's Westerns were intended to be accurate historical representations (or whether they were,
as Maltby contends, intended to be inaccurate historical representations)
is not the sole important consideration. If fictional representations are
taken as history, they have real historical consequences (Starn 15). In this
sense Ford's films function as if they were historical texts, constructing a
sense of Native American life on the frontier, participating in the social
and political debates of the era in which they were produced, and helping
to construct much of what still stands for popular historical knowledge of
Native American life.
And like historical texts, these films need to be examined and evaluated, not just for the accuracy of the information they supposedly contain, but also for the rhetorical pre structuring of the material that they
present. In his essay, "Historicism, History and the Imagination," Hayden
White argues; "A rhetorical analysis of historical discourse would recognize that every history worthy of the name contains not only a certain
amount of information and an explanation (or interpretation) of what this
information "means," but also a more or less overt message about the
attitude the reader should assume before both the data reported and their
formal interpretation. This message is contained in the figurative elements
appearing in the discourse which serve as subliminally projected clues to
the reader about the quality of the subject under study" (White 105).
The history of Native Americans in North America is undoubtedly
not accurately represented in Ford's films, but beyond the question of
accuracy, his films, like all historical texts, come with hermeneutic instructions on how to interpret that history. But what sort of readings of
our history are being prearranged in the films?
In many ways, Ford's representations of Native Americans developed
out of traditional Hollywood portrayals. Hollywood had never shown any
serious respect for the importance and individuality of Native American
peoples and cultures, for their own respective histories, or for the vitality
of Native American life. As Maltby points out, "in the Hollywood Western, there are no 'real' 'Indians'-no Iroquois, no Lakotas, no Navajos,
only Hollywood Indians with different names. With hardly an exception
throughout its history, the Hollywood Western has obliterated the ethnic
and cultural distinctions between the many indigenous people of North
America" (35).
As a form which developed early in the century, the Western reflected
national policy in this respect. The period at the end of the nineteenth
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Figure ,5.2. A faceless and violent Indian death in Stagecoach (1939). Courtesy of
the Museum of Modern Art/Film Stills Archive.

century had been characterized specifically by a national policy of
detribalization. One major expression of this policy was the establishment of Indian schools placed under the centralized control of the Bureau of Indian Affairs. By the end of the century, nearly half of all Native
American children had spent at least some time in these schools, where
their individual tribal identity could be partially effaced and English could
begin to supplant their indigenous languages (Berkhofer 170-72). In film
particularly, Native American roles were largely restricted to the Weste rn genre and limited to a relatively brief portion of the American past by
the genre's strict tim e limitations. The vast array of Native American cultures was flattened out into screen constructions that were principally
amalgamated from the Plains tribes, as if all Indians were from those
cultures alone (Churchill 232-39).
For much of Hollywood, this tendency also meant that white actors
played Indian roles. Ford undermined that practice in some measure,
casting Native Americans in indigenous parts, at least so long as those
parts were not major speaking roles. Ford never was able to overcome
studio traditions for larger parts, however, and even in Cheyenne Autlllnn , where he made an overt commitment to tell the Native American
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side of the story, he was forced to use non-Indian actors for major Cheyenne characters, most notably Sal Mineo, Ricardo Montalban, and Gilbert Roland. 2
Maltby makes a good deal of the dominance of this pattern, noting
that it is more complex than the device of disguise in literature because it
tends to depend on a simultaneous double awareness in which the audience must accept the fiction, yet see through the disguise in order "to
maintain the security of their viewing position and identification" (48).
He goes on to point out that things get more complex when the nonIndian actor is black, as in Woody Strode's impersonation of Stone Calf in
Two Rode Together.
Ford did make some distinctions between Native groups beyond those
that were common at the time; the Indians in Drum'} Along the Mohawk,
for example, are always shown on foot, rather than mounted, as were
their Plains counterparts. But Ford made no effort to cast authentic members of the tribes he represented. Chief Big Tree, an Iroquois, who played
Gilbert Martin's friend Blue Back in Drum'} Along the Mohawk, also appeared as the drunken Christian Apache chief, Pony That Walks, in She
Wore a Yellow Ribbon. And Ford's main group of Native actors for all of
his Westerns was drawn from the Navajos he befriended near Monument
Valley. This same sort of casual substitution allowed Ford to transform
Black Kettle's Cheyennes into Comanches in The Searchers.
If Hollywood has denied the cultural diversity of the Native American experience, as did the Bureau of Indian Affairs through the Indian
schools, also like those schools it has disregarded their languages. Indians
in Westerns traditionally spoke a peculiarly stylized form of pidgin characterized by assorted grunts and broken syntax. White characters occaSionally were presented as knowing indigenous languages, but because
the stories always were told in English and from the point of view of
white characters, their language was usually presented as competent and
proficient. The apparent contrast invariably made white characters appear to be more capable than their Indian counterparts.
Again, Ford tended to preserve this stereotypic pattern, particularly
in the earlier films, though in Fort Apache he also made his Cochise proficient in Spanish. In one sense, Cheyenne Autumn was a significant exception; in that film he allowed Cheyenne characters to make extended
untranslated speeches, sometimes even without inventing a dramatic reason to provide an English translation. Because his actors were mainly
Navajo, however, the language was not authentic. 3
In the earlier Westerns as well, Ford tends to appropriate the Hollywood habit of suggesting Indian communication through simulated bird
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and animal cries, as if all Native Americans--once they were hidden by
darkness or the landscape-expressed themselves as a part of the animal
order. Interestingly, this pattern, too, is finally reversed in Cheyenne Autumn. A very important element of the reversal is marked by the fact that
the motley group of Dodge City vigilantes ventures into the country in
hopes of encountering the Cheyenne, accompanied by the frenzied
whoops and cries usually uttered by Hollywood Indians during their attacks. The inversion of the pattern underscores the dehumanizing qualities of the normal Hollywood pattern.
Along with traditional Hollywood, Ford's early films reinforce the
traditional Western pattern of ascribing the most extreme violence and
brutality to Indians much more often than to white characters. The mutilated troopers tied to the wagon wheels in Fort Apache, the torture and
killing of Rynders in She Wore a Yellow Ribbon, the murder of Chris
Hubble in Sergeant Rutledge-all these deaths are unanswered in kind in
their respective films and present the Indians in the films as more cruel
and bloodthirsty than the white settlers. This traditional pattern, too, begins
to break down in some measure in The Searchers and Cheyenne Autumn,
where, increasingly, Ford attributes violence to whites and begins to suggest reasons for Indian rage against whites, as well as the opposite.
Like other Westerns, too, all of Ford's plots, with the exception of
Cheyenne Autumn, construct Indians as a savage presence set in opposition to the advance of American civilization, particularly as that civilization is embodied in white families. Consequently, Ford's traditional
Westerns prominently feature white women and children who are jeopardized by an Indian presence, their jeopardy automatically justifYing the
military actions of the cavalry. On the other hand, Ford seldom shows
Native American women and children Similarly jeopardized, or any other
images that would explain and justifY Indian violence toward whites. 4 This
iconography, perhaps as much as any other in the traditional western,
serves to justifY what Maltby calls "a racist discourse in which racism was
offered and enacted as a theory of history" (37).
But this pattern, too, begins to break down in some measure in The
Searchers. The massacre of the Comanche camp is expressed particularly in the death of Look, Martin's Comanche "wife." In the final attack
on Scar's village, Ford shows Comanche men firing at the attacking rangers even as they attempt to shield and save their own children. The pattern is more dramatically reversed in Cheyenne Autumn when Ford finally
dwells much more heavily on the endangered Indian family, shOwing white
culture primarily as a threatening military presence, the sort of representation reserved for Indians in the earlier films. In both these later cases as
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well, Ford includes scenes of taking scalps and, in both cases, the scalpers are white-Ethan Edwards in The Searchers and the trail driver in
Cheyenne Autumn.
Linked to the differential associations with vulnerability and threat is
the significant discrepancy that the Western maintains in the valuation of
white and Native American lives. Through the star system and a variety
of other narrative and nonnarrative devices, viewers of Westerns are normally encouraged to grieve over white deaths and generally to rejoice in
Indian deaths. White funerals are shown; Indian funerals almost never
are. Indians fall from their running horses and are forgotten.
Again, Ford's early films conform to the pattern, and, even in the
later films when the pattern begins to break down, discrepancies in the
relative value of lives are apparent. While Look's death is treated with
pathos and sympathy in The Searchers, it is a thinkable and viewable death
because Look was at best a likably comic stereotype, and thus the camera
can reveal Look's body to the audience.
Martha's death, which drives Ethan mad, is not shown. Ethan expressly forbids Marty to look at Martha's body, and his prohibition stands,
in effect, for the audience as well. The denial of her body corresponds to
Ethan's denial of his desire for her, of course, and the film allows us to see
that fact. But the film also transforms Ethan's potential sexual guilt into
actual sexual transgression and projects that transgression onto the Indian raiders; the fact that her death is unwatchable both signifies and
constructs the unthinkable horror of her murder and supposed violation.
Those implications, raised in Ethan's mind, are allowed to remain unchallenged in the minds of the audience.
In Cheyenne Autumn, such traditional patterns are partially subverted,
but not entirely replaced. The Cheyenne in Sandoz's novel were accompanied on their trek, at least initially, by a middle-aged Quaker spinster.
But, as Ford said, in Hollywood "you couldn't do that-you had to have a
young beautiful girl" (Bogdanovich 104). Hollywood convention demanded a plot that would eventually unite the ideal white couple, and
Carroll Baker became the Quaker woman and simultaneously the love
interest of the male lead, Richard Widmark.
In consequence, the film does not simply represent the horror of
U.S. artillery rounds dropping among Cheyenne families; given the centrality of the Carroll Baker character in the narrative, those rounds must
particularly threaten her and the white resolution at the end of the film
for which she is required; clearly the studio saw the threat to Cheyenne
lives as insufficient to sustain audience interest without the additional
threat posed to a photogenic star.
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The particular conventions of the genre, then, equate progress in the
West with the destruction of indigenous cultures, and studio imperatives
did not see an honest contemplation of that destruction as marketable.
The result is a doubly Eurocentric narrative, where both the action and
the emotional tone of the narrative are defined by white characters and
white consciousness. Ford's films all conform to that pattern, even to some
measure Cheyenne Autumn, where he said that he wanted to present the
Indian side of the story.
Other supporting narrative devices in the Western, Ford's included,
preserve the same values. Music, which is typically used to guide emotional responses in the audience, maintains this Eurocentric emphasis in
the positive emotional resonance Westerns give to folk songs, military
tunes, and traditional hymns. Indian music, when it is suggested, is as
limited as Indian speech and almost invariably associated with war,
stereotypically invoking a sense of threat and suspense.
And finally, when overt narration is employed in Western films, the
narrative voice is a white voice. Here again, Ford's films are no exception.
Captain York, of course, is one belated narrator of Fort Apache, followed
by an anonymous off-screen voice that valorizes the ordinary soldiers of
the cavalry as the instruments of Manifest Destiny. The male narrator at
the beginning of She Wore a Yellow Ribbon maintains the same stance.
The musical narration in the title song of Wagonmaster focuses on the
white settlement of the West. The same sort of song in The Searchers
sentimentalizes Ethan Edwards much more than the plot does, softening
his racism by emphasizing the values of the white family and home. Even
Cheyenne Autumn is narrated by a white character, the anguished liberal
Captain Archer.
Ward Churchill's disparaging comment applies to Ford's film as well
as to other Westerns: "To date there has not been one attempt to put out
a commercial film which deals with native reality through native eyes"
(236). Perhaps Churchill's most telling point is one he borrows from
Oneida comedian Charlie Hill-that the cumulative effect of such taletelling made the killing of Indians into the American childhood game of
cowboys and Indians, a game whose import we can perhaps better understand if we imagine our children playing at Nazis and Jews instead. That
is to say, then, that the historical inaccuracies and biases of the traditional
Western, including Ford's, have had important cultural consequences.
In a filmed interview, Ford once said, "My sympathy was always with
the Indians." In some ways that may have been the case. But the shaping
power of studio decisions and generic conventions regularly and reliably turned the principal sympathies of his audiences toward his white
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characters. The Western was at root an expression of white culture justifYing its expansion, and Ford largely participated in that expression, sometimes by choice, at others by default. On the other hand, as I have already
suggested, Ford (in conjunction with his collaborators) did struggle in
some measure to modifY the terms of this terrible white discourse on
Native Americans, and the nature of that struggle deserves some further
consideration.
It is probably true, as Ford indicated, that he felt profoundly sympathetic with Native Americans and that such sympathy grew out of his
Irish background. At the same time, he accepted the myth of Manifest
Destiny with fervor: "Perhaps it's my Irish atavism, my sense of reality, of
the beauty of clans, in contrast to the modem world, the masses, the
collective irresponsibility. Who better than an Irishman could understand
the Indians, while still being stirred by the tales of the U.S. Cavalry? We
were on both sides of the epic" (Gallagher 341). With the frontier conflict so doubly coded for Ford, it would not be surprising to see his attitudes shift over time in response to changing political climates.
I have already suggested that there is some development in Ford's
treatment of Native Americans. In Stagecoach, Geronimo and his band
are presented as little more than an ominous external threat to the motley social group traveling together. Drums Along the Mohawk does only a
little to expand on that minimal treatment; the Mohawks, in league with
the British, pose the principal physical threat to the colonists, but the
film provides no explanation of their lives beyond the raids to indicate
why they have forged an alliance with one group of whites to fight another. Likewise, the "good" Indian, Blue Back, is not explained either,
and the audience is left merely with the formulation that there were good
Indians who sided with the colonists and bad ones who resisted. 5
But if the early treatment of Native Americans in Ford's Westerns
had been perfunctory and negative, the films from the end of the 1940s
brought something of a change. As Darby argues (97), in Fort Apache
Cochise is presented as a highly individualized and principled leader who
is dedicated to prevent the degradation of his people at the hands of the
corrupt Indian agent, Meacham, and the plot places him in direct opposition to the ambitious and foolish Colonel Thursday.
Some of the patterns of Fort Apache remain in She Wore a Yellow
Ribbon; the Indians are being stirred up and corrupted by an unscrupulous agent, but they are presented as more angry and militant in the second film, and their leader, Pony That Walks, is doubly debilitated by
whiskey and white religion-a figure who entirely lacks the charisma of
Cochise in the previous film.
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Figure .5.3. The Euro-centered narration ofChcycnnc Autumn focuses on Deborah
Wright (Carroll Baker). Courtesy of the Museum of Modem ArtlFilm Stills Archive.
In vVagonmaster, the band of Navajos encountered by the Mormon
train are endowed with considerable dignity and restraint. The Indians
are basically friendly (which is to say that they accept the presence of
white settlers in their land without rancor or resistance), and they invite
the Mormon group to join them in a dance that parallels the dance the
settlers had held earlier. Although the Mormon women are obviously beset
by sexual fears of the Navajos and remain apart from the dancers, the
violence which erupts is white violence: one of the Clegg sons attacks a
Navajo woman. Yet the Indian group, perhaps improbably, do not insist
on exacting their own justice; they accept the whipping ordered by the
Mormon leader as sufficient punishment, proving to be at least as civil
and humane as the group of settlers, and far less predatory than the Cleggs.
Ford's portrait of Indians turns increasingly negative again in Rio
Grande. Natchez and his band return to being the faceless, ill-defined
threat of Stagecoach, and there will be no portrait of an Indian leader
comparable to Fort Apache's Cochise until Cheyenne Autumn. On the
other hand, Ford does make his white society and white heroes increasingly racist and bloodthirsty in The Searchers, Sergeant Rutledge, Two
Rode Together, and Cheyenne Autumn.
It is probable that these changes are reflective of changes in Ford,
revealing in some measure a harsh attitude toward cultural enemies in
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the climate of 1939, just before World War II, followed by the decay of an
initially generous postwar optimism into cynical Cold War pessimism. 6
The portrait of an increasingly racist American society provided by films
of the 1950s and 1960s, of course, develops in the context of a growing
general awareness of an American tradition of racism-an awareness that
was engendered by the developing civil-rights movement. It is difficult
not to think that all of these changes would have had significant impact
on Ford's delicately balanced ambivalence about the role of Native Ameriqms in the history of the West.
Undoubtedly Ford's collaborators affected the portraits drawn in these
pictures as well. James Warner Bellah, who wrote the short stories on
which the calvary trilogy was based, was a political conservative whose
fiction was described by Dan Ford as heavy on rape and racism (214).
The script of Fort Apache (along with Wagonmaster, The Searchers, and
Two Rode Together), however, was written by Ford and Frank Nugent, a
liberal half-Irish, half-Jewish son of an immigrant family. On the other
hand, Bellah collaborated on the script of She Wore a Yellow Ribbon,
along with Lawrence Stallings, a graduate of Annapolis and an injured
Marine veteran of World War I. Rio Grande was adapted from Bellah's
story by James McGuinness, a conservative friend ofFord and John Wayne
(Ford 214-233). All these collaborators doubtless affected the ways in
which Native Americans were presented in the films they wrote, but Ford
did, of course, ultimately have the opportunity to choose his scriptwriters,
and thus those choices may also have been influenced by the political
drifts of the times.
But the impact of the written script on the final shape of any Ford
film is itself problematic. Nugent said that the films were always Ford's
far more than his scriptwriters'. He said that Ford complimented his work
on Wagonmaster by saying, "I liked your script. In fact, I actually shot a
few pages of it" (Gallagher 465). The result of Ford's improvisation is that
important mannerisms and motifs come out again and again in Ford's
Westerns.
One of the most persistent of those patterns in Ford's treatment of
Native Americans is his repeated suggestion of certain kinds of physical
violence that he refuses to show. Fictionally, the evidence of these acts of
violence is typically supposed to be kept from the delicate perceptions of
white women characters in the film, but, in fact, Ford does not choose to
reveal to the audience the bodies of those who are supposed to have died
so horrifically either.
In Fort Apache, Colonel Thursday is appalled that his daughter should
have had to see the bodies of the dead soldiers that she and Michael
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O'Rourke encountered on their unauthorized ride into the desert, but
the bodies are not shown to the audience. I have already discussed the
handling of Ethan's discovery of Martha's body in The Searchers. Ford
treats the discovery of Lucy's body similarly; the discovery is not shown,
only narrated later. A similar treatment is accorded the apparently mutilated body of Chris Hubble in Sergeant Rutledge.
In all of these cases, the suggestion that these scenes are too horrible
to be shown is very powerful; in effect, Ford invokes the conscious and
unconscious fears of the audience to describe the nature of the Indian
threat. And this operation of white racial fear is itself explored overtly on
several occasions in Ford's westerns.
One such occasion occurs in Drums Along the Mohawk on the evening
when Gilbert and Lana first arrive at his frontier cabin. Lana sits before
the fireplace as Gil has gone out to stable the mare. She hears a noise
from behind her and she turns toward the door. The following reverse
angle shot reveals an Indian carrying a rifle standing in the doorway, accompanied on the soundtrack by a clap of thunder. Lana screams in terror, and ends up a few shots later in the scene cowering on the floor
against the wall as Blue Back's shadow falls over her.
The audience discovers belatedly, along with Lana, that Blue Back is
Gil's friend, and that he is there to deliver half a deer for their larder; but
Ford withholds prior information about Blue Back's identity and intent
from the audience in order to evoke the same sort of fears in the audience that Lana experiences.
Ford handles a scene early in Sergeant Rutledge in a similar manner.
Mary Cantrell has been left alone at an isolated railway station at night,
and she discovers the stationmaster dead with an arrow in his chest. She
runs out of the station and directly into the grasp of a black man who
turns out to be Rutledge. At that point she does not know who he is, and
although the audience has already seen Rutledge in the story's frame,
they do not know exactly what to expect from him at this moment either.
In a cutaway shot back to the courtroom, Mary describes Rutledge'S
appearance: "It was as though he'd sprung up at me out of the earth."
Ford underscores the import of her remark by having it modified slightly
by the racist prosecutor, who intones: "And that man who sprang at you
from the darkness like something from a nightmare, is he here in this
court?" These images of terror may have less connection with the facts of
history than with the nature of the white American mind, but particularly
in Sergeant Rutledge, Ford suggests that they may have Significant historical consequences all the same.
In both of these sequences, Ford reveals the power of irrational ra-
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cial and sexual fear by representing it in a character on screen, by simultaneously making the audience experience the same fear themselves, and
finally by revealing that fear to be grossly mistaken. In both cases, Ford
shows how graphically and powerfully racist fears fill in the undefined
spaces in an ambiguous situation, creating a sense of danger where there
may be none, creating a perceived enemy out of a potential friend.
There is a definite drift in Ford's films in this regard; from the simple
realization that Lana is embarrassingly-but rather innocently-wrong
in Drums Along the Mohawk, Ford's films lead to the darker and darker
sense that such fears, expressed so strongly by the families of the missing
children in Two Rode Together and so irrationally by the residents of Dodge
City in Cheyenne Autumn, were the source of much of the worst violence
on the frontier. Increasingly, Ford suggests that his white society does not
really see his Indians, but rather, out of its fear and inadequacy, that society projects images of violent savages upon Native Americans, whom they
can then feel justified in killing.
One might make a final observation about Ford's portrayal of Native
Americans by returning again to the scene of Mary Cantrell's first encounter with Sergeant Rutledge. The scene is particularly interesting for
the way in which it conflates racial fears of blacks and Native Americans-in flight from one feared ethnic minority, Mary encounters another. And Maltby points out that if Woody Strode is not a raping,
murdering savage as Rutledge, he is indeed the raping, murdering savage
as Stone Calf in Two Rode Together (45).
Some of this conflation may be at work in all Westerns, where the
presence of Native Americans on the frontier provides a symbolic space
for a restating and reworking of racial fears after the issue of Southern
slavery had been settled by the Civil War, as well as a SOCially acceptable
cinematic Signifier for racism when blackface performers became unacceptable: "The violent controversy generated by The Birth of a Nation
inhibited Hollywood's use of blackface as a dramatic, rather than a comic,
device. In this arena of malleable signifiers, the threat of the sexual Other
migrated elsewhere, among other places, to its dormant position in the
Western, where it is several times disguised" (Maltby 48).
The Western's period of greatest vitality came in the late 1940s and
1950s, at about the time that returning black war veterans began a renewed drive to gain their civil rights. Maltby'S argument may well suggest
a connection, inasmuch as he suggests that the Western developed a vision that validated and justified racial separation.
But Maltby'S account finally ignores, it seems to me, the changes in
Ford's later representations of Native Americans. In his essay on
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Sergeant Rutledge, Frank Manchel carefully explores ways in which the
national debate over race may have been changing Ford's thinking. Still,
I am less sure than Manchel that those changes were sufficient to justify
the films and the Western form.
Perhaps Maltby is right to argue that "only so long as the Indian remained disguised as an empty signifier could the Western's narrative function in its contained generic self-consciousness. Contesting the Westerner's
claim to the ascription of self, Other and national identity simply made
the story of the heroic repression of savagery untellable" (49). But Maltby
does not consider how Ford's later films helped strip away the disguise,
eventually helping to make the tale of heroic repression untellable.
In this sense, Ford's later Westerns helped to kill the very form he is
usually credited with bringing to prominence. That may be a good thing,
for Ford never could quite rescue his own work from the racist social
discourse in which it was enmeshed. But, if we are never able in Westerns to see Native Americans as they saw themselves, Ford's late films
can at least serve to remind us that there are real Indians down there
somewhere, hidden among the rocks of our imagined history.

Notes
1. John O'Connor has also provided a detailed account of studio efforts to
downplay or change the historical elements of the novel and to foreground the
personal drama of Gil and Lana Martin (played by Henry Fonda and Claudette
Colbert) in an excellent essay on the film in American History/American Film.
(See also his essay "The White Man's Indian" elsewhere in this volume.)
2. Interestingly, Ford did use perhaps the most famous Native American actor of his day, Will Rogers, in other films, albeit not to SignifY the Native American
experience. Peter Rollins discusses these films in an essay on Steamboat <Round
the Bend in American History/American Film and in a documentary film, Will
Rogers' 1920's: A Cowboy's Guide to the Times (Churchill Films 1976).
3. There is a very funny scene in Tony Hillerman's novel Sacred Clowns in
which one of his characters, Jim Chee, goes to a drive-in screening of Cheyenne
Autumn attended by a large Navajo audience. The Navajo, who understand the
often irreverent and dramatically irrelevant dialog, treat these portions of the film
as an elaborate joke played on the white establishment which denies them genuine images of themselves (140-144).
4. Frank Manchel and Robert Baird both explore this idea with regard to
other films and other directors in their essays in this volume.
5. In fact, the last shot we see of Blue Back is a curiously ambiguous one.
After the climactic battle at the fort, the colonists are gathered in the church and
someone inquires about the fate of Caldwell, the Tory agent who had been leading the Mohawks against the colonists. By way of answer, Blue Back appears in
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the pulpit wearing Caldwell's eyepatch, implying that he has killed the Tory, But
in the context of traditional Hollywood iconography about the eighteenth century, eyepatches like Caldwell's normally SignifY evil intent (often piracy), and Blue
Back takes on a more menacing appearance than he had since his initial frightening appearance to Lana. Andrew Sinclair is quite wrong to see the eye patch as a
joking reference to Ford's own; at this point in his life, Ford was not yet wearing
one.
6. Richard Slotkin, in Gunfighter Nation, argues that Rio Grande is particularly reflective of the impending Korean crisis (347-365); I make a similar argument in "Printing the Legend in the Age of MX: Reconsidering Ford's Military
Trilogy."
7. Although he would probably find the connection arbitrary or strained, I
am indebted to Leland Poague for his argument on the centrality of the issue of
sight in Ford's Westerns.
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Cultural Confusion
Broken Arrow (1950)

For many people, Hollywood's depiction of Native Americans in the
Western film provides a moral gauge not only for the history of our nation but also for the film industry.l Nowhere is this more evident than in
the movies about the taming of the wilderness, where our modern
myth makers recount the fate of Native Americans, lumped all together,
who stood in the way of Manifest Destiny.
Central to any revisionist approach is an awareness that the conflicts
between Euro-Americans and Native Americans over the settling of the
West began during the days of Columbus and not in the 1800s. For more
than four hundred years, the two vastly different cultures engaged in a
violent conflict that was predicated on radically different perceptions of
the earth both wanted. As Haffner and Lusitania's television series The
Real West points out, Native Americans never conceived of land in terms
of ownership. They viewed it as "part of their family." Euro-Americans,
on the other hand, "saw the continent as empty; by their perception, there
were no cities or towns, no fences-the Indians were just another obstacle to be overcome in obtaining the land." This immense cultural disjuncture between whites and Indians established a formidable conceptual
chasm that exists to the present.
Film scholars take different approaches to the theme of Native Americans in film. Their initial historical research highlighted how Hollywood
stereotyped, distorted, misrepresented, and patronized the American
Indian. Often obscured were the roots of the conceptual conflict between
the two cultures. Almost never did anyone raise the issue of why whites
insisted on viewing the West as a wilderness that needed taming, or why
it was to the white man's advantage to depict Native Americans as romanticized opponents who fiercely fought against our mass migration westward. 2
At the end of the 1960s, a new generation of scholars avoided value
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judgments on the positive or negative depiction of American Indians and
downplayed the film industry's historical, cultural, and political distortions. Their approach was to scrutinize the filmmakers responsible for
the production of the formulaic conventions that embody the ethics and
immorality of mainstream America (Aleiss, "Hollywood's Ideal" 54). Fair
enough, but such scholarship sometimes minimizes the possibilities that
integration, assimilation, and brotherhood were Euro-American ideas that
euphemistically relieved whites of making legitimate concessions to Native American desires, rights, and values.
This essay examines one film, Broken Arrow (1950), to illustrate the
critical differences between perception and reality. It explores the relationship between movies and society in an historical context. One useful
way to make the comparison is suggested by Pierre Sorlin. 3 He identifies
four criteria in selecting a film for historical analysis: "the originality of
the film, its relationship to current events, its favourable reception by the
public and the fact of its being produced and distributed during a time of
crisis"(19). That is, by taking a commercial film that meets his criteria,
one can recognize how it may serve to influence public opinion at a particular period in history and gauge how it holds up over time.
Few Westerns illustrate Sorlin's prerequisites more completely than
Twentieth Century-Fox's production Broken Arrow. 4 Made in 1949 and
released a year later, it came during crises both in America and in Hollywood. As the nation struggled with the problems of the Cold War, the
resurgence of the Red Scare, urban blight, and social injustice, the film
industry reeled from the breakup of the studio system, the advent of television, costly labor strikes, divisive blacklisting practices, and the "invasion" of foreign films into America's movie theaters. Hollywood resorted
to many new approaches to break out of its box-office slump, including
ones that would not antagonize audiences confused by conflicting demands for cultural diversity (Native Americans should be recognized for
their ethnic heritage) versus assimilation (African Americans should be
integrated into white SOciety).
The relationship of Broken Arrow to these issues, especially in its
groundbreaking efforts to promote tolerance and racial equality, is discussed in the major commentaries on the film. It is worth noting that,
when the film appeared, almost a quarter of all Hollywood movies made
up to that time had been Westerns,5 and that the film Broken Arrow was
one of the first movie Westerns to be adapted into a television series. 6 By
the start of the 1960s, at least twenty Western shows were shown each
week in prime time on television. 7
Knowing about Broken Arrow's popularity with audiences and critics
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permits us to tum to the issues of content and reception. One important
caveat is needed. I do not find historical inaccuracies irrelevant in films,
espeCially ones that claim to be true accounts of events or personalities.
Although we need to understand that some errors are less pertinent than
others, what could be more foolish than to ignore how the creators of
Patton, Malcolm X, IFK, or Schindler's List treated the accepted accounts
of the events depicted in their biographical interpretations? If such works
are truly influencing our national memories-and I think they are-then
we need to appreciate what perspective is being presented and why.
Consider the book-film issue in Broken Arrow. Elliot Arnold's 1947
novel Blood Brother covers the years from 1855, when Euro-Americans
settled in Arizona, to 1874, the year Cochise died. s The issue, for me, is
not that the filmmakers-studio head Darryl F. Zanuck, producer Julian
Blaustein, director Delmer Daves, and screenwriter Michael Blankfortomitted half the novel and focused baSically on the relationship between
Tom Jeffords and Cochise. What is important is how that relationship is
treated, and what historical inaccuracies do to the film's approach.
Far more vital for this essay is the fact that the filmmakers and
their marketing experts made a concerted effort to depict accurately the
life- style of the Apaches and the thinking of Euro-Americans during the
post-Civil War era in the Arizona territory (Aleiss, "Hollywood's Ideal"
29). Our concern, therefore, is with what this film tells us about the
ChiricahuaApache culture. How does Daves treat Cochise, Geronimo, EuroAmerican settlers, the prospects for peace between the two cultures,
and the role of the U.S. government and the military during the Indian
Wars?
Because other commentators have pOinted to the movie's many
flaws-for example, Native Americans speaking English, a romanticized
Indian culture, and whites taking Indian roles-this essay explores several key scenes dealing with Indian/white relations and the issue of peace
between the Chiricahua Apache and the U.S. government. The intent is to
compare what the film states and shows with omitted historical realities.
Broken Arrow begins with a long take of a parched Arizona landscape; the voice-over narrator, Tom Jeffords (James Stewart), tells us:
This is the story of the land, of the people who lived on it in the year
1870, and of a man whose name was Cochise. He was an Indian,
leader of the Chiricahua Apache tribe. I was involved in the story,
and what I have to tell happened exactly as you will see it. The only
change will be that when the Apaches speak, they will speak in our
language. What took place is part of the history of Arizona. And it
began for me here, where you see me riding. Since getting out of the
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Figure 6.1. Tom Jeffords (James StewaJt), the ex-Civil \Var trooper, parlays with
Chiricahua Apache chief Cochise (Jeff Chandler) in an effort to bring peace to
the Arizona tenitory in 1870.

Union army, I've been prospecting for gold off and on. One day I got
a message that a new colonel had come to Tucson and wanted to see
me.
Let's stop to consider both image and narration. The focus on the "land"
is perfect: the history of white/Native American relations is tied to land
ownership. But two interesting omissions result from the choice of the
date, 1870. First, it allows the filmmakers to skip over the inconvenient
fact that the Chiricahua Apaches had been fighting for more than sixty
years with Spaniards, Mexicans, and Euro-Americans. 9 Equally important, this introduction makes Jeffords'S traveling alone, at this point in
American history, somewhat artificial, mainly because government policies encouraging the slaughter of the buffalo, allowing unlawful prospectors to mine for gold and silver on Indian reservations, and giving away
"free" land to white settlers had started the nation's greatest westward
migration. Second, in claiming that Cochise was "the" leader of the
Chiricahua Apaches, Broken Arrow suggests that the tribal government
functions in much the same way the U.S. government operates. One leader
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can speak for the entire group. Cochise could not and did not. A council
representing each of the tribes in the nation had to decide what the collected tribes would do.1O
In suggesting the reason Jeffords has come to Arizona-"prospecting for gold"-we are given very important information about the motivations of the whites. It is crucial to how we see the film to realize that
Jeffords does not mention that he is prospecting in the "offlimits" area of
the lower Salt and Middle Gila river basins belonging to the Chiricahua
Apaches, that there have been a number of frontier gold strikes since
1849, or that a treaty had been signed in 1867, tricking Native Americans
on the Southern Plains into relinquishing important buffalo grazing lands
and coming under the protection of the U.S. government. ll It was largely
due to the failure of Washington to honor its treaty obligations and to
protect the "new" territorial rights of the Indians that the scope and the
intensity of the Apache Wars increased.
It is also not trivial that Jeffords mentions that a "new colonel" had
arrived in Tucson. The comments raise important questions about the
military's intentions, and why Tucson, the territorial center then attracting hordes of prospectors and located along the route of the newly completed transcontinental railroad, is selected for the film's major white
settlement. 12 We should not overlook the fact that it is at this stage in
American Indian warfare that General Philip Sheridan, commander of
the military forces in the West, issued his infamous comment, "The only
good Indian I ever saw was a dead one." As for Tucson, it is not enough
that this was the setting in the novel, or that this is where Jeffords worked.
Just who is opposing the Chiricahua Apaches?
Jeffords's voice-over narration tells us, "The story started when I saw
some buzzards circling in the sky. Buzzard is a smart bird. Something ...
or somebody was getting ready to die. I figured it was a hurt deer, or a
rabbit, or a snake. Not a rabbit, not a deer. His kind was more dangerous
than a snake. He was an Apache. For ten years we'd been in a savage war
with his people, a bloody no-give, no-take war." Compare that statement
with the acts of omission already noted, and you can see the Euro-American perspective being developed. By arguing that the hostilities are only
a decade old, and that neither side is more reprehensible than the other,
Daves's narrative confuses and obscures the major issues between the
two cultures.
As the film story begins, we learn that the Apache is a fourteen-yearold Chiricahua boy who is on his "novice time," the period when adolescents go on treks alone to learn how to survive and how to become men.
The importance of this idea is that it establishes the Apaches as a warrior
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nation. Jeffords gives the boy some water, and though the youngster tries
to kill him and is wounded in the struggle, the white man stays to tend to
the youngster's wounds. Days later, when they are about to part as friends,
Jeffords learns that the Apache's family must be worried about him, their
only surviving child, his brother and sister having been killed at Big Creek.
A voice-over narration teils us that Jeffords is stunned by the news that
Indian mothers cry for their children. "Whites," he tells us, "had always
considered Apaches like wild animals."
At this point, a band of five Apache warriors find the missing youth.
Though they want to kill Jeffords, they do not because the boy intercedes
for him. The voice-over narrator tells us that he learned something else
that day, that Apaches were men of honor. The plot now moves into one
of the major themes of the movie: the parallel misconceptions that whites
and Indians have about each other. For example, Daves stresses that the
boy's father is upset that his son has become a "tame Apache." (In a later
scene, a white father will justify his hatred of the Apaches because of the
death of his wife and the near-killing of his son.) The Indians are curious
that Jeffords did not kill the boy, inasmuch as white men pay money for
Indian scalps, and say, "It is the way of all whites." Jeffords replies that it
is not his way. He explains that he is not like other white men; he does not
kill for scalps, and neither do the Apaches.
Again, it is interesting what the film states about the Indian Wars.
The scalp issue is an extraordinary reference, inasmuch as it reminds us
not only that during much of the eighteenth and early nineteenth century, the Mexican government encouraged people to scalp Indians, but
also that the intense hatred that Cochise and Geronimo had for Mexicans
could be traced back to an 1850 Mexican raid on an Apache village, where
Geronimo's mother, wife, and three children were killed and scalped. 13
The most outrageous distortion, however, occurs when Jeffords explains to the Apaches that he is looking for gold and silver. Daves has the
Indians puzzled about the white man's words. They do not understand
about gold and silver. Keep in mind that this is 1870, and for more than
twenty years the U.S. government had been following a deceptive policy,
making treaties with Native Americans to clear the way for further westward migration and protecting prospectors who had illegally established
claims on Indian lands. At the core of much of the trouble between the
whites and the Indians was the way in which they understood the significance of treaties. As Hyatt and Terkin's television program Time Machine:
Savagery and the American Indian observes, Native Americans initially
were willing to sign treaties and share: "Their understanding of what they
were signing was different from the Euro-Americans. They felt the agree-
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ments were about sharing an open landscape; the Euro-Americans thought
of it as owning continually and fixing boundaries of property." But as the
land became more lucrative to the goals of new administrations, EuroAmericans "used treaties as short-term devices that could be altered or
ignored. Indians, on the other hand, were appalled at the speed with
which treaties were tom up and new negotiations required." The cultural
confusion created by Daves's perspective so early in the movie is the result of the filmmakers' failure to establish that the war between whites
and Indians is a war in which the former are concerned with material
acquisitions and the latter are fighting for their very survival.
The remainder of the film reinforces the approach taken in these
opening moments of the movie. From time to time, we are given tidbits
about the Chiricahua Apache culture, but rarely any crucial information
about the essential meaning of the struggle between the two cultures. In
almost every instance where the reasons for the hatred and distrust between Indians and whites are raised, the explanations are Simplistic, misleading, and meaningless. Equally disturbing are the images of the Indians
and whites themselves.
There are many examples of cultural confusion in Broken Arrow. A
case in point is Jeffords's first encounter with whites and his defense of
the Chiricahua Apaches. Aligned against him is a fictitious Col. Bernall
(played by Raymond Bramley), who has just been given the command of
Fort Grant, with orders to clean out Cochise and his Apaches from the
Pinalefio Mountains area. Like the screen Jeffords, he knows nothing
about Indian culture or warfare, and, as will soon become apparent, he is
totally inept at his job.
The dialog, again, is useful for suggesting the film's cultural confusion. On the one hand, most of the men stationed on the frontier were ill
equipped to deal with the Indian problem, but it is false to suggest that
the military benefited mainly from the help of white scouts like Jeffords.
It was not until the recruitment and use of Indian scouts, approved by
Congress in 1866, that men like Sherman, Sheridan, and Custer were
able to undertake successful campaigns against the Plains Indians and
especially against Geronimo. The irony of Broken Arrow is that it takes
place in 1870, the year that Indian scouts began depending on their military status for economic and social survival (primarily because the buffalo were being annihilated). The reservations had become death traps,
and this was their last "legal" chance to practice their warrior lifestyles. 14
Another disturbing bit of dialog takes place during Jeffords'S initial
defense of Cochise against the hatred of the whites. He reminds his antagonists that Cochise did not start this war: "A snooty little lieutenant
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Figure 6.2. Because Tom Jeffords often faces death in his search for peace with
Cochise's people, Broken Arrow misleads its audience into believing that the
military achieved its objectives because of white scouts. Courtesy of the Museum
of Modem Art/Film Stills Archive.

fresh out of the East started it. He flew a flag of truce, which Cochise
honored. And then he hanged Cochise's brother and five others under
the flag." The reference to an 1861 incident with an inexperienced, young
Lt. George Bascom is fascinating. Not only does it omit the fact that
Cochise hanged hostages in a futile attempt to free his family and that no
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one is sure which hangings took place first, but also director Daves conveniently overlooks the fact that Cochise had been at war with EuroAmericans soon after the government annexed all the land from the Rio
Grande to the Pacific Ocean following the Mexican-American War.
Audiences learn a lot about Broken Arrow's understanding ofhistOIY
and the Chiricahua Apaches while witnessing Jeffords' experiences in
Cochise's camp. Instead of seeing a weak, hungry, and ravaged tribe, viewers see an idyllic setting, where many strong, healthy Native Americans
live peacefully and comfortably with their families. Instead of a tired and
weary Cochise, eager for peace because he understands that the whites
are too numerous and too strong for his people to overcome, audiences
see the Noble Savage, all wise and all knowing.
When the two men first talk in Cochise's wickiup, Jeffords convinces
Cochise that there is a distinction between the u.S. Mail and military
dispatches. This is another major distortion in the film. Although it is
true that the screen Jeffords believes what he is saying, we need to remember that much of the government duplicity against the Indians was
based not on military dispatches but on the news sent back East by prospectors, settlers, pioneers, buffalo hunters, and railroad men complaining about the Indians' obstructing progress and murdering whites. Public
opinion generated by civilians and propagandists, not the military, decided the nature and course of the Indian Wars.
We tum now to the actual peace negotiations themselves. The central figure is Gen. Oliver o. Howard, who, we are told in Broken Arrow,
has been sent by President Grant to negotiate a peace with Cochise. The
reason for Gen. Howard's peace mission, never explained in the film, is
that on April 30, 1871, five hundred peaceful Aravaipa Apaches, who had
settled near Camp Grant for the protection promised by the U.S. government, were massacred by vigilantes and enemy Indian scouts. Their boasting of the killing created such a revulsion among Easterners that a new
government policy was instituted to protect Grant's political image (How
the West was Lost). 15
Knowing that, notice how the dialog between Howard and Jeffords
produces a different reaction from the liberal intentions of the filmmakers. Howard tells Cochise's friend that President Grant wants peace.
Jeffords replies, "To be changed later." "No," is the answer. "Any treaty I
make will stand. I have President Grant's absolute word on that." Jeffords
asks what Howard means by a "fair" peace. Howard replies, "Suppose
you tell me." To which Jeffords says, "Equality. The Apaches are a free
people. They have a right to stay free on their own land." (Clearly, this
was not the only issue. It was a question of land and culture, both of
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which were, and would be decimated by the treaty and reservation life.)
But there is more. Howard responds, somewhat irritated, "You mean the
whole Southwest?" (Why not? It's their land!) Cochise's friend never raises
that issue. Instead, he says, "No. Even Cochise wouldn't ask for that now.
[The operative word is "now."] He's a realist about that. But a clear territory that's Apache. Ruled by Apaches. No soldiers on it. That's what I
mean." Howard agrees in principle, and Jeffords goes out to set up a
meeting between them and Cochise. 16
Finally, Broken Arrow comes to the actual peace treaty itself. Because Cochise cannot decide this matter by himself, he convenes the leaders of the Apache nation. 17 They deliberate for four days in private; then
Howard and Jeffords are brought before them to answer questions. Just
three inquiries are raised: (1) Can the Apaches still war against the Mexicans? The answer is no. (2) What if the "Chief of the Whites" dies-will
the treaty still be kept? The answer: "His word is a bond on the chief who
follows him." (3) What will happen if white men break the treaty, enter
the restricted territory, and kill Apaches? The answer is that the military
will take care of things.
The final affront is that the primary troublemaker at the peace council is Geronimo, shown as Cochise's contemporary and chief antagonist,
when in reality the relationship was one of deference and respect. The
trouble begins when the white men leave, and Geronimo, yet unnamed,
addresses the peace council: "I trust none of it." He points out that in the
short time they have been discussing peace they have lost the right to
raid Mexico,18 and their territory has grown smaller.
The insult to history is compounded when Cochise agrees to try the
peace, while Geronimo and a handful of supporters are forced to leave
the territory. Then, the prescient Indian warrior announces to the gathering that, from now on, he will be known by his Mexican name, "Geronimo."
Keep in mind that this was the name he adopted in 1850, twenty years
earlier, when he took revenge for the massacre of his family. For the remainder of Broken Arrow, one of the greatest Apache leaders is shown as
a renegade who refuses to accept peace for foolish reasons, when in fact
he honored Cochise's word and lived on the reservation until Cochise
died on June 8, 1874.
Moreover, the film ends with no mention that Jeffords became the
only Indian agent for Cochise's tribe and that the conditions on the
"Chiricahua" reservation were deplorable: lack of food and supplies, widespread disease, malnutrition, and constant humiliation. In the end, Washington betrayed the Apaches, and there was nothing that Jeffords or
Howard could do to stop the racist policies of conquest.
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Figure 6.3. General Oliver O. Howard (Basil Ruysdael) offers Tom Jeffords a
peace proposal to be presented to Cochise. Courtesy of the Museum of Modern
ArUFilm Stills Archive.
Many film historians who have discussed Broken Arrow point to its
groundbreaking role in Hollywood's treatment of the American Indian.
This essay suggests that there is yet another perspective. Broken Arrow
did more than ref1ect the mood of the times. It portrayed Indian/white
relations in the old West not as they were, but as Euro-Americans wanted
them to be. The film's treatment of the Chiricahua Apache culture minimizes the importance of land to their lives; ignores the diseases, devastation, and disruption brought by Euro-Americans to Native American
society; and legitimates the treaty signed between Cochise and the U.S.
government. Its characterization of the relationship between Cochise and
Jeffords grossly distorts the experiences of both men, misrepresents their
motives for peace, and callously ignores the consequences of their tragic
treaty.
White men do not come off much better. Whatever the misconceptions that Euro-Americans had of the American continent and its inhabitants, the pioneers and settlers who trekked westward took serious risks,
fought against great hardships, and showed enormous courage in pursuing
Manifest Destiny. They were probably too possessed by their dreams of
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Figure 6.4. Cochise, General Howard, and Tom Jeffords offer the peace proposal
to the leaders of the Apache nation. The only voice opposing them is that of
Geronimo, who prophetically tells his people not to trust the whites. Courtesy of
the Museum of Modem Alt/Film Stills Archive.

wealth and rebirth to be charitable or reasonable when it came to the
grievances of Native Amelicans. But to present them as primarily weak,
revengeful, and simple-minded is absurd. In a metaphor about a "wilderness" filled with so much hatred, hostility, loneliness, and death, why does
anyone want to stay, let alone die to own it?
The image of the military is also disturbing. They were not simply of
two types: incompetent troopers or Bible-thumping good Samaritans. The
men who rode against the Chiricahua Apaches were tough, no-nonsense
combatants who enforced Sheridan's policy of "total war," which resulted
in the destruction of the enemy's property and the annihilation of his
family. They achieved their mission by crushing Native Americans with
ruthless methods and uncompromising strategies. Although there might
have been naive or idealistic officers who deluded themselves that their
civilian leaders could be trusted, few military men of the West ever advocated a policy other than violence as a solution to the Indian problem.
If Broken Arrow is remembered by many as a well-intentioned film,
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it may be because they are willing to say that in 1950 people did not know
any better, that this was a significant step forward compared to what had
come earlier. Reasonable people will have no difficulty in accepting Angela
Maria Aleiss's position that the film reflects the controversial policies of
"termination" that Congress pursued in the 1950s, which effectively jettisoned any federal responsibility for Indian lands, treaties, and individuals. But there is a need to go beyond recognizing the policy to commenting
on its consequences. One need only read Vine Deloria's Custer Died for
Your Sins to see how calamitous the termination policies were for both
Native Americans and Washington. By distorting and misrepresenting
the reasons for the cultural clash between the two parties, Broken Arrow
sowed more seeds of distrust against the film industry and further undermined our trust in our institutions.
Furthermore, as film historians, we make a serious error when we
discount the importance of historical inaccuracies in films purporting to
tell the truth about the past. Movies are not just escapism, and when they
offer Simplistic, emotional solutions to complex problems, they muddy
not only the problem but also create cultural confusion. From this perspective, there is an ironic truth in Twentieth Century-Fox's extolling
Broken Arrow as an accurate rendition of "the American traditions of
justice, tolerance, and dignity for all men."

Notes
1. I am grateful to the valuable reactions to an earlier draft of this paper by
Nick Danigelis, Littleton Long, and Denise Youngblood of the University ofVermont. In addition, lowe a debt of gratitude to Martha Day for her generous help
in securing research materials.
2. For a good introduction to George Washington's designs on Native American property, see Reginald Horsman, "American Indian Policy in the Old Northwest, 1783-1812."
3. Frank Manchel, Film Study: An Analytical Bibliography.
4. Broken Arrow was produced by Julian Blaustein for Twentieth CenturyFox in 1949. It premiered on July 17,1950. Directed by Delmer Daves, the story
is set in the Arizona territory in 1870. The plot, narrated by Tom Jeffords, an exUnion officer whose admiration for the Chiricahua Apaches alienates him from
his white associates in Tucson, follows his attempts to mediate between Cochise
and the U.S. government and bring about an honorable peace. His efforts also
lead to Jeffords's falling in love and marrying an Indian woman. The film stars
James Stewart as Tom Jeffords, Jeff Chandler as Cochise, Debra Paget as
Sonseeahray, Will Geer as Slade, Basil Ruysdael as General Howard, Arthur
Hunnicutt as Milt, Raymond Bramley as Colonel Bernall, Jay Silverheels as
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Geronimo, and Billy Wilkerson as Juan. The screenplay by Michael Blankfort is
based on the novel Blood Brother by Elliott Arnold. Ernest Palmer is the cinematographer. Made in Technicolor, the film runs ninety-three minutes.
5. Howard Suber, in his commentary on the laserdisk version of High Noon
(Voyager Special edition).
6. The series ran on ABC television from September 23, 1958, to September 20,1960. John Lupton played Tom Jeffords; Michael Ansara played Cochise.
Particularly significant is the fact that Jeffords is an Indian agent working with
Cochise to keep the peace. In the film version, we never learn that he has become
an Indian agent. For more information see Terrace 94.
7. The Real West. In the show's 1994 opening monolog, Jack Perkins points
out that there were twenty Westerns aired in prime time every week in the early
1960s.
8. For the most detailed analysis of the novel, see Angela Maria AIeiss,
Hollywood's Ideal of Postwar Assimilation and From Adversaries to Allies.
9. The Real West. Those readers who would like to know more about the
historical sources used in The Real West, should consult the writings of the series
major consultants, including Paul Andrew Hutton (University of New Mexico)
and Brian W Dippie (University of Victoria, British Columbia).
10. The filmmakers overlooked that the Apaches were not a tribe but a nation, with many bands living in areas from Oklahoma to New Mexico and Arizona
to northern Mexico. For more information, see How the West Was Lost.
11. By 1867, the u.s. government had created the Department of the Missouri-Southern Plains. It had also signed the Medicine Lodge Treaties of 1867,
which allegedly were fashioned to bring a peaceful solution to the Indian Wars.
On the surface, the treaty was hailed as a humane effort: Indians got a safe reservation in Oklahoma, and they were protected by the military. In practice, the
deceitful pact compelled the Indians to leave their buffalo grounds and live under
white rule. Moreover, the U.S. government abandoned its responsibilities within
a year. Almost none of the supplies promised to the Indians ever reached the
reservation. Gen. Philip Sheridan, who commanded the bulk of the western frontier during the timeframe of Broken Arrow, balked at any attempts to air reasonable Indian protests about broken promises. Thus the Cheyenne, Arapaho,
Comanche, and Kiowa, who had once again put their trust in a white man's treaty,
were disillusioned. Sheridan, on the other hand, never put any faith in Indian
treaties. Like his commanding officer, William Tecumseh Sherman, he insisted on
a policy of "total war" against Native Americans. To help him implement such a
policy, he secured the services of his Civil War friend, George Armstrong Custer.
Together, these three military officers-Sherman, Sheridan, and Custer-would
search for any excuse to attack the Indians. For more information, see General
Sheridan & the Indians.
12. Talks about forging a transcontinental railroad began as a result of the
Mexican War and the land annexation of 1848 and later years. Actual construction
began in 1862, and the railroad was completed on May 10, 1869. It ran right
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through the Arizona territory. Every company that participated in the construction of the railroad received a square plot of ten acres of "public land" for every
mile of track laid. In 1864, Congress doubled the land grant. To encourage business for the railroad, the companies sold their land cheaply. Moreover, railroad
crews slaughtered the buffalo herds for meat. For more information, see The Real
West.
13. According to one source, the policy started in 1839. For more information, see How the West Was Lost.
14. For more information, see Indians and the Army. It is useful to reflect on
reservation life. According to one source, "reservations were like prisons." Traditional culture was destroyed; disease, despair, and poverty were widespread. N ative Americans had lost their autonomy. Moreover, "A new culture was imposed
by missionaries, Indian agents, and teachers." See The Final Clash-Wounded
Knee.
15. How the West Was Lost.
16. The irony of this discussion is that the reservation proved devastating for
the Apaches, and that later Gen. Howard, who lived to see Washington break its
promises, not only follows orders but is also the officer assigned to pursue the Nez
Perce and capture Chief Looking Glass and Chief Joseph. This is the same Chief
Joseph who said, "No man's business to divide [the land]; only the one who created it has the right to dispose of it. The government treaties are based on hollow
words." For more information, see The Real West.
17. The event took place at Dragoon Mountains in November 1872.
18. The fact is that the Apaches continued their Mexican forays. Cochise and
his people never had signed a peace treaty with Mexico. Although he kept his
word, Cochise never interfered with other Apaches who continued the raids. For
more information, see Edwin R. Sweeney, Cochise: Chiricahua Chief, 366.
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LARRy E. BURGESS

The Hollywood Indian versus
Native Americans
Tell Them Willie Boy Is Here (1969)

Students of American film have long noted the fascinating connections
between Hollywood portrayals of major social issues and the conflicting
tensions in the American society that produced them (O'Connor and Jackson; Rollins, Hollywood as Historian; Slotkin). An ostensible film biography of Emiliano Zapata, famed leader of the Mexican Revolution of 1910,
tells us nothing about Zapata's agrarian radicalism, his anarchist-communist notions of taking land from the rich and distributing it among the
poor according to their needs. Instead, it focuses on his opposition to
dictatorship. In Viva Zapata! (Twentieth Century-Fox, 1952), historian
Paul Vanderwood persuasively argues, we see director Elia Kazan, himself an active anticommunist, transform Zapata from a radical Mexican
revolutionary into an American "cold warrior," one totally opposed to
communism (183-201). Through the Hollywood lens, Zapata is inverted
and perverted into something he was not.
Yet, if Mexicans and Mexico are subject to Hollywood stereotype and
distortion through ignorance, profit-seeking, and some racism (Greenfield
and Cortes, Cortes), the portrayal ofIndians springs from a deeper source
of misunderstanding. That source Herman Melville calls the "metaphysics of Indian-hating," an attitude born in the American notion of its special mission to "civilize" this land and its peoples, ruthlessly and
remorselessly, so as to usher in a new and better age (172-81).
As Roy Harvey Pearce explains, the role of the civilizing mission,
according to Melville, led to the idea of the tragic role of both Indianhater and Indian, inextricably linked in the conquest of the wilderness.
To Pearce, Indian-hating "functioned not so much as an argument but
as an assumption; not so much as a step in a logical chain leading to
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action, as the very foundation of logic itself. Even those who were genuinely concerned with the welfare of the Indian acted on this assumption"
(33).
Telling or retelling an episode in Indian-white relations, a narrative
usually undertaken by a member of the dominant culture with access to
printing presses and cameras, risked expression of the assumption in the
very way the teller told the tale. Not questioning the assumption of Indian-hating has meant that much of what we think we know about Indian-white history is one-sided; frustrated seekers trying to correct the
record, especially about the Hollywood Indian, have generally failed to
see that no correction is possible unless an alternative, Indian version, is
given credibility and expression. When films supporting the Indian voice
are made, such as Powwow Highway (1989) and Geronimo (1993), the
booking line in theaters is short and typically the audience few in numbers. Credibility in Indian films is further confounded by the Western
genre, to which most Indian stories belong, and its traditional cavalier
disregard for accuracy (Tuska 147).
Abraham Lincoln Polonsky's Tell Them Willie Boy Is Here (1969) reveals the interplay of all these elements. Our analysis suggests the ways in
which Willie Boy mirrors American social concerns in the late 1960s and
how it masks an Indian version that our ethnographic fieldwork has
brought forward. The film is based on a 1909 incident in Banning, California, in which an allegedly drunken and lust-crazed Paiute, Willie Boy,
stole a rifle and shot to death the sleeping father of a young woman whom
he then abducted and raped. Willie Boy and the girl ran away on foot, to
be pursued by two mounted posses neither of which could catch them.
When she began to slow his flight, Willie Boy murdered her and ran off
across the desert. A week later he encountered another posse at Bullion,
later renamed Ruby Mountain. In the ensuing shootout, down to his last
bullet, Willie Boy committed suicide.
When yet another posse returned to the skirmish site, its members
decided to bum Willie Boy's bloated, decomposing body. Most of the
posses had Indian trackers from the Morongo Reservation in Banning to
help them. Willie Boy's behavior and the burning of his corpse were interpreted at the time by one sympathetic journalist as expressions of his
Paiute culture. Pearce reminds us, nevertheless, that even the best intentioned accepted the Indian-hating assumption-in this case, that Willie
Boy had tried to accept white ways, to assimilate but, tragically, and under the influence of the white man's alcohol, the power of his tribal culture caused him to abandon white example and to revert to "savagery."
In 1960, journalist Harry Lawton wrote a novel of the episode, which
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Figure 7.1. Film treatment: Indian possemen with Willie Bois body. Courtesy of
the Museum of Modern ArUFilm Stills Archive.

he called the "last great manhunt in the Western tradition," and praised
the various posses and possemen (x). Scriptwriter and sometime director
Polonsky bought the film rights and wrote the screenplay for Willie Boy,
reversing Lawton's posse praise and using the incident instead to make
his own commentary on America of the late 1960s and the Vietnam War.
Polonsky crafted his tale around four main characters, and we have
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charted his story development through three script versions (early, first,
and final) and compared that product with the final filmed version. Willie
Boy, played by Robert Blake, was to embody Paiute athleticism and inscrutability. The young woman, whom Polonsky named Lola, Katherine
Ross portrayed in "man-tan" and straight black wig. Her white opposite
Polonsky dubbed Elizabeth Arnold or Liz, an Eastern-born, highlyeducated, and snobbish woman holding both a degree in anthropology from
the Smithsonian and an M.D. from Johns Hopkins; she works in this forsaken comer of the West as the Indian agent at Malki (known to nonIndians as Morongo) Reservation in Banning. Susan Clark played her as
Polonsky had written her: a single woman in favor of a single sexual standard and the vote for women. In reality, Clara True, Indian agent at Malki
during the episode, remained single, pressed a frontal campaign against
liquor and for Christianity, and opposed women's suffrage (Sandos and
Burgess 22, 66-67). Part of his "Amazonian contingent," Commissioner
of Indian Affairs Francis E. Leupp described her (Lake Mohonk Conference 25, 30).
Polonsky compressed all four posses and over twenty deputies into
one man, named him Coop, and chose Robert Redford for the role. Coop
is the undersheriff of Banning and the son of a famous Indian-fighter
who had been killed by a mixed blood sometime before the story begins
(Sandos and Burgess 54-71).
Polonsky made no attempt to portray period Indian costumes, opting instead for the street dress of the late 1960s and beginning the film
with Willie Boy jumping off a modem freight train. Polonsky's use of the
anachronisms underscores the allegorical and timeless nature of the tale
he chooses to tell (O'Connor 64), even though Susan Clark's voice-over
before the title tells the audience that what is about to be shown is true
and happened on the deserts of Southern California in 1909.
Liquor initiates the tale but, in Polonsky's version, Willie Boy buys a
bottle from a bootlegger or "blind pigger" during the fiesta at Malki and
arranges to meet Lola in the orchard at midnight. Meanwhile, Liz discovers the bootleggers and insists that Coop arrest them. Later, after several
more drinks, Willie Boy goes into a poolroom in town where he clubs a
white drummer with his pool cue after the man insults him. Coop, instead of following after Willie Boy, tells the drummer to come in the next
morning to swear out a complaint. Coop then turns the "blind piggers"
loose with an admonition not to return and heads out to Malki. Coop
seeks an assignation with Liz, which she is reluctant to accept, not because she is not attracted to him but because the physical attraction is the
core of their involvement.
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Coop's love scene with Liz in her house is intercut with Willie Boy's
love scene with Lola in the orchard. Liz is naked under a sheet on the
bed; the Indians are naked on the ground. The dialog between Liz and
Coop revolves around their exclusively physical mutual attraction, lack of
mutual respect, and Coop's unwillingness to make any commitment to
her. Willie Boy and Lola talk of their love, her father's opposition to it,
and Lola's dream of becoming a teacher like Liz and of Willie Boy's becoming a farmer in Nevada. Polonsky gives Lola the assimilationist lines,
whereas Willie Boy speaks uncompromisingly of his Indianness. Lola's
father, armed with a rifle and accompanied by her two brothers, finds the
couple in flagrante delicto and, in a struggle for the weapon, the clearly
naked Willie Boy kills the old man while Lola covers herself with the
white dress she wore for their meeting. The two then start running.
Coop and Willie Boy are brothers symbolically, one representing the
light and the other the dark side of the same character. Willie Boy is
cunning, impetuous and violent; Blake, who had earlier portrayed the
well-intentioned although bumbling Indian sidekick, Little Beaver, in the
Red Ryder television series, here plays Willie Boy as a screen rebel in the
tradition of James Dean and Marlon Brando. Willie Boy's Indianness,
however, is incidental to his role as Coop's Doppelganger. Coop is equally
cunning and violent, but Redford plays him as a reluctant, rather than
confident hero, one who must be spurred to action. The women are mere
temptresses: Lola is the cause of Willie Boy's troubles, and Liz distracts
Coop from doing his job that night and then shames him into pursuing
Willie Boy to the end. Liz compares Coop to his famous father and finds
Coop lacking because he "cannot even kill an Indian."
Liz wants Coop to bring Lola back because Willie Boy has engaged
in "marriage by capture." Liz claims, "It's the Paiute way and always was,"
but Liz believes that Lola "didn't want to go with him, she doesn't want to
be a desert squaw." This appeal, coupled with the shame and the wounding of an old friend of Coop's father who led the posse while Coop was
away, all combine to prompt Coop to ride.
Because Willie Boy and Coop are "brothers" and in conflict, the clash
can only be resolved by death; Coop must recognize Willie Boy as his
brother and touch him. In the closing episode Coop sprawls beside a
drinking hole for water and sees Willie Boy's handprint in the mud. Coop
places his own hand inside it; they match. At Ruby Mountain Coop "surprises" a crouching Willie Boy, whose back is to the lawman, his rifle
cradled across his knees. Willie Boy stands, turns, and raises the rifle
menacingly. Coop shoots and kills him, then checks the rifle. Willie Boy
had no more bullets. Willie Boy forced Coop to kill him; Willie Boy dies
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Figure 7.2. Liz Arnold (Susan Clark) and Coop (Robert Redford): a lack of mutual
respect. Courtesy of the Museum of Modern Art/Film Stills Archive.

Indian and Coop lives, having killed his alter ego, standing alone in the
twilight of a frontier that has gone.
Coop slings Willie Boy's body over his shoulder and carries him down
to the base of the mountain where waiting Indian deputies build a fire to
cremate the corpse. Coop washes Willie Boy's blood from his hands with
desert sand. When the sheriff arrives and denounces the burning, claiming that "people'll want to see something," Coop utters the last words
spoken: "Tell them we're fresh out of souvenirs." Polonsky's word choice
again was deliberate. He told an interviewer, "The past is not now. It's just a
souvenir and we should not be bound by souvenirs" (Sherman and Rubin 36).
,\;Villie Boy mirrors the discontent and angst many Americans, espeCially the young, felt about the country and its mission at the depths of
disillusionment over the Vietnam conflict. A year before ·Willie Boy's release, during the 1968 Tet offensive, Americans had confronted televised
images of Viet Cong sappers inside the American embassy compound in
Saigon. Popularly regarded as being the first television war, these images
of battle in the streets of a supposedly secure Saigon and in other cities
combined to shake to its core American confidence in its civilizing mis-
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sion in Vietnam (FitzGerald 519). For those who missed the televised
violence of the Tet offensive, television coverage of the riots surrounding
the Democratic National Convention in Chicago that summer forced
Americans to confront the divisions over the war at home (Rollins,
'Television's Vietnam" 114-35, "Introduction" 1-10).
Polonsky wanted to comment on that mission. His intended message, as he told an interviewer, was that "civilization is the process of
despoiling, of spoilation of people, which in the past we considered a
victory, but we now suspect is a moral defeat for all" (Sherman and Rubin
25). The American destruction of Vietnam parallels American destruction of Indian nations at home. Polonsky uses his film to comment on
relations between the oppositely attracted sexes to show how civilization
has gone awry. Willie Boy and Lola are the embodiment of true heterosexual love, avatars of a lost past. They are seeking a new life of freedom
together away from the domination of both the Indian family and white
society. They represent marriage and family. Coop and Liz, alternatively,
reflect the dark side of the 1960s' sexual revolution. They want individual
freedom without mutual responsibility; marriage and family have no place
in their conversation.
To underscore the significance of the Indian version of love, in his
final (draft) screenplay Polonsky wanted the scene of confrontation with
Lola's father to begin with a gnarled hand entering the frame, grabbing
Lola by her hair, flinging her back. The clash would end with her father
sprawled on the ground as "the wild doves flutter fearfully in the almond
trees, and Willie and Lola, naked and ghost-like, tum to each other like
Adam and Eve on that fateful night in Eden." Even though the doves did
not make the final print, the scene is crucially important to his story.
Polonsky's imagery suggests a myth beyond that of the American frontier. The Indian as "noble savage" teaches "civilized" whites the meaning
of love. But the Indian fails; he is no longer prelapsarian because he, and
she, commit Original Sin and are driven from the Orchard/Garden. Coop
and the deputies are God's own angels pursuing Willie Boy and Lola somewhere east of Eden. Because Willie Boy and Lola are to die, their lesson
must die too. It is too late-we cannot learn, we cannot return to the
Garden. Polonsky's point conflicted sharply with the 1960s counterculture, which at 1969's Woodstock Festival had claimed that it was possible
to return to the garden, a wish elaborately articulated in Charles Reich's
Greening of America (217-64, Weiner and Stillman).
Polonsky expands his biblical imagery to embrace the New Testament at the end of the film when Coop, having brought Willie Boy's body
back to bum, washes his bloody hands with the dirt of the West. Coop
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Figure 7.3. Coop with the body of Willie Boy (Robert Blake). The American West
or Saigon/Hue during the Tet Offensive, 1968? Courtesy of the Museum of Modem
Art/Film Stills Archive.

replays Pontius Pilate's washing his hands of the death of Jesus of Nazareth,
meaning that Willie Boy has become a Christ figure, the ultimate innocent destroyed by a corrupt world. What was good has been killed and is
gone. Only the fire remains.
Polonsky's pessimistic message bothered some American viewers and
critics at the time. New Yorker film critic Pauline Kael thought that blaming American society for what it did to Indians, and by extension to the
Vietnamese, as Polonsky had done in Willie Boy, left viewers with only
one way out of their collective guilt-Kael's "genosuicide." Kael rejected
"genosuicide" outright, claiming that the only people who could accept
the film and its collective guilt are "the kind who want to believe that the
corollary of 'Black is Beautiful' is 'White is Ugly"'(50).
Although Willie Boy undoubtedly mirrored deep reservations about
America's mission at home and abroad, disturbing some Americans, it
Simultaneously masked the story of the Native Americans it ostensibly
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told. Katherine Ross drew criticism for her portrayal of the Indian girl
because, despite her intentions "not to make her [Lola] another Hollywood Indian" (Friar and Friar 255), she was, as Polonsky had written her,
just that. Ross was what Hollywood thought a young Indian girl should
look like and behave.
Using Indians as foils for his own commentary on American culture
was business as usual for Polonsky and Hollywood, and we do not suggest
that there was intentional insult or affront. Polonsky filmed on the
Morongo Reservation, providing then much-needed employment for Indians as extras; he incorporated bits on Cahuilla dances and games into
the film, and treated Indians respectfully. Indian-hating simply renders
telling the tale from an Indian perspective impossible unless the assumption is questioned, and there was no impetus for Polonsky to do so.
Willie Boy, the girl, and their respective families, however, were not
Cahuilla and not from Morongo. Once one moves past the stereotype of
"Indian" and recognizes individual tribes and people, then the opportunity arises to question the Indian-hating assumption and the traditional,
white story. From our research into the incident, described in The Hunt
for Willie Boy, we wish to raise only a few points. Our sources are both
the traditional written documents familiar to historians and also our ethnographic fieldwork among the Indian families affected by the real Willie
Boy in 1909. Together, these sources provide an ethnohistorical viewpoint of the incident and permit a retelling from an Indian perspective.
We can illustrate the kind of story that lies beyond the lens.
According to Bureau of Indian Affairs records, Willie Boy was a PaiuteChemehuevi. He had a Paiute father; from descendants of Willie Boy's
family, we learned that Willie Boy had been reared by his mother and her
people, meaning that, culturally, Willie Boy had grown up a Chemehuevi.
Indeed, Willie Boy'S mother was a famous Chemehuevi basketmaker. Thus,
at the outset, any attempt to portray Willie Boy as follOwing old Paiute
customs was simply wrongheaded, displaying ignorance of the culture in
which he lived. Neither the Chemehuevi nor the Paiutes in California
had any type of bride-capture or bride-kidnap tradition, meaning that
whatever whites thought had happened would have been a tragedy from
the Chemehuevi perspective, a breaking of tribal taboo, rather than an
observance of some "savage" custom.
We further learned that Willie Boy belonged to a special cult called
the Runners, select young men used as messengers, youths able to run
great distances across the desert with little water while carrying a chief's
staff. Runners, through their traditional songs, knew where to find water
in the desert and how to continue vigorously and undaunted across what
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would look to whites like a wasteland. Thus Chemehuevi culture helps to
explain Willie Boy's feat in outrunning mounted white men pursuing him
across the desert. Runners were not likely to abuse alcohol, and the story
of Willie Boy's alleged drunkenness appeared only toward the end of the
manhunt. The story, perhaps not surprisingly, arose within the white community. A deputy sheriff, who also worked for the Bureau of Indian Affairs, claimed that a white youth had bought some whiskey and beer in
"wet" San Bernardino County the night before the confrontation between
Willie Boy and the old man. This white youth brought alcohol back to the
Gilman Ranch in "dry" Riverside County and hid it in the bunkhouse.
After the manhunt began, this same boy believed that Willie Boy must
have found the alcohol and consumed it. Willie Boy's previous reputation
among whites as hard-working and non-drinking disappeared in the face
of this allegation, an allegation that did not say anyone saw Willie Boy
drinking, only that alcohol had been proximate to him. Indian-hating,
rather than an eyewitness, saw Willie Boy drinking whiskey.
From our oral interviews with descendants of the girl's family we
learned that her name was Carlota, that she was sixteen, not fourteen,
and that she was capable of starting a family according to Chemehuevi
culture. Most important we learned that from the Chemehuevi perspective this was a family story involving a violation of tribal taboo. At the
time of the incident, Chemehuevi culture forbade marriage between cousins regardless of the degree of blood relation. Such strict exogamy made
marriage among the Chemehuevi difficult and prompted intermarriage
with other tribes. Willie Boy and Carlota were distantly related but mutually attracted. They had run away together before and members of both
families pursued, captured, separated, and returned them to Twentynine
Palms. Carlota's family had moved to Banning to work the fruit harvest,
and Willie Boy followed. He preCipitated the events that began the night
of September 26, 1909. Their story, whatever whites may have thought,
was one of challenging sexual taboo, family, and tribal values for love.
The Willie Boy episode has more in common with Shakespeare's Romeo
and Juliet than with Nicholas Ray's Rebel Without a Cause.
We have reduced a Chemehuevi oral telling of the story to print to
bring it into dialogue with white texts as a basis for considering a new
story and film approach.
Whenever my mother would tell this story she always began by saying, "Love is hard."
Willie Boy lived with his mother in the desert. She was a wonderful basketmaker, and her sign was the rattlesnake. She made her baskets without fear that the snake would strike her. Willie Boy was a
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very good hunter because he could run faster than many animals.
He needed a wife, but there were no young women nearby. He was
young and strong, so he went across the desert looking for a wife.
One day he saw his cousin, Carlota, and he wanted her. She looked
back at him openly, and they both ran away together. Family [members] followed and found them. Willie Boy and Carlota were separated. He was not to look at her again. Both their hearts were still
restless. He wanted Carlota but her father was a man of power. One
night Willie Boy got a rifle and came to see her father. They argued,
and Willie Boy got mad. Willie Boy killed her father, then he and
Carlota ran away again.
This time whites chased them, along with some of the People
[Chemehuevi]. Willie Boy hid his wife in a wash, gave her his coat
and his waterskin, and went for food. He ran in the old way, for he
was like the wind, and no one could catch him then. He came back
with food but could not find his wife. He searched everywhere, but
she had died. He found the men chasing him and shot their horses
with his rifle so that they would have to run like he did. They could
not. He was so much faster that he qUickly ran off.
In his running he came again to his mother, but she now turned
away. He ran further, far out into the desert, away from all his family.
None of the People saw him again, and we later heard that he had
died (113).
This Indian version differs radically from the account told in Willie Boy.
An Indian perspective exposes the blinders of the Indian-hating assumption and provides material for a very different type of Indian film. The
Chemehuevi version of the story begins, like many Indian tales, within
the context of family and culture, stressing both the qualities of the individual and the individual's relationship within Native society. Conflict that
disrupts tribal norms is given a cultural context, and when whites are
involved, the Indian version contradicts the standard white telling.
Developing a more inclusive version of the story, one in which the
Chemehuevi voice can be heard, requires much research. It yields a story,
however, with rich cinematic possibilities at once more interesting than
the prevailing white-told story and more resonant with the past Indians
shared with whites.
When a filmmaker appeals to history to make more credible his or
her art, then the way that history is used may elicit critical analysis from
historians. Polonsky, the writer and director, told his story without regard
for the accuracy of the historical information he portrayed. The discrepancy between the historical Clara True and her film counterpart, Elizabeth Arnold, for example, has been noted.
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Figure 7.4. Willie Boy on the train to Banning. Can Hollywood discard its confrontational mask? Courtesy of the Museum of Modern Art/Film Stills Archive.

A similar fictional recreation is followed for Indians. Polonsky told
interviewers, regarding the Indian girl he chose to call Lola, that "of course,
you know, in history no one knows who Lola is, as a person. She's a name
from history, that's all" (Sherman and Rubin 26). By disregarding or ignoring historical reality and creating fictional characters that suited his
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story, Polonsky objectified real Indians and used them as foils in his morality play.
Geronirrw is an improvement, a recent film dealing with an historical
Indian figure that attempts to provide an Indian perspective. The complex story of this man and his opposition to the U.S. army has been compressed to a brief part of his career, focusing on the events leading to his
surrender and final relocation of his band. The film attempts to respect
Geronimo's Apache culture by depicting fragments of the visions that
motivated him. Alas, the fleeting glimpses of Geronimo's visions do not
enable the average filmgoer to understand the reasons for his decisions.
In this film, attention to telling the historical tale resulted in an insufficient expression of Indian cultural context.
In contrast to this approach, a film like Powwow Highway presents a
complex and compelling story told from an Indian perspective. Although
it makes no attempt to tell a historical tale, it delves deeply into Cheyenne culture to create contemporary figures who are at once believable
and completely Indian. The "traditions of the warrior and the trickster
are . . . the key to survival and identity of the two central characters"
(Hilger 263).
Combining the two approaches of Geronirrw and Powwow Highway,
a template can surely be created for portraying more accurately and
authentically a historical episode from the Indian-white past. We have
tried to demonstrate that the challenge to Hollywood filmmakers can no
longer be ignored. With a bit of awareness about the pitfalls of Indianhating and a willingness to invest modestly in research, Hollywood can
discard the conventional mask with which it has fitted Native Americans
and craft instead a commercial film that truly mirrors an American society with Indians in it.
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8 I MARGO KASDAN AND SUSAN TAVERNETII

Native Americans in a
Revisionist Western
Little Big Man (1970)

Arthur Penn's Little Big Man inverts the common mythologies of the
American frontier usually presented in the Western film genre. The film
is recognizably a Western. Like others, it is set in the post-Civil War
period during the great westward expansion that took place between 1865
and 1890, on the first leg of the journey west, on the Great Plains. Few
Westerns are complete without a conflict between Indians and whites,
and Little Big Man is no exception. Although the film uses established
generic conventions, within the form it does something very innovative:
it reconsiders the impact of westward expansion on Native Americans.
Instead of savages threatening heroic pioneers, the Indians are victims of
malevolent treatment by the United States Army, which, using a highly
developed technology against innocent and peaceful natives, took the land
and food sources and destroyed the indigenous culture. Whereas most
traditional Westerns do not develop individual Indian characters or their
customs, Little Big Man presents the Cheyenne as living together in harmony, a flourishing tribe with a defined culture. Whereas classic Westerns portray the whites as representatives of civilization and the Indians
as barbarians, this one suggests the opposite. Whereas the westward expansion is usually represented as producing unmixed benefit, this film
suggests that the land was conquered through the use of brutal force that
decimated people and nature.
To convey this revisionist view, the narrative structure combines elements from two literary traditions: the picaresque (the roguish hero
encounters a series of adventures) and the initiation archetype (the
hero attains mature insight through experiences that shape him). Like
youthful hero figures of other texts, Jack Crabb is initially innocent and
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ignorant, but through his exposure to both white and Cheyenne cultures
he develops and learns and is able to choose between them. This structure of initiation and transformation is repeated in the contemporary
Western Dances With Wolves. Both films offer a revisionist treatment of
the subject matter, and both challenge generic expectations. But where
as Dances with Wolves is a serious and dramatic rendition, Little Big
Man is a comic and ironic narrative that demythologizes famous legendary figures, the Western hero, and the Indians. The fusion of cinematic
elements-the generic reversals, the tone, the complex narrative structure, the convincing representation of Native Americans-makes it
unique.
Between the seventeenth and nineteenth centuries Americans learned
two contradictory myths about Indians. One, deriving from the Puritan
fear of the uncontrolled wilderness and its inhabitants, depicted Native
Americans as bloodthirsty savages. The other, which flourished in the
writings of the eighteenth-century European Romantics, presented Indians as noble savages living in an unspoiled wilderness, spiritually pure,
uncorrupted by civilization and at one with nature. In nineteenth-century America, Henry Wadsworth Longfellow's celebrated narrative poem
The Song of Hiawatha (1855) perpetuated this idealized view. James
Fenimore Cooper's popular novels incorporated both portraits. In The
Pioneers, The Last of the Mohicans, The Prairie, The Pathfinder, and The
Deerslayer-all five collected in The Leather Stocking Tales, published
between 1823 and 1841-Indians were wild, uncivilized, and ferocious,
but they were also brave, dignified, proud, and wise teachers.
The visual arts of the period transformed these literary stereotypes
into powerful images that eventually became the basic iconography of
the Hollywood Western film. Nineteenth-century artist George Catlin
painted romanticized scenes of Indians within landscapes reminiscent of
the garden of Eden, concentrating on dramatic portrayals of buffalo hunts,
exotic tribal dances and ceremonies, and heroic portraiture of the natives-all in vivid hues. Swiss watercolorist Karl Bodmer painted striking
panoramic views of the frontier and remarkable scenes of wild natives in
the fierce buffalo and scalp dances, pictures that illustrated his conceptions of a savage new world. These representations of the Plains Indians,
widely distributed through lithographs and aquatints, established the
image of Indians on horseback wearing primitive ceremonial costumes,
thereby molding that conception of them in the popular imagination. In
contrast to this fabrication of the Indian as an untamed yet noble people,
artists Frederic Remington and Charles M. Russell introduced the cowboy-as-epic hero, a character type whose role was to repress the threat-
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Figure 8.1. Little Big Man (Dustin Hoffinan) and Chief Old Lodge Skins (Chief
Dan George) are juxtaposed in identical attire, a sign of their kinship. Courtesy of
the Museum of Modern Art/Film Stills Archive.

ening Indians and win the West. The cowboy dominated the scene until
the early twentieth century, when Edward Curtis posed Native Americans before his camera, recording a romanticized vision of noble Indians
and their vanishing way of life, and championed their cause.!
Paintings, photographs, dime novels, illustrated magazines, and Buffalo Bill's Wild West Show reinforced this dual conception of Indians.
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Shaped by the marketplace, these popular media depicted Native Americans both as scantily dressed men with feathers in their hair, bareback on
horses, brandishing spears as they attacked innocent whites, and also as
calm, wise elders, in full-feathered headdress, models of stoic restraint.
These stereotypes became the basis for movie images.
Although some silent films, such as D.W Griffith's Massacre (1912)
and James Cruze's Covered Wagon (1923), conveyed a tolerant view of
Indians, the classic Hollywood Western of the 1930s and 1940s reinforced
those images and stereotypes that had evolved during the previous century and that relied almost entirely on the figure of the bloodthirsty warrior whose hostile actions and threatening presence impeded the great
westward expansion. This conception of American history shifted slightly
in the 1950s when a variation arose in the genre. Several directors made
B-Westerns that showed the white man's poor treatment of Native Americans: for example, greedy white traders swindling them in Stuart Gilmore's
The Half-Breed (1952) or hateful cavalry officers provoking them into
battle in Sam Fuller's Run of the Arrow (1956). Anthony Mann's Devils
Doorway (1950), Delmer Daves's Broken Arrow (1950), and Robert
Aldrich's Apache (1954) introduced a different characterization of Indians. Native Americans (albeit played by white actors) are central characters who are honorable and brave, yet targets of racism. The struggle
between an admirable Indian and greedy, bigoted whites creates the conflict at the basis of the narrative (Fenin and Everson 282).
In the early 1960s, several major releases brought this more sympathetic view of Native Americans to mainstream audiences. After his success in Jailhouse Rock (Richard Thorp, 1957), rock & roll star Elvis Presley
played a character who is the blameless object of prejudice just because
he is a "half-breed," the mixed-race son of a white father and Indian
mother, in Don Siegel's Flaming Star (1960). Then John Ford, a major
filmmaker largely responsible for the accepted stereotypical view of the
savage Indian, directed Cheyenne Autumn (1964). Ford modified the
negative portrayal of the Native American in his previous Westerns by
depicting the heroism of the Cheyenne people as they attempted to trek
on foot, under terrible conditions, a thousand miles back to their homeland. The film reveals the dignity of the Indians in the face of the United
States government's harsh and unfair military policy toward them. 2
By the late 1960s, films like Martin Ritt's Hombre (1967) and Sydney
Pollack's The Scalphunters (1968) expanded this sympathetic attitude toward Native Americans. During that period the escalating war in Vietnam, along with the emerging civil rights, feminist, ecology, and American
Indian movements, dominated the public discourse and affected the con-
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tent of many films.3 A growing antiestablishment mood reflected the disappointment felt by many Americans, especially the young, whose dreams
and ideals were dashed by the assassinations of John F. Kennedy, Martin
Luther King, Jr., Robert Kennedy, and Malcolm X. Films first signaled a
shift in cultural values when offbeat protagonists and counterculture
themes emerged in Bonnie and Clyde (1967), The Graduate (1968), and
Butch Cassidy and the Sundance Kid and Easy Rider (both 1969). Little
Big Man was also produced during the political and social turmoil of this
era, and reflected the consciousness of the movements of the time, the
social attitudes they generated, and an overall reevaluation of America's
morality and values. The film criticizes America's historical military aggression against the Indians by graphically dramatizing an overwhelming
military force employed against a technologically primitive people. Viewers at the time may have connected the portrayed genOcide of the Indians to America's attack on the Vietnamese people.
Changes in the American film industry made it possible to express
the disillusionment and growing cynicism of a good part of the population. The breakdown of the studio system and the increasing prestige and
influence of European art films encouraged independent film production and production of movies targeted to speCific markets, especially,
and for the first time successfully, the youth market. In addition, the elimination of the Production Code in 1968 permitted the depiction of graphiC
violence and sex on the big screen.4 The films produced as a result of
these factors dared to offer nontraditional themes in nontraditional cinematic formats. By the end of the decade, mainstream films had begun to
reflect the themes and experiences of the counterculture.
Little Big Man was adapted from Thomas Berger's novel of the same
title during a six-year period by Calder Willingham in collaboration with
Arthur Penn (Crowdus and Porton 12), and was released in the winter of
1970. 5 The differences between Berger's book, written in 1964, and
Willingham's final script illustrate the shift in social attitudes that had
occurred during those years. Willingham transformed Jack Crabb, Berger's
ambiguous and not entirely agreeable protagonist, into a reliable narrator and a congenial hero with whose point of view the audience identifies. The screenwriter also recast the novel's ambiguous and not entirely
sympathetic Indians into amiable and moral-and victimized--characters for whom the audience has great empathy. Both the book and the
film treat the narrative with humor and irony, and that lightheartedness
is one aspect that makes the movie noteworthy. It ribs and needles Christian fundamentalists, legendary heroes, clergymen, hucksters, hippies,
gays, oddballs, strong-minded women, and, in passing, Jews, shopkeepers,
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Figure 8.2. During the massacre at the Washita River, Sunshine (Amy Eccles) is
fleeing from the cavalry officer. Courtesy of the Museum of Modern Art/Film
Stills Archive.

and many others, devising a parody very few Westerns, and certainly none
with an underlying serious message, had ever attempted.
The film introduces a narrative structure that Westerns of the 1990s
subsequently adopted: the story unfolds through the eyes of a white man
who, moving and living among Native peoples, gradually becomes disillusioned with his own culture, and, deeply changed by his experiences,
casts off his Euro-American identity. Jack, like Lt. John Dunbar in Dances
With Wolves (both descendants of James Fenimore Cooper's Natty
Bumppo), learns the ways and language of the natives, dons their garb, is
given an Indian name, and is initiated into the tribal community. This
initiation archetype relates Little Big Man structurally-but not in toneto Dances With Wolves (1990), and also to Black Robe (1991), Thunderheart (1992), The Last of the Mohicans (1992), and White Fang 2: Myth
of the White Wolf (1994).
Little Big Man presents the story of Jack Crabb, who is, as he says,
"the sole white survivor of the Battle of the Little Big Horn, popularly
known as Custer's Last Stand." His seriocomic adventures cover nearly a
hundred years of American history during which time he meets the legendary frontier heroes George Armstrong Custer and Wild Bill Hickok.
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Jack alternates between two divergent societies-Indian and white-and,
having lived in two worlds, he is able to compare, contrast, and evaluate
each of them. The film's depiction of the virtues and customs of the Cheyenne conveys regret for the destruction of a culture in the name of
progress, propelling the narrative into a protest against the historical treatment of Native Americans and racial intolerance in general.
The film opens with Jack Crabb (Dustin Hoffman), now 121 years
old and in a Veterans Administration hospital, talking into an interviewer's
tape recorder. He tells his story (which begins in the 1850s), relates the
"facts" of his life, and periodically comments on these events in a voiceover. His experiences unfold in a flashback: a Cheyenne brave brings tenyear-old Jack to his tribe after the Pawnee kill the boy's family in a raid.
Adopted by the Cheyenne Chief, Old Lodge Skins (Chief Dan George),
Jack lives with them until his late teens and learns their tribal customs,
language, and philosophy of life and moral order. The tribe gives him the
name Little Big Man because, although he is phYSically small, he gains
stature by saving the life of a fellow brave, Younger Bear (Cal Bellini).
During a skirmish between the Cheyenne and the U.S. Cavalry, a
soldier captures Little Big Man and places him in the home of a Baptist
minister, the Reverend Pendrake (Thayer David) and his wife (Faye Dunaway). From them, Jack receives a white man's education and Christian
moral training. He becomes aware of their hypocrisy and leaves them,
utterly disillusioned, when he discovers Mrs. Pendrake in a tryst with her
lover. Jack tries various frontier occupations, each of which requires him
to change his identity and acquire new skills. His enterprises bring him
into contact with important and curious characters, including Custer and
Hickok. However, once again disillusioned by the failure of his undertakings,
he moves West with his Swedish wife, Olga (Kelly Jean Peters). On the way,
Indians attack the stagecoach and kidnap her. Jack sets out to find her,
but his former brothers capture him and return him to the tribe. Wanting to
continue his search for Olga, he leaves the Indian village and attaches himself to Custer's Seventh Cavalry. After he sees the regiment slaughter an
entire encampment of Indian women and children, he deserts and returns
once again to the Cheyenne. A happy period with an Indian wife (Amy
Eccles) follows, but ends when, during another massacre led and encouraged
by Custer (Richard Mulligan), he sees his wife and newborn son killed.
At this point Jack longs to assassinate Custer but is unable to do so
and, ashamed of his weakness, turns to drink. Alone, disheveled, and on
the verge of suicide, he catches sight of Custer's regiment on the move
and decides he must "look the devil in the eye and send him to Hell
where he belongs." At the Little Big Horn, Custer asks Jack, now his
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scout, whether to attack or retreat. Jack knows that thousands of Indians
from many tribes have assembled there to battle the white man, sees the
opportunity to send Custer to his certain death, and challenges him to
attack. Thinking Jack is trying to outwit him (and he is), Custer, thinking
he will outwit Jack, leads his troops into the ravine of the Little Big Hom.
In the famous battle of June 25, 1876, Custer and his entire regiment are,
of course, annihilated. Jack, however, is saved by his old rival, Younger
Bear, who returns him to the decimated Cheyenne tribe. Old Lodge Skins
foresees the end of the Cheyenne and readies himself for his own death.
When his preparations fail, the Chief, stoical and good-humored, recognizes
life's inevitable ironies and comments: "Sometimes the magic works; sometimes it doesn't." The flashback ends with this scene, and the film concludes with a return to the hospital where Crabb dismisses the interviewer
who, like the viewer, has been surprised and humbled by this narrative.
Little Big Man combines the two literary forms of the picaresque and
the initiation archetype. 6 It shares the satirical tone and episodic plot of
the picaresque tradition. It also shares the character development and
dramatic structure of the initiation archetypal pattern: the hero's formation and growth, his journey from ignorance and innocence to wisdom
and maturity. Jack Crabb attains maturity and inSight through his contact
with the two societies, white and Cheyenne.
Jack's journey opens his eyes to contrasting values. The whites of frontier society are goal-Oriented, hypocritical, and exploitative. While Jack is
with them, he moves through stages in which he searches for identity,
tries to fit into a social mold, and learns that to succeed he must take
advantage of others. In contrast, the Indian way of life emphasizes harmony. Individuals grow older, some are killed--often by whites-but new
families are formed, and the tribe moves across the land according to the
naturally changing seasons. The Cheyenne express their feelings honestly and accept differences: they tolerate their fellows, including the
Contrary who does everything backwards and theheemaneh who, although
male, lives as a woman.
By portraying the Cheyenne as natural, unaffected, honest, generous, and accepting, the film asserts that life among the whites is the opposite: artificial, deceitful, fraudulent, greedy, and intolerant. In contrast
to the Indian recognition of a center to life, a moral and spiritual essence
around which all things revolve and which gives meaning and balance to
existence, whites "do not know where the center of the earth is," as the
old chief says. The Cheyenne consider the cycles of time, seasons, and
days to be part of the great circle of life. This concept is important in
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many Indian cultures and is used in the film as a strong visual and thematic element: tepees are built on a circular plan, the Indian camp is
circular in arrangement, and many artifacts are based on a circular design. At one point, Little Big Man convinces his grandfather to escape an
attack only by persuading him that he must flee to the river, which, he
reminds the old man, "is part of the great circle of the waters of the earth."
The harmonious, cyclical nature of the Cheyenne ways, embodied in the
motif of the circle, contrasts visually to the activities of the whites, which
are either rigidly linear (regiments of marching soldiers) or destructively
chaotic (the massacres).
Through the portrayal of the Cheyenne Indians, Little Big Man evokes
a romanticized image of the "pure life" and condemns the forces that
caused that way of life to vanish-racial intolerance, unbridled greed,
environmental plunder. For example, one sequence shows the Cheyenne
tribe moving across the plains where, undisturbed by the presence of the
Indians, buffalo graze placidly. The Indians share the earth, only killing
the buffalo when their own survival is at stake. This sequence contrasts to
a later scene of white buffalo hunters stacking huge piles of skins, visually
emphasizing the rapacious character of those who kill the buffalo not for
sustenance but for financial gain.
The moral emptiness of white American society is a primary theme
of the film, developed narratively and visually through the motif of the
massacre. This motif explodes the myth that the westward expansion was
entirely heroic and unsullied, and exposes the historical realities of the
nineteenth-century genOcide of Native Americans. Three separate scenes
of slaughter by the cavalry construct and constitute the motif. The film
shows the first attack only in its aftermath: the camera quickly tilts down
from an Indian corpse to a saddlebag marked with the letters "US," an
allusion to the guilt of our country in this and other attacks on Native
peoples. Jack finds himself in the middle of the second assault, but associated this time with the American soldiers. The editing by Dede Allen
fragments the scene, thereby intensifYing the commotion and the viewer's
identification with Jack's fear, helplessness, and confusion. The third assault (actually carried out by Custer and the Seventh Cavalry in November 1868) takes place at the Washita River. In this long sequence
punctuated by graphic violence, the camera, protagonist, victims, and
the viewer are together in the very midst of the horror, enclosed by chaos
and death, surrounded by fleeing people and falling bodies, screams of
terror and cries of pain. Little Big Man escapes the immediate area and
watches, powerless to save his wife Sunshine, who, carrying their newborn
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baby and running desperately, is shot again and again by a ruthless soldier. For movie audiences of the time, enmeshed in the controversy over
American military intervention in Vietnam, these images made strong
reference to the just-published newspaper accounts of the criminal massacre of women and children at My Lai, carried out months before by
Army Lt. William L. Calley, Jr., and some of his troopS.7 The suppressed
information emerged in shocking headlines in November 1969 as shooting on the film was being completed. 8
Unlike most Westerns preceding it, Little Big Man criticizes all of
white society. The film is clearly critical of the American soldiers; the
once-heroic cavalry that could always be counted on to ride to the rescue
of beleaguered white settlers has become a band of barbaric, invading
butchers, bent on the destruction of an innocent people. Although it does
not go so far as to situate the narrative point of view in a Cheyenne hero,
Chief Old Lodge Skins does convey the film's moral position. 9 Characterized as a visionary, able to see deeply and clearly even when later blinded,
he becomes the personification of the noble Indian. The camera work
glorifies him in low-angle shots against the sky. His acting-facial expressions and delivery of philosophical and nearly poetic lines-contributes
to his image as a sage and upright man. lO In one scene Little Big Man and
Old Lodge Skins wear identical clothing of buckskin garments, intricate
ornaments, and maroon cloth strips in their braids. The matching clothing is the symbol of Little Big Man's attainment of his grandfather's wisdom: he has completed his development and is now a full-fledged member
of the Cheyenne. One day he will assume his grandfather's place as tribal
spokesman by setting the record straight. Jack Crabb's retelling of the
Cheyenne story, taped in the Veterans Administration hospital, preserves
the legacy of Old Lodge Skins and his people. The audience identifies
with Jack and with the growing affinity and empathy for the Cheyenne
that led him to criticize American colonialism and imperialism. Spectators join him in that critical stance.
Native American culture is presented more authentically than in many
movie Westerns. In an interview published in Cineaste, Arthur Penn explains that he consulted with historian Alvin Josephy on costuming and
other details (Crowdus and Porton 12). The film was shot on location in
Montana and Canada, and Penn cast Native Americans in major and minor parts. All of this enhances the representation of the texture of Indian
life. Yet the film is not an accurate ethnographic or anthropological document, and Penn implies that he did not intend it to be. Contemporary
critics acknowledge that Little Big Man depicts Native Americans sympathetically, but point out that the film relies on a white protagonistY
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The point of view belongs to Jack Crabb, whose experiences organize the
narrative and convey much of the ideology.
Although Little Big Man offers many details of Indian life not usually
included in Hollywood Westerns, the Cheyenne in the film do not fully
represent an authentic Indian culture. Rather, they reflect the fashions
and mores of the Sixties counterculture, whose practices included a return to the land, experimentation with drugs and alternative lifestyles,
communal living, sexual freedom, and a search for peace and harmonyall of which superficially resemble Native ways. These practices contrasted
markedly with the violence and greed of the dominant society.
The film retains the novel's parodic tone at the expense of actual
facts about tribal roles. Many of the characters, therefore, are sketched
as predominately comical and outrageous. For example, Little Horse
(Robert Little Star) is introduced as a heemaneh. The film draws him as
an affected, homosexual stereotype: he takes on such contemporary mannerisms as fluttering his eyelashes, dancing flirtatiously, and lisping coy
lines of dialogue. The heemaneh or berdache, according to Walter L. Williams, is a sexually ambiguous role taken on by some men in many native
tribes that combines the behavior, dress, social and sexual habits of both
women and men (2). In the days when Natives shared in these roles, the
heemanehs might wear dresses but also carry weapons; they would serve
food and care for children but also ride with hunting parties. The heemaneh
might marry another man but would remain highly respected for his bravery, spiritual, intellectual, and artistic contributions. Among the tribes,
including the Cheyenne, berdaches had a clearly recognized and accepted
social status as well as special ceremonial and religiOUS roles. Jack reports
in his voice-over commentary that the tribe admires and respects Little
Horse, but the film-disregarding his spiritual and shaman qualitiesencourages the spectator to ridicule him.
The choice of comedy over factual information results in a similar
limitation in the characterization of the Contrary. Younger Bear becomes
a Contrary for a time, and in the film he is depicted as a lunatic, a nutat best, an odd character. However, according to George Bird Grinnell,
one of the first ethnographers to provide a detailed description of Cheyenne culture, Contraries or Hohnuhk'e acted by opposites and did not
choose the role but were called to it by dreams or visions (2: 79). Contraries accepted enormous hardship and responsibility, and their role was
powerful in the tribe. Furthermore, Contraries were considered spiritually pure because their "closer contact with the Sacred Powers" gave them
"a purity of thought and action that was usually denied to man" (BancroftHunt 15). This is hardly the impression one gets of Younger Bear who,
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behaving as he does in the film, comes across as angry, crazy, and bizarre,
acting outrageously for no explained reason. Once again the film evokes
the outlandish, drug-induced behavior associated with the Sixties.
Like the portrayal of the heemaneh and the Contrary, the depiction
of the Cheyenne women suggests a Sixties stereotype with a comic twist.
They personifY the "natural" women of the era who engaged in communalliving and practiced sexual freedom. The film introduces Sunshine as
a strong woman, courageously giving birth in hiding while soldiers slaughter her people in a nearby encampment. Later Sunshine goes off alone
like a wild creature to deliver her second child when actually, according
to Grinnell, Cheyenne women were always accompanied and assisted at
childbirth by their mother, or another woman invited by the mother (2:
145). Subsequently Sunshine is portrayed as a coy child-wife, unhampered by puritanical constraints about monogamy and fidelity: she insists
on sharing her husband with each of her three sisters, who are, in tum,
more than willing collaborators. A scene of communal lovemaking in the
tepee mirrors the image of a hippie commune and reflects the free-love,
open-marriage ethos associated with the Sixties. In reality Cheyenne
women were constrained by strictly maintained rules of chastity; even
courtship was conducted over a period of years and under stem guidelines (1: 127). Once again an authentic representation of the complex and
highly developed Cheyenne culture is made subordinate to the comic
tone of the film.
Even though Little Big Man pokes fun at the Indians and at the counterculture, the film indicates the serious losses experienced in the 1960s.
Jack Crabb's grief over the tragic fate of the Native Americans becomes
emblematic of the nation's lament over the assassinations; the extinction
of cultures, species, and habitats; and the pollution and devastation of the
environment. These became subjects of the decade's discourse. American youth recognized that the Indian way of life-deeply spiritual and
ecologically sound-was a model that modem society had ignored. They
took up these causes in the political and social arena, noting the harmony
of Native American ways, as they searched for meaning and purpose in
their own lives. Jack tells his story to preserve the Cheyenne heritage and
also to offer lessons for America in 1970. 12 Indeed Little Big Man struck
such a deep chord in young audiences that it became the second highest
domestic box-office hit of that year.
Instead of taking the usual stance of Westerns that show white civilization taming the West and bettering the country through expansion, Little
Big Man criticizes the frivolity and avarice that destroys a benevolent
native culture for profit and power. By inverting the ideology of the genre,
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Figure 8.3. In Dances With Wolves, John Dunbar (Kevin Costner) walks before
the Sioux encampment with the captive white woman raised by the tribe and
known as Stands With A Fist (Mary McDonnell). Courtesy of the Museum of
Modern Art/Film Stills Archive.

the film explicitly demythologizes westward expansion, thus providing a
more authentic view of the history of the American West.
In spite of its reliance on comedy and its ethnographic shortcomings,
Little Big Man seriously contributes to a more sensitive representation of
Native Americans. Old Lodge Skins emerges as a true hero of the film,
and the culture of his people appears in a positive light. In the conflict
between whites and Indians, the cavalry members are depicted as the
real savages-brutal, corrupt, and insanely violent. The Cheyenne, on
the other hand, call themselves the "Human Beings," and, because the
film endows them with the best qualities of humankind, the viewer sympathizes with them.!')
Little Big Man is important not only because of its revisionist view of
American frontier history and its more authentic and sensitive representation
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of Native Americans, but also because the film introduces a narrative
structure that subsequent Westerns adopted. For the first time in a Hollywood Western, the consciousness of a white protagonist is raised by his
exposure to an indigenous culture, and he chooses to become part of the
tribe. Jack Crabb comes to recognize the valuable qualities of the Native
culture and thereby gains the wisdom and inSight that allow him to become the Cheyenne Indian named Little Big Man. The spectator, who
identifies with the protagonist, changes along with him and adopts his
ideological stance toward the Indians. This narrative structure marked a
step forward in the evolution of the Western and blazed the trail that Lt.
John Dunbar was to follow twenty years later in Dances With Wolves.
The next major development in the representation of the Hollywood
Indian depends largely on the contributions of Native American screenwriters, directors, and producers like Loretta Todd and Mohawk Michael
Doxtater (Forgotten Warriors), Miwok Greg Sarris (HBO miniseries
Grand Avenue), Cherokee Valerie Red-Horse (CBS special My Indian
Summer), and Makah Sandra Sunrising Osawa (The Eighth Fire), among
others. These artists are in a position to bring Native American voices,
stories, and viewpoints to the media mainstream from which they have
been historically excluded. 14

Notes
1. According to William H. Goetzmann and William N. Goetzmann in The
West of the Imagination, ethnographers were aware that Curtis had manipulated
the subject matter by resorting to photographic trickery and posing Indians near
modem tepees (233).
2. Mari Sandoz wrote the book Cheyenne Autumn from the Cheyenne's point
of view; Ford's film shifts the perspective to a white character, Captain Thomas
Archer (Richard Widmark), and also distorts the truth about the Army's treatment
of the Cheyenne during their long march (Engelhardt 18).
3. The reemergence of Edward Curtis's photographs during the late 1960s
and early 1970s "when communes and 'going native' became fashionable"
(Goetzmann and Goetzmann 233) proved the popularity of the American Indian
Movement. Influenced by the photographs, the youth culture adopted long hair
and Native American attire. Because of their association with nature, Native Americans often inspired those who felt alienated from modem industrial society.
4. Between 1965 and 1968 the TV nightly news brought the Vietnam War
into American living rooms, but violence in the movies was censored.
5. Soldier Blue by Ralph Nelson, A Man Called Horse by Elliot Silverstein,
and Little Big Man were released in 1970. In all three films the central (white)
characters are enriched by exposure to Indian culture, a transformation reflecting
the influence of the American Indian Movement on Hollywood.
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6. In contrast to the film, Berger's novel relies entirely on the picaresque
tradition. A rascal throughout the book, Jack Crabb develops no insight from his
many predicaments and adventures.
7. "Vietnam was a war which produced an unprecedented amount of press
coverage with comparatively little censorship. This led ... to a remarkable series
of revelations about atrocities ... which culminated in the trial of Lieutenant
Calley for the massacre at My Lai [and] fueled the vociferous protest movement
in America" (Huxley 97-99).
8. Lt. William L. Calley, Jr., who led the massacre, said in 1972: 'We thought we
would go to Vietnam and be Audie Murphies. Kick in the door ... kill.... We were
just playing games here. Cowboys, the Vietnamese called us" ("The Media and
Images of War: Perception Versus Reality" 4). Journalist Seymour Hersch published the first story after being "leaked" an ongoing U.S. Army investigator's report.
9. Jack Crabb/Little Big Man and Old Lodge Skins are the only major characters treated with respect rather than as subjects of parody.
10. In 1970 Chief Dan George became the first Native American nominated
for an Academy Award as Best Supporting Actor. He won both the National Society of Film Critics and New York Film Critics awards in that category.
11. Alan Lovell points out that none of the 1950s Westerns provided a meaningful description of Indian life and culture or paid serious attention to their history; all of them cast white actors as Indians (172). Engelhardt also discusses the
ideological implications of spectator identification with the white protagonist's
point of view, which, he asserts, "makes the intruder exchange places ... with the
intruded upon" (15).
12. In Elliott Erwitt's short film on the making of Little Big Man, Arthur
Penn says, "History is the rumor we tend to believe." He discusses his view of the
importance of reinterpreting and learning from our history.
13. The Cheyenne's name for themselves in their language is tsis tsis tas, "the
people" (Grinnell 1: 11).
14. Native American novelists, poets, historians, and environmentalists in the
United States and Canada are bringing attention to Indian history, conditions of
life, and point of view. Discussion of their work can be found in the growing number ofjournals on Native American studies includingAbonginal Voices: The Magazine of EvolVing Native American Arts & Culture (Toronto), Indian Cinema Entertainment (San Francisco), and Native Peoples (Phoenix), among others.
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Driving the Red Road
Powwow Highway (1989)

aClutch your chest. Fall offthat horse," they directed. That was it. Death
was the extent of Indian acting in the movie theater.
-Louise Erdrich, Love Medicine

The most popular video store in Stillwater, Oklahoma, files Jonathan
Wacks's 1989 film Powwow Highway under Comedy, in between Porky's
2 and Prelude to a Kiss. Ask for Powwow Highway in Stillwater's second
most popular video store and you will be directed to the Action-Adventure section, where the videotape rests alongside A Prayer for the Dying
on the right and The Power of the Ninjitsu on the left. It's equally at
home, and equally not at home, as a Western, a picaresque or "road"
movie, a buddy film, a cult film!, and, as Ted Jojola describes it, a "sleeper
B-film" (15). To some extent, the makers of Powwow Highway rework
and refute the stereotypical image of the Hollywood Indian simply by
taking advantage of multiple film genres and conventions.
This trickster-like shifting from genre to genre distinguishes the film
from various other 1980s attempts to reinvent the Hollywood Indian:
Michael Wadleigh's Wolfen (1981) links Native American construction
workers in Manhattan to the city's highly intelligent, stealthy, nocturnal
wolf population, whereas Brian De Palma's Body Double (1984) features
an underhanded Hollywood actor who disguises himself as an Indian when
he brutally kills a female neighbor and stalks a voyeuristic acquaintance.
The honorable, shape-shifting Indians ofWoljen and the malevolent masquerade "Indian" of Body Double are perhaps one or two removes from
the conventional image of Hollywood Indians in all their extravagant
mortality, an image that Louise Erdrich's character Nector Kashpaw understands, from personal experience, as baSically an official, cinematic
version of athe only good Indian is a dead Indian." But in both films these
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changes take place within the confines of a single, clearly defined genre:
the horror movie and the suspense picture or thriller, respectively. Powwow Highway, however, demonstrates something that should be axiomatic but instead comes off as radically inventive: Native Americans on
film can inhabit a variety of genres and evoke a variety of responses in the
same film-indeed, in the same scene of the same film.
In Powwow Highway, Cayuga actor Gary Farmer, as Northern Cheyenne character Philbert Bono, simultaneously plays two parts: from a
western literary-cinematic perspective he is the comic hero, the protagonist of the narrative, and from a traditional Cheyenne point of view he is
a young man mounting a quest to acquire power and status as a warrior.
The movie distinguishes between these two perspectives, of course, but
does not isolate them from each other; in other words, each perspective
itself is a cultural hybrid, distinctly "Cheyenne" or "western" but at the
same time "westernized" or "Native Americanized." Early in the movie,
for example, Philbert makes CB radio contact with a man who goes by
the handle Light Cloud. As they discuss the status of Indian-white history, Light Cloud remarks that no one listens to history anymore and
gently corrects Philbert's innocent assumption that he is learning American history by watching reruns of Bonanza. Later, stopping at a remote
convenience store for hamburgers and coffee, Philbert touches the
coathanger antenna of an old, malfunctioning black-and-white television
set; the picture clears up just long enough for him to receive an inspirational, subversive vision from early Hollywood. Glimpsing a scene from a
silent movie (and a cowboy movie at that), he sees William S. Hart, in full
cowboy regalia, use horsepower to pull down a jailhouse wall. Later,
Philbert will do the same thing with his automotive horse (his wheezing,
1964 Buick LeSabre), pulling down the wall of his friend Bonnie Red
Bow's Santa Fe prison cell. Finally, Powwow Highway ends with a conventional chase scene in which Santa Fe patrol cars crash and bum while
various characters deliver high-anxiety punchlines and Philbert's "fine
pony," the exhausted, 1964 Buick which he has named Protector the War
Pony, "throws" him and explodes into flames. Here the film teases viewers by shifting, however briefly, toward another Western genre, tragedy.
Philbert is not at first huddled with the survivors of the wreck, and some
of them begin to mourn and eulogize him; he appears to have gone down
with his metallic pony. But then Philbert emerges from the underbrush,
holding up the "last token" of his Cheyenne quest, a lone door handle;
this door handle, a survivor as well as a sign, completes Philbert's vision
quest and reaffirms the film's comic sensibility. And with this concluding
image of cultural adaptability, coupled with the emotional power of see-
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ing this physically large and spiritually growing figure return, smiling and
surviving, the film comes full circle.
Powwow Highway typically operates by grafting an American Indianpredominantly Cheyenne-point of view or sensibility onto what is essentially a conventional Hollywood formula (or, more accurately, a melange
of conventional Hollywood genre formulas). In Paul Coates's metaphor,
revisionist genre movies "tune in to the wavelength of an existing genre
and then overlay it with different signals" (ix). This particular film tunes
in to the wavelengths of a variety of genres and overlays them with each
other, and all of these Signals come through on a Native American citizens'-band radio. Both literally and figuratively tuning in the CB, the
television, and the expectations of Hollywood-schooled American audiences, Powwow Highway delights viewers who find, perhaps for the first
time, a narrative that allies them with various Native American points of
view while also acknowledging various non-Native ways of seeing, primarily in the formal demands of generic storylines. For some viewers, the
film's comic spirit happily sweetens and offsets myriad political, social,
and cultural problems faced by the Cheyenne and, implicitly, by Native
Americans in general. Powwow Highway begins with images of contemporary poverty on the reservation, but such images dissolve or brighten as the
movie continues and comedy (Philbert's "innocent" faith, combined with
the visual and physical humor associated, in Western comic traditions,
with the fat man) preVails over slender Buddy Red Bow's passionate politics even as both learn to work together toward essentially the same immediate political end. In other words, the film attempts to have it both
ways, placating viewers wary or weary of "white guilt" and documenting
realistic, legitimate political and cultural struggles of Native peoples.
To some critics, including Toby Langen (a student of Lushootseed
speakers on Puget Sound) and Kathryn Shanley (an Assiniboine Indian
who teaches in Cornell University's American Indian Program), the film
therefore raises troubling questions. Writes Langen: "I have seen Powwow Highway over a dozen times, mostly in the company of students in
my classes. Perhaps because of the classroom venue, I find myself doing
two things at once: enjoying the film and disapproving of it" (23). During
the course of a transcribed conversation with Shanley about the movie,
Langen describes this disjunction in another way: "I felt that the whole
theme of the love interest between Red Bow and the woman was irrelevant, that it took away from the direction in which they had been trying
to develop his character, which was to get back in touch with some practices and a different way of thinking, to expand his set of values beyond
the political. Also, at the point where Philbert pulls down the jailhouse
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Figure 9.1. Buddy Red Bow (A Martinez) and Philbert Bono (Gary Fanner) embark
on their metaphysical voyage. Courtesy of the Museum of Modern Art/Film Stills
Archive.

wall, I got to feeling 'This movie is no longer what it started out to be;
now we're in a Western'" (27). Thus, critics like Ted Jojola (Isleta Pueblo)
are only partly light when they fault the film for its generic stasis: "The
same, predictable script which froze solid sometime in the '70s. The
storyline, of the Vietnam Veteran who goes through a cultural reawakening
on his return back home, had become rather staid in mainstream cinema" (9). Actually, the movie refuses to home in on anyone prevailing
"Hollywood Indian" image or narrative; it often does not "respond" directly to a single cluster of images but rather presents versions of Native
American experience in a world in which it is both unsurprising and unsettling that all sorts of crossovers and adaptations happen. Powwow Highway does invoke "staid" plots such as the one Jojola describes, but it does
not single out that one generic storyline. In fact, the movie is as much
Philbert Bono's story as Buddy Red Bow's. Philbert clearly respects Buddy's
demonstrated warrior status deeply, but he himself is not once characterized as a Vietnam veteran.
Neither does the movie rehearse older, pre-Vietnam War stereotypes
about Indians. In her recent book West of Everything (1992), Jane
Tompkins provides a good general description of Hollywood Indians in
their most familiar habitat, the western: "The ones I saw functioned as
props, bits of local color, textural effects. As people they had no exist-
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ence. Quite often they filled the role of villains, predictably, driving the
engine of the plot, threatening the wagon train, the stagecoach, the cavalry detachment-a particularly dangerous form oflocal wildlife. But there
were no Indian characters, no individuals with a personal history and a
point of view" (8). Emptied out and rendered two-dimensional, these
Indians say little or nothing about themselves but reveal a great deal about
the filmmakers who produced these cartoon figures and the audiences
who consumed them. Further, Tompkins points out, when Indians "do
appear [in any particularized way] they are even more unreal. At least
women in Westerns are not played by men. At least horses are not played
by dogs, or cattle by goats. Faked scenery is more convincing than fake
Indians are ... when there are thousands of Native Americans alive, why
should Jeff Chandler play Cochise?" (9).
Of course, Hollywood directors like John Ford made a practice of
casting "actual" Indians as extras, providing much-needed income for
Southwestern tribes like the Navajo. But when casting The Searchers
(1956), he turned to a white actor, Henry Brandon, to play the more
visible and complex role of the Comanche war chief Scar. As Tompkins
again notes, "An Indian in a Western who is supposed to be a real person
has to be played by a white man" (9). Casting can be difficult to negotiate;
budgets, actors' availability, and studio politics are but three sometimes
overlapping negotiating points that influence who ultimately plays whom.
And obviously, actors do not necessarily have to share Significant life experiences or circumstances with their characters in order to portray them
successfully. Acting involves imagination and adaptation-to cite but one
example, Welsh actor Anthony Hopkins plays American President Richard M. Nixon-and extraordinarily versatile performers like Hopkins,
Robert De Niro, and Katharine Hepburn simply refuse to be typecast. 2
However, Tompkins is commenting on a pattern that, for several decades,
has almost entirely prohibited Native American actors from playing complex Native American roles. Moreover, this particular pattern correlates
with various others delineated throughout this book; taken together, they
clearly help make sense of Tompkins's claims about the Hollywood Indian.
In his definitive study The White Man's Indian (1977), Robert
Berkhofer agrees. Discussing the long Hollywood shelf life of venerable
stereotypes, he writes, "Whites and Asians frequently acted the leading
Indian parts, and those Native Americans hired for background action
had to play any tribe because all Indians looked alike to movie and television directors. Because of the ignorance of writers, directors, and actors,
the Indian was usually as stereotyped in a film supposedly sympathetic to
the Native American cause as in one openly hostile to his plight" (103).
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1960s and 1970s films fare no better, according to Berkhofer: "All they
usually did was to reverse the traditional imagery by making the Indian
good and the White bad" (103). This Indian also functions as a surrogate
or "substitute for the oppressed Black or hippie White youth alienated
from modem mainstream American society" (103). Rearranging rather
than dismantling this simplistic binary opposition between races and cultures, most "revisionist" 1960s and 1970s movies about Indians ironically
perpetuate stereotypes of the very figures they seek to present as
countercultural. Vine Deloria (Standing Rock Sioux) goes further still,
arguing that these predictable images of the Indian really provide "a fairly
accurate map of the fragmented personality that possesses the American
white man" (xi). As Deloria sees it, "the image of the Indian in contemporary American society ... has nothing to do with Indians, of course, but it is
not supposed to represent the contemporary Indian since he is a pale imitation of the real Indians of the American imagination" (xiii). It is no surprise that 1960s and 1970s movies ostenSibly about Indians continue the
practice of giving leading roles to established white actors, including the
British actor Richard Harris in A Man Called Horse and the American
actor Dustin Hoffman in Little Big Man (both 1970). Rather than center
on Indian characters in their "Indian" movies, these filmmakers choose
to place whites-an English gentleman and a white American, respectively-at the hearts of these stories. Rather than trouble to envision, let
alone to celebrate, the multicultural nature of American society, including American movie audiences, these filmmakers cater exclusively to white
moviegoers, reassuring them that Richard Harris's Medicine Pole vow is
somehow more screenworthy than any Native's ceremonial experience.
Given the staying power of the conventional Hollywood western and
its "Hollywood Indians," Berkhofer suggests, "Only when the countercultural use of the Indian comes to dominate the mass media and modem literature in all its forms can we say that the classic Western has finally ended as one of the chief expressions of the basic American experience in the White imagination. Until then, the whole history of White
settlement of the continent may be portrayed as one gigantic Western
with the Indians 'biting the dust' through the advance of civilization over
savagery, both noble and ignoble. The modem novel or movie, like the
Puritan history and captivity narrative, merely captures this larger story
in microcosm" (103-104). Given the power of these binaries and the
muscular, explanatory lOgiC of Manifest Destiny (including Frederick Jackson Turner's remarkably tenacious "frontier thesis"), Hollywood, since its
inception, has needed to do little more than reiterate an already deeply
entrenched and comfortably mythiC narrative.
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It still does so in the 1980s and 1990s, in obvious ways (Dances With
Wolves, Pocahontas, The Indian in the Cupboard) and in more covert
forms, too: in a contemporary West Coast thriller such as De Palma's
Body Double, "the Indian" is once again played by a white actor, Gregg
Henry, and "the Indian" is very definitely a bad guy, albeit a disguise
worn by Henry's character Sam Bouchard. He stalks his female neighbor,
steals her purse, murders her with a power drill, and then harasses both
the male protagonist of the movie, the struggling Hollywood actor and
not-so-struggling voyeur Jake Scully, and Melanie Griffith's character,
porno actress Holly Body. But as De Palma's title suggests, bodies in this
film are routinely doubled; most, if not all, of the characters are actors
playing roles (so that Gregg Henry is actually a white actor playing a white
actor playing an "Indian"), identities are difficult to pin down, and the
distinctions between "real life" and "make believe" are blurred; as a
result, the movie furnishes a built-in excuse for its own indulgence in
stereotypes.
Powwow Highway works differently. Beginning with an amber-tinted
vision of a lone, traditional Indian man riding a horse and brandishing a
hand-crafted weapon, then cutting to the sunless poverty of a day in Lame
Deer, Montana, on the contemporary Northern Cheyenne reservation,
the movie solidly grounds itself in two different versions of Indian Country and thus announces that it will proceed from a Northern Cheyenne
point of view. As Rodney Simard (Cherokee) asserts, "The value of Powwow Highway is that it is an organic, effective film and, more importantly, that it attempts to present Indian material from an Indian
perspective, something that few of the products of Hollywood (and other
points) have ever even attempted" (20). That is not to say that it avoids
presenting predictable images of contemporary Indians, even images that
sometimes border on the stereotypes found in more conventional Hollywood movies. After the exterior reservation shots, for instance, the camera enters a reservation bar and invites viewers to a potential display of
the drunken Indian stereotype. Here, a variety of Indians wearing blue
jeans and western shirts drink beer and play pool; here, too, a large man
named Philbert Bono (played by Gary Farmer) sits down at the bar and is
quickly entranced by the television, on which a used-car salesman (a white
man wearing an Indian headdress) makes his pitch: "How, folks. This old
cowboy'S on the warpath with heap big savings. All our choicest stock.
Come on down off the rez or the ranch and pick out your pony today."
(It's worth noting that the four-wheeled "ponies" he's selling are Mustangs and Pintos.) As Marshall Toman and Carole Gerster observe, the
TV pitchman speaks "the broken English spoken by Hollywood movie
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Indians .... The ad depicts Native Americans as easily exploitable" (33).
For the first-but not the last-time, the movie lets such an image speak
for itself, and for the first-but not the last-time, Philbert responds
with a smile of interest and enthusiasm rather than with anger or bitterness.
In fact, despite its condescension, this sales pitch inspires him to go out and
buy a car-not from the "old cowboy" but from a junkyard owner named
Fidel. "I want to buy one of your fine ponies," Philbert tells Fidel, and,
placing some money, some food stamps, some marijuana, and a flask on
the table, he quickly closes the deal. After a brief struggle, he starts the
engine, tosses an old plastic Blessed Virgin Mary dashboard statuette out
the window, and gets his physical and metaphysical travels underway.3
Already, in the first five or ten minutes of the opening sequence,
Powwow Highway subtly distinguishes Northern Cheyenne culture from
mainstream capitalist and Christian outlooks without overtly denigrating
anybody. Gently easing viewers into an alliance with Philbert, the film
begins not by magically synthesizing white and Indian cultures into a seamless, happy, organic whole but by suggesting that cultural intersections
are occasional, specific, unpredictable, and more complicated than Hollywood has led audiences to believe. A western religious icon can be symbolically tossed out the window, but Philbert is in a position to do so
because he has listened to, rather than spumed, the white salesman in
headdress. At the same time, Philbert himself may appear a bit ridiculous to some viewers, in that he regards a rusting, crumbling, and altogether wobbly junkyard car as a worthy "fine pony." The white "cowboy"
is a stereotypical used-car salesman, but maybe Philbert is a stereotypical
and gullible Indian. By both acknowledging and avoiding the simplistic,
ready-at-hand racial stereotypes of many of its cinematic predecessors,
Powwow Highway offers Philbert's unfazed, smiling, and somewhat improvisatory attitude as a sort of proposal: clearly this map's behavior is
somewhat mysterious and even (to some) a bit absurd, but maybe his
adaptability will repay close attention. Maybe it makes sense. In any event,
Philbert seems, from the beginning of the movie, to have unspoken and
quite possibly good reasons for doing what he does, and, in his mysteriously purposeful behavior, he does not in any way resemble the emotionless, poker-faced, one-dimensional, "wooden" Indians of countless
Hollywood films.
Philbert's benign adaptability is not, however, the only attitude associated with Native Americans in Powwow Highway. In the scene immediately follOwing his purchase of the "fine pony," a group of Northern
Cheyenne listen, in council chambers, to another sales pitch, this one
delivered by the corrupt corporate tool Sandy Youngblood, an Indian who
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works for a white-owned mining company. Y~ungblood assures the Indian citizens that the company has their best interests in mind, a claim
totally rejected by Buddy Red Bow, a young Indian man leaning against
one of the chamber walls. Red Bow retorts that 75 percent of the people
live below the poverty line, and argues that "this ain't the American dream
we're living-this here's the Third World." The specific conflict here is
not between "cowboys" and "Indians" but rather between two young Indian men representing opposing interests. As writers and readers of contemporary American Indian fiction are well aware, these conflicts within
a Native culture can be particularly dangerous and destructive; in novels
such as Leslie Marmon Silko's Cererrwny (1977), for instance, the Laguna Pueblo Indians' worst enemies are other Indians. The witchery, also
referred to as the destroyers, is Native in origin and predominantly Native in its contemporary manifestation. In Powwow Highway, however,
the dramatic conflict between Buddy Red Bow and Sandy Youngblood,
combined with the dramatic differences between Red Bow and Philbert
Bono, provide movie audiences with something rarely seen in any ten or
twenty Hollywood movies about Indians: a real diversity of Native American characters, characterizations, and conflicts.4
Comparing the movie version of Powwow Highway to the 1979 novel
by David Seals (Huron), Rodney Simard contends that in the movie, "complexity of character is diminished, edging uncomfortably close to stereotypes, and the broad political canvas of the novel [Seals was a member of
AIM] has been reduced to a simple polarity" (21). Important characteristics of the villains have been lost in translation from novel to film, and the
"bad guy" has been Simplified; in fact, as Simard argues, he (or, more
accurately, it) has itself been stereotyped "into a familiar force: a materialistic and exploitative white corporation that can, by means of a simple
trick, rob the Indians of their possessions" (22). Does this reductive characterization of the corporation suggest that the film oversimplifies the
issues at stake and the characters who oppose the mine? Probably so: the
issue of Native American identity here, specifically Buddy Red Bow's identity as a politically savvy, resisting Indian, is gradually deflected and overwhelmed by the plot of the film as director Jonathan Wacks transforms it
into a generic action-adventure-rescue mission movie. In other words,
the predictable force of the popular, generic movie plot washes away the
more complicated political entanglements of the novel; the movie retains
a "Native American" point of view, but that point of view competes with
the plot and character simplifications required by various non-Native
genres. Enlisting as well the powerful, accessible music of the highly successful rock band U2 and the well-known guitarist and songwriter Robbie
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Robertson (Mohawk), Wacks clearly makes a market-driven play for a
relatively young, Hollywood- and TV- and MTV-bred American audience.
In so doing, Wacks updates-but also emulates-the "Indian" films
of the 1960s and 1970s, as described by Berkhofer; his production of
Powwow Highway reflects both the strengths and the weaknesses of those
earlier movies. Perhaps unwittingly, it measures the distance between
primarily Native subjects and predominantly non-Native audiences, as
well as the tensions between American commercial interests and Native
American acts of cultural recovery. Thus, in both the novel and the film,
Buddy goes to Santa Fe to help his sister Bonnie, who has been arrested
on trumped-up drug possession charges, even though Buddy has been
out of touch with his sister for ten years. As it turns out, the mining company, in collusion with the local and federal law enforcement officials in
Santa Fe, has framed her to decoy him, hoping that they can pry him
away from the reservation and get the company's proposal passed in his
absence. But the film reduces Bonnie's character to a mostly silent, passive Indian "Princess" (Simard 21) and correspondingly reduces the characters of Buddy's fellow tribe members by presenting him as "the sole
savior of his people, who, without his wayward but paternalistic presence, will yet once again sell away their lifeblood because of their childlike trust" (Simard 22). Again, the film risks stereotyping in the interests
of recognizable, accessible, generic plot devices.
Stronger than the movie's political narrative and rescue mission plot,
however, is its complex interweaving of Buddy's story-his temporary appropriation of tribal funds and his trek to his sister, imprisoned in Santa Feand Philbert's story-his patient, gradual, and highly improvisatory quest
for medicine and power. "Can I count on you?" asks Buddy, thinking strictly
of the exigencies of the here and now, to which Philbert responds both
more traditionally and more spacily: 'We are Cheyenne." The movie at
this point becomes a road movie, as these two very unlike characters and
their parallel, but very different, purposes begin to share the same journey; in fact, at about this point Powwow Highway threatens to become a
buddy-movie, in which two same-sex characters gradually acquire respect
and affection for each other, finally overcoming their differences to bond
near the film's conclusion. True to form, Buddy and Philbert embrace in the
closing moments; their hug marks the emotional climax of the buddy movie
plot. But while Buddy's character as a political, resisting Indian is implicitly undercut by the demands of genre screenwriting, Philbert finds himself explicitly mocked by other characters in the film. In other words, the
film builds sympathy for Buddy by muting who he fundamentally is in the
novel, and it builds sympathy for Philbert by muting the abilities of other
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Powwow Highway Indians to sympathize with his journey toward traditional ways. The movie invites alliances between main characters and
audiences by making trade-offs, revealing that combining Native American points of view and established Hollywood genres can be an imperfect
process. The conflicts between Philbert and other Northern Cheyenne
are, at times, painful and powerful: "The time has come for me to gather
medicine," he informs his Aunt Harriet as she watches television in her
small reservation house. Unfortunately for Philbert, his relative responds
with absolute derision, laughing in his face and scornfully telling him, "I
get sick of being asked for good old Indian wisdom. I ain't got none-so
get the hell out of here." As much as the political issues divide corporate
Indians from reservation Indians and, a little later, AIM veterans from
anti-AIM goons, Philbert's story isolates him because he is faithfully pursuing something like a traditional Northern Cheyenne path. The movie
clearly and deftly illuminates this tribal ambivalence (if not outright antagonism) toward Philbert, as it also exposes the irony of the situation: a
tum toward Native tradition can be as divisive as a loss of tradition.
Some of the most intense conflicts, in fact, are between Philbert and
Buddy. After talking with Light Cloud on the CB, for example, Philbert
decides to tum East and visit Sweet Butte, part of the Black Hills in
South Dakota and, as Light Cloud points out, "the most sacred place in
America-maybe the world." Here, in a memorable scene, Philbert climbs
the mountain, begins to unwrap a large Hershey chocolate bar, and then
changes his mind; all around him he sees colorful gifts left on the
mountaintop by other Indians, and he gently places his chocolate bar
among them, looks out over the spectacular countryside, and then, in a
magnificent comic release, tumbles end over end down the mountain,
shouting ecstatically. Meanwhile, Buddy awakens from a long sleep, gradually realizes that they're not headed south on Interstate 25 anymore, and
is furious with Philbert. But Philbert manhandles Buddy and informs
him, 'We are gathering power." The two men extend the South Dakota
leg of their journey further still, going to the Pine Ridge Christmas powwow before resuming their journey to Santa Fe. In other words, the parallel yet different stories of Philbert and Buddy require their car to
head-literally and phYSically-in different directions. But, at the same
time, the two stories are coming together, as Philbert perceives when he
joins their quests in the first -person plural pronoun: "We are gathering
power." Defining himself and Buddy first and foremost as Northern Cheyenne, despite Buddy's protests, Philbert asserts that their tribal kinship is
more important than their divergent individual purposes. This emphaSiS
on shared kinship turns out to be crucial.
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Figure 9.2. Philbert Bono makes his humble offering in a holy place. Courtesy of
the Museum of Modern Art/Film Stills Archive.

This gradual interweaving of their stories assumes a particular pattern: again and again, Buddy Red Bow first resists any and all turns toward traditional Northern Cheyenne culture and then participates.
Wearing his Purple Heart medal at the Pine Ridge Christmas powwow,
Buddy at flrst remains on the sidelines. He is saved from a gang fight, in
fact, by his Vietnam veteran comrade Jimmy (played by Graham Greene,
in a cameo), who then shakily urges Buddy to dance. But Buddy persists
in rejecting the significance of "a few lousy beads and some feathers"; in
this decision, the man who resists white corporate politics also resists
Native traditional ceremonies and their contemporary adaptations. But
eventually, urged on by Philbert, who happily eats and drums and tells
him that he should be proud of his warrior's blood medal, Buddy dances,
prominently displaying the Purple Heart. A little later, Philbert stops the
car, wades into an icy river, and sings a traditional song; Buddy first reacts
with impatience, and then joins him in the water and song. FUlther on
down the road, Philbert tells a traditional story of Wihio, the trickster;
Buddy calls such tales "fairy stories," and Philbert protests that these are
"stories of our ancestors-how the Old Ones dealt with problems." Clearly
the conflict is between Buddy's argument that the old stories are inadequate for dealing with new problems generated by white America's hunger-the industrial smokestacks of a huge Wyoming energy plant in the
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background throughout this scene seem to support Buddy's pOint-and
Philbert's counterargument that "the problems never change, nor the
people." What Buddy later calls "the old legends and all that mystical
horseshit" will, in his view, "only make things worse." He asks Philbert
not to continue his "bliss ed-out" behavior when it comes time to free
Bonnie from prison. But Philbert explicitly links the trickster to contemporary politics, too, promising that "he will playa little trick on the white
man." As Buddy moves closer and closer to Philbert's spiritual and traditional journey, so too does Philbert begin to support and participate in
Buddy's political plans.
The mixings of old ways and new-Philbert's belief that the old and
the new are in fact inseparable in a living, continually adapting and surviving tradition-prevail in the end, as Philbert borrows the old William
S. Hart Hollywood cowboy-movie idea of literally pulling down the jail's
wall by force in order to liberate the "captive woman," but offers up a
prayer in Cheyenne before he hits the gas pedal. Perhaps more surprisingly, we are allowed to share Buddy's warrior vision: having accidentally
pried the car's driver-side door window loose from its moorings, he holds
onto it firmly and faces the oncoming lawmen. At this moment he shapeshifts; he sees himself-and we see him-in full traditional warrior's dress
as he yells and flings the glass directly at (and into) the windshield of a
fast-approaching Santa Fe patrol car. The transformation of Buddy shows
us the transformation in Buddy, and both transformations are remarkable.
Powwow Highway suggests, finally, that the collaboration of Philbert
and Buddy, and thus the combination of venerable traditions and new
adaptations, makes a variety of desired political and spiritual results possible. In other words, the movie demonstrates that Buddy and Philbert's
successes are directly linked to their distinctly Cheyenne dreams and visions and improvisations; "Cheyenne" is a vital, flexible, highly imaginative and adaptable and surviving identity. Powwow Highway also
encourages alliances between these two main characters and viewers, inviting audiences to participate vicariously and to sympathize, in different
ways and (sometimes) for different reasons, with both Philbert and Buddy.
They break laws and subvert numerous mainstream American world views,
but the movie persuades viewers that they are right to do so. The tensions
and conflicts between Indian characters are, in the end, more productive
than counter-productive, more complex than simplistic. Sometimes these
tensions and conflicts threaten to erupt into stereotypes, and sometimes
political contexts and secondary characters are stereotyped, but the resolution of Philbert and Buddy's differences does not rehearse stale Hollywood Indian formulas. The trick here is that, generically, the film invokes
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a number of well-worn Hollywood chase-scene and buddy movie cliches.
Still, as Powwow Highway itself both maintains and breaks with established Hollywood conventions and traditions, this tension between stereotypes and reinventions-between Hollywood genres and Native
traditions-enriches the movie.
Part Western, part picaresque road film, part buddy movie, part comedy, part action (or adventure), and part repository of American popularculture images and allusions, Powwow Highway Americanizes Native
Americans and Native Americanizes the movies, while at the same time
respecting the sacred traditions of both the Hollywood Western and the
Cheyenne Indians. In the context of the Hollywood Indian, the Western,
and all the Nector Kashpaws who have for over ninety years now been
directed to clutch their chests, fall off their horses, and then get the hell
out of the picture, Powwow Highway is still one of the only American
movies to offer a significant redefinition of a long-standing cinematic and
cultural stereotype. The film is not perfect. Its dalliance in hackneyed
non-Native genres and its occasional willingness to invoke, rather than
reject, stereotypes merit close critical scrutiny. But clearly Powwow Highway does many things well, and just as clearly it raises the happy possibility that the plunge of the brave-abasement, loss of status, stereotyping,
submersion, death-need no longer be "the extent of Indian acting in the
movie theater."

Notes
1. The cult film differs in several important ways from the various other film
genres I mention here. As J.P. Telotte and others have amply demonstrated, there
is much scholarly disagreement over what a cult film is and whether a particular
film qualifies as one. But, Telotte observes, one major consideration is clearly "the
relationship these works establish with their audience and the sort of responses
they typically evoke" (2). For a film like Powwow Highway, though, the potential
cult audience may be either Native American or mainstream American or bothand any "cultishness" the film acquires may differ depending on audience demographics. Screening a scene from the film with fifty Pawnee high school students,
I was struck by the "cult" qualities of their response: they anticipated lines of
dialog and particular shots, and they publicly shared their inside knowledge of the
film. In a related sense, one which comprehends the differences between Pawnees and Cheyenne as well as the differences between Native Americans and
non- Natives, Timothy Corrigan argues that the cult moviegoer is a sort of tourist;
cult "films are all stranger than paradise," he contends, "and it is the ability of
these audiences to make a paradise out of that strangeness that marks them as
cinematic tourists" (Telotte, 27). Powwow Highway would thus seem to qualify
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as a potential cult film for both Native and non-Native audiences. To my knowledge, though, it has not yet acquired another important characteristic of the cult
film, discussed by Bruce Kawin: repeatability (Telotte, 23). Until Powwow Highway is screened and rescreened at midnight shows, until lines from the film are
more frequently repeated by more moviegoers in more contexts, the film can only
partially be considered a cult film.
2. For further discussion of casting, see Giannetti 275-279.
3. In an earlier, similarly problematic road film, Dennis Hopper's Easy Rider
(1969), Peter Fonda's character Captain America makes a similar gesture, throwing away his wristwatch before hitting the road. As David Laderman writes, "Captain America chucks his watch before they take off on their motorcycles, signaling
an urge to move beyond social and narrative conventions" (47).
4. Regarding these discussions and conflicts within Native American communities, it is vitally important to keep in mind that "spiritual" and "traditional"
and "political" and "pragmatic" and other such categories are not mutually exclusive. Most often they intersect in highly complicated ways, as is well demonstrated
in (for example) Vine Deloria, God Is Red: A Native View of Religion (Golden,
Colo.: Fulcrum, 1994). The writings of Deloria are an excellent place to begin
studying Native spirituality and political philosophies. Also important is Paula Gunn
Allen, The Sacred Hoop: Recovering the Feminine in American Indian Tradition
(Boston: Beacon, 1986). Illuminating accounts of contemporary Native political
struggles can be found in Peter Matthiessen's In the Spirit of Crazy Horse (New
York: Viking, 1983) and Indian Country (New York: Penguin, 1984) and in Peter
Nabokov's anthology Native American Testimony (New York: Penguin, 1991); the
latter covers the years 1492-1992, providing first-hand Native statements about
the varieties of Native political and religious experiences. See also Frederick Tumer,
Beyond Geography: The Western Spirit Against the Wilderness (New Brunswick
N.J.: Rutgers University Press, 1994). And of course, these issues figure again and
again in most contemporary novels, poems, and plays written by Native Americans; good (and frequently discussed) starting points include Leslie Marmon Silko's
novels Ceremony (New York: Penguin, 1977) and Almanac of the Dead (New
York: Simon & Schuster, 1991).
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"Going Indian"
Dances With Wolves (1990)

While lying there listening to the Indians, I amused myself with trying
to guess at their subject by their gestures, or some proper name introduced . ... It was a purely wild and primitive American sound, as much
as the barking of a chickaree, and I could not understand a syllable of it.
. . . I felt that I stood, or rather lay, as near to the primitive man of
America, that night, as any of its discoverers ever did.
-Henry David Thoreau, The Maine Woods
As soon as possible after my arrival, I design to build myselfa wigwham,
after the same manner and size with the rest . .. and will endeavour that
my wife, my children, and myselfmay be adopted soon after our arrival.
Thus becoming truly inhabitants of their village, we shall immediately
occupy that rank within the pale of their society, which will afford us all
the amends we can possibly expect for the loss we have met with by the
convulsions of our own. According to their customs we shall likewise
receive names from them, by which we shall always be known. My youngest children shall learn to swim, and to shoot with the bow, that they
may acquire such talents as will necessarily raise them into some degree
of esteem among the Indian lads of their own age; the rest of us must
hunt with the hunters.
-J. Hector St. John Cn3vecoeur; Letters from an American Farmer

With thanks to the Blackfoot tribe who adopted me.
-Leslie A. Fiedler; The Return of the Vanishing American

Taken together, the three quotes above are good examples of a very oldyet ongoing-process of the American imagination: the white discovery
of and the renaming and adoption into the tribal society of the American
Indian. In this essay! I describe a mythopoeic process that recurs often
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enough in American history to merit more attention, especially after the
apparent resurrection and further development of this gesture in Kevin
Costner's tremendously popular Dances With Wolves, released too long
since any other great, epic Western to be anything but a boondoggle-or
so we thought until "Costner's folly" was seen by millions and had won
seven Academy Awards. 2
A traditional goal in American studies has been the search for
Americanness. Crevecoeur's third letter asked, 'What is an American?"
and his famous melting-pot response testified to the seriousness
Crevecoeur brought to the question. Tautologically, the defining American characteristic has been the continual redefinition of the American
character. It is the question itself and its rhetorical immortality (a significant addition to Martin Lipset's "American exceptionalism") that mark
this nation as unique. One answer to the question of national identity
proposes that the Original inhabitants of North America represent "True
Americans," whose character deserves emulation. Dances With Wolves
accepted this not-new proposal and sought to convince modem motionpicture audiences that only by going backward into history, back into tribalism, could the American hero hope to go forward.
D.H. Lawrence argued that Europeans "came to America for two
reasons .... To slough the old European consciousness completely ...
[and] to grow a new skin underneath, a new form. This second is a hidden
process" (53). Leslie Fiedler praised Lawrence's insight, suggesting that
"he knew something ... which we are born not knowing we know, being
born on this soil ... that the essential myth of the West and, therefore, of
ourselves ... [is] the myth of Natty Bumppo and Chingachgook. Here is,
for us-for better or for worse, and apparently forever-the heart of the
matter: the confrontation in the wilderness of the White European refugee from civilization and the 'stem, imperturbable warrior'" (167).
This meeting, Fiedler noted, occasioned two possible outcomes: "a
metamorphosis of the WASP into something neither White nor Red" or
"the annihilation of the Indian" (24). The later option was the most frequently chosen path of storymakers for the "penny dreadfuls" and nickelodeons, but the metamorphosis of White into Red developed rapidly in
the 1950s with the "sympathetic Western," reaching its mythical cinematic
culmination in Dances With Wolves.
Three famous ideas help explain how a motion picture of the 1990s
would attempt a big-budget dramatization of the gOing-Indian myth, and,
secondly, reach an appreciative audience in the process. First is Claude
Levi-Strauss's notion that myths and narratives reconcile cultural contradictions and bring opposing forces and values together. With the going-
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Indian myth, the contradiction is between Nature and Industry, hunting
and agrarianism, innocence and decadence, Manifest Destiny and the
Sacred Homeland. Thus, Dances With Wolves is a cinematic myth that
addresses still unresolved traumas and contradictions of American history, as well as current contradictions between industrialism and environmentalism, tribal society and industrial society, the melting-pot
(assimilation) and multiculturalism (racial/ethnic pride).
The second theory was propounded by R.W,B. Lewis in The American Adam, where the author described the historical development of
the idea of a new American "hero" who would be "emancipated from
history, happily bereft of ancestry, untouched and undefiled by the usual
inheritances of family and race" (5). That the American continent
triggered images of the Garden among European immigrants has been
ably documented by many scholars. But the Garden was not empty, and
for those uncomfortable with the demonization of native inhabitants of
this continent, the American Indian provided a ready-made adamic figure. The American Adam and Garden myths were easily transposed into
American westerns and musicals, including the mythic/cinematic forerunner of Dances With Wolves, Delmer Daves's Broken Arrow (1950),
considered the first of the sympathetic westerns of the 1950s. This film
traces the transformation of an Indian fighter (played by Jimmy Stewart)
into a man who befriends Cochise, marries an Apache maiden, and fights
to establish some truce between the land-hungry settlers and the Apache.
The American Adam undercurrent is manifested in Broken Arrow during a pastoral "honeymoon" scene that takes place on the banks of a wild
pond. Stewart and the Apache maiden Morning Star have just been married; Stewart rests beside the still waters as the camera follows Morning
Star; she walks majestically toward her lover, and lies in his arms. She
asks:
"You are asleep?"
"No .... I'm quiet because I'm so happy. I'm afraid ifI open
my mouth my happiness will rush out in a funny noise like, Ya Hoo!"
MORNING STAR: "What does that mean? It is an American word?"
STEWART: "Uh huh. I think it was a word made by Adam when he
opened his eyes and saw Eve."
MORNING STAR:

STEWART:

The dream of Pocahontas cannot last too long, however, and, even in this
first "sympathetic" Western, Morning Star dies before the last reel. In
contrast to the deluge of conventional Westerns, Broken Arrow was, for
its time, the most pointed liberal critique of Manifest Destiny and the
sad history of relations between Indians and whites.
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The third theory comes from Freud's limited work with the family
romance, where he attempted to account for certain fantasies of young
children who denied their literal parentage in favor of more noble, imaginary mothers and fathers (236-41). Freud claimed that all young people
must break with their parents at some point, that each generation must
break with the previous. A "family romance" might be created in response
to various motivations: loss of parental love, fear of breaking the incest
taboo, realization of parental fallibility. This theory suggests a psychological mechanism that can account for the success of those narratives wherein
the white protagonist goes Indian. Working on the personal and collective psychological levels, the romance of Native American parentage would
satisfY the wish for a return to the Garden, where strong and noble parents live in abundance and harmony, free of the decay, pollution, and
anxiety of industrial society. Crevecoeur's letters were written during the
troubled context of the American Revolution, when the author found
himself pulled between British allegiance and colonial rebellion. His "Romance" of living with the Indians was never enacted in reality, but was
exactly the tale of the noble savage Europeans would find appealing. 3
Elizabeth Stone provides evidence that many modem, adult Americans engage in family romances of Indian ancestry. In a study of the psychological dynamics of family stories, Stone interviewed black and white
Americans who claimed Indian ancestry even against rather conclusive
evidence to the contrary. In spite of the truth of a family's history and the
Indian's oppression and negative stereotyping in our culture, Stone found
a number of Americans who claimed Indian blood in the manner that
others would pridefully recall European royalty or illustrious Puritan ancestry. It is "the idea of the Indian," "a powerful symbol, espeCially since
World War II," that Stone finds in American literature from Hemingway
to Kesey, an idea "suggestive of our mourning for our lost pre-industrial
Eden" (131).
These three theories offer a rudimentary dynamic in which Dances
With Wolves can be seen to function as mythical narrative (Levi-Strauss)
through collective wish-fulfillment patterns (Freud) and in the context of
America's historical legacy (Lewis). As such, this dynamic helps
contextualize historical and fictional prototypes of the gOing-Indian myth
in Dances With Wolves.
Thoreau was, Leslie Fiedler believed, "at his mythological core an Indian
himself, at home in the unexplored regions where women flinch," and
Fiedler adds that Thoreau himself claimed that "all poets are Indians"
(106). Thoreau's Walden adventure strikes me as a case study of the lim-
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its of how far a Harvard man can "go Indian," and, although he does not
ever entertain the notion of becoming a "squaw-man"-the "idea of the
Indian" infuses every page of Walden. At one point in his masterpiece,
Thoreau muses; "My days were not days of the week, bearing the stamp
of any heathen deity, nor were they minced into hours and fretted by the
ticking of the clock; for I lived like the Puri Indians, of whom it is said
that 'for yesterday, to-day, and to-morrow they have only one word, and
they express the variety of meaning by pointing backward for yesterday,
forward for to-morrow, and overhead for the passing day" (112). Besides
the explicit reference to living "like the Puri Indians," I also like here the
notion of near timelessness, so central to any mythological state, as well
as the privileging of the Indian lifestyle in contrast with the rush to keep
European time. Although Thoreau draws no special attention to it when
he mentions it, the story of the naming of Walden offers evidence, both
literary and historic, of the claim the Indian holds not only on the American landscape, but on Thoreau's and our imaginations: "My townspeople
have all heard it in their youth, that anciently the Indians were holding a
pow-wow upon a hill here ... and while they were thus engaged the hill
shook and suddenly sank, and only one old squaw, named Walden, escaped, and from her the pond was named" (182).
Thoreau best shows where he has been and where he would like to
go in The Maine Woods, where he admits, "One revelation has been made
to the Indian, another to the white man. I have much to learn of the
Indian, nothing of the missionary. I am not sure but all that would tempt
me to teach the Indian my religion would be his promise to teach me his"
(248).
Thoreau never wrote his planned work on the American Indian. His
notebooks, though, were full of carefully collected details of Native dress
and behavior. Most important, his greatest book may have captured more
of the "idea of the Indian" than any scientific work he could have written.
Although he called himself an "illustrator" (Trails Plowed Under),
Charles M. Russell is, along with Remington, the most famous of the
Western artists. Russell, who began life as the son of a wealthy St. Louis
family, eventually lit out for the territory of Montana (McCracken 1336). As a painter, sculptor, and writer, Russell focused his attention on the
lifestyles of cowboys, trappers, desperadoes, and Indians, all of which he
captured in his seemingly simple, rough-hewn style. In a 1922 painting of
a "squawman" titled, "When White Men Turn Red," Russell depicted a
leather-clad, mounted white man descending into a river valley with his
two Indian wives, three horses, and four dogs. Russell has poured a luminous golden sunlight over the distant mountain range and lower sky of
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this painting, and this golden sidelight outlines his figures, the effect being boldly romantic and serene. In commentary accompanying this painting in his Remington and Russell, Brian W Dippie notes that "Russell
himself had felt the lure ofIndian life and knew that he, like several of his
cowboy friends, would have been quick to take an Indian wife had the
right woman come along" (156). Dippie mentions a short story from
Russell's Trails Plowed Under, "How Lindsay Turned Indian." In this tale,
Russell relates how, as a young boy, Lindsay ran off from a mean stepfather (a fictional "literalization" of Freud's family romance?) to find himself eventually following a tribe of Piegan Indians with no where else to
tum. After meeting the rear-guard of the traveling Piegans, the young
Lindsay uses his magnifYing glass to light the pipe of the Piegan chief. Of
course, for a people who worship the sun, this is no small feat, and the
chief intones, "The grass has grown twice since my two sons were killed
by the Sioux.... My heart is on the ground; I am lonesome, but since the
sun has sent you, it is good. I will adopt you as my boy.... Child of the
Sun, it is good" (139). Much like Lt. John Dunbar, Lindsay's important
transition comes with his first buffalo hunt. In both cases the adopted
whites get their first kill, eat the fresh liver of their killed animal, and
consider that moment as the important point of no return in their going
Indian: "My boy ... that's been sixty-five years ago as near as I can figure.
I run buffalo till the whites cleaned 'em out, but that's the day I turned
Injun, an' I ain't cut my hair since" (144).
The hunt has long been an initiation ritual for many different groups,
and the buffalo-hunt scene and subsequent feast in Dances With Wolves
mark Dunbar's almost complete assimilation into the tribe, shown by his
trading of pieces of his cavalry blues for Indian gear; his winning over of
Wind In His Hair (earlier, a strong doubter of Dunbar's intentions toward the tribe); and his participation in the culturally important role of
storyteller, where Dunbar recounts his own hunting feat over and over to
the tribe's great enjoyment. In short, the buffalo hunt's central position in
plains tribe culture would have made it the perfect path, both fictionally
and histOrically, for any non-Indian to follow if he sought access to the
flesh-and-bone existence of a tribe.
Since the Narrative of the Captivity and Restoration of Mrs. Mary
Rowlandson (1682), any white seeking to go Indian has had to confront
The Massacre. The historical and mythiC power of The Massacre is so
pervasive that it seems all Westerns that deal with the confrontation of
white and red people must address this issue in some manner.
An interesting negotiation of The Massacre occurs in Broken Arrow,
where Jimmy Stewart's character saves his life by aiding a wounded Chey-
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enne boy. When Stewart and the young boy are eventually surrounded by
a group of warriors, the grateful Indian successfully pleads for Stewart's
life with the menacing warriors. But when a group of unsuspecting whites
interrupt the Cheyenne just as they are about to release Stewart, he is
bound and gagged and forced to watch the resulting massacre. He must
"witness" as well the torture of three white survivors of the battle-two
are "crucified" and one is buried up to his neck, smeared with cactus
pulp, and eaten by ants. Later in the film Stewart must pass through the
"civilized," industrial equivalent of the Indian massacre nightmare-the
lynching-when his own society tries to string him up for his defense of
the Indian, only to be saved at the last minute with the rope already around
his neck. Stewart's near-lynching by the townspeople, like Dunbar's beating
at the hands of his fellow cavalrymen in Dances, signifies the one side of
the cultural dialectic the hero must pass through in order to "prove" his
commitment to the syntheSiS of cultural contradiction. The binding and
gagging of Stewart is evocative of the deep psychological chasm the modem viewer must negotiate between the archetypal Massacre and the Noble
Indian; that is, atrocities of history cannot be erased, but must be witnessed, and then passed through. Although sometimes suppressed, historical atrocities will, when they eventually force their way into cultural
narratives, be dichotomized into the poles of evil aggressors and innocent
victims; sometimes this dichotomy is inverted, as when the "good" (morally/historically justified) Indians attack the u.S. cavalry in Dances With
Wolves and in the made-for-television Son of The Morning Star (1991).
Arthur Penn's "progressive" Western, Little Big Man, begins with
(what else?) a massacre of the family of the young Jack Crabb. The film,
and Berger's book, however, cannot exhaust the psychic energy and mythic
trauma of The Massacre with this single blood-letting; and so, following
the general reversal of the Western tale we find throughout Little Big Man,
Penn gives us another "slaughter" by inverting the conventions of The
Massacre by presenting Custer's infamous "battle" with the Cheyenne
beside the Washita River. This time the cavalry does the massacring.
Almost twenty years after the sympathetic Western Little Big Man,
the even more "sympathetic" Dances With Wolves cannot circumvent
The Massacre, and, in fact, includes three massacres, one of which is told
as a flashback of Stands With A Fist (Dunbar's future wife and herself a
white adopted by the Lakota). The flashback is as distilled and powerful
an embodiment of the Massacre trauma as has ever been presented by
Hollywood. Shot in soft focus and at sunset, the scene begins, slow-motion, as an idylliC view of a rustic farm and cabin; two frontier families are
eating outdoors on a large table when ominous-looking Pawnee warriors
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ride slowly in on horseback, their faces painted in bilious blues and bloody
reds. At first it seems a peaceful meeting of the two cultures, but then a
tomahawk flies through the air, and the scene takes on added poignancy
as the next image is that of the horrified gaze of the young witness, which
then dissolves into the still haunted Stands With A Fist. 4
The third massacre in Dances transforms the horror associated with
that depiction into the Hollywood sanctioned celebration of dispatching
the badmen-the U.S. cavalry. Dunbar has been captured by the cavalry
as a renegade and is being taken by wagon in shackles to a frontier prison.
When the Lakota attack and kill Dunbar's tormentors, one realizes that
even with ninety years of Hollywood history turned on its head-we have
here the same cheer for the good guys; the skillful and precise application of violence in order to right the world; the promise of "regeneration
through violence," which Richard Slotkin has so eloquently elaborated.
Another strategy for resolving the historical trauma and contradiction of The Massacre is, through sleight of hand, to present viewers a
tribe of "Noble Savages" (The Sioux in Dances and the Cheyenne in Little
Big Man), and then a tribe of just plain old fashioned savages (the Pawnee in both films). This strategy has the function of addressing white
historical fear and guilt within the same narrative, providing a way in
which a fiction can remain simultaneously true to contradictory emotional responses to history.
In A Man Called Horse Lord Morgan (Richard Harris) is captured by
a band of Sioux in 1825. Yellow Hand decides to save this strange white
man to be a slave of some sort and, after tying a rope around his neck,
proceeds to ride Morgan like a horse before the other laughing warriors
of the raiding party. Taken back to the Sioux camp, Morgan is mistreated
until he eventually earns the Sioux's respect through his endurance, slaying of attacking Shoshone braves, and his successful completion of the
Sun Dance ritual. Although never expressed in the film, Morgan's Indian
name itself is transformed from the beast-of-burden connotations of that
word, to the more noble connotations for "horse" one would expect from
a horse culture. Little Big Man's young Jack Crabb (Dustin Hoffman)
gets his name from old Chief Lodge Skins (Chief Dan George) who gives
Jack his name-Little Big Man-by way of a story the old chief tells the
short young man to inspire his confidence. Later, Jack kills a Pawnee
during a war party and strengthens his bond to the tribe, eventually becoming a "squawman" in more ways than one.
In Dances With Wolves, Lt. John Dunbar is named, at first without
his knowledge, by his Sioux brothers who have seen him "dancing" with
his "pet" wolf, Two Socks. Dunbar had been trying to get Two Socks to
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return to his fort as he rode out to the Indian's camp, but the wolf would
playfully snap at his heals as Dunbar tried to chase him back. The Indians
watched in the foreground of the shot, incredulous that a white man could
have such a relationship with a wild animal. This scene in the film is
presented with no fanfare, narration, or dialog with which to signifY its
tremendous importance to the film's mythopoeic task; thus, viewers take
Dunbar's frolic with Two Socks as just another day in the life of John
Dunbar-that is, as natural and spontaneous. Because viewers do not
hear the Lakota warriors name Dunbar, and because they already know
the title of the film, the scene achieves two brilliant effects. First, the
renaming scene is one of the most calculated moments of the film, yet it
comes off as an utterly natural occurrence (accentuated by being filmed
in long shot, soft-focus, and a PBS nature-documentary style). Second,
Costner, in effect, lets every viewer rename Dunbar with his Lakota name,
since the scene plays without dialog or even gesture from the Lakota.
This has the effect of making filmgoers active participants in the sacred
ritual of renaming a man into Nature and the tribe.
Although this renaming fits nicely with the standard Hollywood story
convention of depicting an evolVing character, this infrequent, but telling
tendency says more about American romantic concepts of the Indian and
the natural than it does about Hollywood storytelling. This renaming of a
white man with a "natural name" and the shedding of his European name
is the quintessential American myth-the self-made man rediscovering
both America, and, most importantly, his own true self in the process.
Freed from the oppressive yoke of European tradition, self-made even to
his name (founder of his self-the task of Whitman's Leaves of Grass),
this character of literature and film has, after two hundred years, become
only more solidified in our consciousness: from a string of names with no
"direct relation to the universe"-Natty Bumppo, Lewis Henry Morgan,
Lord Morgan, Jack Crabb, and John Dunbar-emerge Indian names,
true names-Leather StockingiDeerslayeriHawkeye, Tayadaowuhkuh,
Horse, Little Big Man, Dances With Wolves. European interest in Indian names did not develop solely from fictional romances of the noble
savage; the real contrast between Indian naming and European naming
sparked the imaginations of many explorers, trappers, and immigrants
who sought to communicate and understand that first task of language,
naming.
As I heard my Sioux name being called over and over, I knew for the
first time who I really was.
-from the Diary ofJohn J. Dunbar
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Figure 10.1. After shedding much of his uniform , Dunbar affects a renegade look
hlllliliar from Wild West shows, Hollywood Westerns, and the 19GOs counterculture. The look is still evoked , an emhlem of American outlaw heroism.
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Dances With Wolves seems to me to be the latest, most important development in this mythopoeic founding of the "only real A~erican."5 It is a
different myth from what Fiedler called the "anti-feminist" myth of the
runaway male who flees from the white woman to his native, dark-skinned
companion, for Lt. John Dunbar marries Stands With A Fist, a white
survivor of The Massacre, who has nearly forgotten her first family and
language. Dances With Wolves accomplishes, I think for the first time in
our American imagination, the transmigration of the white family unit
into the mythical hunting ground of The Indian. By the end of the film
Dances With Wolves and Stands With A Fist have already transfigured
into buckskins, the Sioux language, the Sioux way. Edward D. Castillo, a
Native American academic, has written an excellent review of Dances
With Wolves that explores many of the same issues analyzed here. Castillo
asserts that Dances is "really about the transformation of the white soldier Lt. John Dunbar into the Lakota warrior Dances With Wolves" (16).
Recalling Dunbar's hope to "see the frontier ... before it's gone," Castillo
notes, "That simple childlike desire touches an unspoken yearning in many
Americans, young and old" (19). His words "childlike desire" recall Freud's
family romance as well as the wish-fulfillment aspect of Dances. Even
more interesting is this passage in Castillo's essay: "While exchanging
parting gifts, Dances With Wolves tells Kicking Bird, 'You were the first
man I ever wanted to be like. I will not forget you.' Indians know that no
white man or woman can become Indian, but many of us hope those who
have learned of our cultures and appreciate their unique humanity will be
our friends and allies in protecting the earth and all of her children" (20).
Because Dances With Wolves starts with Lt. John J. Dunbar near
death on a Civil War operating table, and never once flashes back to any
fictional family or past, Dunbar's line to Kicking Bird-"You were the
first man I ever wanted to be like"-becomes illustrative of a close adherence to the imaginative lOgic of the family romance, embossed with the
American Adam myth and the historical legacy of Native American cultures. In retrospect, one should not be surprised at Dances With Wolves'
enthusiastic reception, nor at the many modern Americans who found
going Indian a still viable trail to follow through the American imagination.
During the November 1993 ratings sweeps, ABC broadcast a new,
expanded version of Dances With Wolves. At fifty minutes longer than
the original, the new Dances exploited the TV Western miniseries formula that worked so well with Lonesome Dove. The new Dances was
originally composed by Costner and producer Jim Wilson for foreign distribution and simply reintegrated footage originally trimmed for the
American theatrical release. As can be expected, much of the footage
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simply expanded on plot, characters, and themes in the original American version. A few additions bridge minor gaps in the narrative and flesh
out issues that might have puzzled some original viewers. The crazy Major Fambrough, who sends Dunbar on his "knight's errand" is shown,
through added footage, to be certifiably insane. The environmental destruction theme is pushed even further in a number of additions and in
one wholly new scene. One addition has the slothful mule driver Timmons
littering as he crosses the prairie, tossing a tin can to the ground as Dunbar
registers the appropriately modem reaction of indignation. The horror of
Fort Sedgewick's polluted pond grows through the addition of animal
carcasses and by witnessing Dunbar having to swim into the pond, bandanna over nose, to struggle with the wet dead weight of the animals
before he bums them. The wholly new scene of environmental devastation occurs when Kicking Bird and Dunbar journey alone to the sacred
Sioux mountains (Kicking Bird: "The animals were born here") but find
instead an ominous silence and the remnants of a hunting camp strewn
with animal corpses and empty whisky bottles. The mystery surrounding
the prior inhabitants of Fort Sedgewick is also settled. Before Dunbar
reaches the deserted fort, the last of the fort's troops are shown cowering
in their caves until their officer assembles them, commends them for
staying after the others deserted, and suggests they mount an orderly
mass desertion, saying, "The Army can go to Hell!" The new version also
fleshes out a few of the minor characters. Two Socks, Dunbar's friendly
wolf, gets much more onscreen time and the trio of young Sioux boys
that includes Smiles A Lot tum up in a number of scenes of teenage
drama and hijinks: last-minute jitters before the unsanctioned raid on
Dunbar's horse, a vigorous but denied attempt to join the men during the
buffalo hunt, and a foiled prank to close the smoke flap on the teepee of
the honeymooning Dances With Wolves and Stands With A Fist. The
inversions of cultural prejudice occasionally seen in the original film are
seconded with one more quite pointed jibe that takes place during the
massacre of Timmons. A Pawnee brave starts to take Timmons's quilt for
a trophy until he sniffs it suspiciously, throws it on the ground in disgust,
and cleans his hands with dirt. On a more romantic note, the new film
elaborates on the courtship between Dances With Wolves and Stands
With A Fist, including Dunbar's need to rely on tribal gifts of horses and
clothing in order to purchase his new bride, in the traditional Sioux way,
from her father/guardian, Kicking Bird.
But the most substantial difference between the new and original
versions of Dances involves the night scene just before the buffalo hunt.
In the original film, this night scene is one long take of twenty-eight sec-
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onds. The Sioux camp appears in the background, ponies in the middle
ground, and Dunbar, resting on his bedroll, stretched out in the foreground, his voice over narration intoning: "As they celebrated into the
night, the coming hunt, it was hard to know where to be. I don't know if
they understood, but I could not sleep among them. There had been no
looks, and there was no blame. There was only the confusion of a people
not able to predict the future." One assumes simply that Dunbar is finding some time alone before the next day's big hunt. In the expanded version, however, one witnesses two minutes of footage and twenty-five shots
that change not only the meaning of this one scene, but imbue the entire
film with a greater moral complexity. The scene begins with Dunbar riding
into camp with a small band of warriors. A large fire is burning in the
center of camp as the Sioux dance around it. Dunbar holds back and sizes
up the situation. He notices a wagon, filled with buffalo hides. His voiceover narration explains things: "It was suddenly clear now what had happened, and my heart sank as I tried to convince myself that the white
men who had been killed were bad people and deserved to die, but it was
no use. I tried to believe that Wind in His Hair and Kicking Bird and all
the other people who shared in the killing were not so happy for having
done it, but they were. As I looked at the familiar faces I realized that the
gap between us was greater than I could ever have imagined."
The narration accompanies a building intimacy of shot scales, growing closer to the dancing Sioux as well as Dunbar's reaction shots. Two
crucial insert shots provide gory emphasis: a severed white man's hand
tied in rope and hanging over the flames of the campfire; a long blonde
scalp at the end of a pole, reflecting the reddish glow. This unexpurgated
scene then ends with the same thirty-second shot and voice-over found
in the Original; but now Dunbar's comment about not being able "to sleep
among them" takes on a pointed meaning. The scene in the original
Dances, then, is literally a repression of the novel and the shooting script,
a repression of The Massacre. 6
The other material in the film merely expands and explains themes
already extant in the first release, but this new (old) material marks a
radical addition, I should say a return, to the film. While trimming Dances
to a tight (!) 181 minutes kept the film distributable and positioned for
Oscar contention, Costner might have deflected a great deal of subsequent criticism that his Sioux were too wholesome by keeping just this
one moment of unbridgeable cultural difference in the original film (or
including, as the new film does, another moral complication of the Sioux:
a brief scene early in the narrative makes it clear that Stands With A Fist's
husband died not while defending the tribe from the marauding Pawnee,
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Figure 10.2. In Dallccs \Vith \V(>l(;cs, a numher of nighttime campfire scenes
scrve to summon the primitivE', the animistic, the predatory. Both releases contain
a scene in which Dunbar, alone, dances around a campfire in a type of wild-man
epiphany But only the television release includes the Sioux's post-massacre
campfire celebration, a ceremony from which Dunbar excuses himself.

but during a raid on the Utes, explicitly undercutting the assumption the
first film may have given that these Sioux practice only defensive tribal
warfare),
This is not to deny Dances' radical inversion of the \Vestern. \Vhere
The Searchers turns on a white man's obsessive attempts to find and retrieve a white woman from her tribal life, Dances at midpoint gives us a
white cavalry officer who returns a white woman to her tribal life as a
simple matter of course, But what I find so interesting is how the latest
word in the progressive \Vestern cannot live by genre inversion alone,
but ends up negotiating, deflecting, and ultimately retIieving The Massaere. Neither film, I think, is the definitive, authoritative edition, the
"director's cut." Multiple versions of narratives, sometimes, betray tensiems not so easily written off as just more of the same, Thus, I think we
have two films now, Dances 1Vith Wolves ,md (The Retllm of) Dances
With Wolves.
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Notes
1. This essay was previously published in the Michigan Academician 25:2,
(Winter 1993): 133-146; in Film & History 23 (1993): 91-102; and in Dressing in
Feathers: The Construction ofthe Indian in American Popular Culture, ed. Elizabeth Bird (Boulder: Westview Press, 1996): 195-209.
2. Wry, populist cartoonist Gary Larson hints at the success of Dances With
Wolves in one of his famous Far Side pieces. Three odd-looking characters stand
around a punch bowl in a massive, vacant ballroom. Above them hangs a cryptic
banner: "DLDWWS." One man complains about the "insensitive" portrayal of
the cavalry. A woman intones, "Those buffaloes weren't really killed .... That was
all faked!" Thus goes another meeting of the "international" "Didn't Like Dances
With Wolves SOciety." The film's widespread success had, I argue, much to do
with its updating of the going-Indian myth; in this light, it is not at all innocent
that Kevin Costner just happened to be the star who went Indian. Costner was, at
the time and perhaps even after Waterworld, Hollywood's leading icon of masculine Americana, a descendant of the mantle passed down from Gary Cooper and
Jimmy Stewart. But not everyone believed in Costner's Dunbar or fell in love with
Dances. Pauline Kael called the film "childishly naive." Others complained the
film was anachronistic, an allegory of Hollywood liberalism (historical guilt, environmentalism, middle-class feminism, and the New Age Indian wannabe syndrome)
rather than an accurate history of the meeting of white and Sioux cultures during
the 1860s. Not incidentally, Dances' most direct ancestor was Little Big Man,
itself a product of the counterculture, which borrowed, Thodore Roszak has held,
a "garish motley" of ideas from "depth psychiatry ... mellowed remnants ofleftwing ideology ... the oriental religions ... Romantic Weltschmerz ... anarchist
social theory ... Dada and American Indian lore" (xiii). Nonetheless, millions of
viewers embraced Dances in spite of its historical liberties and long running time
(over three hours). Nominated for twelve Academy Awards, Dances won seven:
Best Picture, Best Director (Kevin Costner), Best Adapted Screenplay (Michael
Blake), Best Cinematography (Dean Semler), Best Film Editing (Neil Travis),
Best Original Score (John Barry), and Best Sound (Russell Williams II, Jeffrey
Perkins, Bill W Benton, and Greg Watkins).
3. For an exhaustive, scholarly, but unrelentingly cynical examination of American mythology, including what he calls "Indianization," see Richard Slotkin's Regeneration Through Violence (1973) as well as his Gunfighter Nation (1992).
4. Men are not the only ones to gain an Indian name. The historical figure
Virginia Dare, who was the first European child born in the New World and disappeared in 1587 with the rest of Sir Walter Ralegh's colony, has presented a
puzzling mystery to historians ever since her disappearance. In the children's book
Virginia Dare: Mystery Girl, part of a series called Childhood of Famous Americans, Augusta Stevenson creates a fictionalized conclusion to Virginia's story. Given
the problems of presenting a children's story that must deal with The Massacre,
Stevenson seems to have followed the mythical tradition, and given Virginia an
adoptive tribe and an Indian name: White Flower.
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5. Charles M. Russell left a number of comments concerning his vote for the
"true American." In a 1914 letter to Judge Pray, Russell used pen, ink, and watercolor to depict a rather forlorn, mounted Indian. Beside the brave Russell inked,
"This is the onley [sic] real American. He fought and died for his country. Today
he has no vote, no country, and is not a citizen, but history will not forget him"
(Broderick 84). Russell expressed much the same sentiment in another letter to
Joe Scheurle, possibly around 1916: "The Red man was the true American. They
have almost gon [sic]. But will never be forgotten. The history of how they fought
for their country is written in blood, a stain that time cannot grind out" (Russell,
Good Medicine, 127).
6. Michael Blake's novel makes Dunbar's cultural anxiety even more apparent than the expanded film. Some relevant passages:
Suddenly it was clear as a cloudless day. The skins belonged to the
murdered buffalo and the scalps belonged to the men who had
killed them, men who had been alive that very afternoon. White
men. The lieutenant was numb with confusion. He couldn't participate in this, not even as a watcher. He had to leave (167).
The scene concludes with Dunbar wracked with existential anxiety over his
indeterminate place in the world:
More than anything he wanted to believe that he was not in this
position. He wanted to believe he was floating toward the stars.
But he wasn't. He heard Cisco lie down in the grass with a heavy
sigh. It was quiet then and Dunbar's thought turned inward, toward himself. Or rather his lack of self. He did not belong to the
Indians. He did not belong to the whites. And it was not time for
him to belong to the stars. He belonged right where he was now.
He belonged nowhere. A sob rose in his throat. He had to gag to
stiffle it. But the sobs kept coming up and it was not long before
he ceased to see the sense in trying to keep them down (167-68).
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Deconstructing an
American Myth
The Last of the Mohicans (1992)

Since its initial two-volume publication on February 6, 1826, by the Philadelphia publishing house of Carey and Lea, James Fenimore Cooper's
The Last of the Mohicans; A Narrative of 1757 has probably generated
more attention from Hollywood filmmakers than any other American
novel. From its first adaptations in 1909 as a D. W Griffith one-reeler
and in 1911 as two different one-reelers by the Powers and Thanhouser
Film Companies to its latest incarnation in 1992 as a Michael Mann potboiler, more than a dozen interpretations of the novel have appeared in
various forms: silent picture, Mascot serial, animated version, BBC television series, and Hollywood epic. l Considering the popular reception of
the novel in Cooper's day, and the mythic story it spins about American
frontier heroes, this attention seems deserved. Most Americans, if they
have not read the novel (and most have not), have nonetheless read about
it or read abridged versions of it, and our own popular culture has embraced it in a number of curious ways. Mark Twain made Cooper and his
"offenses" against literary art in the Leather-Stocking Tales part of his
traveling lecture shows. More recently, the antihero of television's
M" A"S"H, Captain Benjamin Franklin Pierce, we are told, received his
sobriquet "Hawkeye" because the Cooper tale was supposedly the only
novel his father had ever read.
That most Americans have never read The Last of the Mohicans is
not surprising. Until the Fenimore Cooper family agreed to cooperate in
the production of a responSibly edited series of Cooper's fiction and nonfiction in the mid-1960s, The Last of the Mohicans (appearing in 1983 as
part of that NEH-sponsored, CSE-sealed, SUNY Press-published series)
was available for readers only in a plethora of corrupt texts. And while the
absence of reliable Cooper texts has been partially responSible for Cooper's
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less than highly touted reputation as a man ofletters, Twain certainly had
something to do with this offense against the American literary canon.
The fact remains that the novel has been praised more often for what it
did not do than for what it did. Film versions of the novel illustrate this
strange reaction to Cooper's masterpiece and explain the distortion of
the text; yet, ironically, Hollywood filmmakers are probably as responsible for generating interest in Cooper's novel over the years as literary
critics or college and university professors. In translating Cooper's work
for the screen, they highlight and make popular those elements of The
Last of the Mohicans that have little to do with Cooper's original story but
have everything to do with twentieth-century American popular culture
and taste. Although most of the directors do a sterling job of presenting
Cooper's mise-en-scene, none of the film versions of the novel accurately
reproduce Cooper's plot, and few come close to understanding Cooper's
theme. Despite these problems, film versions continue to be made because Hollywood sees the novel as containing the ingredients of an American film classic-albeit for all the wrong reasons.
When The Last of the Mohicans appeared in 1826, it was hailed by
some as an American masterpiece. In the February 18, 1826, issue of the
Philadelphia National Gazette, Robert Walsh remarked, "Never since the
days of our childhood has Fairy hand sported so with our feelings ....
Never has necromancer, or poet, held us so long enchanted. The work,
from the beginning to the close, is one tissue of harrowing incidents,
beautiful and chaste imagery, and deep pathos, and what adds to the charm,
is, though we yield a willing credence to every tum of the narrative, we know
that every thing is true" (163). William Leete Stone's review in the New
York Commercial Advertiser of February 6, 1826, concurred with Walsh's
praise of Cooper's novel: '''It is American books,' says a late English Review, 'that are wanted of America; not English books, nor books made in
America by Englishmen. We want, in a word, from the people of North
America, books, which, whatever may be their faults, are decidedly, if not
altogether, American.' Well, here they have one-a description of the
abOriginal character-in all its native, wild, and lofty grandeur-powerful warm, rich, glOwing, and animated, from the hand of a master, though
they may be unwilling to acknowledge him as such" (238).
Such contemporary reviews of the novel addressed issues that have
affected the literary interpretation of The Last of the Mohicans in the
almost two centuries since its publication, but have had seemingly little
impact on the twentieth-century filmmaker's response to the text. Historically praised either for the inclusion of harrowing incidents in his fictions or for the creation of truly American books, Cooper has been
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generally misinterpreted and misrepresented by filmmakers. Almost all
of the film adaptations have concentrated on his plots, always to the novel's
detriment, and the result has been chaos with Cooper's text.
With the exception of the 1920 silent version of The Last of the
Mohicans (directed by Maurice Tourneur and Clarence Brown, and starring Wallace Beery as Magua, Barbara Bedford as Cora, Albert Rosco as
Uncas, Harry Lorraine as Hawk-eye, and Theodore Lerch as Chingachgook) , none of the other versions comes close to reliably retelling the
story. In this 1920 interpretation, the directors concentrated on the relationship between Cora and Uncas, with Hawk-eye reduced to a secondary position. It is generally faithful to the novel, although it includes an
extremely long section on the Fort William Henry massacre and introduces a villainous British officer who lusts for Cora and betrays the fort
to the French. (These are minor distortions in the text in comparison to
those in later versions.)
In 1924, for example, Pathe produced a composite film of The
Leatherstocking Tales directed by George B. Seitz. With Harry Miller
as Leatherstocking and David Dunbar as Chingachgook, the film also features Edna Murphy as Judith Hutter and Lillian Hall as Hetty Hutter
(both characters from The Deerslayer, not Mohicans), and depicts such
historical figures as Montcalm, Braddock, and Washington. Columbia
Pictures produced a similar distortion in 1947 called The Last of the
Redmen. In addition to making Hawk-eye an Irish scout and Cora Munro
a redhead, the film also introduces a new character into the text, Davy
Munro, the Munro girls' kid brother, as well as a standard bromide of the
classic Western, the circling of the wagon train. Equally Western in its
mise-en-scene is Harold Reinl's direction of a 1965 German adaptation
called The Last Tomahawk. Set in the American West of the 1880s, the
action takes place at Ranch Munro and contains such imaginative variations as a chest of government gold, an exploding mountain, and a cavalry
charge.
In the 1930s, two film versions of the novel were produced. The first,
a Mascot serial directed by Reaves Eason in 1932, is a classic twelvechapter nail-biter that includes almost as many textual distortions of the
novel as it has cliffhanger endings. Known chiefly for its casting of Harry
Carey as Hawk-eye, the twelfth installment ends with an equally bizarre
violation of textual integrity: Chingachgook is killed, Uncas lives, and
Hawk-eye tells the young Mohican that he is the last of his race. The
second cinematic version filmed in the 1930s is probably the most famous of all the film adaptations, primarily because its script was used as
the source for the 1992 Michael Mann blockbuster. Based on a screen-
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play by Philip Dunne and directed by George B. Seitz, who remade his
1924 silent film in 1936 for United Artists, The Last ofthe Mohicans stars
Randolph Scott as Hawk-eye and Binnie Barnes as Alice Munro. Seitz
introduces most of the plot changes used in the 1992 film, but the chief
plot difference portrays Seitz's Hawk-eye and Alice Munro as the two
white star-crossed lovers rather than Mann's Hawk-eye and Cora. In spite
of his misrepresentation of Cooper's novel, which has Uncas, the Native
American, and Cora, the part-white woman herself the product of miscegenation, as the principals in an interracial romance, Seitz's plot twist was
not surprising in 1936, given Hollywood and the Hays Office's horror of
miscegenation. 2 It would have been distasteful to Cooper, too, not only
because of the violation of plot, but also because he attempted in his
Leather-Stocking Tales to deemphasize the love interest so important to
the European Gothic novel.
When Michael Mann produced his 1992 film, the Hawk-eye and Cora
love affair took center stage. In choosing to pair Hawk-eye with the darkhaired Cora and Uncas with the fair-haired Alice, Mann revised Cooper's
original story which showed Hawk-eye as a "man without a cross" (and
without a girlfriend) and Uncas drawn to Cora, a dark-haired mulatto,
rather than to the blonde Alice, a coupling representing Cooper's own
attitudes toward miscegenation. Of all the many revisions of Cooper's
novel that appear in the 1992 version, Mann's decision to tum The Last of
the Mohicans primarily into a love story and to ignore the essence of the
Native American theme is the strangest and most damaging plot twist of
all. It is one thing to borrow scenes from other Leather-Stocking novels
(the canoe chase from The Pathfinder, for example), to invent scenes
(Hawk-eye's shooting of Duncan Hayward to prevent his suffering at the
burning stake, Magua's killing of Colonel Munro), or to mismatch lovers
(Duncan and Cora rather than Duncan and Alice, Uncas and Alice rather
than Uncas and Cora) to sell theater tickets. But to manipulate the story's
plot in an attempt to make history more vivid and realistic for the contemporary filmgoer is questionable directing and screenwriting-although
the ploy has many precedents in films about Native Americans. To focus
on the love affair between American literature's most strongly individualistic, anti-authoritarian, and anti-British mythiC hero and Cora Munro is
to miss the essential theme and flavor of Cooper's classic tale. As James
Franklin Beard informs us in his historical introduction to the SUNY
Press edition of the novel, The Last of the Mohicans is not finally about
such peripheral action as two lovers (particularly white ones), but about
the "unremitting, frequently violent, always exasperating contest between
the Native Americans and the intruders, white immigrants and settlers of
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Figure 11.1. Writer-producer-director Michael Mann on the set of The Last of the
Mohical1s. Courtesy of the Museum of Modern Art/Film Stills Archive.
every description" (xxx) and its consequences: the destruction of the last
vestiges of a race of Native Americans.
In the current climate of political correctness, where the rights and
heritage of all Americans demand celebration and recognition, it is unusual that none of the filmmakers who have translated The Last of the
Mohicans for the screen have taken this theme into consideration. Cooper's
early nineteenth-centmy reviewers certainly recognized his strengths and
his weaknesses as a writer and a social critic. An anonymous pundit wrote
in the pages of the July 1826 issue of the North American Revieu.: that "we
do not find that he [Cooper] describes with great effect the secret workings of the passions of the human heart; or that he moves our affections,
by any other than mere external agents, and such commonly as are calculated to excite no softer or more sympathetic emotion than terror or surprise" (153). Charles Sealsfield agreed in his February 12, 1831, New
York Mirror essay on the newly published Bentley Standard Novels series of
Cooper's novels, writing, "Our author does not excel in painting civilized
men and manners; and, least of all, civilized woman" (252). Cooper, of
course, was not, nor did he intend to be, a novelist of manners. As another anonymous critic pOinted out in his biographical sketch of Cooper in
the June 1838 issue of the Southern Literary Messenger, "In painting
Indian scenes of still life, or in delineating the warrior and hunger, the battle
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Figure 11.2. American epic or Hollywood love story? Courtesy of the Museum of
Modern Art/Film Stills Archive.

or the chase, our novelist, as he is the first who seized upon subjects so
filll of interest for the romance, so is he alone and unrivalled in this branch
of his art" (.375). An earlier anonymous writer's diagnosis in The Neu;York Mirror concurs: "In this novel the American aborigines are introduced
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with better effect than in any work of fiction that has ever been written.
The gentle Uncas and his valiant sire, the fiend-like Magua, and the venerable patriarch of the Delawares, are perfect masterpieces of their kind .
. . . They are immensely superior to all that Chateaubriand, or any others,
have made to delineate the character of the American savage" (39).
Cooper's strengths certainly did not lie in his portrait of domestic
interacation, and the contemporary reviews showed it; instead reviewers
like the critic in the April 1826 issue of the Literary Gazette admired his
Native Americans and praised them as "original and interesting" portraits
never "so well, so truly, and so vividly drawn as in his pages" (198).
How then have twentieth-century America and Hollywood strayed
so far from Cooper's original theme in The Last of the Mohicans? What is
it about Cooper's story that readers and filmmakers have refused to understand or acknowledge? Does the problem lie in ignoring the source
and history of Cooper's tale, or perhaps in falling prey to the bad reputation Cooper as novelist has received in American literature ever since
Mark Twain penned his hilarious satire "Fenimore Cooper's Literary Offenses" and condemned Cooper forever as a second-rate hack? The problem lies somewhere in between. On the one hand, American readers have
not stopped laughing long enough over Twain's essay to recognize that it
was not serious literary criticism, but primarily a tour de force in the
history of American humor. To some degree this lack of reconsideration
has prevented American readers and filmmakers from listening closely
enough to what scholars have been claiming to be Cooper's contributions
to American literature, or to what we have learned about the historical
background and composition of the novel.
When Twain wrote his grossly exaggerated lampoon in the July 1895
issue of the North American Review, he accused Cooper of literary incompetence by attacking his use of imprecise language, his development
of improbable characters, and his creation of impossible plots in the
Leather-Stocking novels (in particular, The Deerslayer, The Pathfinder,
and The Last of the Mohicans).3 In recent years, as the Writings ofJames
Fenirrwre Cooper series has worked to produce seventeen textually reliable editions of his novels, we have learned that Cooper was not the slipshod writer Twain portrayed him to be in his essay. Although it is true
that the editions of his novels were remarkably corrupt because compositors had difficulty reading his script, because he did not read proof against
printer's copy, and because numerous resettings had left a heavy toll of
corruptions, Cooper did revise, as the textual evidence discovered by the
editors of the Cooper series has demonstrated conclUSively. In The Last
of the Mohicans, for example, Cooper, in a letter from Paris dated August
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29, 1831, to his publishers Colburn and Bentley, noted that "there are
errors in the Preface of the Mohicans, and in one instance bad grammar-'As the verdure of their native forests fall: Verdure is the nominative case of fall, and it should have been falls" (Letters and Journals 2:
137). Such authorial revisions were commonplace with Cooper. Furthermore, Twain's charges have also been challenged and disproven by Lance
Schachterle and Kent Ljungquist in their rejoinder to Twain appropriately called "Fenimore Cooper's Literary Defenses: Twain and the Text
of The Deerslayer." In their essay, they attempt to prove that Twain's
charges against Cooper's art are both fallacious and inaccurate. Based
upon their own work editing Cooper's writings, they determine that "by
carefully manipulating Cooper's texts, willfully misreading, and sometimes
fabricating evidence, Twain leaves the reader with the impression that he
has polished Cooper off." However they continue, "By looking at Twain's
treatment of plot, characterization, and especially diction in The
Deerslayer, we lay bare Twain's rhetorical strategy and satirical distortions" (402). Despite the overwhelming evidence they present in their
essay that Cooper was a careful craftsman, most American readers continue to laugh at Cooper. Hollywood has unfortunately contributed to
this offense against literary history by repeatedly telling the wrong tale of
The Last of the Mohicans.
Cooper first conceived the idea for his novel in early August 1824. As
James Franklin Beard tells the story, The Last of the Mohicans was born
out of an excursion Cooper took with four young English noblemen (Edward Stanley, Henry Labouchere, Evelyn Denison, and John Wortley) to
Glens Falls and Lake George. Cooper was struck by the scenery at the
falls and declared (recorded in a footnote in Stanley'S journal appended
to his deSCription of the Falls) that he had to "'place one of his old Indians
here'-'The last of the Mohicans' was the result." Beard notes that "the
word Indian or Indians in both accounts is probably significant; for the
Leatherstocking Tales had not yet been conceived as a series, and the
introduction of Hawk-eye may have been an afterthought" (Mohicans
xx). If Stanley'S note and Beard's interpretation of Cooper's words are
correct, then The Last of the Mohicans as a novel focusing exclUSively on
the character of Hawk-eye as its central hero is as much an American
literary myth as are the Hollywood films that not only place him at the
center of their adventure tale, but also represent him as the principal
male lead in a love story.
Of course, Hawk-eye's role in the novel is certainly important and
central to the significance of the action, but it is not necessarily as the quintessential American white hero that this centrality functions. FollOwing
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the massacre at Fort William Henry, Hawk-eye recognizes that the decisions made by his fellow white men (Munro, Heyward, Montcalm) have
led to an unmitigated disaster. As he discussed with Chingachgook and
Uncas the path they should take to recover the Munro sisters, "he arose
to his feet, and shaking off his apathy, he suddenly assumed the manner
of an Indian, and adopted all the arts of native eloquence. Elevating an
arm, he pOinted out the track of the sun, repeating the gesture for every
day that was necessary to accomplish their object" (199). This scene is
crucial, not only because Hawk-eye shakes off his apathetic mood, but
also because he undergoes a metamorphosis and realizes that the "manner of an Indian" is one he must assume to successfully rescue the women.
It is in the second half of the novel that Cooper reinforces his decision to
select the Native American (and his ways) as the hero and the subject of
his story.
Cooper's interest in Native Americans and their story appears throughout The Last of the Mohicans. He was certainly aware of the significance
of statements by Chief Justice John Marshall in 1823 and President James
Monroe in 1824 that would be the basis of the official Federal Indian
Removal Policy instituted years after the publication of his novel,4 as well
as the popularity of Indian captivity narratives throughout the colonial
period of American history and historical treatments of the massacre of
Fort William Henry, all of which he used as inspiration for his narrative
of 1757.5 Cooper's task, as Beard suggests, "whether or not he formulated
it consciously, was to invent an infrastructure to make the outrage dramatically intelligible and humanly meaningful" (Mohicans xxxi). The Last
of the Mohicans was that infrastructure.
Seventeen years after the publication of The Last of the Mohicans,
Cooper wrote to Rufus Wilmot Griswold telling him that his book was
"an experiment, being quite original as to manner and subject" (Letters
and Journals 4: 343). A year later, in another letter to Griswold, he remarked that his narrative was "an original book. ... I do not know where
to find its model. It succeeded perfectly, forming a totally new class of
romance" (Letters and Journals 4: 461). Noting the book's Originality,
Cooper implies that The Last of the Mohicans was not a novel intended to
continue the Leather-Stocking saga first addressed in The Pioneers, or
simply a tale that would address his fascination from youth with Indian
culture; instead, as he said in the introduction to the 1831 Bentley Standard Novels edition, "the business of a writer of fiction is to approach, as
near as his powers will allow, to poetry" (Mohicans 7). Cooper meant that
he would deemphasize realism and, as Beard notes, present "himself as a
writer of romance, stressing the tragic element Aristotle identified as
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Figure 11.:3. Hawk-eye goes Native. Courtesy of the Museum of Modem ArtlFilm
Stills Archive.

endemic in epic stmcture" (Mohicans xx,xii). The Last of the Mohicans fits
this definition, but it becomes not so much a romance demonstrating
Hawk-eye and his woodmanship as a tragic talc of the extinction of a
Native American race and the recognition of man's mortality.
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Cooper did not write The Last of the Mohicans because he wanted to
vilifY Native Americans or to celebrate Manifest Destiny. He examined
human nature and did not care much whether he exposed the evils of one
race or another. Magua is probably the blackest villain in Cooper's fiction,
but Montcalm's inability (or unwillingness) to anticipate and prevent the
Fort William Henry massacre does not speak well for Europeans. Similarly, those characters who promote their own education and sophistication as the chief virtues of the civilized world (Montcalm again, Colonel
Munro, Duncan Heyward, the Munro sisters) have little or no compassion or understanding of human nature. Even Hawk-eye and the two
Mohicans commit their own acts of transgression in the course of the
narrative and do not escape blame for the tragedies that befall either
race. Cooper was far more interested in exploring larger moral issues in
The Last of the Mohicans, something that Hollywood has not recognized
in its adaptations of the novel.
To explore these ideas, Cooper did not write a Gothic romance; instead he constructed a plot that borrowed from several popular genres of
the period, ones that were certain to address moral issues in 1826 America
and to evoke emotional responses from his readers. Certainly the most
prominent genre appearing in The Last of the Mohicans is the Puritan
captivity narrative. 6 Cooper adopts many of its conventions and invents
some new variations, so as to transform the captivity genre into his own
secular adventure story. By doubling the number of captivities, Cooper
also doubles the number of the traditional attack-capture-escape scenes
in the novel and makes the centerpiece of the tale-the massacre at Fort
William Henry-more atrocious and dehumaniZing. Cooper also invents
two heroines instead of one, doubling the love interest borrowed from
the British Gothic romance. He introduces the psalmist David Gamut
into the novel for comic relief and to satirize the Calvinist theme of the
triumph of the godly over the savage wilderness and the pagans who inhabit it. And by describing Magua and his actions in both Miltonic and
Shakespearean terms to broaden his histOriographic strategy (his use of
literary allusion in the novel is extensive), Cooper borrows and modifies
for his own use traditional literary tropes. 7 But The Last of the Mohicans
is anything but a traditional novel.
Almost every convention and motif Cooper adopts in his narrative of
1757 helps him address in one way or another the conflict between Native Americans and European settlers. His use of two captivity narratives
not only provides structure for the novel (the first occurs in chapters 117 and describes the journey to Fort William Henry and the events leading up to the massacre; the second, in chapters 18-33, charts the course
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of Hawk-eye and the Mohicans as they track Maguaand the captive Munro
sisters), but also provides an important context for the tragic conclusion. s
Following the massacre scene in chapter 17, Cooper describes, almost
immediately, in the very next chapter the change in the season: "The whole
landscape, which, seen by a favouring light, and in a genial temperature,
had been found so lovely, appeared now like some pictured allegory of
life, in which objects were arrayed in their harshest but truest colours,
and without the relief of any shadowing" (181). The grass is arid, the
mountains are barren, the wind blows unequally; as Cooper paints it in
allegOrical terms, "it was a scene of wildness and desolation; and it appeared as if all who had profanely entered it, had been stricken, at a blow,
by the relentless arm of death" (181-82). The world of the novel has
abruptly changed, but so too has the character of the participants also
changed. Munro and Heyward, the heroes of the European world of the
first half of the novel, seem unimportant, while Uncas, "who moved in
front" (183), takes the lead in the chapter following the massacre and
discovers the telltale signs of Magua and the fleeing party. Magua is transformed from the victim of the European settlement of the colonies to its
destroyer, the "Prince of Darkness, brooding on his own fancied wrongs,
and plotting evil" (284). It is Uncas and Magua who become the central
figures in the second half of the novel; as the last of the Mohicans, Uncas
asserts his mythic stature in a battle on a mountain top with Magua, not
only to determine the winner in a struggle between good and evil but also
to decide the destiny of a race. 9 Uncas's ultimate death signifies not only
the end of the Mohicans, but also, in a larger context, the end of a time in
history. In the final paragraph of the novel, Tamenund, the Delaware
sage, elegizes, "The pale faces are masters of the earth, and the time of
the red-men has not yet come again" (350).
Cooper's decision to concentrate on the end of a race and on the
dramatic battle between white and red, rather than on the romantic adventures of a frontiersman in The Last of the Mohicans, surfaces everywhere in the novel. Hawk-eye, for all his centrality in the tale, never serves
as the romantic lead or as the hero, of the story, the role that Hollywood
has assigned him in all screen adaptations of Cooper's work. In the first half
of the novel, Cooper casts Hawk-eye as a guide to lead Heyward and the
Munro sisters to Fort William Henry. In the second half, Cooper uses him
again as guide, this time to prepare Uncas to seek his destiny in the land
of the Delawares. Although he voices many of Cooper's concerns regarding
the settlement of America by Europeans throughout the novel, fulfills his
role as sharpshooter when the events demand, and serves as the stage
manager of much of the plot in the tale, he guides-but never directs-
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the action. Similarly, none of the other white male characters in the novel
take the lead in anything other than their own culpability. Duncan Heyward never understands that the methods of white warfare will not work
in the wilderness; Colonel Munro's and Montcalm's blindness to the realities of "honor" (whether white or red) brings destruction; David Gamut's
belief in the goodness of men is both facetious and ironic. Hollywood has
consistently portrayed these important Europeans in their true light in all
of the film versions of The Last ofthe Mohicans, but scriptwriters and directors continue to misrepresent Hawk-eye and the Native Americans in the tale.
Even the two heroines in the tale surface on film as the opposite of
what Cooper intended them to represent. It is Cora Munro, the darkhaired sister to the fair-haired Alice, that Cooper intends to fall in love with
Uncas. By using Cora, the product of two races, not Alice, as the love interest of Uncas (and in an even more aberrant moment, of Magua), Cooper
intensifies the tragic consequences of their fatal attraction and heightens
the importance of Uncas's responsibilities to his hereditary responsibilities and customs. The Hollywood of the 1930s could not have portrayed
on celluloid such an interracial relationship, but the Hollywood of the
1990s certainly could have portrayed such a match. To pair Hawk-eye
with either woman or to match Uncas with the fair-haired Alice, as Hollywood filmmakers continue to do, is to misunderstand the very essence of
Cooper's theme in The Last of the Mohicans. Cooper did not condone
interracial relationships; his attitude toward interracial marriage was pragmatic. In his Notions of the Americans (1828), he explained, "As there is
little reluctance to mingle the white and red blood ... I think an amalgamation of the two races would in time occur. Those families of America
who are thought to have any of the Indian blood, are rather proud of their
descent; and it is a matter of boast among many of the most considerable
persons of Virginia, that they are descended from the renowned Pocahontas" (490). For Cooper, neither interracial marriage (the proposed
match of Uncas and Cora) nor miscegenation (Colonel Munro and his
mixed-blood mistress) was a racial judgment, but instead a plot device.lO
As a plot device, the suggestion of interracial marriage or miscegenation raises important issues in the novel on a number oflevels. As a product of an "unnatural union" (her mother was "the daughter of a gentleman
of those isles, by a lady, whose misfortune it was, if you will . . . to be
descended, remotely, from that unfortunate class, who are so basely enslaved to administer to the wants of a luxurious people!" [159]). Cora
herself is tainted. Yet it is Cora who anticipates a marriage with a red
man, and it is Cora who is the object of both the lust and protection of
Magua. As a tainted woman, however, Cora also is the only character in
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Figure 11.4. Michael Mann interprets Cooper on the set. Courtesy of the Museum
of Modern Art/Film Stills Archive.

the novel who represents Christian forgiveness. As Robert Milder reminds us, she "pardons Magua for his obscene proposal to her and his
malignant ferocity v'lith a Christ-like 'he knows not what he does,' ... and
in the trial scene ... she is cast in the role of the eloquent advocate for
mercy, Shakespeare's Portia" (426-27). Milder concludes that "Cora's history establishes her as a symbol for the injustice done the Negro," and
"she is made to embody both the problem itself and the potential solution to the problem. ... As the product and victim of racial injustice Cora
represents the suHerings of the Negro in the New World; as the most
eloquent and admirable Christian in the book she oHers a principle of
reconciliation founded upon the equality of souls before God" (427-28).
Everyone loves her: Magua, Uncas, Alice, Colonel Munro, and Duncan
Hayward (ironically, a Southerner himself). It is unusual in another sense
that Hollywood has not grasped the significance of Cooper's treatment of
Cora and developed her role in their versions of The Last of the Mohicans
as something more than the love interest of Hawk-eye, who in the novel
admires her also, but certainly is not in love with her.
Hollywood has seldom missed an opportunity to tell a story on fIlm
about interracial relationships, independent men and women, Native
Americans, and the historical truth behind the real violence that generated American culture. They missed their chance this time, however.
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Filmmakers should follow D.H. Lawrence's advice for readers in regard
to Cooper, and trust the (text of the) tale, not the (misunderstood reputation of its) teller (2). Although The Last of the Mohicans seems a natural
choice for the wide screen-at least to those who believe that Fenimore
Cooper was a writer of children's frontier-adventure stories-it is a tale
with a far more profound significance than Hollywood has given it in any
of its superficial film interpretations. None of them are accurate representations of Cooper's novel. Hollywood has regrettably conducted its
own campaign against historical and textual veracity and committed its
own set of literary offenses. In their versions of The Last of the Mohicans,
filmmakers have rewritten Cooper's plot,ll miscast and mislabeled his
characters, modernized his dialogue, misunderstood his themes, and misrepresented history. As Mark Twain himself would have to confess, "Counting these out, what is left is Art. I think we must all admit that" (12).

Notes
1. I would like to thank Hugh C. MacDougall of the James Fenimore Cooper
Society, Cooperstown, for providing me with a deSCription of the film versions of
The Last of the Mohicans.
2. The Motion Picture Production Code was adopted by the Association of
Motion Pictures producers in February 1930, and by the Motion Picture Producers and Distributors of America the follOwing March. The Code was amended
several times over the years and included new sections on crime, costumes, profanity, and cruelty to animals. A complete copy of the code is included in the
appendix to Lefrs and Simmon's The Dame in the Kirrwno (283-92). In section "IISex," under "Particular Applications," number 6 deals with miscegenation: "Miscegenation (sex relationships between white and black races) is forbidden" (285).
3. Twain also wrote a second essay on Cooper, edited by Bernard DeVoto
under the title "Fenimore Cooper's Further Literary Offences."
4. Marshall's 1823 decision removed the "right of discovery" as the legal basis
for titles to Indian land conveyed in treaties and agreements; Monroe argued that
"unless the tribes be civilized they can never be incorporated into our system in
any form whatsoever." See Beard's "Historical Introduction," especially xxviii-xxix.
5. For a discussion of Cooper's sources for the Fort Willam Henry massacre,
see French and Philbrick; see also Butler and Philbrick, "Sounds of Discords," for
a discussion of Cooper's historical process.
6. Numerous critics have drawn connections between the captivity narrative
and The Last of the Mohicans, but David Haberly's essay is the best.
7. William Kelly calls The Last of the Mohicans Cooper's most allusive of
novels, not only in his use of material for the epigraphs, but also in his extensive
use of literary allusions to reveal the character of his players.
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8. See Peck's chapter on The Last of the Mohicans and the parallels he draws
between the first and second halves of the novel.
9. See Darnell's treatment of Un cas as the hero of the novel in the tradition
of the ubi sunt formula, as well as John McWilliams's essay and chapter on the
novel as an American Indian epic.
10. Leslie Fiedler's treatment of the miscegenation theme in The Last of the
Mohicans remains the most celebrated.
11. Michael Mann's 1992 version of The Last of the Mohicans contains a
number of significant plot variations. Cooper's original plot (in italics) is followed
by Mann's version: the scout is called Nathaniel Bumppo, the scout is called
Nathaniel Po; Natty does not fall in love with any ofthe women in the novel, Natty
falls in love with Cora; Cora is attracted to Uncas, Cora falls in love with Natty;
Uncas falls in love with Cora, Uncas falls in love with Alice; Heyward falls in love
with Alice, Heyward falls in love with Cora; Heyward lives (and eventually marries Alice), Heyward dies at the burning stake in the Delaware camp (shot by
Natty); Colonel Munro lives a disillusioned and broken man, Colonel Munro dies
(killed by Magua); two captivities, one captivity; Cora dies (killed by a Huron),
Cora lives and travels with Natty and Chingachgook at the end; Alice lives, Alice
dies (by jumping over a cliff); Natty shoots and kills Magua, Chingachgook kills
Magua; Natty as guide, Natty as hero.
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{( 12 / PAULINE TURNER STRONG

Playing Indian in the Nineties
Pocahontas and The Indian in the
Cupboard

Hollywood has long taken a leading role in shaping the American tradition of "playing Indian." This chapter considers how this tradition is mobilized in two family films released in 1995: Disney's heavily marketed
Pocahontas and the Columbia/Paramount adaptation of Lynne Reid
Banks's popular children's novel The Indian in the Cupboard. Borrowing
a concept from Donna Haraway, I would place my "situated knowledge"
of these films and their associated playthings at the intersection of, first,
my scholarly interest in the production and significance of imagined Indians in Anglo-American culture; second, my memories of "playing Indian" at school, at summer camp, and in Camp Fire Girls during my
childhood; and, finally, my experiences rearing two daughters (ages seven
and ten when the films were released). In other words, this is what
Kathleen Stewart would call a "contaminated" critique, one that is complexly influenced by my participation in the cultural phenomena that it
analyzes. I write as a pianist who has played "Colors Of The Wind" (the
theme song from Pocahontas) so often for my daughters' school choir
that it runs unbidden through my mind; as a parent who has spent much
of a weekend "playing Indian" on CD-ROM, helping seven-year-old Tina
"earn symbols" for a computer-generated wampum belt so that we could
be inducted as "Friends of the Iroquois"; and, above all, as a cultural
critic whose views are influenced both by the insights of my daughters
and by my hopes for their generation.
As I sit at my computer composing this essay, a three-inch plastic
Indian stands beside the monitor. He wears a scalp lock, yellow leggings
and breechcloth, a yellow knife sheath, and a yellow pouch. Next to him
is the case for our videocassette of The Indian in the Cupboard, with the
cover reversed, as directed, so that the case simulates a weathered wooden
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Figure 12.1. Video, CD-ROM, and plastic versions of The Indian ill the C1lpboard.
The cupboard is made by reversing the cover of the video case. The other side
pictures Omri holding the miniature Indian and announces "FREE! Indian,
Cupboard and Key Included!" Photo © 1997 by Suzanne McEndree.
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cabinet. Beside the cabinet is a plastic skeleton key, almost as large as the
miniature Indian, that can be used to open the cabinet. Although it is
possible to purchase the Indian figurine and the key independently, as
well as figurines of other characters in the film, ours were packaged with
the video, just as a locket was packaged with The Little Princess.
Equipped with the miniature Indian, the cabinet, and the key, I can,
if I wish, imitate Omri, the nine-year-old American boy whose comingof-age story is told in the film. Omri, like his English namesake in the
novel, is given an Indian figurine that comes to life when locked inside a
magical cabinet. My figurine does not come to life, but it nevertheless
mocks me as it stands by my computer, underscoring my embeddedness
in several traditions-European and Anglo-American, popular and scholarly-that have locked miniature Indians in cabinets, be they late-Renaissance wonder cabinets, children's toy collections, tourists' and
collectors' displays, or museum dioramas.
If I wish to simulate Omri's mastery over life I must turn to the CDROM version of The Indian in the Cupboard, where with my cursor I can
animate an Indian figurine-one that, like the miniatures that open the
film, appears to be "antique," made of painted porcelain or wood rather
than plastic. The figurine reminds me of a miniature cigar-store Indian or
a ship'S figurehead, as do the seven other Indian figurines on Omri's toy
shelf. When I move the cursor in order to place the figurine in the cabinet and turn the key, it "comes to life" and begins to talk to me. Like
Omri's miniature friend in the film, this animated Indian is named Little
Bear. He identifies himself as an Onondaga of the Wolf clan and introduces me to his Ungachis, his "friends" on the toy shelf. He gives me the
name of Henuyeha, or "player."l I accompany Little Bear to a promontory overlooking his palisaded village, where his people live in three
longhouses.
Descending to the village I meet the Ungachis, whom I will later
bring to life as my guides. I recall the many American Indians who have
made their living as guides for hunters or anthropologists, as well as the
YMCA organization Indian Guides, to which my brother and father once
belonged (an organization parodied to good effect in the Disney film Man
of the House). Foremost among my Onondaga "friends" is a clan mother,
Gentle Breeze, who will introduce me to Onondaga words, stories, and
symbols referring to the ancestors of the clans-Turtle, Bear, Wolf, Snipe,
Beaver, Hawk, Deer, and Eel-as well as to the underwater Panther, the
Keeper of the Winds and his Spirit Animals, the Peacemaker, and the
Tree of Peace. Another Ungachi, a "chief' named He Knows the Sky, will
point out and tell me stories about Grandmother Moon, the Path of the
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Figure 12.2. The miniature Indians
pictured during the credits to The
Illdian in the Cupboard and in the
cupboard in the CD-ROM video
game are reminiscent of nineteenthcentmy "cigar store Indians:' The Iifesize wooden figure depicted here,
dating from about 186.5, stood in the
streets of Cleveland, Ohio. It was
painted about 1937 by Eugene Croe
as part of a WPA folk art project. Ciga r
Sture Indiall, Index of American
Design, © Board of Trustees, National
Gallery of Art, Washington.

Dead, the Bear, the Seven Children, and Star Girl. ("What I like about
the Onondaga," says ten-year-old Katie upon hearing the story of how
Star Girl guided the starving people home, "is that it's not only boys and
men who do important things.")
An Ungachi named Shares the Songs will teach me to play water
drums, a flute, and a variety of rattles, challenging me to remember ever
more complex rhythms. Swift Hunter will teach me to recognize and follow animal tracks, while Keeper of the \iVords will show me how to make
a headdress in the style of each of the Six Nations of the League of the
Onondaga. Two children will teach me their games: from Blooming Flower
I will learn how to decorate carved templates with beads; from Runs \\lith
the 'Vind, how to playa challenging memory game with seeds of corn,
squash, and several varieties of beans.
Succeeding in these various activities requires patience, attentiveness, and a well-developed memory. Each time I succeed I am rewarded
with a symbol for my "wampum belt" and the kind of effusive praise Anglo-
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American children expect. Upon its completion a ceremony is held to
present me with the wampum belt and to name me an Ungachi, a "Friend
of the Iroquois." I am feasted with a meal of com, pumpkin, potatoes,
squash, deer, roasted turkey, and cornbread. This concludes the ceremony,
which I have experienced as a disconcerting example of what Michael
Taussig calls "mimetic excess." The resonances are many and diverse:
Camp Fire Girl "council fires" at which, proudly wearing my deerskin
"ceremonial gown" and the beads I had "earned," I paid homage to Wohelo
('Work, Health, Love"); campfires under the stars at Camp Wilaha and
Camp Kotami; classroom lessons and plays about the first Thanksgiving;
the councils of "The Grand Order of the Iroquois," a fraternal organization founded by anthropologist Louis Henry Morgan (Bieder); the
assimilationist group of reformers known as the "Friends of the Indian"
(Prucha); and Vine Deloria's caustic dismissal of "anthropologists and other
friends" in Custer Died for Your Sins.
Despite my initial discomfort with the power of bringing miniature
Onondagas to life-and especially with the power to tum them back into
mute "plastic"-I find myself intrigued and charmed by this simulated
world. So is Tina, whose favorite game is one in which we bring an English trader to life and barter with him for trade goods. In the process we
learn a fair amount about Iroquois hunting, farming, manufactures, and
desires for trade goods. (The other Anglo-American figurine-and the
only character drawn from the film besides Little Bear-is the cowardly
cowboy Boone, with whom we experience the terrors of Omri's room
from the perspective of a person three inches in height.) By the time Tina
and I are presented with our wampum belts, we have been introduced to
many aspects of Onondaga life in the early eighteenth century: the forest,
the river, and the clearing; the architecture and layout of the village; com,
beans, and squash, the Three Sisters; the powers of various animals; the
Onondaga names and legends of the moon, Milky Way, and several constellations; the manufacture of goods and the practice of reciprocity; the
importance of clans and clan matrons. We have heard many Onondaga
words and learned to recognize a few. With the exception of the trader
and his goods, however, we have encountered no evidence of Iroquois
relations with European colonists or with other indigenous peoples.
Little Bear's world is one of order, beauty, and tranquility, free of
disruptions from warfare, disease, displacement, or Christian evangelism.
It serves simultaneously to arouse powerful feelings of nostalgia and nostalgic feelings of power. This is a world under control; a world in which
people treat each other with respect; a world pervaded by the soothing,
rhythmiC music of flutes, rattles, and vocables. It is a world in which human
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relationships tend to be free of conflict, a world in which-as both the
textual and celluloid Omri teaches his friend Patrick-"you can't use
people" (Banks, Indian 129). That we enter this world through the conceit of controlling the lives of miniature Indians and "mastering" the knowledge they have to teach us; that in this world the stereotypical Iroquois
warrior is replaced by people living outside of history; that we feel we can
be "Friends of the Iroquois" without confronting the political and economic claims that very friendship would make upon us, whether in 1720the era in which the CD-ROM is set-or today: such ironies pervade The
Indian in the Cupboard in all its incarnations.
Destabilizing stereotypes is tricky, as others easily rush in to fill a
void. In L.R. Banks's original series of four novels, the figure of Little
Bear expliCitly replaces the stereotypical Plains Indian with a more localized and complexly rendered representation. When Little Bear comes to
life, he does not live up to Omri's expectations of an Indian: he lives in a
longhouse rather than a tipi, walks rather than rides a horse, and is unaware of the custom of becoming "blood brothers." In other ways, however, Little Bear more than meets stereotypical expectations: he is a fierce
"Iroquois brave" who has taken some thirty scalps; he is volatile, demanding, and interested in "firewater"; he becomes "restive" while watching a
Western on television; his English is broken and, early on, mixed with
grunts and snarls; he initially thinks of Omri as the "Great White Spirit,"
only to be disillusioned when the boy fails to live up to his expectations of
a deity (20-23, 148). Even so, the most racist typifications are voiced not
by the narrator but by "Boohoo" Boone-who, when brought to life, denigrates "Injuns" and "redskins" as "ornery," "savage," and "dirty," only to
be convinced otherwise by Omri and Little Bear (99-101). These passages and cover illustrations reminiscent of nineteenth-century dime novels have attracted some criticism (Slapin and Seale 121-22), but the moral
of the tale is clear: although Omri at first cherishes his power over Little
Bear, calling him "my Indian," he comes to respect Little Bear as an autonomous human being with his own life, times, country, language, and
desires (Banks, Indian 70, 82).
Lynne Reid Banks is an Englishwoman who spent the war years in
Saskatchewan, and the friendship between Omri and Little Bear plays on
the alliance between the English and Iroquois during the French and
Indian War (1754-63). The historical context of the books, however, is
almost completely absent in both the film and the CD-ROM, which transpose Omri from England to New York City. In contrast to the CD-ROM,
the film takes place completely in Omri's world, except for a brief visionlike
sequence in Little Bear's world. For this reason the film has far less
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Onondaga content than the CD-ROM, though what there is has been
carefully rendered, following the advice of Onondaga consultants Jeanne
Shenandoah2 and Oren Lyons (Yankowitz 31). Nevertheless, the film is
just as nostalgic as the CD-ROM. When Little Bear, preparing to return
to his own time, asks whether the Onondaga are always a great people,
Omri sadly answers in the affirmative, then reluctantly reveals that "it
isn't always so good" for them. This is indisputable, but the scene misses
a valuable opportunity to show something of the reSiliency and the contemporary life of Iroquois people. Portrayed in the past or in miniature,
and without visible descendants, Little Bear is out of place, out of time,
and an object of intense longing (as Susan Stewart has suggested for miniatures more generally). The film does nothing to help viewers imagine
Little Bear's descendants as persons who share a world with Omri even
as they share a tradition with Little Bear.
Nevertheless, the film is more successful than the book or CD-ROM
in presenting Little Bear as far more than a typification. As played by the
Cherokee rap artist Litefoot (Yankowitz), Little Bear dominates the film,
even at three inches tall. This Little Bear is not to be patronized. He
earns Omri's respect and teaches him to appreciate the awesome responsibility that comes with power over other human beings. Given their relationship, it is particularly jarring to have power over Little Bear, voiced
by Litefoot, when playing Omri's role on the CD-ROM. The CD-ROM
encourages the Henuyeha, in the spirit of playful learning, to mimic just
what Omri learned not to do-albeit in the spirit of understanding Little
Bear's world. It is doubly disconcerting to possess a plastiC figurine of
Little Bear. Omri's rejection of objectifying human beings was, predictably, lost on the marketing department-and doubtless on many of its
young targets, who may well have added Little Bear to their collection of
Pocahontas-related figurines from Burger King.
Although the marketing of The Indian in the Cupboard and its translation onto CD-ROM undercuts the narrative's critique of objectifYing
and manipulating human beings, the tensions and contradictions among
the message, the medium, and the marketing of Disney's Pocahontas are
far more blatant. On one level Pocahontas can be dismissed as a commercial product through which Disney's powerful marketing machine has
revived and exploited the public's perennial fascination with playing Indian-"bringing an American legend to life" in order to hawk beads,
baubles, and trinkets to would-be Indian princesses and to those who
would seek to please them. 3 On another level, however, Disney's interpretation of the Pocahontas legend-which, follOwing Sommer, we might call
the United States' "foundational romance"-makes a serious statement
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about ethnocentrism, androcentrism, commodification, and exploitation as
barriers to the dream of interethnic harmony that Smith and Pocahontas represent. Disney's Pocahontas purports to offer a far broader and more devastating cultural critique than The Indian in the Cupboard: a critique of
the commodity form itself, albeit a consummately commodified critique.
To consider Pocahontas in terms of how it meets the challenges posed
by its own message takes us beyond the usual attempts to measure the
film solely against an uncertain and elusive historical reality. Pocahontas
may be the first "real-life figure" to be featured in a Disney film, but the
pre-Disney Pocahontas was already a highly mytholOgized heroine known
only through colonial and nationalist representations-from the beginning, a product of Anglo-American desire. Disney has drawn on various
versions of what Rayna Green calls "the Pocahontas perplex," giving new
life and ubiquitous circulation to those versions deemed resonant with
contemporary preoccupations. That is to say, the animated Pocahontas is
located within the colonial and neocolonial tradition of noble savagism
that Berkhofer analyzes in The White Man's Indian: the natural virtues
she embodies and self-sacrifice she offers are those found in Montaigne
and Rousseau, Thoreau and Cooper, Helen Hunt Jackson and Dances
with Wolves. This is not to imply, to be sure, that Pocahontas is entirely a
product of Western colonialism, but that we "know" her only within that
arena-which, after all, is tantamount to not knowing her very well at all.
Outside of promotional material, the film's message is articulated most
fully in "Colors Of The Wind," the Academy Award-winning song advertised as summing up "the entire spirit and essence of the film." Responding to Smith's recitation of all that the English can teach the "savages,"
Pocahontas chides him for thinking "the only people who are people" are
those who "look and think" like him. Adapting a famous saying of Will
Rogers, she urges Smith to "walk the footsteps of a stranger," promising
that he will learn things he "never knew" he "never knew."4 This Pocahontas
is, above all, a teacher. Not, as one might expect, a teacher of the Powhatan
language, culture, and standards of diplomacy, for the time-consuming
process of learning to translate across cultural and linguistic borders is
finessed through her mystical ability, as another song puts it, to "Listen
With Your Heart." Rather, Pocahontas, a veritable child of nature, is a
teacher of tolerance and respect for all life.
This unfortunate impoverishment of Pocahontas's teachings produces a truly awkward moment in the film, when Pocahontas magically
switches from English to her native language on first encountering Smith.
("She was just speaking English a moment ago!" observed my daughters
when they first saw this scene.) Although a few Algonquian words are
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Figure 12.3. This seventeenth-century engraving of Pocahontas's rescue of John
Smith initiated the visual iconography that the Disney animated fUm continues
almost four centuries later. Robert Vaughan, "King Powhatan commands Capt.
Smith to be slain," in John Smith, The Generall Histone o!Virginia ... (1624).
Photo cOUltesy of the Edward E. Ayer Collection, The Newbeny LibraIy.
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sprinkled through the film, and Smith learns how to say "hello" and
"goodbye," Disney's Pocahontas gives no sense of the intelligence, dedication, patience, and humility needed to "learn things you never knew
you never knew." In being figured within the series of recent Disney heroines that includes Ariel, Beauty, and Jasmine (of The Little Mermaid,
Beauty and the Beast, and Aladdin, respectively), this most famous of
North American cultural mediators is removed from the series that also
includes Malinche, Sacajawea, and Sarah Winnemucca. The ability to "listen with your heart" conquers all cultural distance for Pocahontas and
John Smith.
This is not to say that it is entirely implausible that Pocahontas teaches
Smith tolerance and respect for all life. One of the subtly effective moments
in the film is the animated sequence corresponding to the passage in
"Colors Of The Wind" about walking in the footsteps of a stranger. The
footsteps shown are the tracks of a Bear Person, a concept as unfamiliar to
most film viewers as it is to John Smith. "Colors Of The Wind" challenges
not only ethnocentrism but also androcentrism, and the bear scene goes
beyond Disney's ordinary anthropomorphizing to open a window onto an
animistic view of the world. More often, however, Pocahontas's relationship to animals (for example, to Meeko the raccoon and Flit the hummingbird) is trivialized,5 appearing not unlike Cinderella's relationship
with her friends, the mice and birds, in the classic Disney film.
In another verse of "Colors Of The Wind" Pocahontas contrasts Smith's
utilitarian and possessive thinking with her own intimate knowledge of nature. She scolds Smith for seeing the earth as "just a dead thing you can
claim," for she knows that each rock, tree, and creature "has a life, has a
spirit, has a name." Then, in the most sensual sequence of the film-or
indeed of any previous Disney animation-Pocahontas entices Smith to
run through the forest's hidden trails, to taste the earth's sun-ripened
berries, to roll in the grasses of the meadow, enjoying all these riches "for
once" without wondering "what they're worth." The seductive and precocious Pocahontas, who stalks Smith like a wildcat and then rolls with him
in the grass, is a "free spirit" who embodies the joys of belonging to an
enchanted and uncommodified world. This is not the first time the young
Pocahontas has been sexualized-precedents include Smith's own writings as well as John Barth's The Sot-Weed Factor-but it is a startling
departure for a Disney children's film. Pocahontas's overt sexuality no
doubt has multiple motivations, but at one level it marks her as an intrinsic part of the natural world (as a "tribal Eve," according to Supervising
Animator Glen Keane) (Hochswender 156).
It is the clear contrast between utilitarian possessiveness and sensual
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spirituality in scenes and lyrics like these that Russell Means pointed to
in calling Pocahontas "the Single finest work ever done on American Indians by Hollywood" by virtue of being "willing to tell the truth." But the
film's critique of capitalist appropriation is enunciated by the same
Pocahontas whose licensed image saturates the marketplace-along with
that of her father, Powhatan, who, even more ironically, is modeled after
and voiced by the same Russell Means who has demonstrated against the
use of Indian images as mascots for sports teams. One can only wonder:
what is the exotic, sensual, copyrighted Pocahontas if not the mascot for
a feminine, earthy, New Age spirituality?
An eager and willing student of Pocahontas, John Smith learns to see
maize as the true "riches" of Powhatan's land and presents the gold-hungry Governor Ratcliffe with a golden ear of corn. The play on "golden"
makes for an effective scene, but totally excluded from the film is that
other sacred American plant, tobacco, which became the salvation of the
Virginia economy thanks to John Rolfe, the husband of a mature, Christian, and anglicized Pocahontas never seen in the film. Is this story-told
in Barbour's biography and elsewhere-reserved for Pocahontas II? Probably not, for the historical Pocahontas's capture by the English as a hostage, transformation into Lady Rebecca Rolfe, and fatal illness during a
trip to London does not resonate as well with an Anglo-American
audience's expectations as the legend of Smith's capture and salvation by
an innocent, loving, and self-sacrificing child of nature. 6
Resonating with expectations, of course, is what creating a "timeless,
universal, and uniquely satisfYing motion picture experience" is all about.
In imagining Pocahontas the filmmakers relied to some extent on consultation with Native people and scholars, but more on what resonated with
their own experiences, desires, and sense of "authenticity" (so central to the
Anglo-American tradition of "playing Indian," as Jay Mechling has pointed
out). Lyricist Stephen Schwartz said of the composition of "Colors Of
The Wind" that "we were able to find the parts of ourselves that beat in
synchronicity with Pocahontas," while animator Keane declared, 'Tm cast
as Pocahontas in the film" (Hochswender 156). I suppose this is something like listening with one's heart, but there is a Significant tension between such identification and "walk[ing] the footsteps of a stranger." This
is not the Pocahontas we never knew we never knew, but the Pocahontas
we knew all along, the Pocahontas whose story is "universal"-that is,
familiar, rather than strange and shocking and particular. This is a
Pocahontas whose tale, like that of Simba in The Lion King or Omri in
The Indian in the Cupboard, fits into the mold of the Western coming-ofage story: Pocahontas, yearning to see (as the song goes) "Just Around
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Figure 12.4. The /lim's Pocahontas is shown with her f~lther Powhatan, modeled
after the Indian who pn)\,i ded the voice of Powhatan , Russell Means. From Disney's
Pocahontas. © H19.5 Disncv Entclllriscs, Inc.

The Riverbend," grows fi'om youthful irresponsibility to mature self-knowledge through courage and love. It is a Pocahontas who speaks what is
known in anthologies (for example, Suzuki and Knudtson) as "the wisdom of the elders," and communes with a Grandmother \Villow who appears to be a kindly descendant of the animated trees in Bahes in Toyland.
It is a Pocahontas who, despite a tattoo and over-the-shoulder dress loosely
consistent with John White's watercolors of Sixteenth-century coastal
Algonquians (Hulton, Josephy 183-93), has a Barbie-doll figure, an Asian
model's glamour (Hochswender) , and an instant attraction to a distinctly
Nordic John Smith, In short, Disney has created a New Age Pocahontas
embodying Americans' millennial dreams for wholeness and harmony
while banishing our nightmares of savagery without and emptiness within.
Just as the dream of tolerance and respect for all life is voiced in
song, so too is the nightmare of savagery and emptiness. \Vhile the dream
is figured as feminine and Indian in the lyrical "Colors Of The Wind," the
nightmare is presented as masculine and-at least initially-English in
the driving and brutal "Savages," Mobilizing stereotypes akin to Boohoo
Boone's, but conSiderably more vicious, this song describes Pocahontas's
people as worse than vermin, as "filthy little heathens" whose "skin's a
hellish red, " as a cursed and disgusting race, as evil, "barely human," and
"only good when dead. "
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Figure 12 ..5. John C. Chapman's BaptislI! oj Pocaholltas at JalllestOllJll, Virgillia,
1613 (18:37-47) hangs in the Rotunda of the U.S. Capitol. Contrasting markedly
with Disney's representation of the young Pocahontas whose ultimate loyalty was
to her people, Chapman's painting memorializes her conversion to Christianity.
Her fiJture husband, John Rolfe, stands behind her; her Powhatan f~Ulli1y (in the
right foreground) are relegated to the shadows, their dark clothing signif)ing
savage I)' in contrast to the brilliant white of Pocahontas's English gown. Courtesy
of the Architect of the Capitol.

"Savages" presents, at its dehumanizing extreme, the ideology of ignoble savagism-Iess typical, as Bernard Sheehan has shown, of the earliest years of the Jamestown colony than of the years after 1622, when
Powhatan's kinsman Opechancanough launched a war of resistance against
the English. In the context of the film, however, appearing as the English
prepare to attack the Powhatan people, it is extremely effective, serving
ironically to underscore the savagery of the English colonists rather than
that of the "heathen." Earlier, in the opening to "Colors Of The Wind,"
Pocahontas had gently challenged the ideology of ignoble savagism by
asking Smith why, if it was she who was the "ignorant savage," there was
so very much he did not know. Characterized as wise and gentle, if mischievous and spirited, Pocahontas is clearly not an ignorant savage. With
this already established, the colonists' rhetOlic of savagery turns back upon
them-at least until Powhatan, advised by a diviner, leads his people in a
similar chorus, calling the "paleface" a soulless, bloodless demon distinguished only by his greed. It is the English who are "different from us,"
who are untrusnvorthy killers, who are "savages."
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Figure 12.6. Pocahontas and John Smith converse with Grandmother \VilIow, a
"four-hundred-year-old tree spiIit." From Disney's Pocahontas. © 199.5 Disney
Enterprises, Inc.

Powhatan's portion of "Savages" purports to offer a portrait of the
English colonists £i'om the point of view of the colonized. Given what has
gone on thus far in the film, and what we know of subsequent history, the
accusation lings true. But this passage, too, ultimately rebounds against
those who utter it. John Smith is captured and laid out, the executioner's
tomahawk is raised, Smith is about to be mercilessly executed ... and
Pocahontas throws her body upon his, successfully pleading with her father for his life. The savagelY of fear and intolerance is vanquished through
the power of "listen[ingJ with your heart."
So the story goes, in Smith's telling, at least. It may be, as Gleach
suggests, that this was all an elaborate adoption ceremony in which Smith
became a vassal of Powhatan, who ruled over an expanding group of villages. It may be, as I have proposed (in "Captivity in White and Red"),
that Pocahontas was playing a traditional female role in choosing between
life and death for a sacrificial victim. It may be that the incident is best
understood as part of Smith's imaginative and self-serving fabrication of
himself-what Greenblatt calls "Renaissance self-fashioning." I would
not fault Disney for repeating the rescue as it is commonly known in a
fIlm advertised as "an American legend," but the litany "Savages! Savages!" is quite another matter. Its ideological work, in the end, is to level
the English and the Powhatan people to the same state of ethnocentric
brutishness, portraying ignoble savagism as natural and universal rather
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Figure 12.7. John White's 1585 watercolor "A chiefwerowance's wife of Pomeiooc
and her daughter of the age of 8 or 10 years" served as a model for Disney's
precocious Pocahontas. The iutist's fine eye for detail captured the woman's tatoos,
deerskin apron, and freshwater pearls. The girl carries an English doll, probably
obtained from a member of the Engli sh expedition to Roanokc. North Carolina
Collection, University of North Carolina Library at Chapel Hill. © The Trustees
of the British Museum , British Museum Press.
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than as having particular cultural and historical roots. When these lyrics
are disseminated outside the context of the film, in songbooks and on the
soundtrack, they may have a particularly harmful impact upon a young
and impreSSionable audience. We don't play the soundtrack in our house,
but friends with younger children tell me that, to their horror, they have
caught their children singing "Savages, Savages" among themselves, having internalized a racist epithet that remains potent and degrading. 7
The filmmakers are quite aware that they are in risky territory here
and characterize the episode as dealing with "one of the most adult themes
ever in a Disney film." The theme is "the ugliness and stupidity that results when people give in to racism and intolerance," and it is refreshing
to have it aired, particularly by a studio with a history, even recently, of
racist animation. But a more responsible treatment of the theme would
be conSiderably more nuanced, distinguishing between English colonialism and Powhatan resistance, and between the English ideology of
savagism and coastal Algonquian attitudes toward their own enemieswhom, as Helen Rountree shows, they generally aimed to politically subordinate and socially incorporate, rather than exterminate and dispossess.
This could be done by telling more of Pocahontas's and Powhatan's subsequent dealings with Smith, whom they treated, respectively, as "brother"
and weroance (a ruler subordinate to Powhatan, the rnanarnatowick or
supreme ruler).
That Pocahontas raises a number of difficult and timely issues is a
tribute to its ambition and seriousness of purpose. Indeed, the film begs
to be taken as a plea for tolerant, respectful, and harmonious living in a
world tom by prejudice, explOitation, ethnic strife, and environmental degradation. So, too, does The Indian in the Cupboard, albeit in a
more limited fashion. That both films and their associated products
and promotions are rife with tensions and ironies exemplifies the limitations of serious cultural critique in an artistic environment devoted to the
marketing of dreams. That our children are bombarded with plastiC
consumables and impoverished caricatures ~hile being admonished to
treat other cultures, other creatures, and the land with respect should
prompt us to find ways to teach them-and learn from them-the difference between prodUCing and consuming objectified difference, on the
one hand, and sustaining respectful relationships across difference, on
the other.
In a society founded on objectification, differentiation, and
commodification the lesson is a hard one, and one that has characteristically been expressed in an oppositional "Indian" voice. If Pocahontas and
The Indian in the Cupboard can be viewed only with ambivalence be-
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cause of their own participation in processes of objectification and
commodification, the forms of "playing Indian" to which each gives rise
may offer genuine possibilities for unlearning these processes and imagining new ones, that is, for learning things we never knew we never knew. 8
"I love that part of the song," Katie has told me, and Tina and I agree.
We often find ourselves singing Pocahontas's lines, and sometimes we
stop to wonder at the paradoxical form of learning they suggest. As a first
step on a trans formative journey, we locked the plastiC Indian in his videocase cupboard once and for all and stepped outside to find Star Girl in
the night sky.

Notes
This essay, dedicated to Jane Cauvel upon her retirement from The Colorado College, is adapted from "Animated Indians: Critique and Contradiction in
Commodified Children's Culture," Cultural Anthropology 11, 3 (August 1996):
405-24. It is published here with the permission of the American Anthropological
Association. While certain new material is included, the original version contains
more extensive references and acknowledgments, as well as lyrics and illustrations that were deleted from this version because of copyright restrictions.
l. Onondaga words are treated more or less as proper names on the CD-ROM,
and I have anglicized them in this essay. Consulting the sparse published documentation on the Onondaga language, I am delighted to find that Little Bear's term for
"player," Henuyeha, is a nominalization of the form used for playing the indigenous
game oflacrosse (Hewitt 625). The term for "friend" that I anglicize as Ungachi is
transcribed as onguiatsi, rrwn ami in Shea's French-Onondaga dictionary.
2. Jeanne Shenandoah was also a consultant for the CD-ROM, as were Rick
Hill and Huron Miller.
3. This and subsequent unattributed quotations are taken from Disney press
releases.
4. Paraphrasing the lyrics to "Colors Of The Wind" (because of copyright
restrictions) does an injustice to Stephen Schwartz's fine poetry, which may be
found in song books and on the notes to the soundtrack.
5. The trivialization of Pocahontas's relationship to animals was brought to
my attention by a chastening response to the review of Pocahontas I posted on HNet on June 30, 1995. On the electronic list devoted to "teaching social studies in
secondary schools," Paul Dennis Gower Sr. replied, "PUHLEASE!!lll! It is, after
all, a cartoon. It has a talking raccoon, for crying out loud."
6. The rest of Pocahontas's story would make for an intriguing drama indeed
if treated something like Disney's underpublicized Squanto: A Warriors Tale, which
does not hesitate to portray the brutality of Squanto's English kidnappers as well
as a likely course of events leading to Squanto's allegiance to the English settlers
at Plymouth. Pocahontas: Her True Story, a televised biography from the Arts &
Entertainment network, provides a useful counterpoint to the Disney film but
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does not do justice to Pocahontas's tale or to the historical context of visual imagery (which is treated transparently as illustrative material, unlike the more
historicized treatments of Josephy and Strong's "Search for Otherness").
7. This was a key objection of an open letter regarding Pocahontas posted by
more than a hundred members of the NatChat listserv on July 18, 1995.
8. This outcome-utopian, perhaps, but consistent with Omri's own course
of development-requires that commodified images be taken as "teachable moments" pointing toward more complex, less objectified, understandings.
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This Is What It Means to Say

Smoke Signals
Native American Cultural Sovereignty
All in all, it appears that another cycle of Indian sympathy films will
have to wane before Native America can claim its "own" Hollywood imagery. In reality, very little of what has transpired over this century is
groundbreaking. Such invention can only come when a bona fide Native
director or producer breaks into the ranks of Hollywood, hopefully to
challenge the conventional credos ofthe industry from within.
-Ted Jojola (21)P

Hollywood's Indian may no longer belong solely to Hollywood. In 1998, the
"bona fide Native director" that Ted Jojola prophesied finally broke into the
ranks of Hollywood and did, indeed, challenge the conventional credos of the
industry from within. Srrwke Signals, the first feature film written, directed,
acted, and co-produced by Native Americans is a singular achievement. This
may, at first, seem overstated: how can this effort of a first-time director-an
eighty-nine minute, low-budget, road triplbuddy movie starring relatively unknown Native American actors-be much of an achievement of any kind? But
when placed in the context of the long and colonizing history of American
Indians and film, it is an achievement because it exists at all.
As fIlmmaker Beverly Singer (Santa Clara Pueblo) states, "Until very
recently whites-to the exclusion of Native people-have been the only
people given the necessary support and recognition by society to tell Native
stories in the medium of fIlm" (2). Film, an undeniably powerful medium,
Significantly shapes what and how we think of others and ourselves. For too
long Hollywood fIlmmakers have created and disseminated stereotypical and
frequently racist images of American Indians. Because American Indian
people have had extremely limited access to Hollywood as writers, producers, or directors, those distorted images have gone largely unchecked.
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Director Chris Eyre and writer Sherman Alexie on location for Smoke Signals.
Courtesy of the Museum of Modern Art/Film Stills Archive.

Smoke Signals, directed by Chris Eyre (Cheyenne) and written by
Sherman Alexie (Spokane/Coeur d'Alene) is a significant act of self-definition, an exercise of "cultural sovereignty." According to Singer, cultural sovereignty "involves trusting the older ways and adapting them to our lives in
the present. ... [Native] films and videos are helping to reconnect us with
very old relationships and traditions. Native American filmmaking transmits
beliefs and feelings that help revive storytelling and restore the old foundation" (2). Alexie has contended that "the challenges to our sovereignty" are
the greatest threats Native American societies face today (West and West
10). Sovereignty, the right of a group of people to be self-determining, certainly includes the power to determine how that group is represented
(Mihelich 129). Hollywood has threatened Native sovereignty time and time
again by creating dehumanizing, stereotypical images that tum Native Americans into things to be consumed by popular culture. Although Native and
non-Native scholars alike have long discussed the damaging effects of such
commodification, Hollywood filmmakers have only just begun to acknowledge that Native Americans are people, not objects-people who are participants in, as well as consumers of, American popular culture. As Singer
aptly states, 'What really matters to us is that we be able to tell our own
stories in whatever medium we choose" (2). Srrwke Signals is a masterstroke
for Eyre and Alexie because they challenge popular culture by creating popular culture, using the very medium that has arguably threatened Native
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American sovereignty the most-the Hollywood film. Smoke Signals, then,
is Significant because it is the first widely distributed feature mm in which

Native people tell their own story.
Synops~

The story of Smoke Signals is, at least on the surface, fairly simple. Based on
Alexie's short story "This Is What It Means to Say Phoenix, Arizona" from his
best-selling collection The Lone Ranger and Tonto Fistfight in Heaven, the
mm is a road triplbuddy movie that weaves humor into a story of loss and
redemption. In Smoke Signals, the two protagonists, Thomas Builds-theFire and Victor Joseph, journey from their home on the Coeur d'Alene reservation in northwestern Idaho to Phoenix, Arizona, to collect the ashes of
Arnold Joseph, Victor's long-estranged, recently deceased father. Thomas
(Evan Adams) is the ever-smiling, always optimistic, kind-to-his grandmother
storyteller. Always in a suit, Thomas is nerdy but endearing. An orphan raised
by his grandmother (Monique Mojica), Thomas takes great pleasure in telling stories about Arnold Joseph (Gary Farmer), the father figure who rescued him from the same fire that killed his parents. Victor (Adam Beach), a
jock, is much tougher than Thomas. He has unresolved feelings about his
father and is unwilling to waste time fondly reminiscing about the alcoholic
man who abused and abandoned him. Mter they arrive in Phoenix, Victor
and Thomas meet Suzy Song (Irene Bedard), a friend of Arnold Joseph's
with her own memories of him to share. By the end of their journey together,
Victor makes peace with his father and is able to release much of the anger
that defines his character.
Significantly, the overarching narrative of the mm is literally "told," i.e.,
voiced-over by Thomas, who ritualistically closes his eyes when he tells a
story. Eyre and Alexie use flashbacks, frequently woven into the plot as stories Thomas tells, to portray the very different relationships Arnold had with
Thomas and Victor when they were children. Thomas and Victor remember
Arnold Joseph so differently that the flashbacks call into question the nature
of stories and storytelling by blurring the line between truth and lies. Consequently, the film is both "stories within a story" and a "story about stories."

Indians as Indians
Some critics may see Smoke Signals as a souped-up version of Jonathan Wack's
independent mm Powwow Highway (1989), and indeed the two have many
similarities. Both are about two contemporary Native Americans who leave
their respective reservations for a journey involving a family member. Both
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Suzy Song (Irene Bedard) finally shares Arnold Joseph's secret with his son, Victor
Joseph (Adam Beach). Courtesy of the Museum of Modem ArtlFilm Stills Archive.

fIlms have an angry protagonist around whom most of the dramatic action
revolves, and a more endearing "traditional" protagonist used primarily for
comedic effect. Both make use of flashbacks. And interestingly, both fIlms
won Sundance's coveted Filmmaker's Trophy in their respective years. However, that is where the similarities end. Powwow Highway and Smoke Signals are no more versions of the same movie than the revisionist westerns
Little Big Man and Dances With Wolves or the female road trip movies Thelma
and Louise and Boys on the Side. The two raise very different issues. The
primary plot of Powwow Highway deals with obvious political issues, such as
racism, poverty, and Red Power activism, as well as the loss of cultural identity, while Smoke Signals, on the other hand, takes family relationships and
more speciflcally father/son issues as its focus.
However, Powwow Highway is an extremely signiflcant film, and Smoke
Signals certainly follows in its footsteps, particularly in the area of casting.
Wacks broke new ground by directing a fIlm with Native protagonists rather
than Native enemies, sidekicks, or love interests (all accepted Hollywood
formulas and stereotypes) and by actually casting a Native actor (Gary Farmer)
as one of the leads. Furthermore, Powwow Highway actually depicted Native Americans as three-dimensional, complex individuals, a very important
feat considering the historical context of Native Americans and Hollywood.
According to scholar Ward Churchill, "During the near half·century ...
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the studios cranked about something in the order of 2000 films dealing with
what are called 'Indian themes'" (2). Yet, as Native author Paul Chaat Smith,
contends "those films aren't really about Indians in the first place" (Singer
viii). Smith makes his point well; those films are not about Indians-they are
much more about white Americans' search for a uniquely "American" identity, a national identity distinct from its European origins, as exemplified by
Hawkeye in James Fenimore Cooper's The Last ofthe Mohicans. Even later
countercultural uses of Indians in films-for example, the Billy Jack movies-say more about white Americans coming to terms with their feelings
about the Vietnam conflict than they do about the lives, experiences, or feelings of actual Native American people. These images have contributed to
the conceptualization of American Indians not as distinct nations of people
or as distinct individuals or even, in fact, as people at all, but rather as a
Singular character or idea, "the Indian"-an idea that helps whites understand themselves through "play." According to Berkhofer, "Since ... the
Indian as image and person were and are inextricably combined in White
minds, the scholarly understanding of past and present White images becomes but the latest phase of a centuries-old White effort to understand
themselves through understanding Native America and vice versa" (xvi). Using
the idea of the Indian, espeCially in terms of "playing Indian," time and time
again is an act of cultural appropriation-an act that threatens the continuance of Native cultures and Native sovereignty.
Powwow Highway does an admirable job of portraying Indians as fully
dimensional individual people, rather than as a Singular, monolithic "idea,"
and is told from a Native perspective, but ultimately it is still about Indian
and white conflict. Although Eric Gary Anderson disagrees elsewhere in this
collection, the tension between the protagonists of Powwow Highway takes
a backseat to the overarching conflict between AIM activist Buddy Red Bow
and the federal government and police (145).
Smoke Signals, on the other hand, does not center on Indian and white
conflict, but instead focuses on Victor's internal struggle with his feelings
about his father. In fact, white characters playa very minimal role throughout the film. This film is about two young Coeur d'Alene men who tell stories, argue, sing, play basketball, and take care of their mother and
grandmother. Although Victor as "the jock," and Thomas as "the nerd," and
even Arnold, as "the alcoholic father," could be considered stereotypes in
and of themselves, here they serve to reinforce the complexity and humanness of the characters. That is, all Indian people are not alike, but do indeed
have unique, individual personalities. These two friends are not the Lone
Ranger and Tonto; as Thomas Builds-the-Fire jokes in the movie, "it's more
like we're Tonto and Tonto" (Smoke Signals). This is Indian people telling an
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Victor Joseph (Adam Beach) and Thomas Builds-the-Fire (Evan Adams) board the
bus to Phoenix, beginning their life-changing journey. Courtesy of the Museum of
Modem ArtlFilm Stills Archive.

Indian story, and that is the heart of the matter. What sets Smoke Signals
apart from other £lIms, including Powwow Highway, is an issue of self-definition and self-determination: for the first time in a feature £lIm, a Native
American was on the other side of the camera.

Burdens to Bear
S1Twke Signals carried a heavy burden as the first Native American feature
fUm. In order to pave the way for future Native films by Native directors,
writers, and producers, the film needed to achieve some commercial andlor
critical success with non-Native audiences who have grown weary of overtly
political or didactic, race-based images and plot lines. As a small movie released in a summer of huge-budget blockbusters, set in 1998, approximately
one hundred years outside of Hollywood's "comfort zone," and starring relatively unknown Native actors (although Adam Beach has been a heartthrob
on reselvations for years), Smoke Signals was definitely a commercial risk in
spite of its endorsement by Robert Redford and the Sundance Institute and
its Miramax distribution deal. The choice of genre proved to be an excellent
strategy to combat these problems. In Srrwke Signals, Eyre and Alexie were
essentially "grafting an Amelican Indian .. . point of view or sensibility on to
what is essentially a conventional Hollywood Formula" just as Powwow High-
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way had done in 1989 (Anderson 139). The road triplbuddy movie is a timehonored and classic Hollywood genre. Film viewers think of it as particularly
"American" (e.g., Easy Rider), find it comfortable, easy to watch, and noncontroversial because of its predictability, and may even expect the stars to
be young and relatively unknown.
On the other hand, in order to satisfY Native viewers, the film needed to
pack a political punch by tearing down pernicious Hollywood Indian stereotypes-stereotypes that have very real political consequences for the members of the 557 (at last count) federally recognized tribal nations in the United
States. For example, during the wave of Indian sympathy films in the 1980s
and early 1990s, Indian causes became popular with philanthropic foundations, and even with the U.S. leaders who construct important Indian policy
and legislation. Author N. Bird Runningwater (Mescalero) points out a particularly interesting statistic: during the year Dances With Wolves won several Academy Awards, "the Senate Select Committee on Indian Affairs had
the highest number of senators wanting to seNe on it" (2). This statistic indicates that where Native Americans are concerned, film undeniably impacts
policy. Though a constant presence in American history books, "The Indian"
goes in and out of fashion in American popular culture. However, it is important to note that there is no guarantee that popularity leads to better Indian
policy or continued Native sovereignty. The point is not whether Indian sympathy films lead to better policy; the point is that the primary source of information for policymakers should not be fictional feature films. Unfortunately,
senators and congressmen, like many of the general American public, get
much of their information about American Indians from Hollywood.

Stereotypes, Guilt, and Hurrwr
By using the simple story of Victor's journey to collect the ashes of his father
as the primary action and to introduce the universal theme of father/son
reconciliation, Eyre and Alexie brought a very sophisticated, complex, and
highly political subtext about Native American stereotypes and life experiences through the back door and straight into the script (Gilroy, Cummings,
Mihelich). In fact, the humorous, often poignant script, penned by Alexie-known for his controversial, edgy style and razor-sharp wit-is one of Srrwke
Signals's greatest strengths.
According to Alexie, "humor is the most effective political tool out there,
because people will listen to anything if they're laughing.... There's nothing
worse that earnest emotion and I never want to be earnest.... Humor is
really just about questioning the status quo" (West and West 11). Srrwke
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Smoke Signals writer Sherman Alexie. Courtesy of the Museum of Modem Art!
Film Stills Archive.

Signals proves that Alexie's instincts about how to use humor are correct.
The political subtext succeeds because it is never overtly political. For nonNative viewers, Smoke Signals is a guilt-free experience. The following scene
between Victor and Thomas on the bus to phoenix provides an excellent
example of Alexie's use of humor to interrogate and undermine mainstream
stereotypes:
VICTO R: You know, Thomas? I don't know what you're talking about
half the time. Why is that?
THOMAS: I don't know.
VICTOR: I mean you just go on and on talking about nothing. Why
can't you have a normal conversation? You're always trying to
sound like some damn medicine man or something. I mean,
how many times have you seen Dances "With Wolves? A hundred, two hundred?

Thomas looks thoughtful, as though tnjing to rememher exactly
how many times.
VICTOR (continued): Oh, jeez, you have seen it that many times,
haven't you? Don't you even know how to be a real Indian?
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THOMAS: I guess not.
VICTOR: Well, shit, no wonder. Jeez, I guess I'll have to teach you
then, enit?

Thomas nods eagerly.
VICTOR: First of all, quit grinning like an idiot. Indians ain't supposed to smile like that. Get stoic.

Thomas tries to look stoic. He faik
VICTOR: No, like this.

Victor looks very tough and serious.
VICTO R: You got to look mean or people won't respect you. White
people will run all over you if you don't look mean. You got to
look like a warrior. You got to look like you just came back from
killing a buffalo.
THOMAS: But our tribe never hunted buffalo. We were fishermen.
VICTOR: What? You want to look like you just came back from
catching a fish? This ain't Dances With Salmon, you know? Thomas, you got to look like a warrior.

Thomas attempts to look stoic a second time, with better results.
VICTOR: There, that's better. And, second, you got to know how to
use your hair.
THOMAS: My hair?
VICTOR: Yeah, I mean, look at your hair, it's all braided up and
stuff. You've got to free it. An Indian man ain't nothing without
his hair.
VICTOR: And last, you've got to get rid of that suit, Thomas. You
just have to.

(Smoke Signals)
In the next shot, Thomas emerges from a truck stop wearing a "Fry
Bread Power" T-shirt and jeans instead of his suit, with his long hair flOwing
free and blOwing in the wind. He looks "stoic" for a few seconds before breaking into his characteristic grin. The two reboard the bus, only to discover that
two very stereotypical "redneck" cowboys (one is wearing a cap that reads,
"My gun-cleaning hat") have taken their seats. After a losing confrontation,
Victor and Thomas are forced to change seats, prompting Thomas to say,
"Jeez, Victor, I guess your warrior look doesn't work every time" (65). Thomas and Victor then begin an argument about whether or not "cowboys always win" (65). Thomas insists that cowboys do always win, saying, "Look at
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Tom Mix. What about John Wayne? Man, he was about the toughest cowboy
of them all, enit?" (Srrwke Signals). Ironically, this is one of the most selfdetermining moments of the film. Victor sits at the back of the bus in defeat,
but he does not do so silently. Instead of just moving to the "back of the bus"
and chalking up another one for the cowboys, Victor uses humor to count
coup in this battle (Gilroy, "Another Fine Example," 35).
VICTOR: You know, in all those movies, you never saw John Wayne's
teeth. Not once. I think there's something wrong when you don't
see a guy's teeth.
(breaks into song while pounding a powwow rhythm on the seat)
Oh, John Wayne's teeth, hey, John Wayne's teeth, hey, hey, hey,
hey. John Wayne's teeth, hey, John Wayne's teeth, hey, hey, hey,
hey! Are they false, are they real? Are they plastic, are they
steel? Hey, hey, hey. Yeeee!
(Srrwke Signals)
At that point, Thomas joins in the song, and the bus rolls on down the highway. While Victor and Thomas may have lost their seats, they have kept their
pride and dignity by singing a song about, of all things, John Wayne's teeth,
and have succeeded in making the other people on the bus uncomfortable,
proving that there is more than one way to win.
This scene, which Alexie has remarked is his personal favorite, is easily
one of the funniest, most memorable, most discussed in the film. Right down
to "John Wayne's Teeth," it is charming-it is also easily the most political.
Significantly, it tells a great deal about how stereotypes work and their impact on both non-Native and Native people. First, Victor, tired of Thomas's
incessant storytelling, tries to shut his friend up. Victor sees himself as tough
and thoroughly "contemporary" and seems to be somewhat embarrassed by
Thomas's appearance as well as by his stories. He insults Thomas for acting
like a Hollywood stereotype-the stereotype of the medicine man. He goes
so far as to ask Thomas how many times he has seen Dances With Wolves,
making fun of him for being a stereotype instead of being a "real" Indian.
However, Victor teaches Thomas to be an Indian by replacing one stereotype, "the medicine man," with another, "the warrior." Victor tells Thomas to "get stoic," to "look mean," to look as if he "just got back from killing
a buffalo," in spite of the fact that Coeur d'Alenes were not plains-style hunters. Victor, like the rest of the American public, knows exactly how a warrior
should act and look. We understand from Victor that a warrior's hair must be
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free, and, although warriors in 1998 cannot wear loincloths on a Greyhound,
they certainly should not wear three-piece suits.
In the minds of most Americans, Native American people have been
conceptually trapped in the nineteenth century. Because so many fIlms portray American Indians as a "vanishing" or "dying race," too many Americans
have come to believe that Native Americans do not exist today, or that if they
do, they must look and behave like stereotypically represented nineteenthcentury warriors or shamans to be "real." Indeed, as Berkhofer points out,
"For most Whites throughout the past five centuries, the Indian of the imagination and ideology has been as real, perhaps more real, than the Native
American of actual existence and contact" (71). Unfortunately, for Native
Americans, fictional representations of Indians from a past century have become a litmus for "authenticity" of contemporary Indian identity.
This scene then, points out to non-Native viewers that many of their
assumptions about what "real" Indians are like come from Hollywood movies, by making them laugh instead of making them feel guilty or uncomfortable. Viewers can learn from the scene without being preached a sermon. It
also illustrates the true insidiousness of Hollywood images ofIndians-these
images are often internalized by the very people they objectify. Native people
are not merely objects of popular culture; they are also consumers of and
participants in that vel)' culture that capitalizes on their distorted and manipulated representation. In an interview, director Chris Eyre discussed how
this phenomenon has affected him: "I grew up watching all the movies with
Indians in them, and I love all of them . . . the older I get, the more I feel
badly about those movies, but not growing up. We all had the wool pulled
over our eyes about [the] humiliation of Indians. But when I was young, I
didn't have that sense. We loved just to see ourselves on the screen. We were
starved for our own images" (Miller 2). Victor makes fun of Thomas for buying into the romanticism of Dances With Wolves, yet his own image of the
warrior is no less romanticized. According to Gilroy, "Ironically, Victor clings
to a stereotype that seems to be a mirror image of the John Wayne school of
machismo" ("Another Fine Example" 35). Have both Victor and Thomas
internalized racist self-images? To some extent they have. In a later scene,
Thomas himself comments on a western playing on Tv. He pointedly jokes,
"The only thing more pathetic than Indians on T.v. is Indians watching other
Indians on TV" (Srrwke Signals). Yet Thomas has seen Dances With Wolves
pOSSibly as many as two hundred times and, perhaps starved for his own
image, loved every minute of it.
But there is more to this scene. Victor has not completely failed to understand his own identity as Gilroy suggests. In the bus scene, Victor makes
the statement, "You got to look mean or people won't respect you. White
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people will run all over you if you don't look mean." Victor, here, is not merely
revealing his own internalized racism; there is some truth to what he is saying. American popular culture has been so saturated for so long with representations of Hollywood Indians that those representations have become a
litmus test by which non-Native people judge whether or not an actual N ative person is "really Indian." As Native scholar Devon Mihesuah states, 'While
it is tempting to define 'Indianness' by non-Indian standards-and that is
indeed the norm-to do so is inappropriate. Tribes decide their identity for
themselves" (115).
Victor may know that his image of a "warrior" is fiction-straight out of
a John Ford mm-but he also may know that it has become real in his everyday dealings and lived experiences with some white people. He must, in
effect, become what at least some white people think he is in order to get
respect or at least not be run over. This is certainly not the case every time
any Native American deals with any white person. However, this "hegemonic
bloc"-becoming what someone thinks you are in order to survive-is a very
real result of pervasive notions of race. The only way for Native Americans to
break down this barrier is to tell their own stories in mm, on Tv, in every
medium, and as often as possible. The hegemonic bloc will continue as long
as Hollywood images are the only images available
Critics agree that the bus scene and others like it effectively shine a light
on Native American stereotypes for what they are, not to mention where
they originate and how they function. More than one critic, however, has
pointed out that Alexie's portrayals of Victor's alcoholic parents, Arlene and
Arnold, only reinforce long-standing stereotypes of the "drunk Indian" for
many people. For example, in Celluloid Indians, Jacqueline Kilpatrick contends that "The specters of alcoholism, injustice, and loneliness form the
skeleton upon which this mm hangs, and the fact that it is also very funny
doesn't keep it from shOwing a Native present that is devoid of much hope
for the future" (230). This is an interesting point. Smoke Signals does depict
alcoholism, drunkenness, and abuse. The mm portrays individual Indians
drinking-for example, Arnold Joseph in his pickup with Victor-as well as
groups of Indians drinking at the 1988 Fourth of July party. The effects of
alcoholism, such as abuse, abandonment, and anger, are also evident throughout the mm.
However, in one scene, as supporting characters Velma (Michelle St.
John) and Lucy (Elaine Miles) drive their "rez car" down the highway in
reverse, Velma reaches into the cooler. Lucy says, "Jeez, I'm thirsty. Get me
a beer!" to which Velma replies, "Hey, girl, we don't drink no more, remember?" Lucy responds, "That's right, enit? I forgot. Ab, give me a Coke" (Smoke
Signals). In a later scene, a hung-over Arlene (Tantoo Cardinal) watches her
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Well-known Native actress Tantoo
Cardinal portrays Arlene Joseph,
Victor's mother. Courtesy of the Museum of Modern Art/Film Stills
Archive.

son angrily throw beer bottles against their truck and says to her husband,
'We ain't doing this no more! No more! We're done with it." In still another
scene, when Victor and Thomas are being questioned by a white police chief
(Tom Skerritt), Thomas and Victor reveal that they do not drink. As a matter
of fact, Victor, says, 'Tve never had a drop of alcohol in my life, OfHcer. Not
one drop." All of these examples show that alcohol is a major part of tlle plot
of STooke Signals and that alcohol has indeed dramatically affected Native
communities. However, Kilpatrick's statement that the film ultimately shows
"a Native present that is devoid of much hope for the future" seems to be an
overstatement (230). Based on the examples cited above, the older generation (Arlene and Amold) are fIghting alcoholism, a somewhat younger group
(Velma and Lucy) are dealing with recovery, and the youngest generation
(Thomas and Victor) are nondrinkers altogether. The film actually sends a
very positive message about alcohol and a message of hope for younger and
future generations of Native Americans. Significantly, however, some viewers may not remember whether tlle message was positive or negative; tlley
may only remember the alcohol.
In his excellent essay "Smoke or Signals?," John Mihelich makes this
point very well. Mihelich went so far as to watch the film witll a focus group
of children ranging from eight to fourteen years of age. Although more than
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one child commented that Smoke Signals helped them think of Native Americans as "regular people," Mihelich also notes that "Along with the humanizing aspects, the children were dismayed at the amount of drunkenness
depicted in the fIlm" (133). Do Eyre and Alexie use the stereotype of the
"drunk Indian" and even reinforce it? That alcohol is a significant part of the
plot is not necessarily stereotypical. It is an unfortunate truth that alcohol has
played a major role in reservation life in America. What the reactions of
Mihelich's focus group illustrate is that it requires more than one positive
image or message to deconstruct a long-standing stereotype. As Mihelich
writes, "the salient perception among the youth that the film acts negatively
by depicting drunkenness indicates the tenuous nature of popular culture to
transform hegemOnic images" (134). Mihelich's point is well taken. Smoke
Signals is one film trying to break down images reinforced in over two thousand fIlms. As Kilpatrick notes, "No single fIlm can be expected to undo the
misinformation about Native Americans that has accumulated over many
generations" (232).
Overall, however, Eyre and Alexie's use of humor to treat difficult subjects like alcoholism and to break down difficult stereotypes like the warrior
or shaman is not only effective but, significantly, an act of Native self-determination. Native communities do have difficult subjects to discuss. That these
subjects are finally being portrayed by Native filmmakers is an act of cultural
sovereignty and courage.

What Is "Indian"?
Although dismantling Hollywood stereotypes by poking fun at them is significant, it was also the easier of Eyre and Alexie's two major tasks. Eyre and
Alexie do a superb job of showing a stereotype of an Indian-for example
"the stoic warrior"-and demonstrating that this identity is not "real." The
more difficult task was showing an audience what is real. Eyre and Alexie
faced a major challenge: depicting a fully realized, "authentic," Native American experience without speaking for all Indians, who certainly have diverse
cultures and backgrounds and who definitely have diverse experiences. In
other words, Eyre and Alexie had to create a world that was at once recognizable as pan-Indian and tribally specific for Native viewers. Furthermore,
they had to create characters who were also recognizable as "American,"
characters who were participants in mainstream America. Eyre and Alexie
succeeded. Indeed, this is their greatest achievement in Smoke Signals.
The protagonists, Victor and Thomas, both Coeur d'Alene, are very
American and very definitely participants in and consumers of American
popular culture. An American flag hangs outside Victor's house (albeit up-
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side down, signaling both "distress" and affiliation with the American Indian
Movement) and they celebrate the Fourth ofJuly (twice in this film). They
refer to watching movies (Dances With Wolves and John Wayne); watching
television (The Lone Ranger and Tonto); and eating at Denny's restaurant
(the Grand Slam Breakfast). They also ride a Greyhound bus, wear Levi's,
listen to rock music, play plenty of basketball, and drink Coca-Cola.
But, on a deeper level, non-Native viewers identif)rwith Victor and Thomas because Victor and Thomas are just like "regular people" (Mihelich).
They laugh and argue with their friends, talk to their mothers or grandmothers, and have to work through unresolved and conflicting emotions about
their fathers. The story is ultimately the story of a lost father, and the major
themes of Srrwke Signals are universal-coming of age, forgiveness, redemption, friendship, family. Because the film is really a story of loss told with
great wit, Eyre is able to depict many sides of Thomas and Victor-their
anger, their laughter, their needs. Furthermore, through the liberal use of
flashbacks, Eyre and Alexie portray Victor and Thomas as babies, as boys,
and as young men to the viewer. By depicting Victor and Thomas at different
ages, with different emotions, engaged in different activities, and because
the themes of the movie are universal and definitely accessible, Eyre and
Alexie have created multi-faceted, three-dimensional characters.
Still, none the qualities mentioned above make Victor and Thomas "Indian." Those qualities make them human. Do Eyre and Alexie make Victor
and Thomas articulate an Indian experience on-screen, without making it
seem like the only Indian experience? In his discussion of Srrwke Signals,
Mihelich obselVes that "One of the contributions of Alexie's artistry in Srrwke
Signals is his ability to portray complex characters who happen to be American Indians" (emphasiS added, 131). Victor and Thomas are certainly complex characters. However, Mihelich's suggestion that they merely "happen to
be" Indian misses an important point. Victor and Thomas are Indian people-more precisely, Coeur d'Alene people--and their experiences and cultural
context inform the substance and personalities of their characters. Eyre and
Alexie want viewers to know that the Indian Country they portray is what it
looks like through Indian, specifically Coeur d'Alene, eyes.
The opening shot of Srrwke Signals shows a sweeping vista of the Coeur
d'Alene Indian ReselVation in northwestern Idaho, near the Washington border. Randy Peone (John Trudell), the KREZ radio station disc jockey, and
Lester Fallsapart (Chief Leonard George), the KREZ meteorolOgist, have
the follOwing exchange:
DISC JOCKEY: Good morning, this is Randy Peone on KREZ Ra-
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dio, the voice of the Coeur d'Alene Indian Reservation. And it's
time for the morning traffic report on this rainy Bicentennial
Fourth of July. Let's go out to Lester Fallsapart, at the KREZ
traffic van broken down at the crossroads.
LESTER FALLSAPART: A big truck just went by.
(beat)
Now, it's gone.
DISC JOCKEY: Well, there you go, folks. Looks like another busy
morning.
And I just got a news bulletin that says Maddie and John
Builds-the-Fire are hosting a Fourth of July party at their house.
And remember, it's B.y'O.F. Bring your own fireworks.
(Smoke Signals)
Even in these first few minutes, any number of cues let both Native and nonNative viewers know that they have entered contemporary Indian Country-a fully realized, decidedly Native American world. Visually, the sweeping
pan of the reservation indicates that this is a remote area, far removed from
any sign of suburban sprawl. Orally, Randy Peone announces the geographical location (the Coeur d'Alene Indian Reservation). The name of the radio
station (KREZ) and the distinctly "Indian" moniker of the tribal meteorologist (Lester Fallsapart) reinforce that this is not suburbia or even white rurality, but Indian Countly Lester's intentionally understated but humorous traffic
report, given with a slight Coeur d'Alene accent, emphasizes that this is an
isolated reservation, and finally, Randy Peone tells his listeners about a party
at the home of Maddie and John Builds-the-Fire, again a distinctly Indian
name. That Randy announces the party on the radio demonstrates that this
is a small community, where everyone knows each other. Just this one scene
drives home that this is not a one-dimensional depiction of a reservation.
This is a complete world, rich with detail. These contemporary people are
not trapped in nineteenth-century teepees-these Coeur d'Alene people
have their own land, community, accent, names, radio station, and even their
own meteorologist.
Throughout Smoke Signals, Eyre and Alexie use visual and aural cues to
flesh out the Indian cultural context-a context instantly reCOgnizable to
Native viewers and not inaccessible to non-Native viewers. Alexie calls many
of these cues "Indian trapdoors." He says, "an Indian will walk all over them
and fall in, but a non-Indian will keep on walking," not realizing he or she has
missed anything (West and West 8). Visually, in addition to identifiable Native Americans, "rez cars" (including one driving only in reverse), reserva-
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tion signs (for example, the highway sign that reads "Coeur d'Alene Indian
ReseIVation: Population Variable"), and plenty of basketball (a sport which is
as "Indian" as it is mainstream "American," having become a reseIVation
phenomenon throughout the United States) are important parts of the physical
and cultural landscape Eyre and Alexie portray.
In the dialogue, usually humorous, often tongue-in-cheek references to
"being Indian" are ever-present. For example, at one point Velma asks Thomas what he will give in exchange for a ride, saying, 'What you going to trade
for it? We're Indians, remember? We barter" (Srrwke Signals). In another
scene, Victor promises his mother, Arlene, that he will come back from Phoenix, saying, "Jeez. You want me to sign a paper or something?" Arlene replies, "No way. You know how Indians feel about signing papers."
The dialogue is also replete with allusions to Native American leaders,
such as Geronimo and Crazy Horse. All of these references are deftly woven
into the fabric of the story. Consider, for example, the following exchange
between Victor and his friend Junior during a basketball game:
JUNIOR POLATKIN: Hey, Victor, who do you think is the greatest
basketball player ever?
VICTOR: That's easy. Geronimo.
JUNIOR POLATKIN: Geronimo? He couldn't play basketball, man.
He was Apache, man. Those suckers are about three feet tall.
VICTOR: It's Geronimo, man. He was lean, mean, and bloody.
Would have dunked on your flat Indian ass and then cut it off.
JUNIOR POLATIKIN: Yeah, some days it's a good day to die. Some
days, it's a good day to play basketball.

(Srrwke Signals)
This is a casual, funny, exchange-two guys goofing off during a game. The
way the references to Geronimo are woven into the scene demonstrates that
this is part of constant, everyday talk and not some special, overtly political
speech. The dialogue is signillcant because it implies a pan-ethnic "Indianness"
as well as a culturally specific and vital tribal identity.
This casual interweaving of a complex pan-ethnic and tribe-specific identity recurs throughout the fUm. For example, in the scene noted above, Victor not only identifies himself as a Coeur d'Alene who is culturally different
from Geronimo, an Apache, but identifies himself as an "Indian" or "Native
American" who understands and participates in the more general, pan-Indian culture of fry bread and powwows, cultural touchstones also referenced
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Adam Beach, who portrays Victor Joseph, stands with Cody
Lightning, who plays a young Victor Joseph in Srnoke Signals.
Courtesy of the Museum of Modem ArUFilm Stills Archive.

throughout the film. In a later scene, the white police chief asks Victor and
Thomas just what kind of Indians they are, to which Victor replies, 'We're
Coeur d'Alene Indians" (Smoke Signals ). That Eyre and Alexie demonstrate
that their characters identifY themselves as Coeur d'Alene speciHcally and
Native American generally is particularly important because it allows Eyre
and Alexie to portray distinctly Native experiences, rather than "The Native
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American Experience." Eyre and Alexie depict an Indian-and specifically a
Coeur d'Alene-world, through the eyes of Victor and Thomas, but they do
not attempt to speak for all Indians everywhere or to describe every possible
Native experience. As Alexie explained in an interview, ''I'm not trying to
speak for everybody. 1'm one individual heavily influenced by tribe. And good
art doesn't come out of assimilation-it comes out of tribalism" (Williams 4).
Humor is key to Smoke Signals' depiction of a uniquely Indian cultural
context, and to Eyre and Alexie's effort to break down stereotypes for nonNative audiences. Significantly, humor functions differently in this fUm for
Native audiences. For Native viewers, Eyre and Alexie use humor the way
many Native Americans do-as a way to "bear witness," as a survival tool, as
a show of support. In a June 2000 interview with Jhon Gilroy, Evan Adams,
the actor who plays Thomas Builds-the-Fire, discusses "Indian Humor" in
Smoke Signals. "I really do think it's a survival tactic .... Another word to
describe it is teasing; it is a sign of affection. It's a way of saying to somebody
'get over yourself.' That's a basic [tenet] amongst Indian people is 'get over
yourself; there's more important things .... It tries not to be detached. It
tries not to be cynical-in the face of everything, in the face of especially the
last hundred years of great deprivation and weirdness. So anyway, Sherman's
[Alexie's] humor has an edge, and it's familiar to non-native readers. It feels
dry; it feels smart. For me Indian humor is that, but it is also something else
that is not political, that is purely emotional: support" (44--45). So, according
to Adams, when Arlene jokes with her son about "signing papers" or when
Victor makes up a song during a basketball game with the refrain "General
George Armstrong Custer was a'guarding me," the jokes are more than entertaining (18). The jokes become the very kind of "Indian trapdoors" Alexie
discusses. They are a way to bear witness-to acknowledge the ravages of
colonization and announce, 'We're still here and we can even joke about it."
They are a way to survive and not become hard or bitter after "the last hundred years of great deprivation and weirdness" (45). They are a way to tease
and show affection and support, from mother to son, from friend to friend,
from Indian to Indian.
Eyre and Alexie also use a more "Indian" cultural context and experience. By using Native storytelling as a narrative device to drive the plot,
Alexie places his movie within a distinctly Indian epistemology. When asked
in an interview how he created the fUm's unique voice, Alexie specifically
discussed Thomas's role. Alexie noted, "Thomas ... is a storyteller ... he was
really the vehicle, he's the natural character in order to make a movie. I never
thought he would be cinematic, but he is . . . as we went along with the
screenplay, I started realizing his role in the movie-his voice in the movie is
really the wheel that keeps the movie rolling" (Jones 2). In an Indian episte-
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mology, stol)1elling complicates notions of truth and lies. According to Alexie
in his interview with Cineaste, "It's all based on the basic theme, for me, that
stol)1ellers are essentially liars. At one point in the movie, Suzy asks Thomas,
'Do you want lies or do you want the truth? And he says, 'I want both.' I
think that line is what reveals the most about Thomas's character and the
nature of his stol)1elling and the nature, in my opinion, of stol)1elling in
general, which is that fiction blurs and nobody knows what the truth is. And
within the movie itself, nobody knows what the truth is" (West and West 11).
Furthermore, the flashbacks Thomas narrates are often presented visually
as "seamless narratives," that is, time does not alter-a younger version ofVictor,
for example can run alongSide the bus as the older Victor looks out of the window, a technique used by John Sayles in Lone Star. Alexie refers to these as
"magic cuts." According to Alexie, the seamless transitions or magic cuts were
used "to make the flashbacks integral to the narrative of the film. The way time
works in Indian culture is more circular. There's a lot more culture on the screen
than time" (Jones 3). Consequently; the way the stories are shown as well as told
adds to a specific, Indian epistemology or way of knowing.
In addition, the film features an excellent soundtrack that mixes traditional Native music, contemporary rock and roll, and "49" songs. For example, the instantly popular "John Wayne's Teeth" is, according to Alexie, a
"combination of English lyrics and Western musical rhythms along with Indian vocables and Indian traditional drums" (West and West 4). Alexie noted
that the music was not "an afterthought" but was instead an "organic" part of
the film. Alexie, who wrote the lyrics to several of the songs himself, states
that "Using those songs in the flim . . . is also a way of telling the story, of
adding more layers to the story, as you see things on the screen" (West and
West 9). And, if Srrwke Signals is significant because it is the first feature film
in which Native people tell their own story, it is certainly significant that the
soundtrack, which helps tell the story, uses Indian artists throughout. Srrwke
Signals is a Native American movie, from top to bottom. The soundtrack is,
in effect, another form of the stol)1elling that creates a speCifically Indian,
contemporary cultural context, inside a specifically Indian epistemology. From
the scenery to the soundtrack, Srrwke Signals depicts contemporary and complex American Indian characters in a contemporary and complex Indian world
that exists both within and outside of the larger American culture. Mihelich
says it best: "the major protagonists portray contemporary American Indians
in a specific world that is at once American and Indian" (131).

Driving the Red Road: What's Ahead?
Srrwke Signals is tremendously significant because it is the first feature film
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written, acted, directed, and co-produced by Native Americans; because it
proved that a Native American film could be commercially viable; because it
forced viewers to examine Hollywood stereotypes of Native Americans; and
most importantly, because it was a vehicle through which Native Americans
told their own story, and by which they demonstrated that Indians are American, Indians are Indian, and Indians are people. Srrwke Signals, by its very
existence, bears witness: Indians did not vanish and were not conqueredIndians are still here. When viewed from the broader perspective, then, the
low-budget, eighty-nine-minute road trip/buddy movie is truly "letting the
world lmow that Indians are alive and well in America" (Runningwater 3).
What does it mean to say Srrwke Signals? Srrwke Signals means Native American cultural sovereignty.
But, Srrwke Signals premiered in 1998. It is now 2003. Has anything
changed since Srrwke Signals? What does the future of Native American
filmmaking and Native American representation in film look like? Critics
debate. According to Gilroy, "Time alone will tell if the film is another curiosity or the beginning of a new era of self-representation for American Indians
in mainstream Hollywood cinema" (30). Denise Cummings questions whether
Srrwke Signals will provide "more than just an occasional interruption" of
Hollywood imperialism (65). Jacqueline Kilpatrick believes that the effect of
Srrwke Signals might be very much like smoke--ephemeral-but that the
film might provide the second of reality "necessary to make the existence of
American Indian filmmakers 'real' for the film industry" (232). Kilpatrick is
closest to the truth; Srrwke Signals has made the existence of Native filmmakers real for Hollywood. Srrwke Signals was not merely a part of the continuum of Native Americans and film; it was a pivot point.
The Sundance Film Festival actively recruits Native filmmakers and gives
them special support. Both Chris Eyre and Sherman Alexie released films at
Sundance in the summer of 2002, Skins and The Business of F ancydancing
(starring Evan Adams), respectively. Even Hollywood studios are paying more
attention to Native American audiences. John Woo's big-budget picture
Windtalkers (a story about Navajo codetalkers in World War II starring Adam
Beach) opened in June 2002 and actually premiered on the Navajo reservation in Kayenta, Arizona. All three films are set outside of the infamous Hollywood "comfort zone," that is, outside of the nineteenth century. Will
Hollywood make more frontier movies? Absolutely. American Indians occupy a critical place in the American imagination; they are part of America's
origin myth-the conquering and settlement of the frontier, or more accurately, the conquering ofIndian nations and the forced settlement ofIndian
lands. America's origin story, a violent story of conquest and colonization,
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has been played out over and over and over again on the silver screen and,
with certainty, will be again.
But Srrwke Signals opened a door. Will Hollywood open the door wider
and let more Native Americans tell their own stories? There are more Native
American filmmakers, directors, writers, and actors than ever before: Native
Americans who are interested in "trusting the older ways and adapting them,"
Native Americans who are interested in transmitting "beliefs and feelings
that help revive storytelling and restore the old foundation" (Singer 2), Native Americans who are interested in assuming their rightful places as full
participants in and creators of American popular culture-Native Americans who are interested in exercising cultural sovereignty. Even if Hollywood closes and locks the door, the Eyres and Alexies of this world will surely
find their way inside.
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Western Films
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Preliminary Note: Most essays in this collection have a section for works
cited, a segment designed to point students of the Hollywood Indian in
directions for further study. However, it is most important to remember
that Hollywood's Indian was affected by a popular genre, the Western
film. Not every Western film comments on Native American culture, but
the Western film genre helps define basic images of the frontier for viewers. Anyone interested in the Hollywood Indian must gain some understanding of the mise-en-scene and dynamics of the Western film.
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